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Praise for Full Stack Testing

From manual exploratory testing to creating test strategies across various quality
dimensions and working with emerging technologies, this book covers a lot of ground for

beginner as well as experienced quality analysts. Gayathri has done a phenomenal job of
distilling just enough theory to introduce the topic and follow it with practical examples

so you can apply them in your projects with existing tools and frameworks.
—Bharani Subramaniam, head of technology for

Thoughtworks India

An expansive survey of testing strategies and patterns that covers its subject in both
breadth and depth. The theoretical underpinnings of various forms of testing are backed

by practical, hands-on examples in several chapters. Gayathri’s book should find its way to
the desktops of people who write (and, therefore, are bound to test) software.

—Saleem Siddiqui, author of
Learning Test-Driven Development

This book provides a bird’s-eye view of full stack testing and will help you learn about
testing and enhance corporate processes related to software testing. I would recommend

the book to quality assurance engineers, technical project managers, and software
architects. The book gives a railway map of different paths and approaches that can be
applied and investigated depending on the application scope, budget, and time frames.

—Nigar Akif Movsumova, software engineer at EPAM Systems



The term full stack development refers to additional skills a developer should have to carry
out their job. Full stack testing pertains to the software being tested, and it encompasses all
technologies, processes, people skills, and various types of testing that are to be performed

to make software better. Full Stack Testing by Gayathri Mohan insightfully covers these
multifaceted topics, empowering readers to deliver high-quality software.

—Srinivasan Desikan, adjunct professor and author of
Software Testing: Principles and Practices

Like the proverbial blindfolded team members trying to individually feel their way to
understanding an elephant, Gayathri’s book provides the necessary perspective for teams

to understand a holistic view of testing. While individual testing yields positive results,
understanding the full stack enables better whole-project outcomes.

—Neal Ford, director/software architect/meme wrangler at
Thoughtworks and author of Software Architecture: The Hard Parts
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Foreword

The term shift left, which refers to performing an activity earlier or to the left along a
timeline, is becoming increasingly common. We hear about why it is important to
shift left design, security, and, most relevant here, testing. Bringing testing forward in
the software development life cycle decreases the cost and complexity of fixing bugs
because they are found closer to when they were created, which establishes more of a
context for what could have caused things to go wrong. When we think about things
like performance testing, we can start looking for trends before we start actually wor‐
rying about the specific values. This again allows us to spot when performance wor‐
sens significantly. We can then explore if this means that we’ve hit something that is
fundamentally less performant or if perhaps we just made a mistake that caused the
performance degradation.

While shifting testing left means tests are run against software that is known to be
incomplete and subject to change, the enhanced ability to fix issues that arise far out‐
weighs the costs of continuous testing, particularly when a significant portion of the
test suite is automated. While some tests and some styles of testing, like exploratory
testing, need to be done manually, tests that can be automated should be.

There are all kinds of testing to be done, and the title of Gayathri’s book is apt. Full
stack testing gives a comprehensive overview of testing across the entire stack, look‐
ing at performance, UI, contract, end-to-end functional, unit testing, and even acces‐
sibility testing. The question for many involved in testing revolves around knowing
how to do testing across the full stack. That’s where this book comes in. While there
are many books about testing and even about agile testing, which does advocate for
shifting testing left, Gayathri’s book looks in-depth at each aspect of testing a modern
application. The book describes the issues that arise in each aspect of testing and
looks at principles and strategies that apply to that aspect of testing.

Each of these sections then includes a set of hands-on exercises that demonstrate con‐
cretely how to actually do such testing. Now, I recognize the specific exercises and the
tools included in the exercises may change and evolve in time. However, these
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exercises are of value even if the tools do change, because they show how to use tools
to construct the right kinds of tests. The exercises make the testing approach con‐
crete; the tools provide the ability to experiment on tests of that nature. The tools will
inevitably continue to evolve, but the testing strategies you will learn will have a much
longer shelf life.

The range of testing approaches in Gayathri’s book is broad, encompassing static
analysis, data testing strategies, and even exploratory testing. Given the growing com‐
plexity of our software systems, the role of exploratory testing becomes increasingly
important. In addition, security testing is given its own chapter, as we all know how
much more vulnerable our systems are to hackers. Accessibility testing also has its
chapter, describing how we can make our systems easier to use, even for those who
are disabled.

Each aspect of testing requires looking at what kinds of things might go wrong and
then creating a testing strategy to uncover things that have gone wrong. A properly
constructed test suite across the range of test types provides the safety net that allows
us to evolve our software systems with confidence. Gayathri’s book, based on her
experience testing different types of systems, guides software professionals in creating
the proper testing strategies and suites.

— Dr. Rebecca Parsons
Chief Technology Officer at Thoughtworks, coauthor

of Building Evolutionary Architectures

xiv | Foreword



Preface

If you’re in the software industry, it is highly unlikely that you won’t have worn the
testing hat at least once, irrespective of your role. That’s because testing is such an
integral aspect of software engineering, woven into every stage of the software deliv‐
ery cycle. With the exponential adoption of digitization today, where various web and
mobile applications have become so enmeshed in people’s daily lives, testing along
various quality dimensions has become imperative.

When we look at testing as a software discipline, we can see how it has undergone its
own trajectory of evolution over the many decades of its existence, growing to incor‐
porate new practices, frameworks, methodologies, and tools. Manual testing has
evolved into manual exploratory testing, and remains a fundamental part of the test‐
ing discipline today. In the meantime, the rise of automated testing combined with
continuous integration and continuous deployment (CI/CD) practices has caused the
value derived from testing to skyrocket. Moving beyond functional use cases, auto‐
mated testing of cross-functional requirements such as performance, security, and
reliability to receive holistic feedback and continuously deliver high-quality software
is the critical need of the hour. This is why full stack testing is viewed as a desirable
specialization today in the industry. I presume you’re here because you want to tran‐
spile into a full stack tester so you can deliver high-quality software at work—first,
kudos to your commitment, and second, welcome aboard!

Why I Wrote This Book
I would like to humbly tell you that many testing experts before me could have writ‐
ten this book, and it didn’t need to be me. Perhaps their responsibilities did not allow
them the time, or they lacked the inclination; whatever the reason, the opportunity
has fallen to me, and I am grateful for it! (Although if some other expert had written
this book back when I was a beginner in testing, it would have saved me a lot of
effort: I had to rummage through hundreds of blogs and try out dozens of tools
myself to acquire the testing skills I’ve accumulated over many years.)
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Through my experience consulting with clients in my day-to-day job, I’ve observed
that the teams that have implemented a wise testing strategy have mostly succeeded,
while most of those that didn’t failed miserably. For instance, I have seen client teams
that relied exclusively on UI-driven end-to-end tests and burned themselves out with
maintenance tasks, or that only did manual testing and faced a lot of production
defects. Some teams only did functional testing, failing to uncover critical non-
functional issues. Overall, such teams were characterized by poor software quality, an
unhappy team, and a lack of competitive edge. It’s a surprise to me that such a skew in
the understanding of testing practices still exists today, when testing as a discipline
has been around for decades. I can only assume that this is largely due to a lack of
testing talent in the industry, and with the ongoing cold war among the software
companies to plunder the best talent, it is only fair to share and spread the knowledge
widely.

Although there are several testing tutorials on individual tools out there, there isn’t a
coherent narrative on how to upskill oneself on the current testing trends with practi‐
cal examples using different tools. And for many niche skills like security and accessi‐
bility testing, consumable materials for beginners to read are not widely available.
This book aims to be a comprehensive resource that will enable a beginner in testing
to upskill themselves to an advanced beginner level in all of the skills essential for web
and mobile application testing today.

If you’re wondering what I mean by advanced beginner, I’m referring to the Dreyfus
model of skill acquisition, which elaborates five stages through which an individual
progresses as they gain a skill: novice, advanced beginner, competent, proficient, and
expert. This book is written with the ambitious goal of catapulting its readers through
the first two stages across 10 different testing skills, with practical examples. Given
that the third stage is competent, which can be achieved only with extensive practice,
I believe the book takes its readers as far as it can!

Who Should Read This Book?
This book is primarily tailored for beginners in software testing and existing software
testing professionals who want to expand their breadth of knowledge. That said, any
software role whose responsibilities overlap with testing, such as an application devel‐
oper or DevOps engineer, could benefit from the book. In all cases, a fundamental
requirement is to possess some coding knowledge, especially in Java, as the book has
hands-on exercises in Java and, in some places, JavaScript. Also, if you are a reader
who is new to the software industry, I would recommend doing a preliminary read
on software development processes such as the Agile and waterfall methodologies
before diving into this book.
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Navigating This Book
The book starts with an introduction to full stack testing and elaborates on the 10
testing skills that are essential to delivering high-quality web and mobile applications.
Once the foundations are established, there are 10 independent skill development
chapters. Each of these chapters contains the following structural elements:

• The topics essential for context setting are grouped under the “Building Blocks”
heading. If you are new to the skill, this section will give insight into what it
involves and why and where the skill needs to be applied.

• This is followed by a strategy section, which elaborates on how to apply the skill
in a given situation.

• Then there are exercises that guide the readers with step-by-step instructions on
executing the skill using multiple tools.

• There is also an “Explore More Tools” section in some chapters, where parallel
tools that are similar to the ones discussed in the exercises section, or other tools
that may add value at some point for the readers during their practice, are dis‐
cussed further to enrich the reader’s grasp of the skill.

• Lastly, you will find my perspectives, based on personal observations and experi‐
ence, in some of the chapters, followed by key takeaways, which are a concise
overview of the lessons learned in each chapter.

After the 10 skill development chapters, the book talks about how to move further in
testing with the help of first principles and individual soft skills. There is also a bonus
chapter for enthusiastic readers that serves as an introduction to testing in emerging
technologies. It presents a brief on testing in four emerging technologies—AI/ML,
blockchain, IoT, and AR/VR—with the intention of assisting readers in kick-starting
their learning in those areas as well.

Conventions Used in This Book
The following typographical conventions are used in this book:

Italic
Indicates new terms, URLs, email addresses, filenames, and file extensions.

Constant width

Used for program listings, as well as within paragraphs to refer to program ele‐
ments such as variable or function names, databases, data types, environment
variables, statements, and keywords.

Constant width bold

Shows commands or other text that should be typed literally by the user.
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Constant width italic

Shows text that should be replaced with user-supplied values or by values deter‐
mined by context.

This element signifies a tip or suggestion.

This element signifies a general note.

This element indicates a warning or caution.

O’Reilly Online Learning
For more than 40 years, O’Reilly Media has provided technol‐
ogy and business training, knowledge, and insight to help
companies succeed.

Our unique network of experts and innovators share their knowledge and expertise
through books, articles, and our online learning platform. O’Reilly’s online learning
platform gives you on-demand access to live training courses, in-depth learning
paths, interactive coding environments, and a vast collection of text and video from
O’Reilly and 200+ other publishers. For more information, visit https://oreilly.com.

How to Contact Us
Please address comments and questions concerning this book to the publisher:

O’Reilly Media, Inc.
1005 Gravenstein Highway North
Sebastopol, CA 95472
800-998-9938 (in the United States or Canada)
707-829-0515 (international or local)
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707-829-0104 (fax)

We have a web page for this book, where we list errata, examples, and any additional
information. You can access this page at https://oreil.ly/full-stack-testing.

Email bookquestions@oreilly.com to comment or ask technical questions about this
book.

For news and information about our books and courses, visit https://oreilly.com.

Find us on LinkedIn: https://linkedin.com/company/oreilly-media

Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/oreillymedia

Watch us on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/oreillymedia
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction to Full Stack Testing

In today’s world, digitalization is required to sustain and grow any business. Many
businesses are leading the way in this aspect, while some are in the early phases of
modernizing their existing digital platforms.

Digitalization is key to broadening a business’s reach from a local community to a
global scale, translating to more adoption and more revenue. Almost all small and
large-scale enterprises in various sectors, like health care, retail, travel, academics,
social media, banking, and entertainment, devise plans to advance their digital strate‐
gies as a critical measure to reach new customer segments and yield higher profits.

In this journey toward digitalization and modernization, innovation becomes a cru‐
cial driver. The businesses that innovate constantly continue to stay relevant and
thrive over many decades. Netflix is a classic example: it started as an online DVD
rental portal in the 1990s, then ventured into online streaming in 2007, cannibalizing
its own DVD rental business. It later started producing original content, called Netflix
Originals. As of the end of 2021, Netflix was the largest online streaming service with
well over 200 million global subscribers.

The technology space has been evolving in parallel with these innovative businesses
to accommodate their increasingly advanced needs. Gone are the days where people
were willing to wait in line to buy movie tickets, drive to a store in a remote location
to buy a specialty product, or carry around a handwritten shopping list searching for
specifics. Technology eases such everyday tasks. We can sit at home and stream our
favorite entertainment programs at the touch of a button, try on a new dress virtually,
schedule regular delivery of the items on our grocery lists, brew a coffee with voice
command, and more.

With the rapid pace of evolution in technology, product strategies must be versatile,
catering to different customer needs to fend off competition in the sector at hand. It’s
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no longer enough to just build a website; horizons must be broadened. Consider ride-
hailing companies like Uber and Lyft, which provide varying ways of accessing their
services: the web, Android and iOS mobile platforms, even a WhatsApp chatbot. This
kind of versatile product strategy has helped these companies expand across the globe
and outgrow their competitors.

Innovation and versatility help businesses be successful in acquiring a critical mass of
customers. But the challenge then is to thrive further, earning more revenue and
gaining more customers. We’ve seen how industry giants like Amazon leverage their
existing customer base to cross-sell services and products as a strategy for expansion.
Amazon, which started as an online bookstore, now cross-sells products ranging
from fresh pantry items to electronics to apparel, jewelry, and more, meeting cus‐
tomer demand for consumer goods in nearly every market segment.

Why are we discussing these details in a book on software testing? Because today’s
software industry caters to all these business needs, providing the tools to innovate
new product ideas, bring them to life, and scale them to reach new customer seg‐
ments across the globe. Unquestionably, software development teams are standing on
the edge, especially when the need of the hour is to deliver with high quality! Indeed,
software quality has become a nonnegotiable criterion in today’s competitive market.
Compromising on software quality is equivalent to running a race knowing that you
will lose it. This has been reinforced by many real-world examples. For instance, in
October 2014 Indian ecommerce giants Snapdeal and Flipkart went head to head on
their seasonal sale after months of marketing. Unfortunately, Flipkart’s website
crashed multiple times during the “Big Billion Day” sale due to overwhelming
demand, causing it to lose many customers and a great deal of revenue to Snapdeal.
Similarly, Yahoo! failed to keep pace with its competitors (in spite of being one of the
first of its kind in the market), in part because it failed to pay attention to the quality
of its search product and in part because of damage to the brand caused by poor secu‐
rity measures, which led to the biggest data breach in history, exposing 3 billion user
accounts in 2013. Such is the impact of software quality today!

There are many similar examples across the globe that reinforce the observation that
businesses, despite whatever novel product ideas they might have, face a steep and
slippery slope when quality is compromised, as customers quickly move on to more
reliable competitors. At times, businesses may be forced to choose time-to-market
over software quality, but they should be aware that they have only created a debt for
themselves that needs to be resolved before their competitors use it to their advan‐
tage. Thus, we can firmly say that quality is quintessential for sustaining a business in
the long term—and high quality can only be achieved through a combination of skill‐
ful development and meticulous testing, paying attention to every aspect of the appli‐
cation throughout its stack. To get you started on this path, this chapter will introduce
what’s involved in full stack testing for a typical web or mobile application.
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Full Stack Testing for High Quality
To begin with, let us come together on a common understanding of software quality.
Software quality was once equated to a bug-free application—but anyone in the soft‐
ware world today will agree that it’s not just that anymore. If you ask end users to
define quality, you will hear them speak of ease of use, look and feel, data privacy,
swiftness in rendering information, and 24/7 availability of services. If you ask busi‐
nesses to define quality, you will hear about return on investment, real-time analytics,
zero downtime, no vendor lock-in, scalable infrastructure, data security, legal compli‐
ance, and more. All of these are aspects of what makes an application high-quality
software today. Failings in any of these areas will affect the quality in some way or
another, which is why we need to test for them meticulously!

Though the list of quality requirements looks tall, we have tools and methodologies to
cater to most of these needs. So, the bridge to high quality is made up of knowledge of
those tools and, more importantly, the skill to apply them in a given context, both
from a development and a testing perspective. This book aims to help you build that
bridge, teaching you the testing skills you need to deliver high-quality web and
mobile applications.

Testing, in a nutshell, is a practice to validate that the behavior of the application is as
expected throughout. For testing to be successful, it needs to be practiced at the micro
and macro levels. It has to be entwined with the granular aspects of the application,
such as testing every method in a class, every input data value, log message, error
code, and so on. Similarly, it has to focus on macro aspects such as testing features,
integrations between features, and end-to-end workflows. But we cannot stop testing
there! We need to further test the holistic quality aspects of the application—security,
performance, accessibility, usability, and more—to achieve the end goal of delivering
high-quality software. We can encapsulate all of that by saying we need to do full stack
testing! As represented in Figure 1-1, full stack testing involves testing different
aspects of the application’s quality in each layer (database, services, and UI), and the
application as a whole.
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Figure 1-1. A representation of full stack testing

Indeed, full stack testing and development should be inseparable, like the two rails of
a railway track. We must advance along both rails simultaneously to build quality into
the product; otherwise, we are guaranteed to derail. For example, suppose we are
writing a small block of code to calculate the total order amount for an ecommerce
application. We need to test whether the code is computing the right amount and
whether it is secure in parallel. If we don’t do this, we might wind up with gaps in the
railway line, and if we continue to develop on top of this fractured line we will have
poor integration and suboptimal functionality. To ingrain testing at such an elemen‐
tary level, teams need to stop thinking of it as a siloed post-development activity, as it
was done traditionally. Full stack testing needs to begin in parallel with development
and be practiced throughout the delivery cycle, giving faster feedback. The practice of
starting testing early in the delivery cycle is referred to as shift-left testing, and it’s a
key principle to follow for full stack testing to yield the right results.
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Shift-Left Testing
If we were to write down the sequence of activities in a traditional software develop‐
ment lifecycle, it would read requirements analysis, design, development, and testing,
with testing coming at the end. As seen in Figure 1-2, shift-left testing suggests shifting
the testing activities to the beginning of the cycle instead to produce high-
quality results.

Figure 1-2. Shift-left testing

Let’s consider an analogy to better illustrate this concept. Imagine your team is build‐
ing a house. Does it seem sensible to complete the construction fully and only then
check for quality? What if you find out the rooms are not of the correct sizes, or the
interior walls are not strong enough to bear the load? Those are the kinds of issues
shift-left testing tries to avoid, by implementing quality checks right from the plan‐
ning stage and continuing them throughout the development phase. This allows for
the end product to be of the highest possible quality.

Continuing quality checks throughout the development phase means repeating them
iteratively for every small chunk of work, so that the needed changes can be incorpo‐
rated smoothly. In the house construction analogy, it means performing these checks
as each wall is built so that any issues are corrected immediately. To perform such
extensive tests, shift-left testing relies heavily on automated testing and CI/CD practi‐
ces, where the quality checks are automated at the micro and macro levels and con‐
tinuously run against every small chunk of work in the CI server. This ensures the
application is continuously tested, with minimal cost and effort compared to man‐
ually testing every small chunk of work for multiple quality aspects.

To see what this means in a software context, let’s break down shift-left testing into
day-to-day activities. Consider a software team that follows an iterative development
cycle, such as in Agile development. Some of the quality checks they may do in differ‐
ent phases of delivery to shift testing to the left are captured in Figure 1-3.
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Figure 1-3. A set of quality checks shifted left

Reading Figure 1-3 from the left, it begins with highlighting a set of quality checks
that are carried out by the team before a user story is considered ready for
development:

• A ceremony called the three amigos process is conducted in the analysis phase.
Here the business representatives, developers, and testers gather briefly to mull
over the feature thoroughly. The process aims to collect all three roles’ perspec‐
tives so that integrations, edge cases, and other business requirements don’t get
overlooked. This is the first step in shifting left, where the requirements of a fea‐
ture are validated to begin with.

• In parallel, the business representative on the team works with the user experi‐
ence (UX) designer to validate and improve the application design.

• Once these two steps are completed, an iteration planning meeting (IPM) is con‐
ducted at the beginning of the iteration/sprint to discuss the user stories of that
iteration in detail. This provides an open space for the team to collectively vali‐
date the requirements once again.

• During the iteration, just before a user story is picked up for development, a story
kickoff happens. The story kickoff is a minified version of the three amigos pro‐
cess where the focus of discussion gets deeper into that particular user story’s
requirements and edge cases. By this stage, we can fairly say that the team has
tested/validated the requirements diligently.

Similarly, while developing a user story, the following quality checks are implanted
and utilized to get fast feedback:

• Developers write unit tests as part of each story and integrate them with CI. They
also add linting tools and plug-ins for static code analysis and integrate them
with CI to get continuous feedback.
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• In some teams, developers also write the UI-driven functional tests as part of
user story development and integrate those with CI. In other teams, testers write
them post-development; both are common practices.

• Before committing the latest changes, developers run a set of automated tests on
their local machines to get the first level of feedback.

• The second level of feedback is obtained from the suite of automated tests (unit,
service, UI, etc.) that are run during CI for every commit.

• The third level of feedback is received from a process called dev-box testing,
where the testers and the business representatives do a quick round of manual
exploratory testing on a developer’s machine to quickly verify the newly devel‐
oped functionality.

With such rigorous focus on providing faster feedback, the team will get almost half
of the feedback that would have otherwise been gained through manual testing post-
development before the user story even gets to the testing phase itself. In other words,
the team just shifted testing to the left, in the process giving the testers on the team
the liberty to fully explore the user story for various quality aspects rather than just
verifying the expected functional behaviors.

Thus, shift-left testing both enables defect prevention (by having multiple rounds of
validation on the requirements) and assists in catching any defects that do creep in
early, either on a local developer’s machine or in CI. In addition, it ensures that high-
quality software is delivered by giving testers the space to explore various quality
aspects in depth.

Extreme Programming (XP) is a flavor of Agile software develop‐
ment framework that incorporates shift-left testing. If you’d like to
delve further into XP methodologies and practices, Kent Beck’s
Extreme Programming Explained (Addison-Wesley Professional) is
a recommended read.

This concept of incorporating testing earlier in the delivery cycle is not restricted to
functional application testing. It can be applied to testing in general, including secu‐
rity testing, performance testing, and more. For example, one of the many ways to
shift security testing to the left is to use a pre-commit scanning tool like Talisman,
which scans the commit for secrets and alerts even before checking in the code. In
each of the upcoming chapters, you will see practical approaches to shift-left testing.

Overall, this approach embodies the aphorism “Quality is the team’s responsibility,” as
performing quality checks at every phase of the software development life cycle—val‐
idating application design prototypes, requirements, and so on, as discussed earlier—
has to be owned by different team members. So, we can say that building the relevant
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testing skills to perform various quality checks is crucial for all the roles in a team to
deliver high-quality software successfully!

Ten Full Stack Testing Skills
When we think of testing skills, we tend to consolidate them into two broad skills—
manual and automated testing. But technology has evolved over the course of the last
several decades, and these broad terms mask the essential new skills that one has to
learn to perform various quality checks and deliver high-quality web and mobile
applications. Figure 1-4 shows the 10 full stack testing skills that will enable us to per‐
form full stack testing efficiently.

Figure 1-4. Ten full stack testing skills needed for delivering high-quality web and mobile
applications

Let’s explore these 10 skills, and why you should care about learning them:

Manual exploratory testing
Firstly, to clarify, manual exploratory testing is different from manual testing.
The latter refers to verifying a given list of requirements and doesn’t necessarily
demand an analytical mindset. In contrast, manual exploratory testing is the skill
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of delving into the application details, coming up with different real-life scenarios
apart from what is documented in user stories, simulating them in a test environ‐
ment, and observing the application’s behavior. It demands a logical and analyti‐
cal mindset and is the first and foremost skill required to create a bug-free
application. There are various methodologies and approaches that can be learned
to structure these exploration sessions, which we shall discuss in Chapter 2.

Automated functional testing
This is one of the core skills for shift-left testing, as discussed earlier. Doing auto‐
mated testing also significantly reduces manual testing effort, especially when the
application grows to include more features. In simple terms, the skill here is to
write code to test feature requirements automatically, without human interven‐
tion. To do this we need tools, and therefore knowledge of different tools that can
be used to write tests at different application layers is required to acquire this
skill. It doesn’t stop there, however; one also needs to know what antipatterns to
look for in automated testing and how to stay clear of them. We’ll discuss the dif‐
ferent aspects of this skill in Chapter 3.

Continuous testing
Continuous delivery is a practice where features are delivered incrementally to
end users in short cycles, instead of through a single big-bang release. By contin‐
uously delivering, the business earns profits early and can assess and retune its
product strategy quickly based on end user feedback. To power continuous deliv‐
ery, we have to test the application continuously so that it is always in a ready-to-
be-released state. As obvious as it may seem, the wise way to do this is to
automate and integrate quality checks into your CI/CD pipelines and run them
frequently to ease the testing process. The skill of continuous testing involves
determining which types of automated tests should be run at each stage of the
delivery cycle so that the team can get faster feedback and integrate them effec‐
tively into the CI/CD pipelines. These essentials are discussed in detail in Chap‐
ter 4.

Data testing
You may have heard the sayings “Data is money” and “Data is the new oil.” These
ideas highlight how important testing for data integrity is today. When users’ data
is lost, or the application shows the wrong data to end users, they lose trust in the
application itself. The skill of data testing requires knowledge about the different
types of data storage and processing systems typically used in web and mobile
applications (databases, caches, event streams, etc.) and the ability to derive
appropriate test cases. Chapter 5 discusses these topics, and how data flow
between the application components creates new test cases apart from the func‐
tional flows.
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Visual testing
The look and feel of the application is a major contributor to the business’s brand
value, and especially when it comes to big business-to-customer (B2C) products
used by millions, low visual quality can impact brand value instantly. Therefore,
it is essential to validate that end users have a harmonious and pleasant visual
experience by conducting visual testing of the application. Visual testing requires
an understanding of how the UI components interact with each other and with
the browser, for web applications. Such checks can be automated too, using tools
that are different from those used for automated functional testing. We will talk
about this skill, and about the stark differences between these two types of auto‐
mation, in Chapter 6.

Security testing
Security breaches have become all too prevalent in today’s world, and not even
giants like Facebook and Twitter are excluded from such attacks. Security issues
have a heavy cost for both the end users and the business in terms of loss or expo‐
sure of sensitive information, legal penalties, and brand reputation. So far, security
testing has been viewed as a niche skill in the industry, with qualified penetration
testers typically engaged only toward the end of the development cycle to look for
security issues. But with the lack of available professional security testing talent and
growing incidence of security breaches, software teams are well advised to incorpo‐
rate basic security testing as part of their day-to-day work. We will discuss how to
think like a hacker and seek out security issues in application functionality in
Chapter 7, along with tools to automate security scans.

Performance testing
Even a slight drop in application performance can lead to huge financial and rep‐
utational losses for a business—recall the Flipkart example discussed earlier. The
skill of performance testing involves measuring a set of key performance indica‐
tors at different application layers. Performance tests can also be automated and
integrated with CI pipelines to get continuous feedback. We will discuss a shift-
left performance testing strategy along with relevant tools in Chapter 8.

Accessibility testing
Web and mobile applications have become everyday commodities. Making them
accessible to people with permanent or temporary disabilities is not only manda‐
ted by legal regulations in many countries, but also ethically the right thing to do.
In order to acquire the accessibility testing skill, we must first understand the
accessibility standards required by law. We can then use both manual and auto‐
mated accessibility auditing tools to validate whether those standards are met.
We will discuss this skill, and why incorporating accessibility features may even
be a lucrative option for businesses, in Chapter 9.
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Cross-functional requirements testing
We’ve seen that end users and businesses have a tall list of quality requirements,
such as availability, scalability, maintainability, observability, and so on, apart
from just needing bug-free functionality. These are called the cross-functional
requirements (CFRs) of an application. Although functional requirements gener‐
ally grab the most attention, it is the CFRs that imbue quality into the applica‐
tion, and failing to test these will lead to unsatisfied business or software teams,
end users, or both. Therefore, CFR testing skill is a fundamental testing skill. We
will discuss the testing methodologies and tools for validating different CFRs in
Chapter 10.

CFRs are also referred to as non-functional requirements
(NFRs) by many in the industry. We will discuss the subtle dif‐
ferences between these two terms in Chapter 10.

Mobile testing
The sheer number of apps available on the leading app stores (Google Play and
the Apple App Store) in 2021 may come as a surprise—a total of 5.7 million. The
explosion in the number of mobile apps stems mainly from our increased usage
of mobile devices. Indeed, the web analytics company Global Stats announced in
2016 that their data showed mobile and tablet internet usage across the globe had
surpassed desktop usage. So, the ability to test mobile applications and the com‐
patibility of websites across mobile devices is a critical skill today.

Although all of the previously mentioned skills are required for testing mobile
applications, it requires a change in mindset too. Additionally, a whole set of
mobile-specific testing tools have to be learned in order to perform various qual‐
ity checks on mobile applications. Therefore, mobile testing is carved out as a
separate skill here. We will traverse the nuances of the mobile landscape in Chap‐
ter 11.

Together, these 10 full stack testing skills will enable you to test the full scope of holis‐
tic quality aspects of web and mobile applications. As mentioned earlier, it’s impor‐
tant for every role in the team to acquire some degree of competency in each of these
skills. The book will show you how, skill by skill, with practical examples.
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Key Takeaways
Here are the key takeaways from this chapter:

• Software quality cannot be equated to just bug-free functionality anymore. An
application can be deemed suboptimal in quality if its holistic quality dimensions
(security, performance, visual quality, etc.) are not on par.

• Full stack testing refers to testing all the quality dimensions of an application
holistically at every layer, thereby delivering high-quality software.

• For full stack testing to meet its goal of delivering high-quality software, teams
should shift testing to the left, so that it begins in parallel with analysis and con‐
tinues throughout the delivery cycle.

• Shift-left testing embodies the aphorism “Quality is the team’s responsibility,” as it
demands that every role in the team take ownership of performing certain qual‐
ity checks at different phases of delivery. This requires all team members to
upskill themselves, acquiring relevant testing skills at varied competency levels.

• The two classic monolithic categories of testing skills, manual and automated,
mask a vast set of new testing skills required to perform full stack testing effi‐
ciently. This chapter introduced 10 different testing skills that are essential for
delivering high-quality web and mobile applications today, which we will explore
over the course of the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 2

Manual Exploratory Testing

Not all those who wander are lost.
—J.R.R. Tolkien

Manual exploratory testing is an intense activity where you exercise the test applica‐
tion with the objective to explore and understand its behaviors in various situations
that are not articulated explicitly anywhere—be it in the requirements document or
user stories. As a result of the exploration, often new user flows that were not envis‐
aged during the analysis or development phase and bugs in the existing user flows
will be discovered. When such discoveries happen, it is refreshingly joyous for the
individual who found them, as it showcases their complex analytical and keen obser‐
vation skills!

Typically, manual exploratory testing is carried out in a testing environment, where
the entire application is deployed. The testers take the liberty to meddle with the vari‐
ous application components, such as the database, services, or background processes,
as they please, in order to simulate different real-time scenarios and observe the
application’s behavior. This exploratory style of testing differs from traditional man‐
ual testing, which refers to the task of manually executing a particular set of actions
described as acceptance criteria in user stories or in the requirements document and
verifying whether the stated expectations are met successfully. In other words, man‐
ual testing doesn’t necessarily exercise any analytical skills, whereas exploratory test‐
ing lays a green field in front of the testers, inviting them to go above and beyond
what is documented, and even beyond what is known so far about the application!

Given the overlap between manual testing and exploratory testing, some teams, even
today, underestimate the value of exploratory testing. Also there is often a perception
that the amount of analysis carried out as part of user story elaboration and develop‐
ment is enough to go live, especially when supplemented with automated testing
(Chapter 3 discusses automated testing in detail). However, this belief overlooks the
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fact that the analysis carried out during user story creation is usually primarily from
the business’s point of view, and during development, the developers may focus on
the current scope of functionality and confine their thinking to that small piece. This
leaves an obvious gap, where the application is not explored from an end user’s per‐
spective and with a big-picture lens in a deployed environment. That gap may leave
space for integration issues and missed end user flows—which is why teams need a
manual exploratory testing phase post-development.

Exploratory testing brings all the three angles—the business’s
requirements, technical implementation details, and the end user’s
needs—together, and challenges everything that is thought of as
true from all these angles. A good practice is to call a functionality
complete only after the new user flows and test cases discovered
through exploratory testing are automated as well.

It may not be necessary to assign a separate individual to conduct this post-
development exploratory testing, although that approach might yield better results
due to accumulation of application knowledge and because the task demands some‐
one with sharp observation and analysis skills. If cost or availability concerns prevent
this, the existing team members should take on the responsibility of performing
exploratory testing in a round-robin fashion during each iteration. Indeed, develop‐
ing exploratory testing skills may help every role to perform better.

If you are one such team member looking to develop your exploratory testing skills,
this chapter is for you. We shall discuss the existing frameworks in the industry that
can assist with exploratory testing, and a strategy to approach this task. The exercises
in the chapter focus on performing exploratory testing of web UIs and APIs, specifi‐
cally. We will also examine a set of useful practices to maintain test environment
hygiene, as a fully deployed test environment plays a pivotal role in the success of
manual exploratory testing.

Commonly Used Terms
The following are some commonly used terms that you will see in this chapter:

• A feature or functionality is how the application provides value to its end users.
For example, login is a feature that provides security to end users.

• A user flow is a set of actions the end user performs in the application to achieve
the value provided by the functionality. For example, in order to log in, the end
user has to enter their credentials and sign in; this is the login user flow.

• A test case is a set of actions that validate that the functionality is working as
expected. For example, entering a valid username and password and verifying
that the login is successful is a test case. Similarly, entering an invalid username
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and verifying that there is an error message is also a test case. The former is a
positive test case, as it allows the end user to achieve the value provided by the
functionality successfully, whereas the latter is a negative test case, as it doesn’t
allow the value to be achieved. To explore a functionality completely, both the
positive and negative test cases have to be simulated and observed.

• An edge case is a negative test case that occurs very rarely.

Building Blocks
Let’s begin by taking a look at eight exploratory testing frameworks, with practical
examples of their use. Later we will practice exploring a functionality.

Exploratory Testing Frameworks
The goal of exploratory testing frameworks is to help us form mental models that can
be intuitively applied to relevant contexts in the application. They aim to narrow the
scope of testing by giving clarity and structure to a piece of functionality. For exam‐
ple, numeric input fields are common in applications. Instead of randomly testing all
possible numeric values to test such a field, frameworks lend us structures to logically
compartmentalize the inputs into sample sets. Similarly, there are frameworks that try
to structure business rules and thereby help us see the different user flows and test
cases. Let’s dive into them one by one, with examples.

As our first example, let’s take a web page that asks for the user’s income as input, as
seen in Figure 2-1, and displays the amount of tax owed by the user as output.
Figure 2-1 also shows the different tax brackets used for computation on the right side.

Figure 2-1. A simple tax calculator example
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To test whether the tax calculation logic works as expected, we need to identify posi‐
tive and negative test cases to try as inputs. A point to note here is that income is a
continuous numeric value ranging from 0 to infinity. To arrive at our positive and
negative test cases, we need to logically narrow down the right set of numeric input
values and verify the output. There are two frameworks that can help us do this:
equivalence class partitioning and boundary value analysis.

Equivalence class partitioning
The equivalence class partitioning framework suggests that we split the inputs that
result in the same output or undergo similar processing into partition classes, and
that it is sufficient to pick just one sample input from each partition to test the func‐
tionality entirely.

Applying this suggestion to the tax calculator example, the first set of partition classes
will be the tax brackets themselves: [0 – 5000], [5001 – 15000], and [>15000]. These
three classes can be considered equivalence classes, as every input within each class
will be subjected to the same rules, and to validate the positive test cases it’s enough to
test with three input data points, one from each class. For instance, unless you’re
bored and want to try more, testing with the inputs 2,000, 10,000, and 20,000 will be
sufficient to validate the positive test cases. Next, the same framework can be applied
to derive the negative test cases. The classes of inputs that should result in an error
are [negative values], [letters], [symbols], and so on. Again, one value from each class
is enough to test the negative test cases.

In addition to manual exploratory testing, this framework is helpful in unit testing
(discussed in Chapter 3). It can also be applied to any other relevant context in the
application, such as testing time-based outcomes (before and after an event), internal
states of the system, and so on.

Boundary value analysis
Boundary value analysis extends the equivalence class partitioning method by explic‐
itly checking the boundary conditions in each of the classes. This is helpful in finding
errors, as the boundary conditions are often vaguely defined and improperly imple‐
mented. For instance, in our simple tax calculator example, the requirements for the
tax brackets may have been stated as “5% tax for income below $5,000, 10% for
income between $5,000 and $15,000, and 30% tax for income over $15,000.” However,
this fails to clearly define the boundary conditions; i.e., which classes the values 5000
and 15000 should fall into. The boundary value analysis framework draws attention
to such issues and helps resolve them by testing the boundary values in each of the
equivalence classes, in addition to picking an input within the range of the class.

Let’s apply this framework to the tax calculator example by analyzing the boundary
values in each of the equivalence classes we found earlier. The first class, [0 – 5000]
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has 0 and 5,000 as boundary values. But logically, when the income is 0, there
shouldn’t be any taxes. So, this forms new equivalence classes: [0] and [1 – 5000]. The
boundary values that we should test to cover all the positive test cases are therefore
[0, 1, 5000, 5001, 15000, 15001], as seen in Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2. Equivalence classes with boundary conditions

As this example illustrates, although this is a testing framework, it yields maximum
benefits for the team when applied in all the delivery phases, starting from analysis.

Having discussed two frameworks to help structure the input values of a single field
and translate them into a minimal set of positive and negative test cases, it’s time to
move on to frameworks that deal with slightly more complex scenarios where multi‐
ple input combinations result in different outputs. To help us with this discussion,
let’s take the classic example of a login page that takes two inputs, an email address
and password, and discuss how the state transition, decision table, and cause-effect 
frameworks help in visualizing the different test cases.

State transition
The state transition framework is helpful in deriving test cases in situations where the
application’s behavior changes based on the history of inputs. For example, our login
page might show an error message the first and second time the user enters an incor‐
rect password, but the account might get locked the third time. In such scenarios we
can draw a transition tree, as seen in Figure 2-3, to derive test cases. In the transition
tree, you can observe that each state of the application is depicted as a node. The pos‐
sible outcomes of an action are shown as subnodes, with the actions/events triggering
the outcomes noted as the branch labels.
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Figure 2-3. State transition tree for invalid login scenario

This tree gives a clear picture of each test case with its starting state, the action that
changes the application’s state, and the expected outcomes to be validated. The visuali‐
zation also gives us a realistic estimate of the amount of effort required to test a feature
by clarifying the number of states and transitions, which helps in the planning phase.

State transitions can be much more complicated than this, such as in an order man‐
agement system where orders go through states like payment complete, pending,
shipped, canceled, fulfilled, and so on. In such cases, visualizing each state as a node
and the actions that take the order to each possible next state will give a clear over‐
view of the feature itself.

Decision table

When inputs are logically bound (AND, OR, etc.) to produce outcomes, decision tables
can be used for deriving test cases. This can save a lot of time during testing, as you
have all the possible input combinations and expected outputs clearly marked in the
table ahead of time. In the login example, the email and password are logically bound
by the AND operator; that is, both the email and password have to be right for a suc‐
cessful login. Table 2-1 shows the decision table we can create for this scenario.
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Table 2-1. Decision table for login scenario

Decision table Test case 1 Test case 2 Test case 3 Test case 4
Conditions Email True False False True

Password False True False True
Actions Login - - - True

Error message True True True -

The method can also save time by allowing us to eliminate certain unneeded test
cases. For example, in the login scenario, Test case 3 where both inputs are incorrect
can be eliminated as the login fails if even one of the inputs is wrong.

Cause-effect graphing
Cause-effect graphing is another way of visualizing logically bound inputs and their
possible outcomes. The framework helps to view the big picture of a feature and
hence is particularly useful in the analysis phase. Once you’ve created the graph, you
can translate it into a decision table to derive detailed test cases. Figure 2-4 shows the
cause-effect diagram for the same login example.

Figure 2-4. Cause-effect graphing for login scenario

Causes are listed on one side and effects on the other, and the navigation paths
between them are laid out with the help of logical operators.

The frameworks we’ve seen so far are useful for structuring inputs that are related to
each other. Next, we’ll look at two frameworks that can help us deal with multiple
independent variables and large datasets.
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Pairwise testing
We often have to deal with more than one input value in applications, and it can be a
struggle to manage their variations and derive test cases. Pairwise testing, also known
as all-pairs testing, is a framework that assists in condensing the test cases to a mini‐
mum when multiple such independent variables/inputs drive the outcomes. Let’s
work through a small exercise to illustrate how it works.

Consider a form that takes three independent inputs: operating system (OS) type,
device manufacturer, and resolution. The OS field can take two values: Android or
Windows. The device field can take three values: Samsung, Google, or Oppo. Finally,
the resolution field can take Small, Medium, and Large as values. So, when we are
testing this form, we have 2 * 3 * 3 = 18 input combinations, as seen in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2. Example test cases without applying the pairwise testing method

Test cases Device Resolution OS
1 Samsung Small Android
2 Samsung Medium Android
3 Samsung Large Android
4 Google Small Android
5 Google Medium Android
6 Google Large Android
7 Oppo Small Android
8 Oppo Medium Android
9 Oppo Large Android
10 Samsung Small Windows
11 Samsung Medium Windows
12 Samsung Large Windows
13 Google Small Windows
14 Google Medium Windows
15 Google Large Windows
16 Oppo Small Windows
17 Oppo Medium Windows
18 Oppo Large Windows

Pairwise testing suggests that testing any given pair of inputs once is enough, as they
are independent variables. This will reduce our list of test cases to just nine, as seen in
Table 2-3.
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Table 2-3. Reduced test cases when we apply the pairwise testing method

Test cases Device Resolution OS
1 Oppo Small Android
2 Samsung Small Windows
3 Google Small Android
4 Oppo Medium Windows
5 Samsung Medium Android
6 Google Medium Windows
7 Oppo Large Android
8 Samsung Large Windows
9 Google Large Android/Windows

The new condensed table has cut down the repetition of several pairs. For example,
the [Google, Medium] and [Google, Windows] pairs each occur only once now.

Sampling
So far, we have dealt with inputs that are small and consumable by the human brain
without the help of tools. But what if we have to test large datasets? For example, let’s
say a legacy insurance system has been migrated to a new system, and we have to test
whether the existing insurance details have been transferred correctly into the new
system. There could be millions of users in the legacy system, and we cannot apply
the frameworks discussed so far to derive test cases. For example, we can’t determine
equivalence classes as each user will have their own variations in terms of age, premi‐
ums, length of contract, scheme type, etc., and we can’t apply pairwise testing as there
are too many variables to identify and eliminate the recurring pairs. In such cases,
sampling is a useful technique.

Sampling, in general, can be applied to any input that is continuous and large in
nature. It involves selecting a subset of the values to use for testing, as seen in
Figure 2-5, usually using one of the following techniques: random sampling or
criteria-specific sampling.
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Figure 2-5. Sampling based on criteria or random sampling

Random sampling is where we pick any data sample from the dataset and verify the
results. For example, if there are 1,000 users, we can choose 50–100 users randomly
from the legacy system and compare their data in that system against the data stored
in the new system. Criteria-specific sampling is where we pick the samples by identi‐
fying some common characteristics in the dataset. For instance, in the insurance sys‐
tem, we could sample based on user-specific criteria like age, length of contract
(number of years subscribed), mode of payment, profession, etc., and insurance pol‐
icy–specific criteria like payment intervals, price, etc. We could further refine the
technique by making the sample count for each criterion proportional to the actual
distribution of the values in the dataset. This would form a representational mini-
dataset and likely cover all kinds of test cases.

That brings us to the last framework, which is more about exercising our analytical
and logical thinking skills than a set of fixed guidelines. Let’s get to that now.

Error guessing method
Error guessing involves predicting possible failures based on past experience. These
might include common problems with integration, input validation, boundary cases,
and more. Although past experience plays a critical role in predicting probable error
cases, you can also use your understanding of the technology and logical reasoning.
Indeed, promoting this kind of thinking boosts your exploratory testing skills across
the board.
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Here are a few types of errors that crop up regularly, in my experience:

• Missing validations for invalid/blank input values and lack of appropriate error
messages directing the user to correct the input

• Unclear HTTP status codes returned for data validation, technical, and business
errors (we’ll take a look at some of these in “API Testing” on page 32)

• Unhandled boundary conditions specific to the domain, data types, states, etc.
• Technical errors such as the server being down, responses timing out, etc. unhan‐

dled on the UI side
• UI issues (such as jerks and residues) during transitions, data refreshes, and navi‐

gation
• The SQL keywords like and equals used interchangeably, changing the results

entirely
• Uncleared caches and undefined session timeouts
• Reposting a request when the user clicks the back button in the browser
• Missing file format validation when uploading files from different OS platforms

You can use this pack of eight exploratory testing frameworks to structure your
thought process around exploring a functionality and deriving meaningful test cases.
Note that these frameworks can be applied to any relevant context in the application,
and not necessarily only to input data. Now that you’re equipped with these tools,
before we get to some practical exercises let’s take a closer look at what’s involved in
exploring a functionality.

Exploring a Functionality
Suppose you are asked to perform exploratory testing on the order creation function‐
ality of an ecommerce application. What discovery paths should you start with? This
section answers that question by throwing light on four essential paths that must be
explored in any given application, as illustrated in Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-6. Four essential discovery paths while exploring a functionality

Functional user flows
The functional user flows of an application refer to the journeys an end user takes
while using the application, such as logging in, searching for a product, adding it to
the shopping cart, providing a shipping address, choosing a delivery option, paying
for the order, and finally getting an order confirmation. This is a single-user positive
flow, which is what you should validate first. You will have to explore the positive flow
with different shipping addresses, payment and delivery methods, and item combina‐
tions to ensure it works entirely.

While exploring, you may find yourself using some of the exploratory testing frame‐
works discussed earlier. For example, you may use the equivalence class partitioning
and boundary value analysis methods to verify whether the application adds the right
amount of tax to the total price. Similarly, you can use a transition tree to derive test
cases around the shipping address and delivery methods available to that address
combination. Once you ensure that this single-user positive flow works perfectly, you
should start exploring the two other kinds of flows:

Repeat flows
End users often repeat the same flow (or parts of it) multiple times in the applica‐
tion, like searching for different products and adding them to the shopping cart.
But commonly, a user flow is tested once, and if it works the repeat flows are
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ignored under the assumption that the behavior will remain the same. Practically,
however, this assumption may or may not be true. For example, if the user tries
to add the same item to their shopping cart again, the UI may show a message
saying the product has already been added and checking if they want to increase
the quantity. Repeat flows must be tested as well.

Multiple-user flows
A functionality may work perfectly from a single user’s point of view, but that
may not be the case if several users interact with the application simultaneously
in real time. Exploring possible collision scenarios, where one user’s actions
impact another, is therefore important. For instance, what happens when two dif‐
ferent users add the last available product to their shopping carts at the same
instant?

In short, functional user flows are often chosen as the first discovery path to explore
in an application, but within that path, there could be several sub-branches to
explore. A few essential sub-branches are single-user positive flows, repeat flows, and
multiple-user flows.

Failures and error handling
As called out at the beginning of the chapter, exploratory testing is carried out in a
test environment and involves meddling with the application components to simulate
real-time scenarios and observe the application behavior. There are two phrases in
that statement that require your attention, as they form the core of exploratory test‐
ing: meddling with the application and real-time scenarios. When considering real-
time scenarios, you should also think of all possible failures, as failures are practically
unavoidable. For instance, there could be a network failure between the application
components, preventing it from sending a response to the user, or the network could
be slow between the end user and the application server, resulting in delays, or the
application services could be down due to a hardware failure. All these failures and
more must be anticipated during exploratory testing and simulated in the test envi‐
ronment.

In addition to the aforementioned network, service, and hardware failures, there
could also be errors due to invalid user actions. A functionality can be deemed com‐
plete only if it has built-in validations to handle such cases. In the order creation
functionality, several instances call for exploring these validations. For example, as
discussed earlier, the login page needs to have validations on the email and password,
the search text entered for searching for a product needs to be validated for invalid
inputs, availability of the item, and so on. The other places are the shipping address
and payment details, adding items to the shopping cart, etc.
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Exploratory testing should place a large emphasis on identifying possible failures and
handling errors. As part of error handling, the functionality should advise the users
of their mistakes and suggest possible remediations through meaningful error text.

The UI look and feel
The UI is what the end user sees, and there can’t be obvious problems with its quality.
Its look and feel is therefore another important discovery path to explore. To give just
a few examples, UI quality–related test cases in the order creation functionality might
include ensuring that an appropriate amount of space is provided for shipping
addresses (not so little that there isn’t enough room to display a long street name, or
so much that there’s a huge amount of blank space when part of the address is short)
and that product images are displayed with the appropriate quality. End users should
be able to seamlessly operate the application from their preferred browsers, and there
should be a loading icon when there are delays. A structured approach to UI quality
testing is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

Cross-functional aspects
There may be several cross-functional aspects in any given functionality, such as
security, performance, accessibility, authentication, authorization, auditability, pri‐
vacy, and so on, that require specific focus during exploratory testing. Many of these
aspects have an entire chapter of this book dedicated to them because of their impor‐
tance. Briefly, here are a few cross-functional requirements that we would want to
examine from the point of view of exploring the order creation functionality:

Security
In the order creation user flow, an abusive user could enter SQL queries in the UI
input fields and try to hack the application. The application should have valida‐
tions in place to handle such attempts. Similarly, the users’ credit card details
should not be stored in plain text in the application database and should not be
logged in plain text in the application logs, so that they are secure even in the
event of a potential breach. All of these security testing aspects and more are dis‐
cussed in detail in Chapter 7.

Privacy
Users’ private data, such as credit card details and shipping addresses, should not
be stored in the application database without their consent. Also, users should be
informed of the ways in which their data might be used for analytics or whether
it will be sent to third-party services for processing in advance. Several data pri‐
vacy clauses are also enforced by legal regulations; we’ll discuss these issues in
Chapter 10.
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Authentication/authorization
Most websites have user authentication functionality, which calls for exploring
authentication-related test cases such as single sign-on, two-factor authentica‐
tion, session expiry, account locking, unlocking, etc. In the ecommerce applica‐
tion, end users may be allowed to view the product catalog without logging in,
but not to place an order.

Similarly, there could be roles (e.g., admin, customer executive) and permissions
(e.g., editing an order) assigned to different users, which requires exploring
authorization-related test cases such as multiple overriding roles, new permis‐
sions being added to existing roles, observing the application behavior when an
operation is executed without the right permissions, etc.

Again, these are just a few examples; around 30 different cross-functional aspects and
ways to test them are discussed in Chapter 10.

The four discovery paths described here should lead to well-rounded testing coverage
on any given functionality. Note that while exploring each of these paths, you may
think of new ideas and test cases that don’t belong to that path. It’s important to jot
these down so that you can come back to them later, or use them to kick-start your
exploration of another path.

Manual Exploratory Testing Strategy
The manual exploratory testing strategy depicted in Figure 2-7 ties together all that
we’ve discussed so far, and additionally bundles in the team processes. This will give
you a practical outline for performing exploratory testing in your day-to-day project
work. Let’s begin with the outer semicircle and move inward.
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Figure 2-7. The manual exploratory testing strategy

Understand the Application
The outer semicircle emphasizes understanding the application details and points to
five broad application areas that you should focus on. Gathering details about these
will help you get started with exploratory testing, but as mentioned earlier, you will
certainly find new information about the application during the exploration.

At times, exploratory testing is confused with monkey testing, an
approach where the application is tested with random inputs and
with zilch knowledge about the functionality. It is important to
note that in exploratory testing you should have a precise under‐
standing of the functionality being tested, and test with the mindset
of exploring the unknowns.

Here is a brief on the five broad areas that you may focus on while trying to establish
an understanding of the application:
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User personas
A persona is a character that represents a set of end users with similar attributes.
In software teams, such user personas are created at the beginning of the project
so that their specific needs can be imbued into all the stages of the delivery lifecy‐
cle, starting from design. An example of user personas impacting the features of
an application is in a social networking site, where young adults may expect an
extravagant experience while seniors may expect a clean and clear interaction.
Testing is all about wearing the end user’s hat, so knowing the set of user per‐
sonas the application intends to serve and exploring how each persona will per‐
ceive and interact with the application is vital.

Domain
Every domain—social networking, transport, health, etc.—has a tailored work‐
flow, process, and set of terminology or jargon that needs to be understood to
kick-start exploration. Ecommerce is a perfect example where domain knowledge
becomes critical in testing. For instance, an order, once created, goes through a
defined workflow: capture, promise, confirm, and so on. The order fulfillment
flow has to interact with numerous parties, such as the warehouse that stores the
items, the shipping partner that transports the items from the warehouse to the
customer, and the vendors that replenish the items regularly. So, while observing
the application’s behavior during exploratory testing, you need to know how to
go about exploring all the application’s paths. You may find it hard to do that
without basic domain knowledge.

Business priorities
Consider the scenario where the business priority is to design the solution as a
platform for extensibility and scalability purposes. In such cases, just testing the
functional user flow from the UI may not be sufficient. It needs to be explored
from a “platform” point of view, observing whether the UI and web services are
tightly coupled or if the web services are independent and can be integrated with
other systems, and other similar angles.

Infrastructure and configuration
As discussed earlier, exploratory testing involves meddling with the test environ‐
ment to simulate real-time scenarios, including failure cases. Having information
about which application components are deployed where and the configurable
levers will provide critical hints for finding new discovery paths. For example,
web services may be configured with the maximum number of hits they can
serve within a time period, known as rate limiting; you may need to observe the
application behavior when the rate limit is exceeded. Gathering some basic infor‐
mation about the infrastructure and configuration, such as how the services and
database are deployed (on a single machine or spread across multiple machines),
rate limiting settings, API gateway settings, and the like will help you uncover
important test cases.
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1 A mind map is a visualization technique where the main ideas are captured along with their branches. Tools
like Coggle and XMind can be used for drawing them.

Application architecture
Knowledge of the application architecture will add branches to your discovery
paths in an exploratory testing session. For example, if the architecture involves
web services, you may need to perform exploratory testing of the API (discussed
in “API Testing” on page 32) instead of just exploring the UI. Similarly, if the
application involves event streams (discussed in Chapter 5), exploring the cases
around asynchronous communication becomes important. Understanding the
architecture at a high level will help you carve out the discovery pathways in
terms of internal component integrations, data flow between components, third-
party integrations, and error handling. Several of these aspects are discussed
throughout the book as well.

Once you have gathered sufficient information about these five application areas, you
are ready to dive into the actual exploratory testing phase.

If this all sounds a little overwhelming—particularly the parts about architecture and
infrastructure—don’t worry too much about these details now. It’s perfectly fine to
approach exploratory testing from a functional point of view and gradually learn to
ask more questions along these lines.

Explore in Parts
The next semicircle in the manual exploratory testing strategy diagram in Figure 2-7
points to exploring in parts.

In his 2003 paper “Exploratory Testing Explained”, James Bach defines the practice as
“simultaneous learning, test design, and test execution.” To this day, this is still one of
the most widely used definitions of exploratory testing. To elaborate, exploratory test‐
ing is performing a series of actions in the application while observing the behavior,
and thereby learning more about the application and exploring it incrementally. Such
a process demands that our brains be alert all the time and that we do in-depth analy‐
sis. As humans, we are best at paying intense attention and really getting into the
depths of something when we focus on smaller scopes of work. This is why we should
explore individual parts of the application at a time! Those parts could be any of the
previously discussed discovery paths, or a sub-branch in the path, such as a user flow,
a feature, or a cross-functional aspect like security.

Keeping track of all these paths and sub-branches while exploring in depth can be
difficult. One strategy for dealing with this is to use a mind map,1 like the one in
Figure 2-8. This can be shared with the whole team.
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Figure 2-8. An exploratory testing mind map

During this phase, you may also need the pack of eight testing frameworks, repre‐
sented as the inner semicircle in Figure 2-7.

Repeat Exploratory Testing in Phases
Exploratory testing cannot be a one-time activity. The team will continuously be
adding new code, new features, and new integrations, resulting in changes to the appli‐
cation behavior and thereby calling for exploration again. Considering exploratory
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testing as a continuous process will allow you to structure the scope that should be
explored in depth at a particular time or phase. For example, some Agile teams practice
dev-box testing, where business representatives and testers perform time-bounded
exploratory testing of the user story that was just developed on the developer’s own
machine. Here you can restrict the scope to only the positive user flows, validations,
and UI look and feel. The next phase conducive for exploration is the user story testing
phase post-development. Here, you can expand the scope of exploration to include
some of the cross-browser and cross-functional aspects. In addition, some Agile teams
conduct regular bug bashes, where all the team members get together and explore the
application features developed so far. And finally, in the release testing phase, you can
focus on cross-functional aspects such as performance, reliability, and scalability in
depth, and explore the positive user flows and integrations at a slightly higher level.
Planning your exploratory testing phases ahead of time will help the team get continu‐
ous feedback, and therefore allow space for continuous improvement.

Exploratory testing is organic in nature. Hence, you may discover
new pathways that you didn’t plan for and that may consume your
allotted time in an iteration. This is to be expected. A tip here is to
consider whether a pathway can be included in the next user story
testing phase or in bug bashes, and if so note that down and
move on.

To recap the strategy, when you are starting exploratory testing, first get to know the
application details, then jot down the individual paths to explore. Then, continue
your exploration of the different pathways throughout the phases of the delivery cycle
in order to provide continuous feedback to the team.

Exercises
We have discussed a lot of theory about frameworks and strategies so far. To apply
these to explore the discovery paths of an application, you may need to learn some
relevant tools, such as SQL for exploring the database (discussed in Chapter 5), Post‐
man for exploring the APIs, and so on. This book covers several such tools through‐
out. In this section, we will discuss API and web UI exploratory testing tools.

API Testing
An application programming interface, or API, provides a way for systems to interact
with each other. APIs essentially abstract away the underlying complexities of a sys‐
tem and simplify the exchange of information over the network as XML, JSON, or
plain text using the HTTP protocol. To standardize information exchange, protocols
like SOAP and specifications like REST were invented. These days RESTful APIs are
more prevalent than SOAP, and even the legacy systems that use SOAP are being
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rewritten with REST specifications. To help you understand REST APIs, let’s consider
a basic ecommerce application like the one in Figure 2-9, with three REST services
(the order, authentication, and customer services), a UI, and a database.

Figure 2-9. A sample ecommerce application with a services-based architecture

A web service is a component that serves an independent purpose within an applica‐
tion. For example, the order service in our sample ecommerce application might have
the responsibility of managing (creating, updating, and deleting) orders, while the
customer service is responsible for maintaining the customers’ details. This eases
information exchange, as the other components in the application, such as the UI or
other services, can access the relevant service’s API to get the information they need.

A service-oriented architecture is one where the core application
functionalities are written as web services, as in Figure 2-9.

To give an example, suppose an end user completes paying for an order via the ecom‐
merce UI. As shown in Example 2-1, the UI will immediately send an order creation
request to the order service with the order details, and the order service will process
the request and send a response back to the UI. The ecommerce UI is called a client in
this context.

Example 2-1. Sample REST request and response

// Request

POST method: http://eCommerce.com/orders/new
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{
  "name":"V-Neck Tshirt",
  "sku":"ABCD1234",
  "color":"Red",
  "size":"M"
}

// Response

Status Code: 200 OK
Response Body:
{
   "Msg": "successfully created",
   "ID": "Order1234227891"
}

If you look at the request in Example 2-1, you’ll see that it hits the API /orders/new
using the POST HTTP method. Typically, POST is used for creating or adding new
information, and GET is used for retrieving information—for instance, getting a list
of the orders made by a customer. There are PUT and DELETE methods too, which
are used for update and delete operations, respectively. The request body packages up
the order details—in this case, the item’s name, stock-keeping unit (SKU), color, and
size—as a JSON object. This entire structure is referred to as the contract. If the client
doesn’t stick to this contract, the service will not process the request.

Similarly, the response also sticks to a contract: it will include a status code indicating
the success or failure of the operation and may also have a response body that gives
more information regarding the operation. In Example 2-1, the response status code
is 200 OK, which indicates success, and the response body has a message saying “suc‐
cessfully created” along with the order ID generated by the order service. On receiv‐
ing this response, the ecommerce UI will take the user to the order confirmation page
and display the order ID on that page. Note that all these actions will happen syn‐
chronously—in other words, the ecommerce UI will wait until it has received a
response before moving on to the order confirmation page.

Now, given this basic understanding of how APIs work, you may have a question:
why do we need to explore the APIs separately when we can test the order creation
functionality from the web UI? The concise answer is that today, APIs have become
products themselves! A slightly more elaborate answer is that APIs encompass all the
business logic and validations, making them standalone products that other internal
and external components can reuse. For example, our hypothetical ecommerce busi‐
ness could build a new mobile shopping app and reuse the same order creation API,
or build a customer support portal with the same customer service APIs. They could
even branch out into an entirely new domain, and reuse the authentication service’s
APIs to build the login functionality in that new product. So, exploring the APIs as
standalone products is very important in today’s digital world.
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Here are some of the discovery paths, apart from the core business logic, to pay atten‐
tion to when you are exploring APIs:

Validation of the request contract
Validation should be performed so that, for example, if a fraudulent client creates
a new order with invalid data formats, the order service rejects the request.

Authentication
Most of the time APIs are protected with some authentication mechanisms for
security reasons, such as sending a token (a long encrypted string) in the request
header. This is an important discovery path for exploration.

Permissions
APIs may have restrictions on operations they can perform for their clients. For
example, an admin may be permitted to edit an existing order, but a customer
executive may be restricted to just viewing the order.

Backward compatibility
Sometimes, as the product evolves, API contracts may also need to change. But
since there could be existing clients using the APIs, new versions may need to be
created and maintained in parallel alongside the old ones. The application must
be tested with both API versions.

HTTP status codes
The status codes returned for technical and business failures should be relevant.
Table 2-4 lists the most common status codes.

Table 2-4. HTTP status codes and their meaning
Status code Meaning
200 OK Indicates success for GET, PUT, or POST requests
201 Created Indicates a new object, such as a new order, has been created
400 Bad Request Indicates the request was malformed
401 Unauthorized Indicates the client is not allowed to access the requested resource and should reissue the

request with the required credentials
403 Forbidden Indicates that the request is valid and the client is authenticated, but the client is not

allowed access to the requested page or resource for some reason
404 Not Found Indicates that the requested resource is not available now
500 Internal Server Error Indicates that the request is valid but the server is unable to handle it, possibly due to

internal bugs
503 Service Unavailable Indicates the server is down (for example, when undergoing maintenance)

To explore all these discovery paths you need tools, and in the next sections I’ll intro‐
duce a few.
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Postman
Postman is a common tool for API testing. The installation binaries for the desktop
version are available for free, and a web version is also available to try. Here, I’ll give
you a quick introduction to the desktop application:

1. Download the installation binary for your OS from the official site.
2. Open Postman and select New → HTTP Request. This will take you to the new

request window.
3. Do a Google search for “exploratory testing” in your browser, then copy the URL

and paste it in the URL field in Postman’s new request window, as seen in
Figure 2-10. Notice that the HTTP method is automatically set to GET in the
drop-down next to this field.

4. You will see the parameters of the Google search request automatically being
populated in the Params tab. The query parameter q will show exploratory+
testing. You can change this to any other keyword to search for it.

5. Hit the Send button to complete the request.
6. You will receive the response status code, headers, body, and cookies in the bot‐

tom panel, as shown in Figure 2-10.

Figure 2-10. Creating a new request and verifying the response with Postman

In this case, the response is HTML. If you click the Preview button, you will see the
exact same page of search results displayed in your browser. In many cases the
response will instead be a JSON object, as we saw in Example 2-1; the UI will parse
the JSON and display the right information.

The Google search was a GET request, but the steps for creating a POST request are
similar: choose POST as the HTTP method in the drop-down, enter the API request
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in the URL field and the request body on the Body tab, and hit Send to see the
response. If you’d like to practice some more, Any API has a consolidated list of 1,400
publicly hosted REST APIs that you can try.

Postman, by default, saves your workspace in the cloud under your
Postman account. This feature is helpful to sync your work on a
new machine. However, ensure that syncing to Postman’s cloud
doesn’t violate any non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) with clients
or your internal IT policy.

Postman provides several other facilities for exploring APIs. A few commonly exploi‐
ted provisions are listed here:

• The token sent for authentication purposes can be sent along with the request by
adding it on the Authorization tab. You can add invalid strings there to verify that
the request fails.

• Similarly, when cookies are sent along with the request, they can be added on the
Cookies tab (the tab is below the Send button).

• Postman captures the time taken to receive the response, as seen next to the sta‐
tus code in Figure 2-10. This is helpful to quickly explore if the performance
degrades for different inputs.

• Instead of creating requests manually, you can directly import the API specifica‐
tions from Swagger, OpenAPI, etc., with their links.

Postman also provides support for testing GraphQL and SOAP services, in addition
to REST services.

WireMock
WireMock is a tool for creating and altering stubs, which are software components
that emulate another component’s behaviors. Stubs are especially useful when devel‐
oping and testing complex applications with multiple integrations, where not all the
integrating services are ready yet. The teams agree on a service contract and are able
to continue development by creating stubs of the integrating services. Stubs are cre‐
ated by explicitly programming them to respond to particular requests with a defined
output. This feature can be used in exploratory testing to set up different positive and
negative integration test cases. Of course, it’s imperative that you test the end-to-end
functionality once again with the actual components once they are ready.
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Setting up the stub server and configuring the application to point
to the stub may be taken care of by a DevOps engineer or the
developers on the team. However, the testers need to know how to
alter the stubs in order to simulate the test cases. This exercise is
specifically included for that purpose.

To illustrate the use of WireMock, let’s go back to our example ecommerce applica‐
tion. Suppose we don’t have an actual payment service to integrate yet, but we know
the request and response contract of the /makePayment endpoint, which the ecom‐
merce UI uses to send payments. To explore the different test cases of this integration,
we need to set up a stub of the /makePayment endpoint with positive and negative
responses. Here are the steps:

1. Download the standalone WireMock JAR from the official website.
2. Open the terminal and run the following command with the JAR version that

you downloaded:
$ java -jar wiremock-jre8-standalone-x.x.x.jar

The command will start a WireMock server on port 8080.
3. To create a new stub, construct the /makePayment API contract, as seen in

Example 2-2, and send a POST request to the http://localhost:8080/__admin/
mappings/new endpoint using Postman. (That is, in Postman’s new request win‐
dow, set the HTTP method to POST in the drop-down, enter the URL in the
URL field and the JSON in Example 2-2 in the Body → raw section, and hit
Send.)

Example 2-2. Sample stub using WireMock

{
    "request": {
        "method": "POST",
        "url": "/makePayment"
    },
    "response": {
        "status": 200,
        "body": "Payment Successful"
    }
}

4. Now check that the stub works by creating another POST request to hit the
http://localhost:8080/makePayment URL. You should receive a response with sta‐
tus code 200 OK and the message “Payment Successful,” as described in the stub.
Our imaginary ecommerce UI should show an order confirmation page on
receiving this response.
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5. Now, to alter the stub to return a failure response, change the response body in
Example 2-2 to the following and POST it to the same /mappings/new endpoint:

"response": {
    "status": 401,
    "body": "Payment Unauthorized"
}

On receiving this response, the ecommerce UI should show an error message.

Similarly, you can set up other test cases (invalid requests, service unavailable scenar‐
ios, etc.) with appropriate status codes in the response body and observe whether the
UI handles them appropriately. As you can see, stubs lend a helpful hand in API
exploratory testing when actual integrating services are not available to test.

We can now move on to web UI exploratory testing tools.

Web UI Testing
This section throws light on three basic web UI testing tools: browsers, Bug Magnet,
and Chrome DevTools.

Browsers
The first and foremost tool for exploring a web UI is the browser. A best practice is to
cover at least 85% of your application’s user base while testing. At the time of writing,
the most recent stats on the global distribution of browser usage from gs.stat‐
counter.com showed that Chrome has about a 64.5% share, followed by Safari at
18.8%, then Edge at 4.05%, Firefox at 3.4%, and Samsung Internet at 2.8%. These sta‐
tistics indicate that you need to include Chrome and Safari in your testing, but the
third place oscillates between Edge and Firefox frequently, so it is advisable to include
both to explore the UI quality. You can download any of these browsers onto your
local machine, for any OS.

It is sometimes necessary to test on older browsers like Internet
Explorer 11 or Edge Legacy, though Microsoft has officially ended
support for these versions. One way to do this is to download the
Windows VM onto your machine.

Alternatively, cloud-hosted testing platforms like BrowserStack and Sauce Labs
absolve you of the need to install different versions of browsers and OSs on local
machines. They provide virtual access to web browsers on different OSs, for a cost.
The process is simple: pay for a subscription (free trials are also available), log in to
the portal, pick a combination of browser version and OS (as seen in Figure 2-11),
and test your application.
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Figure 2-11. BrowserStack and similar services allow you to test various combinations of
OS and browser versions.

BrowserStack also enables local testing of private applications, hosted in quality
assurance (QA) or staging environments. Depending on your testing needs, subscrib‐
ing to such a service may be worthwhile—they can be valuable, especially when you
need to test on a wide range of older browsers.

Bug Magnet
Bug Magnet is a browser plug-in available for Chrome and Firefox that enables test‐
ing edge cases in an application. It provides a list of common test cases and appropri‐
ate values to be entered in the editable elements of the application for each test case.
The tool mainly helps as a checklist for exploratory testing. To try it out:

1. Install the plug-in in your Chrome browser.
2. Open Google search and right-click on the search text field.
3. You will find Bug Magnet in the right-click menu, as seen in Figure 2-12. As you

can see, it suggests a lot of edge cases, from which you can select one. For
instance, choose Names → Name Length and select the first name. The long
name will be populated in the Google search text box. If there are validations in
your application for input string length, then an appropriate error message
should appear.
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Figure 2-12. You can use the Bug Magnet plug-in as a guide during manual exploratory
testing.

In addition to Bug Magnet, there are also several exploratory test‐
ing heuristics cheat sheets that you can use to ensure that you are
not missing test cases. These are especially helpful for beginners.

Chrome DevTools
Chrome DevTools is as versatile as a Swiss army knife. It comes with a multitude of
provisions that assist in exploratory testing, security testing, performance testing, and
more. Throughout the book, you will see this tool pop up in different places. To get
an idea of what it offers:

1. Open your Chrome browser and search for “exploratory testing.”
2. Right-click on the search results page and select the Inspect option. The Dev‐

Tools will open immediately. You can also use the shortcut keys Cmd-Option-C
or Cmd-Option-I on macOS or Shift-Ctrl-J on Windows to open DevTools.

From there, you can explore an array of things such as the following:

Page errors
As seen in Figure 2-13, the Console tab shows the errors on the web page. A web
page should stay clear of any errors as a general practice, so it’s a good idea to
check this tab as you land on each new page of the test application. Errors
reported in this tab can also help with debugging any issues you find in a web
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page. For example, if you see that an image is missing, you can check the Console
tab and include the error reported here with your bug report.

Figure 2-13. The Console tab showing the errors on a web page

Number of requests made from a page
Sometimes, due to errors in the application logic, a web page may make many
unwanted API calls and become slow. You can catch such issues in the Network
tab, which shows the total count of requests sent from that page at the bottom
left.

First-time user behavior
When you test the same application repeatedly, some of the resources (such as
images on the web pages) will get cached. So, if an image is changed during
development, this may go unnoticed. Use the “Disable cache” checkbox on the
Network tab to clear the cache, and view the page again. Also bear in mind that
the cache works similarly for end users, so this provision helps you to explore the
first-time user experience of the application.

UI behavior on slow networks
To explore the experience of an end user with limited network bandwidth, you
can throttle the network from the Network tab and observe the UI’s behavior. As
seen in Figure 2-14, there is a drop-down next to the “Disable cache” checkbox
that allows you to simulate 2G, 3G, and 4G network conditions. Select an option
from the drop-down, clear the browser cache, and reload the page. DevTools will
display a series of screenshots, as seen in Figure 2-14, that tell the story of how
the application gradually loaded at the specified bandwidth. Progressive web apps
(discussed in Chapter 11) work even when offline, and the network throttling
drop-down also includes an option to go offline to verify this behavior.
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Figure 2-14. Network throttling using Chrome DevTools

UI and API integration
The Network tab captures all the network calls on the web page, including any
calls to web services from the UI. It records the request and response headers
(including authentication tokens), query parameters, responses, and other useful
information about every request made, as seen in Figure 2-15.

Figure 2-15. Request and response details on the Network tab

This request/response information can be used to explore UI/API integrations.
For example, you can check if the UI passes the correct query parameters as
entered by the end user to the right endpoint. Also, you can observe the UI
behavior for different responses from the service. For instance, the UI should
show an “Item Unavailable” error message when the item availability API returns
a 404 status code.
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Service down behaviors
When you have to simulate request failure test cases, you can block the specific
request from the Network tab and observe the UI behavior. For example, find the
first image-loading URL in the “exploratory testing” Google search results on the
Network tab, right-click and choose “Block Request URL” from the menu, and
reload the page. The respective image will be blocked from loading in the UI.
This feature can be used to test a “service down” scenario without actually bring‐
ing it down.

Cookies
Cookies are primarily used to store the session information in an application.
The Application tab shows the list of cookies stored and their details, as seen in
Figure 2-16. You can also edit or delete cookie values from here during explora‐
tion and observe the application’s behavior.

Figure 2-16. Cookies can be edited or deleted from the Application tab.

To read more about the fine-grained details of all the Chrome DevTools features,
check out the official site.

You’re now equipped with a handful of tools to get started with exploring APIs and
web UIs. But there is one more key topic left on the pathway to achieving the goals of
exploratory testing: maintaining good hygiene in the test environment. We’ll discuss
that next.

Perspectives: Test Environment Hygiene
The test environment is the actual playground where the testers apply their explora‐
tory testing skills, and when it is poorly maintained, it directly affects the testers and
their outcomes. The following list describes a few maintenance smells you might
encounter, their impact, and remedies to overcome them:
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Shared versus dedicated test environments
In large teams a single test environment is often shared among multiple sub‐
teams, and this places heavy restrictions on the ability of individual teams’ testers
to meddle with the environment in the way dictated by their discovery paths. For
example, if they need to bring a service down momentarily, they need to get con‐
sent from other teams. Worse, they need to coordinate with other teams or wait
for the next scheduled deployment, which may be once a day or once a week, to
explore the latest code. Having a dedicated test environment, at least with the
components that fall under the remit of an individual subteam, will give its test‐
ers the liberty to explore adventurously.

Deployment hygiene
Once the team has its own dedicated environment, a suitable approach is to have
a manual trigger for new deployments instead of automated deployments
through the continuous integration pipeline, as those could alter the tester’s con‐
figurations in the environment without warning. Also, the build should be made
available for deployment in the CI pipeline only when the automated test run
stage has passed. This is to ensure that there are no open defects in the latest
code, which can block exploratory testing. You’ll learn more about CI and
deployment strategies in Chapter 4.

Additionally, the test environment should be set up as closely as possible to the
production environment, with firewalls, separated tiers/components, rate limit
configurations, etc., as part of the deployment. Only then can the failure test
cases discussed earlier be explored thoroughly.

Test data hygiene
Test data comes under the purview of the testers, and they should follow certain
practices to ensure that they don’t unintentionally derail their own exploration.
In particular, be wary of stale data and configurations when continuing to test a
new feature in the same deployment. A recommendation to avoid such complica‐
tions is to make it a point to deploy a new build whenever starting a new user
story (assuming that a new deployment will clear out the old data and configura‐
tions and restore the application back to a fresh state). Another option is to create
a new set of test data for every user story, such as a new user, instead of exploring
with existing users, which could be in different states.

Test data creation can be complex when there are hundreds of linked tables. An
option then is to have the new deployment delete the old data and replace it with
a standard set of test data, or have a SQL script create appropriate new test data
as part of the deployment. Another possibility is to anonymize the production
data and use it in the testing environment, although that may raise concerns from
a security perspective if due diligence is not paid.
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Autonomous teams
More often than not, access to the test environment is restricted. Team members
may not have login credentials, or the required permissions to update configura‐
tions, look at application logs, or set up stubs; to perform actions like these, they
need to request assistance from the DevOps or system maintenance team. This is
especially frustrating during exploratory testing, where the testers may need
access to all the application components. Ensuring the team is autonomous and
has access to everything it needs will cut down on delays due to external depen‐
dencies and enable smooth delivery.

Thirty-party services setup
Usually third-party services are left out of the test environment setup, with the
assumption that the integrations can be tested directly in production. This may
result in unwanted blockages, especially when problems are discovered too late in
the delivery cycle. Hence, when setting up the test environment it’s important to
ensure there’s some way to explore the integrations with third-party services,
either by employing stubs or by paying for limited access to those services.

Now that we have discussed the what, why, and how of manual exploratory testing, it
is important to emphasize that this remains an art, which draws its energy from the
analytical and observational skills of the individual. And due to this individualistic
nature, there isn’t really a set way to validate the outcomes of exploratory testing. In
other words, today your analytical brain could spark a discovery path that leads to
uncovering bugs, but it may not do the same tomorrow. Because of this unpredicta‐
bility, it’s important to maintain a disciplined approach toward exploratory testing by
following the concepts mentioned in this chapter.

Key Takeaways
Here are the key takeaways from this chapter:

• Manual exploratory testing involves wandering through the test application with
the intention to explore and understand the application’s behavior, which may
eventually lead to discovering new user flows and bugs in the existing user flows.

• Manual exploratory testing differs from manual testing in that the latter is about
checking a list of specifications, while the former relies on an individual’s analysis
and keen observational skills.

• Exploratory testing brings together the business needs, the technical implemen‐
tation, and the end user’s perspective while challenging what is known to be true
from all these angles.

• We discussed a pack of eight exploratory testing frameworks that can assist in
structuring the tester’s thought processes and deriving meaningful test cases.
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• The manual exploratory testing strategy emphasizes understanding the applica‐
tion details in five broad areas and then kick-starting the exploration of four
essential pathways: the functional user flows, failures and error handling, UI look
and feel, and cross-functional aspects.

• Exploratory testing has to be a continuous process. It can be planned to repeat in
different phases of the delivery lifecycle, such as in dev-box testing, user story
testing, bug bashes, and release testing.

• To explore the different discovery paths in an application, you may need to learn
to use new tools. This chapter discussed relevant API and web UI exploratory
testing tools such as Postman, WireMock, Bug Magnet, and Chrome DevTools.

• The test environment is the playground for manual exploratory testing, and
maintaining its hygiene is critical to achieving the goals of exploratory testing.
We discussed some common issues in test environment maintenance and rem‐
edies to overcome them.

• Manual exploratory testing is a highly individual process, relying on analytical
and observational skills. Structuring the approach toward exploratory testing is
vital to streamline the outcomes.
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CHAPTER 3

Automated Functional Testing

Bring aboard your autopilot!

Automated testing is the practice of using tools instead of humans to perform user-
like actions on an application and verify its expected behavior. The practice has been 
around since the 1970s, and the techniques and tools in this space have continuously
evolved alongside software. To cite a few examples, in the 1970s software applications
were predominantly written with FORTRAN and the RXVP tool was used to do
automated testing. In the 1980s, when PCs evolved, AutoTester was introduced for
automated testing. In the 1990s, when the World Wide Web boomed, test automation
tools like Mercury Interactive and QuickTest became popular, and the automated
load testing tool Apache JMeter was invented. With the continuous advancement of
the web, the 2000s saw the birth of Selenium, and the number of automated testing
tools has been growing ever since. Today, we even have AI/ML-powered automated
testing tools that enrich the overall test automation experience.

This innovation has been driven by a few key observations: automated testing signifi‐
cantly reduces the cost of testing and enables software teams to get faster feedback on
application quality than they would with manual testing. To show why this is the case,
let’s consider a scenario where you only perform manual testing throughout your appli‐
cation development cycle, and see how automated testing compares in the same situa‐
tion. Let’s say, on average, each feature in your application has 20 test cases, and you
take 2 minutes per test case to execute them, or 40 minutes to test one feature manually.
Whenever a new feature is developed, you need to test its integration with the existing
features and also ensure the existing features are not broken due to the new changes—a
practice referred to as regression testing. The risk of not doing regression testing early
enough is that you will find integration bugs only during release testing, which is very
late in the cycle and might delay the release timeline. So, in our example, regression
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testing along with new feature testing will take 80 minutes when there is a second fea‐
ture, 120 minutes when there is a third feature, and so on.

Soon enough, when your application has to go live with 15 features, you will have to
plan for 600 minutes of testing time. To make matters worse, sometimes, a mature
application has to work across different versions of services. Your testing time will
increase proportionally to the number of versions that need to be supported. For
example, if a service has two versions, your application testing time will become 1,200
minutes for every release. Additionally, if you find bugs, depending upon their nature
(e.g., a bug that requires a change in DB schema) you might end up spending another
1,200 minutes testing the application before going live! This cycle will continue with
an increase in testing time as new features get added to every release.

Businesses that don’t invest enough in automated testing combat this problem by
increasing their manual testing capacity—but they still get slower feedback than they
would with automated testing. For example, for our hypothetical application, even if
there are 12 people testing in parallel it will still take them 100 minutes, whereas auto‐
mated tests in the right layers can run much faster and give quicker feedback. It’s also
important not to forget that if you have automated tests, you don’t have to assemble
your 12 teammates at midnight to test an urgent production defect fix before releas‐
ing. And even if you dare to, manual testing can be error-prone as it depends heavily
on the quality of the test cases’ documentation and execution.

Of course, there is a cost to creating automated tests and running them regularly.
However, it’s a cost that needs to be weighed against the value of delivering the prod‐
uct quickly and frequently to market, the expense of manual testing (in terms of time
and capacity), and the confidence it gives the team during development and while fix‐
ing production issues.

In summary, a recommendation for businesses is that you need both manual and
automated testing to deliver a high-quality product, and a wise strategy is to balance
them—choosing one or the other is not an option. In simple words, the strategy
could be: use your manual testing capacity to perform manual exploratory testing to
discover new test cases, and automate them to cater to regression testing.

We discussed manual exploratory testing in Chapter 2; this chapter’s goal is to enable
you to perform effective automated functional testing of web applications across all
application layers. I’ll introduce an automated functional testing strategy that can give
your team faster feedback, and show you how to use automation tools and set up
frameworks at different application layers. The chapter also provides an overview of
AI/ML tools in the automated testing space, and presents antipatterns in automated
testing that you should watch out for and tips to alleviate them in the early stages. Are
you ready? Let’s dive in!
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Building Blocks
To begin with, let me recall the discussion from Chapter 1 where we spoke about how
testing has to be practiced at both the micro and macro levels of the application to
deliver high quality. This extends to automated functional testing as well.

When it comes to implementing such testing, some organizations focus solely on the
macro-level tests in the higher layers of the application, adding more and more UI-
driven end-to-end functional tests, and entirely miss out the micro-level tests in the
lower layers of the application. For example, one team I consulted with had 200+ UI-
driven end-to-end functional tests; the suite took 8 hours to run every day, only to fail
at the end due to the inherently brittle nature of the macro-level tests. This clearly is
an antipattern as it not only runs counter to the goal of getting fast feedback by per‐
forming automated testing, but also doesn’t provide stable feedback. This is why
teams need to include both micro- and macro-level tests as part of their automated
functional testing efforts: the micro-level tests run faster and are more stable.

Let’s start with an introduction to the different types of micro- and macro-level tests.
Later, we’ll walk through some exercises that will guide you in implementing them.

Introduction to Micro and Macro Test Types
As we discuss the different test types, observe four of their traits: the scope at which
they operate, the purpose they fulfill, their swiftness in giving feedback, and the
amount of effort needed to create and maintain them. This fundamental understand‐
ing will enable you to tailor the automated testing efforts for your project appropri‐
ately (that is, you can choose which ones to use based on your project’s needs). To
explain the different test types, we’ll again use our hypothetical ecommerce applica‐
tion from Chapter 2.

As shown in Figure 3-1, the application has three layers: the ecommerce UI, the
RESTful services (authentication, customer, and order services), and the database
(DB). Briefly, the UI interacts with the services to process information, and the serv‐
ices communicate with the database to store/retrieve relevant information. The appli‐
cation also integrates with an external product information management (PIM)
service and downstream systems (the warehouse management system and so on) in
order to fulfill the orders. A typical user flow in the application would be as follows:
the user enters their credentials in the ecommerce UI, the credentials are sent to the
auth service for verification, and on successful login, the user searches for products
and places orders via the ecommerce UI. The responsibility of the order service is to
receive the orders placed by the user, validate the product information against the
external vendor PIM service, and pass it on to the warehouse management system to
trigger the delivery processes.
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Figure 3-1. Micro and macro tests at appropriate layers of an example service-oriented
ecommerce application

Figure 3-1 shows the different micro and macro-level tests required at appropriate
layers to meet the automated functional testing needs for this application holistically.
Let’s unfold them one by one.

Unit tests
You will find unit tests in all of the services and also in the UI layer of our example
application. These tests aim to create safety nets at the micro level. They validate the
smallest portions of an application’s functionality; for example, a unit test might ver‐
ify a method’s behavior in a class. This is the level at which you will want to add auto‐
mated tests for most of the basic input validation.

Let’s say we have a method called return_order_total(item_prices) in the order
service of the ecommerce application, which returns the total order amount. The fol‐
lowing are some of the unit tests that can be added to verify its behavior:

• Return the total amount when item_prices has a negative value due to discounts.
• Return the total amount when item_prices is empty.
• Return the total amount when item_prices contains an invalid value (e.g., a

value including letters, symbols, etc.).
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• Return the total amount when item prices are sent with different currency sym‐
bols and separators if the application supports localization.

• Return a properly rounded total amount with fixed decimal values.

Unit tests reside within the application code base and are written by developers. In
teams that follow test-driven development (TDD), developers write unit tests before
the application code, make them fail, and then add just enough application code to
make them pass. This practice helps avoid unwanted and untested logic in the code.
JUnit, TestNG, and NUnit are some commonly adopted unit testing frameworks in
the backend. Jest, Mocha, and Jasmine are popular frontend unit testing frameworks.

Unit tests are the fastest to run. Since they reside inside the application code base,
they are easy to create and maintain. They are usually run as part of the application
build stage on a local developer’s machine, achieving the goals of shift-left testing and
providing quick and early feedback.

Integration tests
In most medium and large web applications there are quite a few integration points
with internal or external components such as services, the UI, databases, caches, file‐
systems, and so on, which may be distributed across network and infrastructure
boundaries. In order to test that all these integration points work as expected, you
need to write integration tests that run against the actual integrating systems. The
focus of such tests should be to verify the positive and negative integration flows, not
the detailed end-to-end functionality. As a result, they should ideally be as small as
unit tests.

In the ecommerce application example, the order service integrates with internal
components such as the ecommerce UI, the database, and other services to exchange
information. It also integrates with the external vendor PIM service and the down‐
stream systems. We need to write integration tests for each service to verify whether it
can properly communicate with other dependent services and with the DB, and to see
if the order service integration tests should be added to verify the integration with
those external systems and services in particular.

Integration tests can be written using unit testing frameworks like those mentioned in
the previous section, along with specific tools to simulate the integration—for exam‐
ple, JUnit can be used with Spring Data JPA to write DB integration tests. These tests
also reside with the application code, making them relatively easy for developers to
create and maintain. Their swiftness depends on the time taken by the external sys‐
tem to respond; therefore, they can be slower than unit tests, which run in complete
isolation.
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Contract tests
Integration tests may not be feasible if the integrating services are also under develop‐
ment. This is usually the case mostly in large-scale application development, where
multiple teams work independently on different services. In such projects, teams
agree on a standard contract for every service and work with stubs of the dependent
services until they are ready. However, when stubs are used, there is a caveat—you
won’t know if the actual integrating services’ contracts have changed! If this happens,
you’ll continue to build new features on top of broken contracts until you figure that
out during actual integration testing with real services, at the end of the development
cycle. This is one of the primary reasons to have contract tests.

Contract tests are written to validate the stubs against the actual contracts of the inte‐
grating services and to provide feedback continuously to both teams as they progress
with development. Contract tests don’t necessarily check for the exact data returned
by the integrating service, but rather focus on the contract structure itself. In our
example ecommerce application, contract tests can be added to validate the external
vendor PIM service’s contract so that whenever it changes, we can change the order
service features accordingly. Contract tests can also be written for the integrations
between the ecommerce UI and the services, if the development happens in parallel.
The end-to-end workflow of contract testing involves collaboration between teams
and is discussed in detail later in the chapter. Tools like Postman and Pact enable
automation of this workflow.

Contract tests, in general, run very fast as their scope is small (simply verifying the
contract structure). They reside with the application codebase and hence are rela‐
tively easy for developers to create and maintain, although not as simple as unit tests.
The additional complexity is because of the end-to-end setup that requires collabora‐
tion between teams.

Service tests
As discussed in Chapter 2, APIs need to be treated as products themselves and tested
thoroughly, independent of the UI behavior. This is the focus of service tests.

Services essentially handle all the domain-specific logic such as the business rules, error
criteria, retry mechanisms, data storage, and so on. They reject invalid requests after
validating their structure and value format. This is where macro-level testing begins, as
service tests cover integrations, domain workflows, and so on. For example, here are
some service tests we might add to our ecommerce application for the order service:

• Verify that only an authenticated user can create a new order.
• Verify that an order is created only if the items are available at the point of

creation.
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• Verify that the right HTTP status codes are returned for positive and negative
inputs.

Similarly, every service needs to have service tests for all its endpoints.

Service tests sometimes reside in a separate code base, but to get fast feedback it’s best
to keep them as part of the service components themselves. They’re slightly more
complex to create and maintain than unit tests, as they involve a real test data setup in
the DB. Usually, the testers in the team own these tests. They run faster than the UI-
driven end-to-end tests and slightly slower than the previous three micro-level tests
(unit, integration, and contract tests). Tools like REST Assured, Karate, and Postman
can be used to automate API tests.

Any entity that is well encapsulated and can be independently
reused or replaced, such as a service, is called a component. When
you hear the term component tests, you can think of service tests as
one example.

UI functional tests
UI-driven functional tests are run on an actual browser and mimic the user actions in
the application. These tests give us feedback on the integration between multiple
components, such as services, the UI, and the DB. These macro-level tests should
focus on validating all the critical user flows. One example of a critical user flow in
the ecommerce application is searching for a product, adding the product to the cart,
paying for the product, and getting an order confirmation. This can be added as a UI
functional test. When writing such tests, avoid validating the same details covered as
part of the lower-level micro tests again, as this will be redundant and increase their
execution time. For instance, verifying the order totals for different combinations of
item prices should be covered by unit tests and needn’t be validated again as part of a
UI functional test.

UI functional tests are usually kept apart from the application code as a separate code
base. They mainly come under the tester’s purview, although they may be jointly
owned with developers. These tests take longer to run and tend to be brittle, as they
depend on the entire application stack’s behavior, including the infrastructure, net‐
work, and so on, being stable. Additionally, they require considerable maintenance
effort compared to other types of tests as failures could happen anywhere across the
entire application—for example, a change in an element ID, a delay in page load, or
unavailability of services due to environment issues.

Tools like Selenium and Cypress are popularly adopted to write automated UI tests.
You’ll find exercises for both of them later in the chapter.
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Every time you think about adding a UI functional test, first ques‐
tion the intent of the test (e.g., validating input, service-level busi‐
ness rules, etc.) and see if you can write lower-level micro tests to
achieve the same goal.

End-to-end tests
As the name suggests, end-to-end tests should validate the entire breadth of your
domain workflow, including downstream systems. In the ecommerce application,
after an order is placed on the website, the downstream systems (such as the ware‐
house management system, third-party shipping partner services, and so on) actually
fulfill the order. This end-to-end domain flow needs to be tested for proper integra‐
tion.

Depending on the application context, the UI functional tests often tend to become
end-to-end tests. If not, create separate end-to-end tests using a combination of UI,
service, and DB testing tools to cover the entire integration flow. Obviously, these
tests take the longest time to run and require more care in maintaining, as they need
a stable environment and test data setup across various systems. The intent of these
tests is to determine whether all the components are integrated properly end to end,
and not to test the components’ functionalities. So, you can just have a few tests that
will activate all your components.

A commonly adopted practice is for the developers to write all the
micro-level tests during development and testers to write the
macro-level tests as part of the testing phase. However, this is heav‐
ily dependent on the skill sets available in the team and can vary
from team to team.

With that, we’ve traversed through all the micro and macro test types, and you should
have an understanding of their four essential traits. The next section discusses an
automated functional testing strategy that is widely adopted by software teams. You
can use this as a foundation to define a strategy that suits your project’s specific needs.

Automated Functional Testing Strategy
A one-liner strategy that can be applied to automated testing is: add tests to validate
the right scope of the functionality in the right layers of the application such that they
give the fastest feedback to the team! Mike Cohn crystallized this nicely with a visual
cue in his 2009 book Succeeding with Agile (Addison-Wesley Professional) as the test
pyramid concept. The test pyramid recommends having a broad bucket of micro-
level tests and gradually reducing the number of macro-level tests as their scope
increases. For example, if you have 10x unit and integration tests, you should have 5x
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service tests and only x UI-driven tests. If you layer these one on top of another, with
the unit tests at the bottom, they form a pyramid. The obvious reason for such a rec‐
ommendation is that as the scope of the tests increases, they take more time to run
and cost more to write and maintain.

There are other automation test shapes apart from the pyramid,
such as the honeycomb and the test trophy. Essentially, they all
emphasize the same principle: that micro-level tests are easier to
write and run than macro-level tests. If you explore those test
shapes, pay attention to what they define as the scope of each of the
test types. The shapes change as the scope of the tests changes.

A typical test pyramid for a service-oriented web application such as our ecommerce
example might look like Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2. Test pyramid for a service-oriented web application

I have seen the test pyramid work in practice, and so have many other testing practi‐
tioners. One noteworthy example I can cite is that after we transformed the afore‐
mentioned project that had 200+ UI-driven end-to-end tests to adhere to the test
pyramid, the team was able to get feedback within 35 minutes of code commit with
~470 tests!
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Although the test pyramid can be thought of as the ideal to pursue,
there may be situations where it is not possible to achieve a true
pyramid shape. This can be due to practical pitfalls, such as lack of
a fully deployed test environment to support end-to-end tests, or
lack of tools to automate certain kinds of functionalities (such as
barcode scanning), or, bluntly, lack of skills. In such cases, the team
should be mindful of the trade-offs they are making and choose the
quantity and types of tests in such a way that they can still achieve
the goal of getting fast feedback, despite these constraints.

Another part of the automation strategy should be to have a way to track the automa‐
tion coverage in order to ensure there is no backlog. Test management tools like Tes‐
tRail, project management tools like Jira, or something as simple as an Excel sheet can
be adopted for this purpose. Tracking automation coverage is essential. For various rea‐
sons, many teams omit (or set aside) the automation efforts from the user story’s scope,
leading to delayed and incomplete feedback. This can cause them to lose confidence in
the automation suite itself. Tracking all the test cases and ensuring they are automated
can help avoid this. An ideal practice, and one that many Agile teams follow, is to call a
user story “done” only if all its micro- and macro-level tests are automated!

Exercises
Having explored all of the test types, it’s time to flex those coding muscles. The exerci‐
ses in this section will get you started with setting up a functional testing framework
in three of the application layers: I’ll show you how to implement UI-driven func‐
tional tests using both Selenium and Cypress, service tests using REST Assured, and
unit tests with JUnit. Let’s get started!

The Test Automation Tech Stack
Here are a few pointers to consider when pinning down your automation tech stack:

• It’s best to keep it similar to the development tech stack so that your team mem‐
bers don’t have to learn an entirely new set of tools. I’ve observed that when
teams have different tech stacks for development and testing, there is a natural
resistance among the developers to owning the tests, hindering the objectives of
shift-left testing and getting faster feedback.

• Avoid the urge to pull the tests from all layers into a common code base. Keep the
tests in each layer within their respective components, so that the tests are
shipped along when the components are reused. This implies that the tech stack
choices in each layer will depend on the respective component’s development
tech stack.
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UI Functional Tests
Selenium WebDriver and Cypress are two popular tools that aid in creating UI-driven
functional automated tests. You can write Selenium WebDriver tests with many pro‐
gramming languages, such as Java, C#, Python, JavaScript, etc. Although Cypress tests
can be written only in JavaScript, this tool is packed with many benefits, as you will see.
I’ll show you how to use both, so based on your team’s programming language prefer‐
ences and development tech stack you can choose the appropriate tool.

Java–Selenium WebDriver framework
Let’s start with an exercise to create an automation framework using Java and Sele‐
nium WebDriver.

Prerequisites.    As prerequisites, you’ll need to install the following essential tools:
• The latest version of Java
• The integrated development environment (IDE) of your choice—IntelliJ is a

commonly used IDE for Java
• The Chrome browser

You will also need to install a few other tools, as described in the following sections.

Maven.    Apache Maven is a build automation tool. Build automation tools essentially
help in standardizing dependency management processes and project build steps. To
elaborate further, in many projects the use of a few third-party libraries and plug-ins is
required to create new functionalities. It is crucial for all team members to use the same
versions of the libraries and plug-ins, and to follow the same sequence of steps to create
application artifacts (i.e., build the project, run the tests, etc.). Build automation tools
help achieve these goals. Maven and Gradle are two popular choices for building Java
applications. For this exercise we will be using Maven; download it now and follow the
installation instructions on the website.

To get a quick understanding of how Maven works, let’s take a look at the Project
Object Model (POM) XML file, pom.xml. This is where you define all the dependent
libraries, plug-ins, and their versions, as seen in Example 3-1, and Maven takes it for‐
ward from there.

Example 3-1. A sample pom.xml file

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0"
         xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
         xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 
             http://maven.apache.org/xsd/maven-4.0.0.xsd">
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    <modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

    <groupId>org.example</groupId>
    <artifactId>SeleniumJavaExample</artifactId>
    <version>1.0-SNAPSHOT</version>

    <properties>
        <maven.compiler.source>15</maven.compiler.source>
        <maven.compiler.target>15</maven.compiler.target>
    </properties>

    <dependencies>
        <dependency>
            <groupId>org.seleniumhq.selenium</groupId>
            <artifactId>selenium-java</artifactId>
            <version>4.0.0</version>
        </dependency>
        <dependency>
            <groupId>org.testng</groupId>
            <artifactId>testng</artifactId>
            <version>7.4.0</version>
            <scope>test</scope>
        </dependency>
    </dependencies>
</project>

Here are the important things to notice in this file:

• The groupID, artifactID, and version attributes define the project coordinates
that allow Maven to keep track of the project over time. When creating a new
project in IntelliJ, you can add these details.

• The properties section declares the Java version to be used for compilation. You
can also include project-specific variables here that you want to reuse in other
sections of the pom.xml file or application code.

• The dependencies section is where you list the dependent libraries and their versions.
Note that the file refers to Selenium 4.0 as a dependency. Maven maintains a central
repository of all the libraries and their different versions, from which it pulls them to
your machine based on the configuration in this section of the pom.xml file. This
centralized way of managing the libraries ensures that all team members have the
exact same binaries of all the libraries. To add a dependency for a library in your
pom.xml file, search for the library in the Maven Repository and copy its coordinate
values into the dependencies section.
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Similarly, you can configure plug-ins, environments, etc. by declaring them as
attributes appropriately in your pom.xml file, as described in the Maven documenta‐
tion. You’ll be using the file in Example 3-1 to write your Selenium WebDriver tests.

Maven also provides build lifecycle commands that are needed to create application
artifacts. Commands that you will use frequently include:

mvn compile

Compiles the project code

mvn clean

Cleans up (i.e., removes) the previously created artifacts

mvn test

Runs the tests written using testing frameworks (we’ll set up one of these next)

There are also other Maven commands to install, deploy, and so on, to complete the
entire lifecycle of application artifact creation.

TestNG.    TestNG is a testing framework, also referred to as a test runner. JUnit is
another popular testing framework in Java. Testing frameworks, in general, provide
the ability to create tests, add assertions, add setup and teardown tasks, organize tests
into groups, execute tests, and present a test run summary. TestNG can be used for all
types of tests: unit, integration, and end-to-end. To install it, you can simply add it as
a dependency in your pom.xml file, as seen in Example 3-1.

A few prominent features in TestNG that you might use regularly are as follows:

• @Test: An annotation to indicate the method in a class as a test method for
TestNG to run them. So every test should be preceded with this annotation.

• @BeforeClass, @AfterClass, @BeforeMethod, @AfterMethod, @BeforeSuite,
@AfterSuite: As their names suggest, these run before or after test classes, test
methods, or the entire suite. Your test’s setup and teardown methods can be
annotated with these tags.

• assertEquals(), assertTrue(), and other assertion methods to perform valida‐
tions within the testsIntelliJ guides you in the syntax of these methods while
you’re creating tests.

Selenium WebDriver.    Jason Huggins originally invented Selenium, a popular open
source test automation tool, in 2004, and it has gone through many incarnations
since then. You can read about the fascinating history and evolution of the tool on its
website, and an extremely vibrant open source community still supports it today.
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Why Is It Called Selenium?
Selenium, the chemical element, is used as an antidote to mercury poisoning. Before
Selenium, the automated testing tool, the most popular tool used for automated test‐
ing was called Mercury. Get the joke?

Selenium WebDriver mainly facilitates interaction with the web application rendered
in the browser. It doesn’t serve any other purpose, such as assertions, report genera‐
tion, etc., which is why we need other tools like TestNG and Maven to complete the
automation framework.

Selenium WebDriver has three basic components:

APIs
These are the methods that let you interact with the application elements in the
browser (clicking, typing in fields, etc.).

Client library
The Selenium WebDriver client library bundles the APIs for us to use in our test
suite. Client libraries are available in many programming languages.

Driver
This is the component that instructs the browser to take the actions dictated by
the API. The drivers are usually created and maintained by the respective brows‐
ers themselves and are not part of the Selenium distribution package. For exam‐
ple, if you want to run the tests against Chrome, you have to download the
ChromeDriver separately and include it in your automation scripts.

Let’s first get to know the different APIs provided by Selenium WebDriver.
Example 3-2 lists some of the commonly used WebDriver methods to find different
elements in the application. Selenium identifies elements on a web page based on
their HTML attribute values, such as id, className, cssSelector, etc. You can select
the Inspect option from the right-click menu to get these values in Chrome. Try
inspecting the Amazon search text box, and you will find the ID to be "twotabsearch
textbox".

Example 3-2. A few commonly used WebDriver methods for finding elements

// find element by ID
driver.findElement(By.id("login"))

// find element by CSS selector
driver.findElement(By.cssSelector("#login"));

// find element by class name
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driver.findElement(By.className("login-card"));

// find element by XPath
driver.findElement(By.XPath("//@login"));

// find multiple elements
driver.findElements(By.cssSelector("#username li"));

The id is unique to each element on a page. Hence, it is the pre‐
ferred locator type to keep your tests stable. CSS selectors and
XPath locators tend to break when the application undergoes fre‐
quent changes.

Selenium WebDriver also provides advanced ways to find elements on the page using
relative locators, such as specifying that they are above, below, or toLeftOf another
element.

Once we find elements, we need to interact with them. Example 3-3 lists a few
frequently used Selenium WebDriver methods for performing different actions on
elements.

Example 3-3. A few commonly used WebDriver methods for interacting with web
elements

// click an element
driver.findElement(By.id("submit")).click();

// type text into an input box
driver.findElement(By.cssSelector("#username")).sendKeys(username);

You can also use the Actions class in WebDriver for more advanced interactions like
keyDown, contextClick, and dragAndDrop.

Apart from methods to interact with application elements, WebDriver also provides
methods to manage browser behavior such as opening a URL, going back, closing the
browser, setting the browser window size, setting cookies in the browser, switching
between multiple tabs, and so on. Example 3-4 shows a few of these commonly used
browser manipulation methods.

Example 3-4. A few commonly used WebDriver methods for manipulating browser
behavior

// open a URL
driver.get("https://example.com");

// browser back, forward, and refresh
driver.navigate().back();
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driver.navigate().forward();
driver.navigate().refresh();

// open browser in iPad size
driver.manage().window().setSize(new Dimension(768, 1024));

// close browser
driver.close();

// quit the driver session
driver.quit();

When navigating across pages, you have to make the test wait for the page to load or
for an element to be visible after the page loads. Some teams use hardcoded sleep
statements to make the test wait, but they make the tests fragile as the page load times
could be different in different environments. WebDriver offers a few inbuilt waiting
strategies to overcome this issue:

• The implicit wait strategy makes WebDriver poll the Document Object Model
(DOM), which represents the entire content of an HTML document, for x sec‐
onds, waiting for the element to appear. The default WebDriver behavior is to
wait for 0 seconds; you can change this and use the implicit wait during the
driver initialization stage to set a standard wait time.

• The explicit wait strategy makes WebDriver wait for up to x seconds for an
expected condition to become true.

• The fluent wait option gives more flexibility in defining a wait strategy. It makes
WebDriver wait a maximum of x seconds for an expected condition to become
true, checking whether the condition is true every y seconds.

Example 3-5 shows these different wait methods.

Example 3-5. WebDriver wait strategies

// Implicit wait for 10 seconds before timeout exception
driver.manage().timeouts().implicitlyWait(Duration.ofSeconds(10));

// Explicit wait for 10 seconds until the submit button becomes clickable
WebElement submitButton = new WebDriverWait(driver, Duration.ofSeconds(10)).
    until(ExpectedConditions.elementToBeClickable(By.id("submit")));

// Fluent wait, which polls every 1 second up to a maximum of 3 seconds and waits
// for the spinner to disappear
FluentWait wait = new FluentWait(driver)
                .withTimeout(Duration.ofSeconds(3))
                .pollingEvery(Duration.ofSeconds(1))
                .ignoring(NoSuchElementException.class);
wait.until(ExpectedConditions.invisibilityOf(driver.findElement(By.id("spinner"))));
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These are the most frequently used WebDriver methods to assist in writing day-to-
day tests. WebDriver also offers many more advanced interactions, such as listening
to events and taking different actions based on the event type, interacting with modal
windows, and almost anything else you might want to test in a browser. Selenium 4
also allows mocking the server responses and debugging using the Chrome DevTools
protocol. If you want to exploit such advanced capabilities, see the website for details.

Page Object Model.    The Page Object Model is the most commonly adopted design
pattern for a UI-driven automation framework. It involves re-creating the application
structure just as it is in the automation framework; i.e., you create a page class for
every page in your application and define the elements and actions on the page in
that class. The pattern has proven fruitful as it allows abstraction and encapsulation,
and hence makes it easier to fix issues or add new changes. For example, when an
element ID changes, you know where to find the element (in its page class) and fix it.
If you don’t have such an abstraction, you will have to make the ID change in all the
tests explicitly.

Example 3-6 shows a sample LoginPage class with three elements: a username field, a
password field, and a signin button. It also has a login(email, password) method to
perform the login action on the page. We will refer to this LoginPage class later when
creating a test.

Example 3-6. The LoginPage class using the Page Object Model

 // LoginPage.java
 
 package pages;
 
 import org.openqa.selenium.By;
 import org.openqa.selenium.WebDriver;
 
 public class LoginPage {
 
     private WebDriver driver;
     private By emailID = By.id("user_email");
     private By passwordField = By.id("user_password");
     private By signInButton = 
         By.cssSelector("input.gr-button.gr-button--large");
 
     public LoginPage(WebDriver driver) {
         this.driver = driver;
     }
 
     public HomePage login(String email, String password){
         driver.findElement(emailID).sendKeys(email);
         driver.findElement(passwordField).sendKeys(password);
         driver.findElement(signInButton).click();
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         return new HomePage(driver);
     }
 }

Similarly, your automation framework should page classes representing all of your
application pages.

Setup and workflow.    Having explored all the components needed for a typical Java–
Selenium WebDriver UI automation framework, the next step is to put them together
and write the first test for a simple user flow: logging in to your favorite ecommerce
application (choose one where you have an account) and asserting on the home page
title. Follow the steps here to create this test:

1. Open IntelliJ and create a new Maven project by selecting File → New → Project
→ Maven.

2. Select the Java version you downloaded.
3. Move on to the next window to enter your project name, location, groupID, and

artifactID, as seen in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3. Creating a new Maven project in IntelliJ

These three steps will set up an initial project structure, as shown in Example 3-7.

Example 3-7. Initial Maven project structure

├── SeleniumJavaExample.iml
├── pom.xml
└── src
    ├── main
    │   ├── Java
    │   └── resources
    └── test
        └── Java
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4. Download the ChromeDriver executable compatible with your local Chrome
browser version (to view your Chrome version, select Chrome → About
Chrome).

5. Place the executable file under the src/main/resources folder inside your project.
6. Add the project dependencies, Selenium, Java, and the TestNG library, as in

Example 3-1. In IntelliJ, the Maven panel is on the right side; you can use this to
refresh and download the libraries immediately.

7. Create a package called base under src/test/java.
8. Add a new class file called BaseTests.java, where you can define the WebDriver

setup as seen in Example 3-8.

Example 3-8. The BaseTests class

 // BaseTests.java
 
 package base;
 
 import org.openqa.selenium.WebDriver;
 import org.openqa.selenium.chrome.ChromeDriver;
 import org.testng.annotations.AfterMethod;
 import org.testng.annotations.BeforeMethod;
 
 import java.time.Duration;
 
 public class BaseTests {
 
     protected WebDriver driver;
 
     @BeforeMethod
     public void setUp(){
         System.setProperty("webdriver.chrome.driver", 
             "src/main/resources/chromedriver");
         driver = new ChromeDriver();
         driver.manage().timeouts().implicitlyWait(Duration.ofSeconds(10));
         driver.get("http://eCommerce.com/sign_in");
     }
 
     @AfterMethod
     public void teardown(){
         driver.quit();
     }
 }

The setUp() method does a few things: it provides the ChromeDriver executable
path, instantiates the ChromeDriver object, defines the implicit wait as
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10 seconds, and opens the application URL using the driver object. The tear
down() method does one job: it quits the browser session after the test run. Note
the TestNG annotations @BeforeMethod and @AfterMethod used to create and
delete a new driver session, which will run for every test.

9. Next, create a new package called tests under src/test/java and add your first test
class—for example, LoginTest, as in Example 3-9. You can see the @Test annota‐
tion and the assertEquals() method provided by TestNG.

Example 3-9. The LoginTest class with the first test

 // LoginTest.java
 
 package tests;
 
 import base.BaseTests;
 import org.testng.annotations.Test;
 import pages.LoginPage;
 import static org.testng.Assert.*;
 
 public class LoginTest extends BaseTests {
 
     @Test
     public void verifySuccessfulLogin(){
         LoginPage loginPage = new LoginPage(driver);
         assertEquals(loginPage.login("example@gmail.com", 
             "Admin123").getTitle(), "Home page");
     }
 }

10. After creating the tests, you’ll need to create your page classes. Create a new
package called pages under src/main/java and add your page classes there. Refer
to Example 3-6 for the LoginPage class and Example 3-10 for the HomePage class.

Example 3-10. The HomePage class

 // HomePage.java
 
 package pages;
 
 import org.openqa.selenium.By;
 import org.openqa.selenium.WebDriver;
 import org.openqa.selenium.support.ui.ExpectedConditions;
 import org.openqa.selenium.support.ui.WebDriverWait;
 import java.time.Duration;
 
 public class HomePage {
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     private WebDriver driver;
     private By searchField = By.cssSelector("input.searchBox");
 
     public HomePage(WebDriver driver) {
         this.driver = driver;
     }
 
     public String getTitle(){
         WebDriverWait wait = new WebDriverWait(driver, 
            Duration.ofSeconds(10));
         wait.until(ExpectedConditions.
            presenceOfElementLocated(searchField));
         return driver.getTitle();
     }
 }

The page classes will have the Selenium WebDriver methods we discussed earlier
to find and interact with the elements in these classes. Also, note how the page
classes are chained to return the other pages’ objects. For example, the login()
method in the LoginPage class returns a HomePage object along with the driver
object. Also remember that assertions don’t belong in the page classes!

11. Now you can run the test from the IDE itself by right-clicking on the green trian‐
gle next to the @Test tag, or run it from the command line using Maven as
follows:

$ mvn clean test

This command will open the Chrome browser and run your test. It also creates
an HTML report at target/surefire-reports/index.html, as seen in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4. HTML report generated by Maven Surefire plug-in

Congratulations, you’ve successfully created and run your first test!

This test passed, but when there are failures in CI, having screenshots of those fail‐
ures will be very useful for debugging. To take screenshots on failures, alter your tear
down() method as shown in Example 3-11. Create a folder called screenshots under
src/main/resources, and the failure screenshots will be placed there.

Example 3-11. Taking screenshots on failures

import org.openqa.selenium.OutputType;
import org.openqa.selenium.TakesScreenshot;
import org.testng.ITestResult;
import java.io.File;
import java.io.IOException;
import com.google.common.io.Files;

@AfterMethod
    public void teardown(ITestResult result){
        if(ITestResult.FAILURE == result.getStatus()) {
            var camera = (TakesScreenshot) driver;
            File screenshot = camera.getScreenshotAs(OutputType.FILE);
            try {
                Files.move(screenshot,
                    new File("src/main/resources/screenshots/" + 
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                    result.getName() + ".png"));
            } catch (IOException e) {
                e.printStackTrace();
            }
        }
        driver.quit();
    }

You can add more capabilities to your automation framework based on specific
project needs. For example, you can run your tests in parallel using TestNG or Sele‐
nium Grid capabilities, group the tests and run across multiple browsers using
TestNG capabilities, include a behavior-driven development (BDD) framework like
Cucumber, and so on. However, always remember to keep your UI tests to a
minimum.

Behavior-Driven Development
BDD is a software development practice that intends to bring the business and the
technical team members closer. For example, BDD frameworks like Cucumber pro‐
vide facilities to write tests in natural language, resembling a typical user story with
the Given, When, Then structure. This enables the business folks to pass on require‐
ments as failing tests and the technical folks to start building features by fixing the
failing tests.

JavaScript–Cypress Framework
Cypress was released in 2014, 10 years after Selenium was first introduced, and has
gained widespread adoption as an end-to-end UI automation tool. Cypress tests can
be written only in JavaScript, unlike Selenium tests. Despite that limitation, it has
become popular due to some of the following salient features:

• Cypress’s architecture is such that it doesn’t execute commands over the network
like Selenium does, but executes them within the same run-loop as the applica‐
tion. This makes it much faster.

• Cypress is bundled with all the tools necessary to write end-to-end UI automation
tests, so you don’t need to set up additional tools like TestNG, Cucumber, etc. It
incorporates existing, proven tools to do their respective tasks. For example, by
default Cypress uses Mocha as a testing framework and Chai for assertions.

• Since Cypress is embedded within the application, it enables the creation of var‐
ied test cases such as stubbing application functions, simulating server-down sce‐
narios by altering requests, setting up predefined application states, and more.

• Cypress addresses test flakiness due to incorrect adoption of wait strategies by
automatically waiting for a page to load and elements to be visible or clickable.
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• Cypress makes debugging test failures much simpler as it provides screenshots,
logs, and videos for every command that the test has executed. It also allows you
to inspect errors on the application page in their predefined state as part of the
test flow using Chrome DevTools.

Cypress has good open source community support, with new plug-ins frequently
added to cater to advanced requirements. So, let’s see how to set up a UI automation
framework using Cypress and the Page Object Model.

The Cypress community advocates for using the Application
Actions Model rather than the Page Object Model. If you’d like to
explore this, check out Gleb Bahmutov’s blog post.

Prerequisites.    The following tools are required to set up an automation framework in
JavaScript:

• Node.js 12 or above
• The IDE of your choice—Visual Studio Code is popular for JavaScript projects
• A browser—Cypress works with Chrome, Chromium, Edge, Electron, and

Firefox

Cypress.    Once you have the prerequisites installed, follow these five steps to quickly
get acquainted with how Cypress works:

1. Create a project directory. Install Cypress by running the following command
from the project folder in your terminal:

 $ npm install cypress --save-dev

2. Create a package. json file in this folder with the contents shown in Example 3-12.

Example 3-12. The package.json file

{
  "name": "functional-tests",
  "version": "1.0.0",
  "description": "UI Driven End-to-End Tests",
  "main": "index.js",
  "devDependencies": {
    "cypress": "^9.2.0"
  },
  "scripts": {
    "test": "echo \"Error: no test specified\" && exit 1"
  },
  "author": "",
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  "license": "ISC"
}

3. Run the following command, which will open the Cypress application as seen in
Figure 3-5. It also will set up a bootstrap automation framework structure with
example Cypress tests for a sample Todo web application.

$ node_modules/.bin/cypress open

Figure 3-5. Cypress application with test files

4. Once the setup is done, you can try running the existing tests to get an idea of
how easy it is to work with Cypress before setting up your application-specific
page object framework. Select your preferred browser from the drop-down in the
top-right corner of the Cypress application, and click on any test (.spec.js) file.
Cypress will open the browser, run the tests within the file, and show you a
report like the one in Figure 3-6.
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Figure 3-6. Cypress test run report

To further explore, click on one of the tests. You’ll see a list of commands exe‐
cuted in that test, and when you hover over each command the application’s state
as it was when it executed the command will be displayed on the right, as seen in
Figure 3-7. What more support could we ask for for debugging?

Figure 3-7. Debugging with Cypress

5. To run tests from the command line, add the following code to your package.json
file and start the test run using the npm test command. You will notice the tests
run in headless mode and a videos folder is created in your project directory with
recordings of your test runs:

"scripts": {
    "test": "cypress run"
  }
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Now that you’ve had an introduction to the way Cypress works, we’ll briefly look at
the methods it provides to interact with and navigate your web application. Open any
test file, and you will notice some commonly used methods like the following:

• get(element_locator) gets the web element from the DOM after automatically
waiting for it to be available. The Cypress application has a tool to inspect the
element and get the locator, as seen in Figure 3-8. You can use this when creating
your page modules.

Figure 3-8. Finding element locators using Cypress

• get(element_locator).click() clicks on the chosen element.
• title() returns the page title.
• get(select_locator).select(option) selects options from a drop-down.
• get(element_locator).rightclick() performs a right-click on the chosen

element.

Other advanced methods can be found in the tool’s detailed documentation.

Setup and workflow.    It takes just a few steps to create an automation framework using
Cypress and the Page Object Model. You can create the same test as in the Selenium
section to open an ecommerce application, log in, and assert on the home page title
by following these steps:

1. Create a new tests folder under cypress/integration, say ecommerce-e2e-tests, and
create a test file, say login_tests.spec.js, under it.
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2. Now create a new /page-objects folder outside the /integration folder and create
your page modules inside them: login-page.js and home-page.js, as seen in
Example 3-13.

3. You can run the test either directly from the Cypress application or by using the
npm test command.

Example 3-13. Cypress page object framework

// page-objects/login-page.js

/// <reference types="cypress" />

export class LoginPage {

    login(email, password){
        cy.get('[id=user_email]').type(email)
        cy.get('[id=user_password]').type(password)
        cy.get('.submitPara > .gr-button').click()
    }
}

// page-objects/home-page.js

/// <reference types="cypress" />

export class HomePage {
    
    getTitle(){
        return cy.title()
    }
}

// integration/eCommerce-e2e-tests/login_tests.spec.js

/// <reference types="cypress" />

import {LoginPage} from '../../page-objects/login-page'
import {HomePage} from '../../page-objects/home-page'

describe('example to-do app', () => {
    const loginPage = new LoginPage()
    const homePage = new HomePage()

    beforeEach(() => {
      cy.visit('https://example.com')
    })

    it('should log in and land on home page', () => {
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       loginPage.login('example@gmail.com', 'Admin123')
       homePage.getTitle().should('have.string', 'Home Page')
    })
})

Note the use of the beforeEach() method provided by the Mocha testing framework
(similar to @beforeMethod in TestNG) to open the application URL before every test
run and the should('have.string', string) assertion method from the Chai
framework—these are bundled with Cypress by default.

Cypress runs your tests automatically each time you save new changes to them. This
eases test creation, as you can quickly verify that your new code works as expected.
You’ll also see how to do visual testing with Cypress in Chapter 7. In summary, if you
can cross the hurdle of learning JavaScript (which is not that tough), you will benefit 
greatly from Cypress.

Service Tests
Now let’s move on to service tests. In this section we will set up a test automation
framework using the REST Assured Java library to validate a sample REST API. If
you’re new to APIs, refer to “API Testing” on page 32 for an introduction.

Prerequisites
First, make sure you have the following prerequisites installed:

• The latest version of Java.
• The IDE of your choice—IntelliJ is a common choice for Java
• Maven

Java–REST Assured Framework
REST Assured is the go-to Java library for performing automated testing of REST
APIs. It offers a domain-specific language (DSL) with Gherkin syntax (Given, When,
Then) to create readable and maintainable API tests, and uses hamcrest matchers for
assertions. REST Assured can work with any testing framework, like JUnit or TestNG.

Suppose we have the following GET /items API in our hypothetical order service,
which returns a list of items and their details:

GET: https://eCommerce.com/items

Response:

Status Code: 200
[
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    {
        "SKU": "984058981",
        "Color": "Green",
        "Size": "M"
    }
]

Then the REST Assured DSL to call the GET API and assert the status code will look
like the following:

given().
        when().
        get("https://eCommerce.com/items").
        then().
        assertThat().statusCode(200);

Isn’t that simple? Similarly, you have DSL for POST, PUT, and all other API testing–
related methods.

Let’s set up an API automation testing framework now and write a test to validate the
same GET /items endpoint. You can bring that endpoint up as a stub on your
machine by following the steps in Chapter 2.

If you need sample APIs to practice with, the Any API site has a
consolidated list of 1,400 publicly hosted REST APIs to choose
from.

Setup and workflow.    As we saw in the UI automation framework setup, the three basic
components of an automated testing framework are the dependency manager
(Maven, in our case), a library to perform the required type of testing (REST Assured
for APIs), and a testing framework to create and run the tests (we’ll use TestNG). Cre‐
ate your framework by bringing those three components together as follows:

1. Create a new Maven project using IntelliJ (or your IDE of choice). Refer to “Java–
Selenium WebDriver framework” on page 59 for details.

2. Add the TestNG and REST Assured dependencies in your pom.xml file. You can
find the required dependency parameters in the Maven Central repository, as dis‐
cussed earlier.

3. Create a new package called tests under the /src/test/java folder and a new test
class called ItemsTest.

4. Example 3-14 shows a sample test for verifying the GET /items endpoint.
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Example 3-14. The ItemsTest class with an API test for the GET /items endpoint

// ItemsTest.java

package apitests;

import org.testng.annotations.Test;

import static io.restassured.RestAssured.given;

public class ItemsTest {

    @Test
    public void verifyGetItemsEndpointReturnsSuccessStatusCode(){
        given().
                when().
                get("http://localhost:1000/items").
                then().
                assertThat().statusCode(200);
    }
}

You can run the test either from the IDE or by running the mvn clean test com‐
mand from your terminal.

Once you get the basic setup working, you can add a test to verify a POST /items
endpoint. Let’s say the POST endpoint takes the same item details as JSON in the
request body and returns a 201 HTTP response on successfully adding the item to a
new order. Create a stub on your machine, following the steps in Chapter 2.

To pass a JSON body to POST requests, a cleaner method is to create a dataObject
class and serialize it using a JSON serialization library—for example, the jackson-
databind library. Let’s add that to our framework:

1. Add the jackson-databind library in your pom.xml file.
2. Now create a new dataObjects package under /src/main/java and add a new

dataObject class, say ItemDetails.java. Example 3-15 shows the ItemDetails
class representing the JSON body for the POST request.

Example 3-15. The ItemDetails class as a dataObject

// ItemDetails.java

package dataobjects;

import com.fasterxml.jackson.annotation.JsonProperty;
import com.fasterxml.jackson.annotation.JsonPropertyOrder;
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@JsonPropertyOrder({"sku", "color", "size"})
public class ItemDetails {

    private String sku;
    private String color;
    private String size;

    public ItemDetails(String sku, String color, String size){
        this.sku = sku;
        this.color = color;
        this.size = size;
    }

    @JsonProperty("sku")
    public String getSku(){
        return sku;
    }

    @JsonProperty("color")
    public String getColor(){
        return color;
    }

    @JsonProperty("size")
    public String getSize(){
        return size;
    }
}

Note how the jackson-databind library allows defining the expected JSON
structure at the beginning with the @JSONPropertyOrder annotation.

3. In your test class, you can use the ItemDetails object as the POST request body.
Example 3-16 shows the POST /items endpoint test.

Example 3-16. API test for the POST /items endpoint

@Test
    public void verifyPostItemsEndpointReturnsSuccessStatusCode(){

        ItemDetails greenShirt = new ItemDetails("98765490", "Green", "M");

        given().
                contentType(ContentType.JSON).
                body(greenShirt).
                log().body().
                when().
                    post("http://localhost:1000/items").
                then().
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                assertThat().
                statusCode(200);
    }

When you run the test, the log().body() method will log the request body for you to
check the serialization. We have only asserted on the statusCode of the response
here. REST Assured offers more flexibility to find the required fields in the response
body, as detailed in the official documentation, and assert them appropriately.

Unit Tests
Since unit tests are tightly integrated with the application code, the testing framework
you use should be compatible with the application programming language, such as
JUnit or TestNG for Java, NUnit for .NET, Jest or Mocha for JavaScript, RSpec for
Ruby, and so on. We will look at the JUnit setup here. The prerequisites for JUnit are
the same as mentioned for API tests.

Although unit tests are written only by developers, it is important
for testers to understand their basic structure so that they can plan
the application’s testing strategy wisely. The intention of including
this as an exercise is to give that experience to testers, and hence
this section will be kept simple.

JUnit
JUnit is a very popular unit testing framework created by Kent Beck and Erich
Gamma in 1997. It has catered to the full spectrum of unit testing needs since then
and continues to be the de facto unit testing framework for Java today. JUnit offers
test creation, assertion, organization, running, and reporting capabilities. TestNG,
another popular framework, was created to address some of the gaps in JUnit, but
JUnit has upgraded its features in its latest editions to fill those gaps.

Some of the basic JUnit features are as follows:

• Test and lifecycle annotations such as @Test for marking the test methods, and
@BeforeEach, @BeforeAll, @AfterEach, and @AfterAll for setup and teardown
activities

• The @DisplayName annotation to show a readable name for each test
• Custom tagging annotations such as @Tag("smoke"), which can be used to run

only a subset of tests when needed
• Assertion APIs such as assertTrue(), assertEquals(), assertAll(), and so on
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Setup and workflow.    Let’s write a couple of simple unit tests for the customer service
in our ecommerce application. Create a new Java project and add a CustomerManage
ment class, as seen in Example 3-17. This sample class has two methods that add and
return customer details. We’ll add unit tests for these two methods next.

Example 3-17. The CustomerManagement class

 // CustomerManagement.java
 
 package Customers;
 
 import java.util.ArrayList;
 import java.util.List;
 
 public class CustomerManagement {
 
     private String firstName;
     private String lastName;
     private String age;
 
     private List<List<String>> customers = new ArrayList<List<String>>();
 
     public List<List<String>> getCustomers(){
         return customers;
     }
 
 // if the customer name is empty, throw an exception; else add the customer
     public void addCustomers(List<String> customerDetails){
         if (customerDetails.get(0).isEmpty())
             throw new IllegalArgumentException();
         customers.add(customerDetails);
     }
 }

To add the unit tests:

1. Add the following dependencies in your pom.xml file:
<dependencies>
    <dependency>
        <groupId>org.junit.jupiter</groupId>
        <artifactId>junit-jupiter-api</artifactId>
        <version>5.7.2</version>
        <scope>test</scope>
    </dependency>
    <dependency>
        <groupId>org.junit.jupiter</groupId>
        <artifactId>junit-jupiter-engine</artifactId>
        <version>5.7.2</version>
        <scope>test</scope>
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    </dependency>
</dependencies>

2. Create a new test class in the file CustomerManagementTests.java, under the /src/
main/test folder.

3. Use the JUnit annotations and assertions to create your tests, as seen in
Example 3-18.

Example 3-18. CustomerManagementTests.java with JUnit tests

package customersUnitTests;

import Customers.CustomerManagement;
import org.junit.jupiter.api.DisplayName;
import org.junit.jupiter.api.Test;
import static org.junit.jupiter.api.Assertions.*;

import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.List;

@DisplayName("When managing new customers")
public class CustomerManagementTests {

    @Test
    @DisplayName("should return empty when there are no customers")
    public void shouldReturnEmptyWhenThereAreNoCustomers(){
        CustomerManagement customer  = new CustomerManagement();
        List<List<String>> customers = customer.getCustomers();

        assertTrue(customers.isEmpty(), "Error: Customers exists");
    }

    @Test
    @DisplayName("should throw exception when customer name is invalid")
    public void shouldThrowExceptionForInvalidInput(){
        List<String> newCustomer = new ArrayList<>();
        newCustomer.add("");
        newCustomer.add("Jackson");
        newCustomer.add("20");

        CustomerManagement customer  = new CustomerManagement();
        IllegalArgumentException err = 
            assertThrows(IllegalArgumentException.class, () -> 
            customer.addCustomers(newCustomer));

    }
}
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You can see the @DisplayName tag includes readable test descriptions. As these
explain, the first test checks whether the getCustomers() method returns an empty
value when there are no existing customers, and the second test asserts that the add
Customers() method returns an IllegalArgumentException when a customer with
an empty first name is added. Also note the different assertion methods to assert
exceptions and return values.

You can run these tests from the IDE or the command line, using the mvn clean
test command. You’ll see the test run results with their display names, as shown in
Figure 3-9.

Figure 3-9. JUnit test run results in IntelliJ, which shows their readable display names

Apart from JUnit, depending upon the test case you are unit-testing, you might
require additional capabilities from the application development framework (e.g.,
Spring Boot) and external libraries such as Mockito for mocking the service call,
jackson-databinder for data binding, and so on. When such additional capabilities
are used to access an external system such as a database, the unit test becomes an
integration test.

Characteristics of Good Tests
The characteristics listed here apply to all the types of tests we’ve discussed up until
now. Tests without these characteristics can easily turn into a maintenance hazard:

• Tests should be readable with proper method and variable names expressing the
intent appropriately. Follow the Arrange, Act, and Assert (AAA) pattern, which
suggests that you first arrange the prerequisites of the test case, then perform the
actions required for the test case, and finally assert the expected behavior.

• Each test should verify only one behavior so that it is fast and expresses the right
intentions when it fails.
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• Tests should be independent of each other. Remember, chaining tests will also
lead to chained errors. Having a proper setup and teardown for every test will
help keep your tests independent and facilitate parallel execution.

• Tests should be environment-agnostic. For example, tests should not depend on
static data in a particular environment.

• Automate the test building and running processes so that any team member can
check out the code and run a single command to trigger the tests without having
to manage the dependencies manually.

Additional Testing Tools
We will explore a few more test automation tools in this section: Pact, a contract test‐
ing tool; Karate, a BDD tool for creating service tests; and some of the AI/ML test
automation tools that are currently booming in the market. This will give you a
broader understanding of the tools in the functional test automation space and
thereby help you make wise choices where necessary.

Pact
Pact is a popular tool for creating contract tests in Java. The tests can also be written
in Python, JavaScript, Go, Scala, and other languages. Pact specifically is used for
consumer-driven contract testing.

A consumer is an application (e.g., service or web UI) that receives information from
another application (e.g., service or message queue). Obviously, the application that
provides the required information is the provider. To give an example, the order ser‐
vice in the ecommerce application receives the vendor’s item details from the PIM
service, so this makes the order service a consumer and the PIM service the provider.
Note that many other consumers could consume the PIM service apart from the
order service. Also, each consumer may need different information from the PIM ser‐
vice. For example, the order service may require the SKU of each item as part of the
item’s details but may not use its manufacturer’s address, which may be a requirement
for another consumer.

Given that the requirements are consumer-driven, the PIM service may get pushed
into a situation where it needs to change its contracts to cater to a new consumer or a
new requirement, which will pose a risk to the order service and other consumer
teams. They need a mechanism to continuously verify that the PIM service’s contracts
—especially the attributes relevant to them—are intact to avoid integration issues
later. Testers or developers can write service or integration tests to mitigate the risk,
but these tests might be brittle and slow due to the dependencies on both applica‐
tions, as well as being costly to set up and maintain. Tangentially, sometimes the pro‐
vider and the consumer may be undergoing parallel development, which means you
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can’t even write end-to-end integration or service tests. Consumer-driven contract
tests then become key to sort out these entanglements.

As seen in Figure 3-10, with consumer-driven contract tests each consumer team
writes tests against the stubbed version of the provider’s agreed contracts. The tests
specifically assert the attributes expected by that consumer and not the entire con‐
tract. These tests are then passed on to the provider’s team, which runs all of them
against the actual provider APIs, ensuring it serves its consumers’ needs as expected.
When deviations are found, the provider’s team can at least caution the respective
consumer to expect the change.

Figure 3-10. Consumer-driven contract testing flow

Basically, this type of contract testing splits the end-to-end integration testing into
parts, as follows:

• Each consumer writes micro- and macro-level tests to validate its functional
behavior by stubbing the provider, as seen in Figure 3-10.

• Each consumer also writes contract tests against the provider’s stub, and the pro‐
vider runs them continuously.

• The provider writes micro- and macro-level tests to validate its functional
behavior.

This alleviates some of the pain points in writing end-to-end integration/service tests
as the scope of the contract tests is smaller, and eliminates dependencies.

Pact enables the contract testing process to be fully automated. To get an idea of its
workflow, we’ll use the same order and PIM service example. Let’s say the order ser‐
vice is integrating with the GET /items endpoint in the external PIM service in order
to retrieve the item details, specifically the available sizes, SKU, and colors. The two
teams’ Pact workflow will be the following:
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1. As the first step, the order service team collates all the integration test cases. For
example, some of the integration test cases will be that the /items endpoint
should return the item details as expected when the item exists, should return an
empty array when the item doesn’t exist, and should return appropriate error
codes (404, 500, etc.) on invalid requests.

2. The order service team creates stubs for these test cases using Pact.
3. The order service team writes consumer contract tests using Pact against these

stubs, asserting on the specific attributes: status codes, SKU, available sizes, and
colors. These tests, when run, automatically produce a pact file. This file captures
the different requests to the /items endpoint and assertions on the expected
attributes in the responses.

4. The pact file is passed on to the PIM team automatically via an open source pro‐
vision called the Pact Broker, which needs to be set up and maintained by both
the consumer and provider teams. The Pact team also offers a paid service called
Pactflow, which eliminates the need to set up and maintain the Pact Broker. To
make it simpler, the files can also be shared via folders.

5. On the PIM service side, the team writes a provider contract test to receive the
pact file from the Pact Broker and set up the test data in different states as per the
consumer tests’ requirements. When the provider test runs, Pact will make
appropriate requests as described in the pact file against the actual PIM service
and verify the actual responses.

6. The provider test’s results are available to the consumer via the Pact Broker, com‐
pleting the full feedback loop without intervention.

7. Both the consumer and the provider’s Pact tests are integrated to the CI pipeline
so that the teams can receive feedback continuously.

Example 3-19 shows a sample Pact consumer test with a pactMethod. First, the pact
Method establishes the state of the /items endpoint as expected by the Pact consumer
test. As you can see, the given() method describes this state and will be referred to by
the provider test to initiate the appropriate test data setup. The Pact consumer test
then brings up the /items stub as described by the pactMethod and asserts on the
item details response.

Example 3-19. A sample consumer test using Pact

@ExtendWith(PactConsumerTestExt.class)
public class ItemsPactConsumerTest {
    
    @Pact(consumer = "Order service", provider = "PIMService")
    RequestResponsePact getAvailableItemDetails(PactDslWithProvider builder) {
        return builder.given("items are available")
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            .uponReceiving("get item details")
            .method("GET")
            .path("/items")
            .willRespondWith()
            .status(200)
            .headers(Map.of("Content-Type", "application/json; charset=utf-8"))
            .body(newJsonArrayMinLike(2, array ->
                array.object(object -> {
                    object.stringType("SKU", "A091897654");
                    object.stringType("Color", "Green");
                    object.stringType("Size", "S");
                })
            ).build())
            .toPact();
    }

    @Test
    @PactTestFor(pactMethod = "getAvailableItemDetails")
    void getItemDetailsWhenItemsAreAvailable(MockServer mockServer) {
       
        // brings up the PIM /items endpoint stub as described by 
        // the pact method above
        RestTemplate restTemplate = new RestTemplateBuilder()
                .rootUri(mockServer.getUrl())
                .build();
        
        List<Item> items = new PIMService(restTemplate).getAvailableItemDetails();

        Item item1 = new Item("A091897654","Green","S");
        Item item2 = new Item("A091897654","Green","S");
        List<Item> expectedItems = List.of(item1, item2);
        assertEquals(expectedItems, items);
    }

This test will generate a pact file and is shared with the provider via a folder. The pact
provider test in Example 3-20 receives the pact file, does the test data setup per the
@State annotated method, hits the actual /items endpoint as instructed by the pact
file, and asserts that the actual response has the same item details format as in
Example 3-19.

Example 3-20. A sample provider test using Pact

@Provider("PIMService")
@PactFolder("pacts")
@ExtendWith(SpringExtension.class)
@SpringBootTest(webEnvironment = SpringBootTest.WebEnvironment.RANDOM_PORT)

public class ItemsPactProviderTest {

    @LocalServerPort
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    int port;
 
    @MockBean
    private ItemRepository itemRepository;

    @BeforeEach
    void setUp(PactVerificationContext context) {
        context.setTarget(new HttpTestTarget("localhost", port));
    }

    @TestTemplate
    @ExtendWith(PactVerificationInvocationContextProvider.class)
    void verifyPact(PactVerificationContext context, HttpRequest request) {
        context.verifyInteraction();
    }

    @State("items are available")
    void setItemsAvailableState() {
        when(itemRepository.getItems()).thenReturn(
            List.of(new Item("A091897654", "Green", "S"),
                new Item("A091897654","Green","S")));
    }

Pact generates HTML reports that can be integrated with CI. Pact tests are generally
tightly tied to the application code, and knowledge of the application development
frameworks in use (e.g., Spring Boot) may be required to create and debug them.

Karate
Karate grabs attention mainly because of its unique way of aiding service test cre‐
ation. It offers predefined Gherkin statements (similar to Cucumber) to write tests,
eliminating the need to code. The tool is not restricted to API testing—it aims to sup‐
port end-to-end automated UI testing, contract testing, mock server setups, and so
on—but it makes writing service tests much more straightforward than you might
imagine. Example 3-21 shows the same test we used to assert on the GET /items
endpoint with REST Assured written using Karate.

Example 3-21. A test for the GET /items endpoint using the Karate DSL

Feature: Order service should return item details

  Scenario: verify GET items endpoint
     Given url 'http://localhost:1000/items'
     When method get
     Then status 200
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That’s all there is to it—three lines of predefined Gherkin statements. You can find a
full list of these statements on the Karate GitHub page. Installing the tool is as simple
as importing a Maven archetype during project creation in IntelliJ.

AI/ML Tools in Automated Functional Testing
We’ve discussed quite a few tools in this chapter, and they suffice for your functional
test automation needs at all the application layers. However, artificial intelligence and
machine learning technologies have given rise to newer tools to provide improved
assistance with some day-to-day test automation efforts, such as test authoring, test
maintenance, test report analysis, and test governance. In this section, I’ll provide a
quick overview of the currently available tools.

Test authoring
AI/ML leaping to assist with test authoring is a significant milestone in the testing
space, as it enables folks without coding skills to author UI-driven functional tests
easily. Test.ai, Functionize, Appvance, Testim, and TestCraft are some of the paid
tools that offer this functionality.

To author tests using these tools, you will have to navigate the user flow on the web‐
site manually, while the “ML-backed” recorder in the tool identifies the elements and
actions performed at every step and creates the tests in the background. An advantage
of the ML-backed recorder is that it identifies the elements not just by their locators,
but also by their structural and visual aspects. Some of these tools also assist in test
maintenance and root cause analysis, which significantly lightens the load in the test
automation space. They can be plugged into CI too, to get continuous feedback.

Test maintenance
Have you ever faced a situation where there were a huge number of UI functional test
failures due to a single element’s ID changing? Most often, only the ID of the element
will have changed, and its functionality, look, and feel will have remained unaltered.
Still, the UI functional tests will fail as they primarily rely on the element’s locator val‐
ues. I certainly have, and I wondered if there might be tools that could autocorrect
such small changes and save me time.

This autocorrection functionality, termed self-healing, is now available as part of AI/
ML-powered test automation tools like test.ai and Functionize. As mentioned earlier,
the ML-backed recorder captures the structural and visual aspects of UI elements
along with their locators; when an element’s locator value changes, the element is still
identified as the same, and the tools just get our approval to update the locator value
in the test scripts.
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Test report analysis
As mentioned earlier, I have seen large enterprise projects that had hundreds of UI-
driven automated tests that ran all night, with a dedicated automation team analyzing
the test results in the morning. The team would spend hours trying to figure out the
root causes of test failures. Most often, they were one of the three things: defects, new
feature changes, or environment issues. Once the root causes were found, the team
made bug reports for defects, fixed the test scripts for new feature changes, and fol‐
lowed up with the infrastructure team to get the environment issues resolved. They
were kept busy with such repetitive tasks every day. ReportPortal, an open source test
report analysis tool, could have come in handy to them!

ReportPortal has an ML-based auto-analyzer functionality that reads the test failure
logs and categorizes them into defects, test script issues, and environment issues. The
ML algorithm learns from the log data of the previously analyzed test failures. This
requires some preliminary manual effort to analyze the previous test failures and tag
them appropriately. Once there is enough test failure analysis data, the auto-analyzer
learns from it and starts identifying the test failures accurately, saving the team a lot
of time.

Test governance
Proper test coverage in the appropriate application layers is a pertinent issue for all
teams. A team might rejoice over a huge percentage of functional or unit test cover‐
age, only to be ignorant of a module having no tests at all. Test governance is all about
ensuring the right tests are at the right layers and injecting quality gates at every layer.
This requires data from all layers, including the functionalities that are untested.
SeaLights is an AI/ML-powered test governance tool for just this purpose: it presents
metrics about test coverage across all layers, identifies the areas of code with poor test
coverage, identifies quality risks by correlating the test execution data and test cover‐
age, and provides many other quality governance–related features.

Such are the enhancements provided by AI/ML technologies in the test automation
space. In summary, their assistance is starting to become significant, and they con‐
tinue to evolve as well. Where possible, teams should leverage such tools to offload
repetitive tasks so they can focus their brainpower on higher-order tasks like plan‐
ning, innovation, security, performance, and so on.

Perspectives
We have delved deeply and broadly into the functional test automation space, but
before closing the chapter, I would like to draw your attention to a few more key top‐
ics: antipatterns in automated functional testing, automation test coverage, and
specifically what it means to have 100% automation coverage.
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Antipatterns to Overcome
Even after you’ve spent heaps of time and effort crafting the right automated func‐
tional testing strategy and implementing the testing frameworks in the right layers, it
is essential to realize that your automated functional testing efforts have just begun.
Throughout the delivery timeline, you should continue to watch for antipatterns in
automated functional testing as the team progresses with developing more and more
tests. In my observation, it is easy to fall prey to these antipatterns with the delivery
buzz, and thus being watchful for the early symptoms becomes crucial. In this section
we’ll discuss a few common antipatterns—the ice cream cone and the cupcake, as
seen in Figure 3-11—along with their symptoms and tips to overcome them.

Figure 3-11. Antipatterns in automated functional testing

The ice cream cone
When you invert the test pyramid, it looks like a cone. This is referred to as the ice
cream cone antipattern, where there are more macro-level UI-driven tests and very
few micro-level tests. You can sense the ice cream cone antipattern when you observe
some of these symptoms in the project:

• Waiting for a long period to get feedback from the tests run
• Catching defects later in the cycle, sometimes only during the release testing

stage
• Elaborate manual testing required to give feedback despite having automated

tests
• Frustration in the team with the automated tests as the diligent efforts in auto‐

mating the UI flows have not been fruitful in giving the right results
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The earliest sign at which you can prevent your team from drifting
steeply toward this antipattern is when you find regression defects
during manual story testing. Do a root cause analysis immediately,
and fix your team practices early.

The cupcake
When you duplicate tests in multiple layers, instead of a test pyramid you wind up
with a wide bottom layer, a wide middle, and an even wider top—overall, it looks like
a cupcake. This kind of disorganization generally happens when you have siloed
teams of developers and automated testers. For example, the developers will have
added unit tests to verify all the invalid login inputs, and the testers will add the same
tests in the UI layer.

You can sense this antipattern when your team takes a long time to release even a tiny
feature. Also, you might notice blame games, as one role will expect the other role to
have added appropriate tests whenever there is a bug.

A simple way to avoid this antipattern is to have a short discussion
among the relevant roles in a team to determine which tests are
expected to be written in each layer. The right avenue for such a
discussion could be the user story kickoff meeting, which should be
followed by documenting the results of the discussion in the user
story cards.

100% Automation Coverage!
Teams usually track the automation coverage percentage as a metric, and a high per‐
centage is often considered a validation of their good software development practices.
The automation coverage percentage is calculated by capturing all the application test
cases, marking them as automated or not, and using simple mathematics to derive a
percentage. Teams often set themselves the goal of achieving 100% automation cover‐
age, with good intentions—but when doing so, it’s important to keep a few pointers in
mind.

Code Coverage and Mutation Testing
The traditional code coverage metric is different from the automation test coverage
metric. Code coverage tells you whether there are lines of code that will not be exe‐
cuted by the existing unit tests. In other words, it identifies untested lines of code.
Code coverage tools like JaCoCo and Cobertura can be integrated in the CI build
pipeline and cause the build to fail when the code coverage percentage is below a cer‐
tain threshold, to prevent the untested code from percolating any further than the
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build stage. However, high code coverage doesn’t necessarily indicate that all the test
cases are automated.

To find the missed test cases in unit testing, a technique called mutation testing is
employed. Mutation testing changes the application’s code and checks if the tests fail.
For example, when there are void method calls, it removes the calls in the code and
runs the unit tests again. The mutation is said to be “killed” if the tests fail and to have
“survived” if not. PIT is a popular mutation testing tool that can be added as a Maven
dependency and executed from the command line. It lists the test cases that survived
along with an overall mutation score for the application. Mutation testing, though
very effective, is time-consuming; hence, it has to be used wisely.

The first point I’d like to make about the automation coverage percentage is that even
if you have 100% coverage, that doesn’t guarantee a bug-free application! The per‐
centage is simply a measure of how many known test cases are automated—you will
probably discover presently unknown cases later. It’s important to point this out to
business stakeholders and your team, as otherwise it may lead them to question the
reliability of the automation test suite and the value of the effort spent on it when a
critical bug is found. It is also crucial to make them understand that the expected out‐
come from tracking this metric is to disclose the automation backlog (ideally, there
won’t be one) and plan capacity in the upcoming iterations to complete these tasks.
You can also use the tracking wisely to observe whether your team is drifting toward
one of the antipatterns mentioned in the previous section.

The second pointer is that when you are tracking automation coverage, you should
observe whether all the areas of the application have automation coverage. Especially
when you are developing large-scale applications with different teams working on
various components, your coverage percentage may still be high (say, >80%) even if
one module has zero tests, as long as the other modules have high test coverage
percentages.

The penultimate pointer on 100% automation coverage is that you should include
both functional and cross-functional test cases while calculating this metric. Most
often, cross-functional test cases don’t contribute to the percentage, resulting in bugs
later (you will learn more about cross-functional test case automation in the upcom‐
ing chapters).

And finally, while you should aim to automate all the test cases, depending upon the
nature of the application, environments, automation costs, etc., it may be impossible
to achieve 100% automation coverage. In such cases, you should track the non-
automated test cases properly and add them to your manual testing list. That said,
you should not have a tall manual test case list—you want to avoid the 1,200 minutes
of release testing I warned about at the beginning of the chapter!
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The greatest benefits of all this meticulous tracking and ensuring proper automation
coverage will start to show as the project grows, especially when it extends over a few
years. As they say, code outlives people, and often the automated tests end up being
the only trustable living documentation of the application’s functionalities. Thus, your
efforts in writing good automated tests will prove to be a worthwhile investment, not 
only for the project but for you and your future teammates.

Key Takeaways
Here are the key takeaways from this chapter:

• Automated testing is the practice of using tools to verify the expected behavior of
the application in order to receive fast feedback during software development.

• A wise way to balance the testing capacity in a project is to perform manual
exploratory testing to find new test cases and automate them to aid in regression
testing.

• When it comes to automated functional testing, its scope expands beyond just
the commonly adopted UI-driven functional tests. Unit, integration, contract,
service, UI functional, and end-to-end tests are the different micro- and macro-
level test types that, when woven together appropriately, provide swift feedback.

• The test pyramid is the ideal goal while crafting your automated functional test‐
ing strategy. Adding a broad base of micro-level tests and gradually decreasing
the number of macro-level tests as their scope widens is the best way to reduce
test creation and running time.

• Several tools, including AI/ML tools, have evolved to ease automated functional
test authoring, maintenance, and analysis efforts.

• Although you may have put a lot of effort into creating your automation frame‐
works in different layers, the work doesn’t stop there. You need to keep watching
for signs of antipatterns, like the ice cream cone and the cupcake.

• It is vital to track automation coverage to ensure the automation efforts are not
sidelined amidst the delivery buzz. Also, be aware that a high automation cover‐
age percentage can lead your team into a false sense of security; it’s important to
look beyond the number to ensure you have coverage in all areas of the
application.
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CHAPTER 4

Continuous Testing

Your fast feedback efforts are in limbo without continuous feedback!

In the previous chapter, we discussed how adding tests in the right layers of the appli‐
cation accelerates feedback cycles. It is imperative to receive such fast feedback con‐
tinuously and not just in random bursts to seamlessly regulate the application’s quality
throughout the development cycle. This chapter is dedicated to the elaboration of
such a continuous testing practice.

Continuous testing (CT) is the process of validating application quality using both
manual and automated testing methods after every incremental change, and alerting
the team when the change causes deviation from the intended quality outcomes. For
example, when a piece of functionality deviates from the expected application perfor‐
mance numbers, the CT process immediately notifies the team by means of failing
performance tests. This gives the team an opportunity to fix issues as early as possi‐
ble, when they are still relatively small and manageable. A lack of such a continuous
feedback loop might leave the issues unnoticed for an extended period, allowing them
to cascade to deeper levels of the code over time and increasing the effort required to
remedy them.

The CT process relies heavily on the practice of continuous integration (CI) to per‐
form automated testing against every change. Adopting CI together with CT allows
the team to do continuous delivery (CD). Ultimately, the trio of CI, CD, and CT make
the team a high-performing one, as measured by the four key metrics, lead time,
deployment frequency, mean time to restore, and change fail percentage. These metrics,
which we’ll look at toward the end of this chapter, provide insights about the quality
of the team’s delivery practices.

This chapter will equip you with the skills required to establish a CT process for your
team. You will learn about CI/CD/CT processes and strategies to achieve multiple
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feedback loops on various quality dimensions. A guided exercise to set up a CI server
and integrate the automated tests is included too.

Building Blocks
As a foundation for the continuous testing skill, this section will introduce you to the
terminology and the overall CI/CD/CT process. You will also learn the fundamental
principles and etiquette that should be carefully imbued within the team to make the
process successful. Let’s begin with an introduction to CI.

Introduction to Continuous Integration
Martin Fowler, author of a half dozen books including Refactoring: Improving the
Design of Existing Code (Addison Wesley) and Chief Scientist at Thoughtworks,
describes continuous integration as “a software development practice where members
of a team integrate their work frequently, usually each person integrates at least daily
—leading to multiple integrations per day.” Let’s consider an example to illustrate the
benefits of following such a practice.

Two teammates, Allie and Bob, independently started developing a login and home
page. Work started in the morning, and by noon Allie had finished a basic login flow
and Bob had completed a basic home page structure. They both tested their respec‐
tive functionalities on their local machines and continued work. By the end of the
day, Allie had completed the login functionality by making the application land on an
empty home page after successful login, since the home page wasn’t available to her
yet. Similarly, Bob completed the home page functionality by hardcoding the user‐
name in the welcome message, since the user information from the login was not
available to him.

The following day, they both reported their functionalities to be “done”! But are they
really done? Which of the two developers is responsible for integrating the pages?
Should they create a separate integration user story for every integration scenario
across the application? If so, will they be ready for the expense of the duplicated test‐
ing efforts involved in testing the integration story? Or should they delay testing until
the integration is done? These are the kinds of questions that get addressed implicitly
with continuous integration.

When CI is followed, Allie and Bob will share their work progress throughout the day
(after all, both had a basic skeleton of their functionalities ready by noon). Bob will be
able to add the necessary integration code to abstract the username after login (e.g.,
from a JSON or JWT token), and Allie will be able to make the application land on
the actual home page after successful login. The application will really be usable and
testable then!
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It may seem like a small additional cost to integrate the two pages the next day in this
example. However, when code is accrued and integrated later in the development
cycle, integration testing becomes costly and time-consuming. Furthermore, the
more testing is delayed, the more likely they are to find entangled issues that are hard
to fix, sometimes even warranting a rewrite of a major chunk of the software. This
subsequently will create a general fear of integration among team members—often an
unspoken accompaniment of delayed integration!

The practice of continuous integration essentially tries to reduce such integration
risks and save the team from ad hoc rewriting and patches. It doesn’t entirely elimi‐
nate integration defects, but makes it easier to find and fix them early, when they are
just budding.

The CI/CT/CD Process
Let’s start by looking at the continuous integration and testing processes in detail.
Later, we’ll see how they connect to form the continuous delivery process.

The CI/CT process relies on four individual components:

• The version control system (VCS), which holds the entire application code base
and serves as a central repository from which all team members can pull the lat‐
est version of the code and where they can integrate their work continuously

• The automated functional and cross-functional tests that validate the application
• The CI server, which automatically executes the automated tests against the latest

version of the application code for every additional change
• The infrastructure that hosts the CI server and the application

The continuous integration and testing workflow begins with the developer, who, as
soon as they finish a small portion of functionality, pushes their changes into a com‐
mon version control system (e.g., Git, SVN). The VCS tracks every change submitted
to it. The changes are then sent through the continuous testing process, where the
application code is fully built and automated tests are executed against it by a CI
server (e.g., Jenkins, GoCD). When all the tests pass, the new changes are considered
fully integrated. When there are failures, the respective code’s owner fixes the issues
as quickly as possible. Sometimes, changes are reverted back from the VCS until the
issues are resolved. This is mainly to prevent others from pulling the code with issues
and integrating their work on top of it.
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Benefits of VCSs
Ever think about how teams shared their code before VCSs? Some teams used shared
drives, and others directly patched their code to a central server that hosted the entire
code base! Such was the pain that led to the development of the first ever VCS in the
1960s, called the Source Code Control System (SCCS). Since then, VCSs have gotten
richer, with new features that took away a lot of pain points and offered tremendous
benefits for work integration.

A few significant benefits are as follows:

• A VCS keeps track of every version of code pushed into it, be it an addition, dele‐
tion, or modification of code, in a separate database. This serves as a long-term
history of changes and hence significantly eases root cause analysis of issues.

• Since the versions are maintained independently, a VCS allows teams to roll back
to a previously working version of the application when there are issues.

• Changes in the VCS can be tied to a user story or a defect card. This gives the
team the ability to trace the changes back to a user story and understand the con‐
text behind the code written and the evolution of a feature over time.

• Sometimes, teams may have to work on a common area of code to build their
features. A VCS allows team members to create branches of the main code base,
build on top of them, and merge them into the main code base a little later. How‐
ever, a long-living feature branch is an antipattern.

As Figure 4-1 shows, Allie pushes her code for the basic login functionality along
with the login tests into the common version control system before noon, as part of
commit Cn.
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Figure 4-1. Components in a continuous integration and testing process

In the Git VCS, a commit is a snapshot of the entire code base at a
given point in time. When practicing continuous integration, it is
recommended that small incremental changes are saved as inde‐
pendent commits on the local machine. When the functionality
reaches a logical state, such as completing a basic login functional‐
ity, the commits should be pushed to the common VCS repository.
Only on pushing the changes to the VCS do the CI and testing pro‐
cesses begin.

The new change, Cn, triggers a separate pipeline in the CI server. Each pipeline is
composed of many sequential stages. The first is the build and test stage, which builds
the application and runs automated tests against it. These include all the micro- and
macro-level tests discussed in Chapter 3 and tests that assert on the application’s qual‐
ity dimensions (performance, security, etc.), which we will discuss in the upcoming
chapters. Once this stage is complete, the test results are indicated to Allie. In this
case, Allie’s code has been successfully integrated, and she proceeds with her login
functionality.

Later in the day, Bob pushes commit Cn+1 for the home page feature after pulling the
latest changes (Cn) from the common VCS. Cn+1 is thus a snapshot of the application
code base including both Allie’s and Bob’s new changes. This triggers the build and
test stage in the CI process. The tests when run against Cn+1 ensure that Bob’s new
changes haven’t broken any of the previous functionalities, including Allie’s latest
commit, as she has also added the login tests. Luckily, Bob hasn’t. However, we see in
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Figure 4-1 that Allie’s changes as part of commits Cn+2 and Cn+3 have broken the inte‐
gration, and the tests have failed. She needs to fix them before proceeding any further
with her work, as she has introduced a bug into the common VCS. She can push her
fix as another commit, and the process will continue.

Imagine the same workflow in a large distributed team, and you can understand how
much easier CI makes it for all team members to share their progress and integrate
their work seamlessly. Also, in large-scale applications, there are typically several
interdependent components that warrant exhaustive integration testing, and the con‐
tinuous testing process provides the much-needed confidence in the finesse of their
integration!

With that kind of confidence gained from the fully automated integration and testing
processes, the team is placed in a privileged spot to push their code to production
whenever the business demands it. In other words, the team is equipped to do con‐
tinuous delivery.

Continuous delivery depends upon following continuous integration and testing pro‐
cesses so that the application is production-ready at all times. Additionally, it dictates
having an automated deployment mechanism that can be triggered with a single click
to deploy to any environment, be it QA or production. Figure 4-2 shows the continu‐
ous delivery process.

Figure 4-2. Continuous delivery process with CI, CT, and deployment pipelines

As you can see, the continuous delivery process encompasses the CI/CT processes
along with the self-service deployment pipelines. These pipelines are stages
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configured in the CI server as well; they perform the task of deploying the “chosen”
version of the application artifacts to the required environment.

The CI server lists all the commits with their test results status. Only if all the tests
have passed for a commit (or a set of commits) does it offer the option to deploy that
particular application version (V). For example, let’s say Allie’s team wants to receive
feedback from the business on the basic login functionality pushed as part of commit
Cn. They can push the Deploy Vx button, as seen in Figure 4-2, and choose the  user
acceptance testing (UAT) environment. This will deploy only the changes made up to
that point to the UAT environment—that is, Bob’s Cn+1 and later commits will not be
deployed. As you can see, the commits Cn+2 and Cn+3 are not available for deployment
as the tests have failed.

This kind of continuous delivery setup solves many critical issues, but one of the
most important benefits it provides is the ability to launch product features to the
market at the right time. Often delays in feature releases result in loss of revenue and
loss of customers to competitors. Additionally, from the team’s point of view, the
deployment process becomes fully automated, reducing the dependency on certain
individuals to do their magic on the day of deployment; anyone is free to make a
hassle-free deployment to any environment at any time. Automating deployments
also reduces the risk of incompatible libraries, missing or incorrect configurations,
and insufficient documentation.

Continuous Deployment Versus Continuous Delivery
Continuous deployment is different from continuous delivery. Continuous deploy‐
ment involves having automated deployment pipelines that push every commit to
production automatically after the continuous testing process. In other words, the
feature you committed just now is available to real end users in production immedi‐
ately. In contrast, practicing continuous delivery is about being ready at any time to
push the application to production with a self-service deployment option. Continu‐
ous delivery is suitable in cases where businesses have set launch dates for features.
Sometimes, companies even make public announcements on feature inauguration.

Principles and Etiquette
Now that we have discussed the CI/CD/CT processes, it is important to call out that
these processes can reach fruition only if all the team members follow a set of well-
defined principles and etiquette. After all, it is an automated way to collaborate on
their work—be it automated tests, application code, or infrastructure configurations.
The team should establish these principles at the beginning of their delivery cycle and
keep reinforcing them throughout. Here is a minimum set of principles and etiquette
a team will have to respect to be successful:
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Do frequent code commits
Team members should make frequent code commits and push them to the VCS
as soon as they finish each small piece of functionality, so that it is tested and
made available for others to build on top of it.

Always commit self-tested code
Whenever a new piece of code is committed, it should be accompanied by auto‐
mated tests in the same commit. Martin Fowler calls this practice self-testing code.
For example, as we saw earlier, Allie committed her login functionality along
with login tests. This ensured that her commit was not broken when Bob com‐
mitted his code next.

Adhere to the Continuous Integration Certification Test
Each team member should ensure their commit passes the continuous testing
process before moving on to the next set of tasks. If the tests fail, they need to fix
them immediately. According to Martin Fowler’s Continuous Integration Certifi‐
cation Test, a broken build and test stage should be repaired within 10 minutes. If
this is not possible, the broken commit should be reverted, leaving the code sta‐
ble (or green).

Do not ignore/comment out the failing tests
In the rush to make the build and test stage pass, team members should not com‐
ment out and ignore the failing tests. As evident as the reasons for why this
should not be done are, it’s a common practice.

Do not push to a broken build
The team should not push their code when the build and test stage is broken (or
red). Pushing work on top of an already broken code base will lead to tests failing
again. This will further burden the team with the additional task of finding which
changes originally broke the build.

Take ownership of all failures
When tests fail in an area of code that someone didn’t work on, but it fails
because of their changes, the responsibility of fixing the build is still on them. If
necessary, they can pair with someone who has the required knowledge to fix it,
but ultimately getting it fixed before moving on to their next task is a fundamen‐
tal requisite. This practice is essential because often the responsibility of fixing
the failed tests is tossed around, causing a delay in resolving the issues. Some‐
times the tests are eliminated from running in the CI for days as the issue is not
fixed. This results in the continuous testing process giving incomplete or false
feedback for the changes pushed during that open window.

Many teams also adopt stricter practices for their own benefit, such as mandating that
all the micro- and macro-level tests pass on local machines before pushing the com‐
mit to the VCS, failing the build and test stage if a commit does not meet the code
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1 For more on this and other commonly prescribed CI/CD industry principles, see The DevOps Handbook (IT
Revolution Press), by Gene Kim, Jez Humble, Patrick Debois, and John Willis.

coverage threshold, publishing the commit’s status (pass or fail) with the name of the
individual who made the commit to everyone on a communication channel such as
Slack, playing loud music in the team area whenever a build is broken from a dedica‐
ted CI monitor, and so on. Also, as a tester on the team, I keep an eye on the status of
the tests in the CI and see to it that they get fixed on time. Fundamentally, all these
measures are taken to streamline the team’s practices around CI/CT processes and
thereby yield the right benefits—although the foremost measure that always seems to
work best is empowering the team with knowledge of not only the “how” but also the
“why” behind the process!

Continuous Testing Strategy
Now that you know the processes and principles, the next step is to create and apply
strategies custom to your project needs.

In the previous section, the continuous testing process was demonstrated with a sin‐
gle build and test stage that runs all the tests and gives feedback in a single loop. You
can also accelerate the feedback cycle with two independent feedback loops: one that
runs the tests against the static application code (e.g., all the micro-level tests), and
the other that runs the macro-level tests against the deployed application. This, in a
way, is a slight shift left where we leverage the micro-level (unit, integration, contract)
tests’ ability to run faster than the macro-level (API, UI, end-to-end) tests to get faster
feedback.

Figure 4-3 shows a CT process with two stages. As you can see here, a common prac‐
tice is to combine the application compilation with the micro-level tests as a single
stage in CI. This is traditionally called the build and test stage. When the team
adheres to the test pyramid, like we discussed in Chapter 3, the micro-level tests will
end up validating a broad range of application functionalities. As a result, this stage
helps them get extensive feedback on the commit quickly. The build and test stage
should be swift enough to finish execution within a few minutes so that, per the rec‐
ommended principles and etiquette, the team will wait for it to complete before mov‐
ing on to the next task. If it takes longer, the team should find ways to improve it—for
example, parallelizing the build and test stage for each component instead of having a
single stage for the entire code base.1
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Figure 4-3. The continuous testing process with two feedback loops

In their book Continuous Delivery (Addison-Wesley Professional),
Jez Humble and David Farley suggest that the build and test stage
should be short enough that it takes “around the amount of time
you can devote to making a cup of tea, a quick chat, checking your
email, or stretching your muscles.”

As soon as the build and test stage passes, the deploy stage pushes the application arti‐
facts to a CI environment (sometimes called the dev environment). The next stage,
called the functional testing stage or acceptance testing stage, runs the macro-level tests
against the deployed application in the CI environment. Only when this stage passes
is the application ready for self-service deployments to other higher-level environ‐
ments such as QA, UAT, and production.

The feedback from this stage might take longer as the acceptance tests take longer to
run, and the stage is triggered after the application deployment, which takes time too.
But when teams properly implement the test pyramid, the two feedback loops should
take less than an hour to complete. The example I gave in Chapter 3 corroborates
this: when the team had ~200 macro-level tests it took them 8 hours to get feedback,
but when they reimplemented their testing structure to conform to the test pyramid,
it took them only about 35 minutes from commit to being ready for self-service
deployment with ~470 micro- and macro-level tests.

Another consideration is that when the feedback loop is short, team members can
still prioritize fixing the issues found in the continuous testing process even if they’ve
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picked up a new task shortly after the build and test stage. If it takes several hours,
they may be tempted to ignore the failing tests and track them as defect cards to fix
later. This is harmful, as it means they are integrating their new code on top of
defects, and the new code is not thoroughly tested either as the failing tests are
ignored. Hence, the team should continue to monitor and adopt ways to quicken the
two feedback loops using techniques like parallelizing the test run, implementing the
test pyramid, removing duplicate tests, and refactoring the tests to remove waits and
abstract common functionalities.2

This continuous testing process can be further extended to receive cross-functional
feedback, as depicted in Figure 4-4. Teams can run automated performance, security,
and accessibility tests as part of the two existing feedback loops or configure separate
stages subsequent to the acceptance testing stage in the CI server, achieving the goal
of receiving continuous fast feedback on the application’s quality holistically. You will
learn shift-left strategies for cross-functional testing in the upcoming chapters.

Figure 4-4. The continuous testing process with three feedback loops
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3 For further details, see Jez Humble, Gene Kim, and Nicole Forsgren’s book Accelerate (IT Revolution Press).

Continuous Integration Versus Continuous Testing
As the name implies, the process of continuous integration ends with the build and
test stage. That is, a commit is considered integrated only when it passes the micro-
level tests (at least the unit tests).3

The continuous testing process encompasses validating the holistic application behav‐
ior, including its functional and cross-functional aspects, for every commit, with the
goal of ensuring that it is ready for continuous delivery. In fact, continuous testing
doesn’t stop with executing automated tests; it includes the manual exploratory test‐
ing efforts for every commit after self-service deployment. The CT process also
requires the team to automate the scenarios found during exploratory testing in order
to call the functionality or commit “done.”

At this point, when you run all the tests in a chained pipeline fashion it may take
ample time and resources to finish all the stages. A way to strategize the CT process
in this case is to split the tests into smoke tests and nightly regression tests, as seen in
Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-5. The continuous testing process with four feedback loops

Smoke testing is a term borrowed from the electrical engineering world, where elec‐
tricity is passed after the circuit is completed to assess the end-to-end flow. When
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there are issues in the circuit, there will be smoke (hence the name). Similarly, you
can choose the tests that cover the end-to-end flow of every feature in the application
to form the smoke test pack and only run them as part of the acceptance testing stage.
This way, you can get a high-level signal on the status of every commit quickly. As
seen in Figure 4-5, the commit is ready for self-service deployment after the smoke
test stage.

When you choose to perform smoke testing, you have to complement it with nightly
regression. The nightly regression stage is configured in the CI server to run the
entire test suite once every day when the team is off work (e.g., it may be scheduled to
run at 7 p.m. every day). The tests are run against the latest code base with all the
day’s commits. The team must make a habit of analyzing the nightly regression
results first thing the next day and prioritize fixing defects and environment failures.
Sometimes this may require test script changes, and that has to be prioritized for the
day as well so that the continuous testing process gives the right feedback for the
upcoming commits.

You can apply these two strategies to split both the functional and cross-functional
tests. For example, you can choose to run the performance load test for a single criti‐
cal endpoint as part of every commit and run the remaining performance tests as part
of nightly regression (performance tests are discussed in Chapter 8). Similarly, you
can run the static code security scanning tests as part of the build and test stage and
run the functional security scanning tests (discussed in Chapter 7) as part of the
nightly regression stage. As obvious as it may be, the caveat with such an approach is
that the feedback is delayed by a day. Consequently, there is a delay in fixing the feed‐
back as well; the issues are tracked as defects and fixed later. As a result, you should
be careful while choosing the types of tests you run as part of the smoke test and
nightly regression stages. Also, note that only macro-level and cross-functional tests
should be categorized as smoke tests; all the micro-level tests should still be run as
part of the build and test stage.

Most often, when the application is young, you can forgo these strategies and enjoy
the privilege of running all the tests for every commit. Then, as the application starts
to grow (along with the number of tests), you can implement the various CI runtime
optimization methods, then eventually go the smoke test and nightly regression way.

Benefits
If you’re wondering whether all that effort to undertake a continuous testing process
will turn out to bear worthwhile fruit, Figure 4-6 showcases some benefits to get you
and your team motivated.
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Figure 4-6. Benefits of the continuous testing process

Let’s take a look at each of these in turn:

Common quality goals
Following the continuous testing process ensures that all team members are
aware of and working toward a common quality goal—in terms of both func‐
tional and cross-functional quality aspects—as their work is continuously evalu‐
ated against that goal. This is a concrete way to build quality in.

Early defect detection
Every team member gets immediate feedback on their commits, both in terms of
functional and cross-functional aspects. This gives them the opportunity to fix
issues while they have the relevant context, as opposed to coming back to the
code a few days or weeks later.

Ready to deliver
Since the code is continuously tested, the application is always in a ready-to-
deploy state for any environment.

Enhanced collaboration
It is easier to collaborate with distributed team members who are sharing their
work and to keep track of which commit caused which issues, thereby avoiding
accusations and limiting animosity.

Combined delivery ownership
Ownership for delivery is distributed among all team members instead of just the
testing team or senior developers, as everyone is responsible for assuring their
commits are ready for deployment.

If you’ve been working in the software industry for a while, you will surely know how
hard it is to achieve some of these benefits otherwise!
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Exercise
It’s time to get hands-on. The guided exercise here will show you how to push the
automated tests that you created as part of Chapter 3 into a VCS, set up a CI server,
and integrate the automated tests with the CI server such that whenever you push a
commit to the VCS, the automated tests will be executed. You will be learning to use
Git and Jenkins as part of this exercise.

Git
Originally developed in 2005 by Linus Torvalds, creator of the Linux operating sys‐
tem kernel, Git is the most widely used open source version control system. Accord‐
ing to the 2021 Stack Overflow survey, 90% of respondents use Git. It’s a distributed
version control system, which means every team member gets a copy of the entire
code base along with the history of changes. This gives teams a lot of flexibility in
terms of debugging and working independently.

Setup
To begin with, you’ll need somewhere to host your code base. GitHub and Bitbucket
are companies that provide cloud-based offerings to host Git repositories (a reposi‐
tory, in simple terms, is a storage location for your code base). GitHub allows hosting
public repositories for free, which makes it popular, especially among the open source
community. So for this exercise, if you don’t have a GitHub account already, create
one now.

In your GitHub account, navigate to Your Repositories → New to create a new reposi‐
tory for your automated Selenium tests. Provide a name for the repository, say Func‐
tionalTests, and make it a public repository. You will land on the repository setup
page on successful creation. Note the URL for your repository (https://github.com/
<yourusername>/FunctionalTests.git). The page will also give you a set of instructions
to push your code to the repository using Git commands. You’ll have to set up and
configure Git on your machine to run them.

To do this, follow these steps:

1. Download and install Git from your command prompt using the following com‐
mands:

// macOS
$ brew install git
// Linux
$ sudo apt-get install git

If you are on Windows, download the installer from the official Git for Windows
site.
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2. Verify the installation by running the following command:
$ git --version

3. Whenever you make a commit, it needs to be tied to a username and email
address for tracking purposes. Provide yours to Git with these commands so that
it automatically attaches them when you make a commit:

$ git config --global user.name "yourUsername"
$ git config --global user.email "yourEmail"

4. Verify the configuration by running this command:
$ git config --global --list

Workflow
The workflow in Git has four stages that your code will move through, as seen in
Figure 4-7. Each stage has a different purpose, as you will learn.

Figure 4-7. Git workflow with four stages

The first stage is your working directory, where you make changes to your test code
(add new tests, fix test scripts, etc.). The second stage is the local staging area to which
you add each small chunk of work, such as creating a page class, as you finish it. This
allows you to keep track of the changes you are making so you can review and reuse
them later. The third stage is your local repository. As mentioned earlier, Git gives
everyone a copy of the entire repository along with the history on their local
machine. Once you have a working test structure, you can make a commit that will
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move everything you’ve added to the staging area to your local repository. This makes
it easy to revert back all the code as a single chunk when there are failures. Once you
are finally done with all the required changes—in this case, when you have fully com‐
pleted a test and want it to run as part of the CI pipeline—you can push it to the
remote repository. The new test will be available to everyone in your team as well.

The Git commands to move the code through the different stages are shown in
Figure 4-7. You can try them now step by step as follows:

1. In your terminal, go to the folder where you created your automated Selenium
tests in Chapter 3. Run the following command to initialize the Git repository:

$ cd /path/to/project/
$ git init

This command will set up the .git folder in your current working directory.
2. Add your entire test suite to the staging area by running the following command:

 $ git add .

You can instead add a specific file (or directory) with git add filename.
3. Commit your changes to the local repository with a readable message explaining

the context of the commit by executing the following command with the appro‐
priate message text:

 $ git commit -m "Adding functional tests"

You can combine steps 2 and 3 by appending the optional parameter with -a; i.e.,
git commit -am "message".

4. To push your code to the public repository, you must first provide its location to
your local Git. Do that by running the following command:

 $ git remote add origin

  https://github.com/<yourusername>/FunctionalTests.git

5. The next step is to push it to the public repository. You need to authenticate by
providing your GitHub username and personal access token while pushing. A
personal access token is a short-lived password mandated by GitHub for all oper‐
ations from August 2021, for security reasons. To get your personal access token,
go to your GitHub account, navigate to Settings → Developer Settings → “Per‐
sonal access tokens,” click “Generate new token,” and fill in the required fields.
Use the token when prompted after running the following command:

 $ git push -u origin master
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If you don’t want to authenticate every time you interact with
the public repository, you can choose to set up the SSH
authentication mechanism.

6. Open your GitHub account and verify the repository.

When working with team members, you will have to pull their code to your machine
from the public repository. You can do that by running the git pull command. If
you already have a functional tests repository for your team, you can use git clone
repoURL to get your local repository copy instead of git init.

Several other Git commands, such as git merge, git fetch, and git reset, make
our lives easier. Explore them in the official documentation when needed.

Jenkins
The next step is to set up a Jenkins CI server on your local machine and integrate the
automated tests from your Git repository.

The intention of this part of the exercise is to give you an under‐
standing of how continuous testing can be implemented in practice
using CI/CD tools, not to teach you DevOps. Teams might engage
developers with specialized DevOps skills or have a DevOps role to
manage CI/CD/CT pipeline creation and maintenance work. How‐
ever, it is essential for both developers and testers to be familiar
with the CI/CD/CT process and its workings, as they will be inter‐
acting with this process and debugging failures firsthand. Also,
from a testing perspective, it is critical to learn to adapt the CT pro‐
cess to the specific project needs and ensure the test stages are
properly chained, as per the team’s CT strategy.

Setup
Jenkins is an open source CI server. To use it, download the installation package for
your OS and follow the standard installation procedure. Once installed, start the Jen‐
kins service. On macOS, you can install and start the Jenkins service using brew com‐
mands as follows:

$ brew install jenkins-lts
$ brew services start jenkins-lts

After the service has started successfully, open the Jenkins web UI at http://localhost:
8080/. The site will lead you through the following configuration activities:
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1. Unlock Jenkins with a unique administrator password that was generated as part
of the installation process. The web page will show you the path to the location of
this password on your local machine.

2. Download and install the commonly used Jenkins plug-ins.
3. Create an administrator account. You will log in to Jenkins every time with this

account.

After the initial configuration you will be taken to the Jenkins Dashboard page, as
seen in Figure 4-8.

Figure 4-8. Jenkins Dashboard view

Although you are setting up a CI server on your local machine for
this exercise, in practice the CI server will be hosted either in the
cloud or on a VM in the same network so that all team members
can access it.

Workflow
Now, follow these steps to set up a new pipeline for your automated tests:

1. From the Jenkins Dashboard, go to Manage Jenkins → Global Tool Configura‐
tion to configure the JAVA_HOME and MAVEN_HOME environment variables, as seen
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in 4-9 and 4-10. You can type the mvn -v command in your terminal to get both
locations.

Figure 4-9. Configuring JAVA_HOME in Jenkins

Figure 4-10. Configuring MAVEN_HOME in Jenkins

2. Coming back to the Dashboard view, select the New Item option in the lefthand
panel to create a new pipeline. Enter a name for the pipeline, say “Functional
Tests,” and choose the “Freestyle project” option. This will take you to the pipe‐
line configuration page, as seen in Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-11. The Jenkins pipeline configuration page

3. Enter the following details to configure your pipeline:
• On the General tab, add a pipeline description. Select “GitHub project” and

enter your repository URL (without the .git extension).
• On the Source Code Management tab, select Git and enter your repository

URL (with the .git extension this time). Jenkins will use this to do git clone.
• The Build Triggers tab provides a few options to configure when and how to

kickstart the pipeline in an automated fashion. For example, the Poll SCM
option can be used to poll the Git repository every two minutes to check for
new changes and, if there are any, start the test run. The Build Periodically
option can be used to schedule the test run at fixed intervals even if there are
no new code changes. This can be used to configure nightly regressions. Simi‐
larly, the “GitHub hook trigger for GITScm polling” option configures a Git‐
Hub plug-in to send a trigger to Jenkins whenever there are new changes. To
keep it simple, choose Poll SCM and enter this value to poll the functional tests
repository every two minutes: H/2 * * * *.

• Since your Selenium WebDriver functional test framework uses Maven, select
the “Invoke top-level Maven targets” option on the Build tab. Choose your
local Maven, which you configured in Chapter 3. In the Goals field, enter the
Maven lifecycle phase that needs to be run by the pipeline: test. This will exe‐
cute the mvn test command from the project directory.

• The Post-build Actions tab is where you can chain multiple pipelines—i.e.,
trigger the CFR tests pipeline after the functional tests pipeline has passed and
create a complete CD pipeline.4
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4. Save and navigate to the Dashboard view. You will see the pipeline created, as
seen in Figure 4-12.

Figure 4-12. Your pipeline in the Jenkins Dashboard

5. Click the pipeline name in the Dashboard view, and on the landing page, select
the Build Now option in the left panel. The pipeline will clone the repository on
your local machine and execute the mvn test command. You can see the
Chrome browser open and close as part of test execution.

6. Locate the Workspace folder on the same page. You’ll find the local cloned copy
of the code from the repository and the reports generated after the tests are run
in this folder; you can use this for debugging purposes.

7. In the bottom section of the lefthand panel on the same page, select the current
pipeline execution build count. You will have the option to view the console out‐
put in the left panel of the landing page. This view will show the live execution
activities for debugging.

Congratulations, that completes your CI setup!

Along the same lines, you will have to add the stages of the respective tests (static
code, acceptance, smoke, CFR) as per your continuous testing strategy to complete
the end-to-end CD setup for the project. Ensure that the stages get triggered not only
after the application code changes but also after configuration, infrastructure, and test
code changes!

The Four Key Metrics
The ultimate outcome from all this effort spent on setting up your CI/CD/CT pro‐
cesses (and adhering to the principles and etiquette laid out earlier) is the team quali‐
fying as an elite or high-performing team according to the four key metrics (4KM)
identified by Google’s DevOps Research and Assessment (DORA) team. DORA
formulated the 4KM based on extensive research, and outlined how to use these met‐
rics to quantify a software team’s performance level as either elite, high, medium, or
low. The book Accelerate by Jez Humble, Gene Kim, and Nicole Forsgren is an excel‐
lent read to learn the details of the research.

In short, the four key metrics give us a handle on measuring a team’s delivery tempo
and the stability of their releases. They are:
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Lead time
The time taken from code being committed to it being ready for production
deployment

Deployment frequency
The frequency at which the software is deployed to production or an app store

Mean time to restore
The time taken to restore any service outages or recover from failures

Change fail percentage
The percentage of changes released to production that require subsequent reme‐
diation, such as rollbacks to a previous version or hot fixes, or that cause a degra‐
dation in service quality

The first two metrics, lead time and deployment frequency, expose the delivery tempo
of the team. They measure how quickly a team can deliver value to end users and
how frequently they add value to end users. However, in the rush to deliver value to
customers, the team should not compromise on the stability of the software. The last
two metrics validate this. The mean time to restore and change fail percentage pro‐
vide an indication of the stability of the software being released. In today’s world,
software failures are inevitable, and these metrics measure how easy it is to recover
from these failures and how often such failures occur due to new releases. As you can
see, together the 4KM give a clear picture of a software team’s performance by meas‐
uring their speed, reactivity, and ability to deliver with quality and stability.

The targets for an elite team, per DORA research, are represented in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1. An elite team’s four key metrics

Metric Target
Deployment frequency On-demand (multiple deploys per day)
Lead time Less than a day
Mean time to restore Less than an hour
Change fail percentage 0–15%

As discussed earlier, one of the main benefits of having a rigorous CI/CD/CT process
is that your team will be able to deliver value to customers on demand. Similarly, as
you’ve seen, when you place automated tests in the right application layers, you can
have your code tested as part of the continuous testing process and easily made ready
for deployment within hours (i.e., your lead time will be less than a day). Also, with
your functional and cross-functional requirements tests automated and run as part of
the CT process, it should be no problem to keep your change fail percentage well
within the recommended range of 0–15%. Thus, the effort you put in on this front
will enable your team to earn “elite” status, per the DORA definition. DORA research
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also shows that elite teams contribute to an organization’s success, in terms of profit,
share price, customer retention, and other criteria. And when the organization does
well, it takes good care of its employees, right?

Key Takeaways
Here are the key takeaways from this chapter:

• The continuous testing process validates the application quality in terms of both
functional and cross-functional aspects in an automated fashion for every incre‐
mental change.

• Continuous testing relies heavily on the continuous integration process. Continu‐
ous integration and testing, in turn, enable continuous delivery of software to
customers on demand.

• Continuous integration and testing processes require teams to follow strict prin‐
ciples and etiquette for them to be fruitful.

• Plan your continuous testing process such that you get fast feedback in multiple
loops continuously.

• The benefits of continuous testing are numerous, and many of them—including
establishing common quality goals across roles and teams, shared delivery own‐
ership, and improved collaboration across distributed teams—are difficult to
achieve otherwise.

• Although DevOps engineers might be responsible for CI/CD setup and mainte‐
nance, it is vital for testers on the team to devise the continuous testing strategy
and ensure the feedback loops are triggered correctly. Most importantly, they
should keep a keen watch over the team’s CT practices to ensure the effort spent
on creating and maintaining tests reaps the right benefits.

• Following rigorous CI/CD/CT processes will lead your team to become an elite
team, as defined by DORA research. And an elite team contributes to the success
of the entire organization!
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CHAPTER 5

Data Testing

Make or break trust with data!

Take a moment to think about the online services that you use every day. You will
find that they essentially offer you one of two types of services: they sell their data to
you or collect your data and process it on your behalf. For instance, ecommerce, ride-
hailing, food delivery, movie booking/streaming, and online gaming applications are
examples of the first category, where their core value proposition comes from the col‐
lection of data, whereas a notes application, social networking apps like Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram, blogging sites and the like thrive by accumulating your data!
In both cases, data is at the center of their galaxy, and their unique functionalities,
user experience design, branding, and marketing aspects revolve around it. To elabo‐
rate on this with an example, Amazon is a data business at its heart. Its collection of
product information forms the epicenter of the business, and core functionalities,
such as purchasing and delivering products, are built on top of it. The company’s
branding and marketing subtly draws attention to its data supremacy: the Amazon
logo, with an arrow between the A and the z, tells the world that it has an enormous
variety of data on products ranging from a–z.

Data has an unparalleled significance in any application, and when its integrity is not
maintained with diligence, customers’ trust in the application can quickly go down‐
hill—and along with their trust, sales and the business will suffer. For instance, imag‐
ine you transfer money between two of your accounts via your online banking app,
and although the transaction is deemed successful, the balances in both accounts fail
to reflect the right amounts for a period of time. You would likely panic, and might
start to question the integrity of the bank! Such reactions happen even when applica‐
tions don’t handle any critical data. For instance, suppose the posts you publish on a
blogging site show inconsistently to a set of your colleagues, or a social networking
site loses your family photos. I am sure we would all feel disappointed, as our data is
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important to us, irrespective of its relative significance! Eventually, such failures will
lead us to seek alternatives.

What we can derive from these examples is that data integrity has an unforgiving
make-it-or-break-it power, and as a result, testing how data is stored, processed, and
presented is pivotal to ensuring the success of the application. In this chapter, we will
discuss the essentials of such testing. You will first be introduced to the different ways
in which an application stores and processes data—specifically, databases, caches,
streaming, and batch processing systems. The discussion around these systems will
enable you to recognize the new test cases introduced by each of them, and especially
the failure cases caused due to problems with concurrency, distributed data processing,
and asynchronous communication. The latter part of the chapter has exercises that will
equip you to perform automated and manual data testing using a variety of tools.

Data Testing and Functional Testing
One might argue that data testing will be covered as part of testing the application’s
functionalities, and that is partially true. However, when you think of the same func‐
tionality along the lines of data flow, you will discover new test cases, which is the
focus of this chapter.

Also, testing the functionality via the UI and the APIs may not suffice all the time.
You may have to test data integrity in the storage and processing systems separately to
ensure the functionality is complete. And to do this, you need to learn a specific set of
tools and methods. Additionally, you will see in the course of this chapter that the
nature of these storage and processing systems introduces new test cases, so special‐
ized knowledge of those data systems is required. The data testing skill covers all of
this.

In other words, in order to completely test a functionality, you will require data test‐
ing skill as well.

Building Blocks
Let’s start with an introduction to a set of data storage and processing systems that are
typically used in web and mobile applications to understand the testing aspects of
each of them. For the purposes of this discussion, we’ll again consider the simplified
ecommerce application used in Chapter 3. Figure 5-1 shows the same application
architecture, this time highlighting the data systems.
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Figure 5-1. A simple ecommerce application with four data storage and processing
systems

As you’ll recall, the application has a UI layer, which communicates with a set of serv‐
ices for different kinds of business processing. The services, in turn, are connected to
a centralized database, where all the application data is stored. In addition, you will
notice three other data systems: a cache server, a batch processing system, and an
event stream. The arrows in the figure indicate the data flow between these systems.
Let’s trace the data flow starting from the UI layer to clarify the distinct roles played
by these data systems.

To begin with, let’s say an end user is trying to log in to the application by entering
their credentials in the UI. The UI layer starts by passing the credentials data to the
authentication (auth) service. This service in turn passes the data to the database to
check if the record matches. If the credentials match, the auth service, assuming it fol‐
lows the OAuth 2.0 protocol, returns an access token to the UI and also persists it in
the cache server. This is a key piece of internal data in the application, as any further
action performed by the user will require this access token to prove that a valid end
user is requesting the action.

Let’s take this a step further and look at an example. Suppose a user tries to place an
order from the UI. The UI layer constructs an order request to be sent to the order
service and appends the access token in the header of the request. The order service
checks with the auth service to make sure the access token is valid, and the auth ser‐
vice in turn queries the cache. If the access token has already expired, the cache server
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will have deleted it automatically, and therefore the services will return a 404 status
code. On receiving this 404 response, the UI will diligently redirect the user back to
the login page in an effort to protect their security.

On the other hand, when the access token is valid (i.e., hasn’t expired in the cache),
the auth service acknowledges this to the order service, which will then allow the
order to be created in the database. The order service will also create an event with
the new order information and place it in the event streaming system for the down‐
stream systems, such as the warehouse management and fulfillment management sys‐
tems, to do their respective jobs. A point to note here is that the order service’s
responsibility ends with placing the event in the event streaming system, and it
doesn’t really care if the respective downstream systems then do their jobs correctly.
The downstream systems continuously listen to the event streaming system and only
consume those events that are relevant to them. For instance, if there is a customer
address change event, the fulfillment management system may be interested, but the
warehouse management system may not process that; however, if there is an order
creation event, both systems may process it.

Meanwhile, there is a batch processing system in place to parse the different vendors’
product details into the centralized database. This batch processor gets triggered
automatically at the programmed time—say, once every day at midnight—and
imports all the new and updated data into the database so that new products and any
other changes will become visible in the application on the following day.

As we can see from this example, each of these four data systems plays a critical role
in catering to a set of essential application requirements. Let’s explore them individu‐
ally in more detail, to uncover the unique properties that make them suitable for their
respective contexts and the new test cases they expose.

Databases
Databases don’t really need an introduction, as they are a prevalent component in
almost all applications and are, comparatively speaking, an established data storage
system. One of the reasons for this wide adoption is their capability to provide strong
durability of data, as the data gets stored on a hard disk and is lost only in the event of
hardware failures.

To those who are new to databases, they can be compared to jewelry boxes, where
you organize different accessories in their respective compartments and access them
whenever needed. Each piece of jewelry is kept safe in the box until someone trans‐
fers or replaces it. Similarly, an application’s data is organized and stored meaning‐
fully in databases and can be queried back whenever needed. The application has the
flexibility to create new data and to read, update, or delete existing data as required by
the functionality (these four core operations are commonly referred to by the acro‐
nym CRUD).
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1 For an overview of different data models and query languages, see Chapter 2 of Martin Kleppmann’s Design‐
ing Data-Intensive Applications (O’Reilly).

Based on the way in which the data is structured, such as in tables, as JSON or XML
documents, or as graphs, databases can be classified into relational, document, and
graph databases, respectively.1 Relational databases are the dominant category, and
have been serving a wide range of applications’ data storage requirements over the
last several decades. MySQL and PostgreSQL are examples of open source relational
databases; we’ll look at working with a PostgreSQL DB in this chapter’s exercises.

In a relational database the data is stored in table structures, with rows and columns.
Each row in a table depicts a set of related information separated into columns, like in
the Customers table in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1. An example of a table structure in a relational database

UUID (primary key) Customer name
(varchar 30)

Phone number (int) Email address (varchar 254) Shipping address
(varchar 100)

019367 Alice 4567879 alice@xyz.com 8/13, Block A
045678 Bob D’arcy 0898678 bobdarcy@xyz.com 23-A, Winscent

Square

The columns can have predefined names and properties, such as their data type and
maximum length. Additionally, every row is given a universally unique identifier
(UUID) that serves to relate the records across multiple tables. For example, the cus‐
tomer list in our ecommerce application might be stored in a table like this one, with
each row representing the details of a single customer, such as their name, email
address, phone number, and shipping address. In this case, a unique user ID will be
created as the record’s unique identifier and stored along with it, which can then be
used to query the customer’s information. The same user ID can be used in other
tables, such as an account history table, making it possible to retrieve an entire cata‐
log of information about any given user. This definition of tables, rows, column
names, unique identifiers, etc. is referred to as the database schema. The database
schema is derived based on the application’s business use case by the developers or a
database administrator. The schema may also get redefined during the course of
delivery as the application requirements grow. To perform these operations, a
domain-specific language called the Structured Query Language (SQL, pronounced
see-quel) is used in relational databases.

Given this information, some of the basic test cases we might want to test for are:

• Verifying the positive test case where the information gathered from the user via
the UI should be stored in the DB and be appropriately related.
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• Testing the boundary values based on the column data type and length of inputs.
For example, when the customer name field is restricted to be less than 20 char‐
acters in the DB, the same restriction should be applied in the UI, and an appro‐
priate error message should be displayed to the user if the length is exceeded.

• Testing with inputs that include SQL syntax. For instance, can Bob D’arcy, whose
name includes an apostrophe, have his name stored properly in the DB? Or is
some cleaning logic required in the code?

• What happens to an ongoing write operation if a sudden network failure occurs?
Does the data get written partially to some tables but not to all the related tables?
This scenario is amplified when the operation is split across multiple services.

• How does a retry operation impact such cases?
• What is the timeout period before the application retries a database operation,

and what will the user experience be like?

When we include the concurrency factor—in other words, when multiple users and
systems concurrently access the database for reads and writes—we should think of a
few more test cases, especially around race conditions. Here are some considerations
to trigger the thought process:

• It is possible for one user’s actions to clash with another’s, leading to lost updates.
For instance, when two users purchase the same item at the same instant, the
item quantity may decrease by only one count, and not two.

• Similarly, users could see mismatching data if the application chooses to read
partial updates. For example, let’s say stock of some unavailable items is getting
replenished, and the process first changes the item availability flag to true in one
table and then updates the available item count in another table. Between these
two operations, an end user could see the item as being available but with
0 quantity.

• Again, concurrency could have an unprecedented effect on shared resources. For
instance, if two users buy the last available item concurrently using the cash on
delivery payment option, it is possible that the item may be allocated to one user,
but the invoice may be generated for the other.

• Also, concurrency imposes a limit on the database performance. Thus, perfor‐
mance testing with expected real-time data volumes will become a crucial test
case.

A callout here is that the concurrency-related test cases are hard to simulate, and
knowledge of them is mainly useful in the analysis phase so that they can be preemp‐
tively addressed during development.
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Beyond concurrent accesses of a single instance, databases cater to scalability via rep‐
lication. Replication refers to creating redundant instances of the same data. The
instances are usually kept geographically separate, to improve performance for users
in different locations (say, the East and West Coast of the US, or North America and
Europe). In such cases, there needs to be a mechanism to keep all the replicas in sync
with the latest updates. This is usually accomplished by assigning one of the replicas
the role of leader, responsible for sending the updates to the other replicas (the follow‐
ers). Such a situation may lead to replication lag, where it takes followers some time
to get the update and reach the same state as the leader. The lag could be on the order
of anywhere from a few seconds to a few minutes based on network latency, traffic to
that instance, and so on. This model of reaching a consistent state after a period of
time is referred to as eventual consistency.

To explore more about other consistency models, check out Jep‐
sen’s guide, with a clickable map.

The eventual consistency model is suitable for applications such as Twitter or Face‐
book, where showing slightly older posts may not have a great impact on the users.
However, in certain other applications, the lag could confuse users if not handled
properly, and even harm trust. Let’s discuss a few of the possible problems that can
occur:

Reading your own writes
Suppose a user updates their profile information, then wants to confirm the
changes and opens the profile page again a few seconds later. The updates might
not have propagated to all the followers yet, so if the application reads from a lag‐
ging follower, they may end up seeing their old profile information. Confused by
this, they may reenter the changes. If this cycle repeats a few times, in addition to
the user becoming frustrated the system could get overloaded, prolonging the
replication lag.

Time traveling
Let’s say a user is tracking live cricket updates on a sports website. They keep
refreshing the page every few seconds to see the scores. If the website reads from
multiple followers with eventual consistency, they might experience a sensation
of time traveling. For example, the first time update could show the score as 116
runs in 5 overs, while on the next refresh the website could read from a lagging
follower and show the score as 110 over 4.5 overs.
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Inconsistent ordering
Sometimes data is chained sequentially, and it doesn’t make sense if the sequence is
not sustained. For example, in a conversation over a Facebook post the order in
which the users write their comments needs to be maintained, but when replica‐
tion lags aren’t thought of and handled appropriately it is possible for a user to see
a comment answering a question without seeing the question before it.

Write conflicts
To avoid single points of failure, sometimes more than one leader is assigned to
manage replication. In such cases, new updates could be sent to different leaders,
resulting in write conflicts. Write conflicts happen whenever a single resource is
altered by many parties, such as a Google slide that gets edited at the same time
by different team members. In such a case, edits to the same text could be
accepted by different leaders, but when the updates are combined there will be a
conflict as to which one to take as the final update.

The good news is that the solutions to these common issues are well established, and
most often the databases themselves handle them inherently. However, being aware of
and vigilant about such possible issues is essential, both in application development
and in testing.

To summarize the key points of this section, when testing databases consider your
application’s data and its variations, as well as potential problems such as network
failures, concurrency clashes, and other distributed data challenges.

Caches
A cache is an in-memory data store where data is persisted as key/value pairs. Storing
data in memory boosts performance by several orders of magnitude, as the applica‐
tion doesn’t have to make calls to a heavyweight backend storage system such as a tra‐
ditional relational database. Today’s popular caching tools, such as Memcached and
Redis, can store terabytes of data and provide sub-millisecond responses. However,
when it comes to durability, databases have an upper hand as the data is firmly writ‐
ten to disk.

Redis has evolved to provide many features apart from just being
an in-memory caching system. It can even be configured to persist
point-in-time data (snapshots) on the disk for recovery. To read
more about Redis’s features, check out the official documentation.

Given these pros and cons of caches, the recommended practice is generally to cache
only data that is transient in nature and is frequently needed by the application. For
instance, in our ecommerce application, the access tokens are cached as they are
expected to live only for a short period (until the user is logged in) and are required to
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be frequently accessed by the application internally, to validate the authenticity of every
service request. Also, in an unfortunate situation such as a cache failure, if all the users’
access tokens are lost the impact is minimal: to recover, the current set of logged-in
users will simply have to log out and log in again (a minor annoyance, not on par with
loss of valuable personal data or customer history). A cache fits this scenario perfectly,
since there isn’t a demand for solid durability like there is in a database.

An alternative and common approach is to replicate the frequently accessed applica‐
tion data both in the cache and a database. In such cases, the application code has to
bear the responsibility of maintaining the lifecycle of the cached data: keeping it in
sync with the database, purging old data, falling back to the database on cache failure,
and so on. These scenarios will become test cases when data is replicated in the data‐
base and the cache. A few other test cases, in general, would be:

• The data in the cache will be configured with a time to live (TTL) value beyond
which it expires. For example, the access tokens might be configured to live for
30 seconds. Beyond 30 seconds, we should ensure that the auth service generates
a new token and stores it in the cache again.

• If the cache becomes a single point of failure for the application, as in the case of
a cache failure causing all users to need to log out and log in again, the user redi‐
rection flow has to be tested.

• If service instances are replicated, their caches will be too, leading to distributed
cache storage. You may then have to ensure the functionality still works correctly.
(Most distributed cache implementations, such as Redis Cluster, support redirec‐
tion to the right cache instance out of the box, and hence this is a matter of veri‐
fying the functional flow.)

• Testing application performance with maximum load will again be critical.

Batch Processing Systems
A batch processing system is one where a program or job is written to transform a set
of input data into the desired output, not in real time, but in batches gathered over a
period of time. These batch jobs can be written using frameworks and libraries like
Spring Batch or Apache Spark and can run autonomously without user intervention.
The input data to the batch jobs can be in the form of files, database records, images,
etc. The volume of input data can be massive, causing the job to take hours or even
days to complete. Indeed, the performance of a batch job is measured in terms of how
big an input file it can process and in what time, not in terms of response times like
with databases or caches.

Some typical use cases for a batch processing system are report generation, bill gener‐
ation, monthly payslip generation, and cleaning data before training machine learn‐
ing models. A couple of observable patterns in these use cases are that the batch jobs
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transform unorganized or sparse data into meaningful data structures, and such
transformations need not happen in real time for the application to run smoothly.

To illustrate, let’s go back to the ecommerce application. When vendors want to dis‐
play their new or updated product catalogs in the application, they send their latest
item details as files. The files may have thousands of item records, with each item rep‐
resented by its SKU, color, size, price, etc. The keys in the item records may be differ‐
ent across vendors, and the files may be in different formats, such as JSON or CSV,
depending on the vendor’s internal systems. This unorganized data, with all its varia‐
tions, has to be transformed into a common structure in order to be meaningful to
the application—that is, the files need to be transformed into database records so that
the application can display them in the UI. A point to note here is that it is enough to
reflect the updated catalog the next day or a few days later, and not necessarily in real
time. So, a batch processing system fits right in.

A batch job (or several batch jobs) can be written to read the records one by one from
different files, extract the right information, and transform it into database records.
The job can be scheduled to run autonomously at the same time every day; say at
midnight, when the site’s traffic is low. In such an arrangement, the vendor files sent
that day before midnight form a batch. Usually on failures batch jobs are rerun, with a
provision to discard or overwrite the data created during the previous failed run.

Given the nature of batch processing systems, some of the general test cases to think
of while testing them are:

• Verifying that the input files are processed in full and that the operation is not
abandoned halfway through

• Handling inputs that are corrupted, such as having unexpected null values, large
integers, and other anomalies

• Flagging and isolating incomplete records that cannot be transformed into the
required structure

• Ensuring that retry mechanisms clean up or overwrite the failed run’s data
• Verifying that the batch jobs, which can take up significant processing capacity,

do not adversely affect the application’s performance

Sometimes while testing you may discover that different parties are sending data in
new formats, which may require your team to update the batch job. Also, different
vendors may have different counts of products in certain categories, such as men’s
apparel, sports shoes, etc. If the quantity of products in one particular category is too
high, also referred to as data skew, then the batch job’s performance may be affected,
depending on how it is programmed. So, getting several samples of inputs in advance
from the relevant parties will help in testing.
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Event Streams
An event, in its literal sense, refers to an action, while a stream represents an entity
that is flowing, or, in other words, continuous in nature. So, event streams are systems
where application-specific events are continuously published to a stream, from which
other relevant systems in turn consume that data whenever they get time for further
processing. For example, in the ecommerce application, as seen in Figure 5-2, an
order event with the order details is posted to the event stream immediately when a
customer places an order, and the downstream systems read the event and take
respective actions to fulfill the order. From the data flow perspective, the order data is
stored in the event stream for a period of time, and the expected systems read from it
until then.

Figure 5-2. An event streaming system

Here, the order service is called the publisher as it publishes the events, and the down‐
stream systems that consume the events are called subscribers. Every event is posted
with a specific topic name so that the subscribers can identify the events that are rele‐
vant to them. Some event stream systems, like Google Cloud Pub/Sub and RabbitMQ,
delete each event after all its intended subscribers have consumed it. In other systems,
like Apache Kafka, the events are deleted after a configured time. This retention feature
enables subscribers to catch up after interim failures. Event streams also provide dura‐
bility as they write the events to the disk, like databases.

Given the features of an event streaming system, it is fair to ask if a batch job wouldn’t
fit in its place. A batch processing system differs from an event stream processing sys‐
tem mainly in its time-bounded nature; that is, a batch job processes the inputs at or
after some preconfigured time, whereas with an event stream processing happens in
near real time. To elaborate on that term, the order service in the ecommerce applica‐
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tion posts an event immediately after the order is created, but it doesn’t require an
acknowledgment from the downstream systems—that is, it’s asynchronous. So, plac‐
ing the order in the event stream permits the order processing to not be delayed by
several hours or more, like it would be with batch processing, but the order is not
synchronously processed like a web service request either. As a result, this is referred
to as near real-time and not real-time processing, even though events may get con‐
sumed within a few seconds by their subscribers. This asynchronous model serves
well for parallel processing and scaling. It has found considerable use these days in
web and mobile applications development.

Some of the test cases to think of in an event streaming system are:

• The event structure is an agreement between the publisher and the subscriber, so
whenever there is a change to the structure, the entire functional flow has to be
tested again.

• Sometimes, backward compatibility to support both old and new event structures
has to be tested.

• There may be a requirement to process the events in a specific sequence. For
example, an item’s shipment cannot be processed until the warehouse confirms
its availability. Since the event processing happens asynchronously, the flow has
to be tested.

• A subscriber, on failure, should be able to catch up with new events in the right
order.

• If even after several retries there are errors in processing an event, it is moved to
a separate queue called the dead letter queue, with error details appended to aid in
debugging. This flow of events to the dead letter queue needs to be tested.

• What happens when the event stream goes down? How do the publishers and
subscribers handle the failure? When and how do they retry?

• Subscribers’ performance could be slower than the publisher’s, causing bloat in
the stream. Hence, their ability to consume events in a timely fashion has to be
tested.

As you can see, the different data storage and processing systems each perform a
unique role in the larger application ecosystem and thereby demand specific attention
when testing. That leads us to the next section, where we will look at an approach to
test the four previously discussed data systems.

Data Testing Strategy
In his book Designing Data-Intensive Applications, Martin Kleppmann writes:
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It would be unwise to assume that faults are rare and simply hope for the best. It is
important to consider a wide range of possible faults—even fairly unlikely ones—and
to artificially create such situations in your testing environment to see what happens.

I couldn’t agree with him more on that, especially when it comes to data testing.
Ninety percent of data testing involves thinking about possible faults, unlike func‐
tional testing, where the thought process revolves around probable user actions in the
application. This will have been evident from the previous section, where we focused
on fault-causing test cases.

With that mindset at its core, a typical data testing strategy can be visualized to com‐
prise four branches, as depicted in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3. A data testing strategy

The branches are:

Manual exploratory testing
Manual exploratory testing can lead to discovering a lot of fault-causing test cases
and is very important in data testing. In Chapter 2 you learned about sampling
techniques, which are essential for data testing and can be applied mainly when
databases and batch processing systems are involved. Also, learning about the
specific properties of the data processing tools you are using (such as Apache
Kafka, Redis, etc.) will help in identifying the particular aspects of each tool that
are worth exploring manually.

You may need to learn additional tools for manual exploration too. For instance,
SQL is an essential tool for exploratory testing of relational databases; an intro‐
duction to its use is included in this chapter’s exercises.
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Functional automated testing
In order to get fast feedback on data-related test cases, we need to automate them
and integrate them with CI. Starting with unit or integration testing is the recom‐
mended approach for all four data systems discussed in this chapter. Some rele‐
vant tools are discussed in the following section.

Performance testing
As we have seen, the data storage and processing systems are critical components
in any application, and therefore, their performance greatly affects the overall
application performance. So, it is important to conduct load and stress testing on
all the data storage and processing systems in the application. Backend perfor‐
mance testing is discussed in detail in Chapter 8.

Security and privacy
Data breaches cause huge losses for customers and result in heavy penalties for
businesses. Testing for security is one of the most critical aspects of data testing
and will be discussed in detail as part of Chapter 7. Also, there are country-
specific data protection laws that enforce the privacy of data by design. These
regulations and testing for their compliance will be discussed in Chapter 10.

To summarize the data testing strategy, let’s quickly recall a few key pointers from ear‐
lier: while testing each of these branches, consider data types and variations, concur‐
rency, the distributed nature of the data and systems, and the possibility of network
failures. Also be aware that some data-related test cases, even when tested, may not
reveal the underlying bugs as they are heavily dependent on the timing of actions
(e.g., the concurrency-related test cases). Remember to discuss those test cases during
the analysis phase itself. Next, we’ll get hands-on with some exercises.

Exercises
The exercises here introduce a few tools that are essential for database testing, such as
SQL and JDBC. We will also explore Apache Kafka and Zerocode, a tool to write
automated tests for verifying Kafka messages.

As mentioned earlier, most of the data-related test cases should ide‐
ally get automated as part of unit integration testing during devel‐
opment. Here, we are discussing tools that are required for testers
either in manual exploratory testing or macro-level functional
automated testing.

SQL
SQL knowledge is something that you cannot live without when testing the function‐
alities of an application that includes a database component. You will inevitably
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encounter scenarios where you need to query the database and ensure the data is
intact. When dealing with databases that have many tables, columns, and rows, hav‐
ing the necessary SQL knowledge to quickly filter the data and view what is needed
for the test case will save you a ton of frustration. So, if you’re not familiar with the
various facets of the SQL language, such as sorting, filtering, grouping, nesting, join‐
ing, etc., do give this exercise a try!

For this exercise, you need a relational database. If you have one ready, great! Other‐
wise, follow the steps in the prerequisites section to set one up.

Prerequisites
Set up a PostgreSQL database on your local machine by downloading the relevant
package or installer from the official website. Once installed, start the postgres server
using your respective OS-specific commands. For example, if you are a Mac user,
open the Terminal and run the following commands:

1. Download PostgreSQL using brew install postgresql.
2. Start the postgres server using brew services start postgresql.
3. Open the shell client, psql, using the command psql postgres. The psql client

will connect to the database server and execute the SQL queries on it. Alterna‐
tively, you could choose to use a GUI client such as pgAdmin.

When you’ve completed the exercises, don’t forget to stop the
database server, for example using the command brew

services stop postgresql.

Workflow
As mentioned earlier, the SQL language is used to operate upon (read, write, update,
and delete data in) relational databases. The language is composed of various
keywords and functions that make sorting, filtering, and joining data from multiple
tables simple enough. I’ll show you the set of queries that are most frequently needed
for manual database testing here.

Create.    First, create a new table called items that stores the item details, such as SKU,
color, size, and price. To do this, run the following query from your psql client:

postgres=> create table items (item_sku varchar(10), color varchar(3), size varchar(3), price int);

This query uses the SQL keywords create table to specify the type of operation to
perform, and gives a name to the table. Additionally, it elaborates on the column
structure with column names, data types (varchar and int, indicating characters and
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integers), and a maximum length for each column. The length is specified explicitly
for the three character columns and implicitly for the integer column, which will
store values up to 4 bytes in size.

SQL syntax is generally case insensitive. You may see the keywords
written in all capital letters (e.g., CREATE TABLE, VARCHAR, INT). This
has no effect on the processing performed, and you can use
whichever style you prefer.

Insert.    To populate the table with data—in our case, with different item details—run
the following query:

postgres=> insert into items values ('ABCD0001', 'Blk', 'S', 200), 
('ABCD0002', 'Yel', 'M', 200);

This query uses three keywords: insert, into, and values. The first two keywords
indicate the type of the operation and point to the table in which the insert will be
performed (items). The values to be inserted are provided within parentheses and
should match the column order. You can insert as many rows as needed in the same
way. If you attempt to insert data that doesn’t fit within the maximum defined column
lengths or match the specified data types, the insert query will fail. Populate your
table with more items with different prices, colors, and size combinations before try‐
ing the next set of queries.

Select.    The most frequent operation for database testing is the read. To read the data
from our table, use the following command (your results will vary based on the exact
item details you added):

postgres=> select * from items;
item_sku | color | size | price 
---------+-------+------+-------
ABCD0001 | Red   | S    |   200
ABCD0002 | Blk   | S    |   200
ABCD0003 | Yel   | M    |   200
ABCD0004 | Blk   | S    |   150
ABCD0005 | Yel   | M    |   100
ABCD0005 | Blk   | S    |   120
ABCD0007 | Yel   | M    |   180
(7 rows)

Note the keywords select, *, and from in the query. The * wildcard symbol says to
read all the rows and columns from the table. If you have to select specific columns,
then you can specify the column names, separated by commas, instead of *.
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Filtering and grouping.    Most times, tables have lots of rows, and rows have n number
of columns. You might need to filter the data that is relevant to a particular test case.
The following query narrows down the results:

postgres=> select item_sku, size from items limit 3;
item_sku | size  
---------+------
ABCD0001 | S
ABCD0002 | S
ABCD0003 | M
(3 rows)

Here we select just the item_sku and size columns from the items table, and the
limit keyword will show the top n records from the results. Similarly, the keyword
where is used to define filter criteria based on column values, as in the following
example:

postgres=> select color from items where size='S';
color 
-------
Red
Blk
Blk
Blk
(4 rows)

This query has filtered the item records which have a size of S and shows only the
color column in those records. The results reveal that the same color is repeated in
multiple rows, but it’s hard to derive meaning from this initial observation. It may be
useful to see a summary of the number of S-sized items in each color. To get this
result, the group by keyword can be used as follows:

postgres=> select color, count(*) from items where size='S' group by color;
color | count 
-------+-------
Blk   |     3
Red   |     1
(2 rows)

Note that the group by keyword can be used without the where keyword as well. It
essentially summarizes multiple rows based on the defined criteria and presents each
group as a single row in the query results. We can further filter the grouped results
using the having keyword, as follows:

postgres=> select color, count(*) from items where size='S' group by color 
having count(*)>1;
color | count 
-------+-------
Blk   |     3
(1 row)
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This query filters the groups that have an item count greater than 1. Note that the
having keyword can only be used along with group by.

You’ll also have noticed the function count(*) in the previous select clauses, which
does the task of adding the number of records in each group. We will look at some
more SQL functions soon.

Sorting.    Beyond filtering, SQL also allows the results to be sorted in ascending/
descending order based on the values of a single or multiple columns using the order
by keyword, as shown here:

postgres=> select item_sku, color, size from items order by price asc;
item_sku | color | size 
----------+-------+------
ABCD0005 | Yel   | M
ABCD0005 | Blk   | S
ABCD0004 | Blk   | S
ABCD0007 | Yel   | M
ABCD0001 | Red   | S
ABCD0003 | Yel   | M
ABCD0002 | Blk   | S
(7 rows)

A query to sort multiple columns in different orders might look like this:

postgres=> select * from items order by price asc, size desc;

Functions and operators.    We saw the count() function in some of the earlier examples.
The SQL language provides a suite of functions and operators to perform aggrega‐
tions, comparisons, and other transformations. Some useful functions are sum(),
avg(), min(), and max(), which can be used in the same way as count(). As you
might expect, these find the sum, average, and minimum or maximum values. Simi‐
larly, operators like and, or, not, and null are useful in filtering values. For example,
try the following query, which returns black-colored items with size S:

postgres=> select * from items where size='S' and color='Blk';

Expressions and predicates.    We can also use expressions and predicates in SQL.
Expressions can be mathematical formulas such as price+100, and predicates are log‐
ical comparisons, which may result in the values true, false, or unknown. For exam‐
ple, try the following query:

postgres=> select * from items where price=100+50 and color is not NULL;

The SQL language will compute the result of the mathematical expression to deter‐
mine the price value to filter for, and also executes a logical condition, is not null,
on each of the records’ color values to ensure they are not null.
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Nested queries.    We can also nest queries within one another if needed. The subquery
can be placed anywhere inside the main query, including in the where clause, the
group by clause, etc. This example query displays the count of total items and the
average price of all items. Note the nested subquery, enclosed in parentheses:

postgres=> select count(*), (select avg(price) from items) from items;
 count |         avg          
-------+----------------------
     7 | 164.2857142857142857
(1 row)

Joins.    Most times, data is spread across multiple tables, and we may need to correlate
them to verify a test case. To support querying multiple tables, SQL provides the join
keyword. It lets us join two tables together based on their common attributes. To try
this, create another table called orders with order_id, item_sku, and quantity col‐
umns and insert multiple rows, as seen here:

postgres=> create table orders (order_id varchar(10), item_sku varchar(10), 
quantity int);
postgres=> insert into orders values ('PR123', 'ABCD0001', 1), 
('PR124', 'ABCD0001', 3), ('PR125', 'ABCD0001',2);

Now we can use the inner join keyword to merge the items and orders tables
based on item_sku, the common column between the two tables. Try this query to do
this:

postgres=> select * from orders o inner join items i on o.item_sku=i.item_sku;
order_id | item_sku | quantity |item_sku | color | size | price 
----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+-------+-----
PR124    | ABCD0001 |        3 | ABCD0001 | Red   | S    |   200
PR125    | ABCD0001 |        2 | ABCD0001 | Red   | S    |   200
PR123    | ABCD0001 |        1 | ABCD0001 | Red   | S    |   200
----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+-------+-----

As you can see in the results, the columns from the two tables have been merged as a
single row. Note, however, that only the item_skus present in both the tables are
included in the merge—the other items from the items table are not listed here.
There are a couple of other specialities to observe in the query: it uses the on keyword
to describe the condition to merge on, and it defines aliases for the table names (o for
orders and i for items) for ease of use. The aliases are reused in the merge
condition.

Apart from the inner join, the other commonly used join types are the left join, right
join, and full outer join, where the query syntax remains the same and only the key‐
word changes. A left join takes all the rows in the table mentioned first (on the left) in
the merge condition and merges them with the matching rows in the other table.
When a row has no match in the other table, the columns are filled with null values.
A right join works in the reverse order, including all rows from the second table and
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only matching rows from the first one. A full outer join returns all the rows in both
tables, and wherever there are no matching rows, null values are shown in the
merged results.

Such join queries can be further extended with filtering and sorting keywords to view
the appropriate results.

Update and delete.    The remaining two CRUD operations—update and delete queries
—are presented here. If you want to update a column value and see the results, use
the keywords update and set, as seen here:

postgres=> update items set color='BK' where color='Blk';

Similarly, if you would like to delete some of the records that you created for testing
purposes, use the delete keyword as shown here:

postgres=> delete from items where price=180;

The SQL language is far richer than this short introduction sug‐
gests. As mentioned earlier, the list of commands presented here
was curated mainly to assist in manual database testing. If you are
interested in learning more about SQL, explore O’Reilly’s SQL
Pocket Guide, by Alice Zhao.

JDBC
JDBC stands for Java Database Connectivity. It provides a set of Java APIs to connect
to relational databases and execute SQL queries on them. JDBC can be combined
with any of the UI or API automation test suites mentioned in the previous chapters
to directly verify the data in the database. There are various database-specific JDBC
drivers that can be imported into a project as a Maven dependency; for example, we
can use the PostgreSQL JDBC driver to connect to the PostgreSQL DB we created
earlier and verify the database records.

We’ll be using the following three simple JDBC APIs in our test to connect to the DB
and execute queries:

// To connect to the database
connection = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:postgresql://host/database", 
"username", "password"); 

// To execute a SQL query
Statement statement = connection.createStatement();
ResultSet results = statement.executeQuery(String query);

// To close the connection after use
results.close();
statement.close();
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Abide by the Pyramid
The DB-related test cases should be added as unit and integration tests and not as UI
or API tests, for reasons discussed in Chapter 3. Also, the ideal way to create the test
data required for the macro-level automated tests is to use the application APIs. This
ensures that even if the database schema changes, the tests don’t need to worry about
it, as the application code underneath the APIs will handle the changes. The APIs
themselves should rarely change, as that would hamper integration with clients.

Having said that, there could be situations where you want to verify a functionality
end to end, which might require verifying the downstream systems as well. If your
downstream systems are legacy systems, you may not have APIs to verify the func‐
tionality. The only choice will be to directly connect to the database in such cases. For
instance, in the ecommerce application example, to verify the successful end-to-end
order processing flow, we might have to first create an order in the ecommerce appli‐
cation and then verify the fulfillment system’s DB directly, assuming it is a legacy sys‐
tem and there are no APIs. This exercise is specifically meant to assist you in such
situations.

Setup and workflow
Let’s extend the Java–Selenium WebDriver automation framework created as part of
Chapter 3 to add a test to fetch an order from the orders table and assert on the
order_id and quantity values. The steps for this are listed here:

1. Add the PostgreSQL JDBC driver as a dependency in the POM file.
2. Create a new test class file under the tests package called Data Verification

Test.java.
3. Example 5-1 shows the DataVerificationTest class, where the connection to

the PostgreSQL DB is initiated before every test and closed after the test run. The
test specifies the SQL query it intends to execute and gets the DB records. Finally,
it uses TestNG assertions to validate the data returned.
Note the JDBC URL used in the test to connect to the database. It uses localhost
as the hostname (since the DB is on your local machine); in this example the
database name is postgres, and you’ll need to substitute in your username and
password. You can run the command \l from the psql client to list the existing
databases, and \dt to see all the tables and their owners.

Example 5-1. Test involving JDBC connection to the PostgreSQL DB

package tests;
import org.testng.annotations.AfterTest;
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import org.testng.annotations.BeforeTest;
import org.testng.annotations.Test;
import static org.testng.Assert.*;
import java.sql.*;

public class DataVerificationTest {

    private static Connection connection;
    private static ResultSet results;
    private static Statement statement;

    @BeforeTest
    public void initiateConnection() throws SQLException {
        connection = DriverManager.getConnection(
            "jdbc:postgresql://localhost/postgres", 
            "newuser", null);
    }

    public void executeQuery(String query) throws SQLException {
        initiateConnection();
        statement = connection.createStatement();
        results = statement.executeQuery(query);
    }

    @Test
    public void verifyOrderDetails() throws SQLException {
        executeQuery("select * from orders where item_sku='ABCD0006'");
        System.out.println(results);
        while (results.next()){
            assertEquals(results.getString("Quantity"), "1");
            assertEquals(results.getString("order_id"), "PR125");
        }
    }

    @AfterTest
    public void closeConnection() throws SQLException {
        results.close();
        statement.close();
    }
}

4. You can run the test from the command line (using mvn clean test) or from
your IDE to see the results. Remember to start the postgres server before the test
run.

That’s how simple it is. You can also choose to abstract the database connection–
related methods into a separate utils class for reusability purposes.
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Apache Kafka and Zerocode
Kafka is an open source distributed streaming platform. It enables multiple producers
and consumers (or publishers and subscribers, to use the terminology from our ear‐
lier discussion of event streaming) to exchange information through a common
stream. The LinkedIn team originally developed Kafka as a solution to their struggle
with aggregating information from multiple systems and producing meaningful met‐
rics; it allowed them to scale to process trillions of messages and to consume peta‐
bytes of data every day.

In case you were wondering, the tool is indeed named after Franz
Kafka, the famous author of several surrealistic works, including
the short story “The Metamorphosis”—simply because the princi‐
pal engineer who led the development efforts was a fan of his.

Let’s explore this tool a little to give you an idea of what it is and how to test it.
Figure 5-4 depicts a sample Kafka system, composed of a server (the broker), produc‐
ers, and consumers.

Figure 5-4. Apache Kafka workflow

To help you understand the workflow, let’s take a look at some key terminology:
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Messages
Events are referred to as messages in Kafka, and a message is composed of a unit
of information, such as an order’s details. Messages are stored on disk directly,
ensuring durability.

Topics
Messages are organized under topic names. For example, in our ecommerce
example, order details could be posted to the topic orders. There could be many
messages with the same topic name, sent from different producers. This allows
the aggregation of data from multiple producers and also makes it easier for the
consumers to identify which messages are relevant to them.

Partitions
Messages in each topic are typically stored across multiple partitions, as seen in
Figure 5-4. The messages are appended to a given partition, and therefore parti‐
tions enable the possibility of processing the messages in a given sequence if the
workflow mandates it. In order to manage the distribution of messages to the
right partitions, the producers append metadata called keys within the messages.
For example, if a set of transactions are tied to a customer ID, then that is used as
a key to send them to the right partition and therefore provide the ability to pro‐
cess the transactions in the right sequence.

The partition-related features are the way Kafka achieves its performance and
scalability. Partitions can also be replicated for redundancy to prevent loss of
information due to unexpected failures.

Offset
Each consumer may read from many topics, and it has to keep track of which
messages it has read from each topic so that it doesn’t end up reprocessing mes‐
sages. For this purpose, consumers use the offset number placed within the mes‐
sages. An offset is a continuously growing integer created by Kafka and added as
metadata to each message at the time it is produced. So, whenever there is a con‐
sumer failure, it starts from the last offset it successfully processed. Also, to
onboard a new consumer, it simply needs to start from an earlier offset number
to catch up. This feature is also called message replaying.

Brokers
The Kafka server, referred to as a broker, mediates between the producers and
the consumers. The broker gets messages from the producers, appends offsets to
the messages, and stores them on disk arranged by topic. Similarly, it responds to
consumer requests, fetching the right messages from the right partitions.

Schemas
Although Kafka considers messages as just collections of bytes of data, to facili‐
tate collaboration between producers and consumers they need to agree on a data
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format and structure, referred to as a schema. For example, we saw the schema of
the orders topic earlier, in Figure 5-2: it’s composed of order_id, item_sku, and
quantity fields.

Kafka supports messages in JSON, XML, and Apache Avro formats, among oth‐
ers. The data structure of the messages cannot change without a change in both
the consumer’s and the producer’s code. Basically, there needs to be backward
and forward compatibility when there are different schema versions. You can
compare these to a web service’s request and response contracts. These schema
versions are stored in a separate component called the Schema Registry, which
assists in performing compatibility checks and ensures the contract between the
producer and consumer is not broken when the schema evolves.

Retention
Kafka retains the messages for a short period of time before deleting them. The
default setting is to persist them for seven days or until the partition size reaches
1 GB. This value can be configured per message as well, ensuring messages with
different retention needs are blessed with an appropriate lifetime.

That should be a sufficient primer to get started and see how things work firsthand.

Setup
You can follow the steps described here to install Kafka on your local machine. Since
the goal here is to familiarize you with the Kafka ecosystem from a testing point of
view, we’ll abstract its installation details and use Docker containers.

A Brief Introduction to Docker
Let’s say you are developing an application that requires a series of tools to be
installed: a PostgreSQL DB, Kafka, Nginx, and so on. A common approach to share
the installation details with your new team members is to hand them a neatly written
document pointing to the right versions of the software to be installed and their spe‐
cific configurations. This often becomes a bottleneck, as each team member could be
using a different version of operating system, face installation issues due to incompa‐
tibilities with existing tools, and so on. It may take them a few days to resolve the
issues and get their machine set up. An easier approach is to package all the
application-relevant setup as a container using Docker and distribute it to your team
members. Then, they just have to install Docker and download the container, which
will bring up the application with a single command.

Docker essentially isolates the infrastructure and the application software. If you run
the application in a container, it is equivalent to having an isolated machine inside
your host machine with application-specific software. The key advantage is that this
machine is shippable, unlike your host machine. This method is especially useful
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when creating QA and production environments, so you can enjoy the benefits of
using the exact same application binaries everywhere.

An important point to add before you install Docker is that it is free only for personal
use. You may need to adhere to your company’s laptop policies when installing
Docker on your work laptop.

To install Kafka using Docker, follow the steps here:

1. Install Docker Desktop by getting the OS-specific binaries from the official web‐
site. After you complete the installation procedure, the Docker Desktop applica‐
tion will show up with a Start prompt.

2. On clicking Start, it will suggest that you run the command docker run -d -p
80:80 docker/getting-started. Try running that from your terminal to ensure
Docker is accessible from the command line. The command basically downloads
a sample hello-world container and ensures that it is mapped to port 80 of the
host machine.

3. You will see the hello-world container running in the Docker Desktop applica‐
tion. Stop the container once it is up by clicking the Stop button next to it.

4. I’ll introduce Zerocode shortly, but for now, clone the Zerocode Docker Factory
repository using the git clone command. (Refer to Chapter 4 for Git instruc‐
tions.) This repository has all the necessary configuration files to set up Kafka
and its dependencies, and will enable you to write automated tests using the Zer‐
ocode tool.

5. To finish the Kafka installation, use the cd command to go to the folder zerocode-
docker-factory/compose in your terminal and run the following command:

$ docker-compose -f kafka-schema-registry.yml up -d

Once you see the green “done” in the output of the command, run docker ps,
which should show a bunch of containers to be up.

With that, you have Kafka and its dependencies running successfully on your
machine! We can now write automated tests for producing a message and consuming
it using Zerocode.

Workflow
Zerocode is an open source tool that enables writing declarative-style automated tests
for REST APIs, SOAP APIs, and Kafka systems. The test cases can be created as JSON
or YAML files and wired as normal JUnit tests. You can write tests to hit an API and
verify the messages produced by it in Kafka, and vice versa. You can also write tests to
produce new messages and verify the message structure by consuming them. The
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tool’s main value-add is the abstraction layer that hides all the Kafka APIs necessary
to perform those operations and the serialization/deserialization code to read differ‐
ent types of responses.

Let’s use Zerocode to push an order message with a JSON structure containing
order_id, item_sku, and quantity values to the local Kafka broker you just created
by writing declarative test cases. The message will be posted to the topic named
orders. We’ll then consume the message, just as the fulfillment system would do, and
verify the order details by writing declarative test cases again. This will give you an
idea of what the messages look like and the details to test for.

Here is a step-by-step walkthrough of creating tests using Zerocode:

1. Create a new Maven project in IntelliJ, say KafkaTesting, with the Java 1.8 JDK.
Refer to Chapter 3 if you need assistance with this step.

2. Add JUnit 4 and the zeroCode-tdd library in your pom.xml file, as seen in
Example 5-2.

Example 5-2. pom.xml file for Kafka testing with Zerocode

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0"
         xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
         xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 
             http://maven.apache.org/xsd/maven-4.0.0.xsd">
    <modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

    <groupId>org.example</groupId>
    <artifactId>KafkaTesting</artifactId>
    <version>1.0-SNAPSHOT</version>

    <properties>
        <maven.compiler.source>1.8</maven.compiler.source>
        <maven.compiler.target>1.8</maven.compiler.target>
    </properties>

   <dependencies>
        <dependency>
            <groupId>org.jsmart</groupId>
            <artifactId>zerocode-tdd</artifactId>
            <version>1.3.28</version>
        </dependency>
       <dependency>
           <groupId>junit</groupId>
           <artifactId>junit</artifactId>
           <version>4.13.2</version>
           <scope>test</scope>
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       </dependency>
   </dependencies>
</project>

3. Create a new folder called kafka_servers under src/main/resources.
4. In that folder, add three properties files: broker.properties, producer.properties, and

consumer.properties, with the contents shown in Example 5-3. These files specify
the details about each of the broker, producer, and consumer containers running
on your local machine.

Example 5-3. Kafka testing properties files

// broker.properties

kafka.bootstrap.servers=localhost:9092
kafka.producer.properties=kafka_servers/producer.properties
kafka.consumer.properties=kafka_servers/consumer.properties
consumer.commitSync = true
consumer.commitAsync = false
consumer.fileDumpTo= target/temp/demo.txt
consumer.showRecordsConsumed=false
consumer.maxNoOfRetryPollsOrTimeouts = 5
consumer.pollingTime = 1000
producer.key1=value1-testv ycvb

// producer.properties

client.id=zerocode-producer
key.serializer=org.apache.kafka.common.serialization.StringSerializer
value.serializer=org.apache.kafka.common.serialization.StringSerializer

// consumer.properties

group.id=consumerGroup14
key.deserializer=org.apache.kafka.common.serialization.StringDeserializer
value.deserializer=org.apache.kafka.common.serialization.StringDeserializer
max.poll.records=2
enable.auto.commit=false
auto.offset.reset=earliest

5. Now create another folder under src/main/resources called test_cases.
6. Add a new JSON file called orderMessages.json in the test_cases folder. This is

where you will write your tests in JSON format.
7. Let’s first write a test to produce a message with order details and assert on the

metadata received as a response from the broker. Usually, we get a status value
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(just like with APIs), a partition number, and the topic name in the response. The
orderMessages.json file (i.e., the producer test case) is shown in Example 5-4.

Example 5-4. A sample producer test case in Zerocode

{
  "scenarioName": "Produce an order details JSON message for the orders topic",
  "steps": [
    {
      "name": "produce order messages",
      "url": "kafka-topic:orders",
      "operation": "produce",
      "request": {
        "recordType" : "JSON",
        "records": [
          {
            "value": {
              "order_id" : "PR125",
              "item_sku" : "ABCD0006",
              "quantity" : "1"
            }
          }
        ]
      },
      "verify": {
        "status": "Ok",
        "recordMetadata": {
          "topicPartition": {
            "partition": 0,
            "topic": "orders"
          }
        }
      }
    }
  ]
}

8. Next, you need to wire the JSON test case to a JUnit test. To do this, create a new
file called ProducerTest.java under src/test/java and add the code in Example 5-5
to it.

Example 5-5. The ProducerTest class

// ProducerTest.java

import org.jsmart.zerocode.core.domain.JsonTestCase;
import org.jsmart.zerocode.core.domain.TargetEnv;
import org.jsmart.zerocode.core.runner.ZeroCodeUnitRunner;
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import org.junit.Test;
import org.junit.runner.RunWith;

@TargetEnv("kafka_servers/broker.properties")
@RunWith(ZeroCodeUnitRunner.class)
public class ProducerTest {

    @Test
    @JsonTestCase("testCases/orderMessages.json")
    public void verifySuccessfulCreationOfOrderDetailsMessageInBroker() 
        throws Exception {

    }
}

Here, the @TargetEnv attribute tells the test where to find the broker configura‐
tion, the @RunWith attribute binds Zerocode with JUnit, and the @JsonTestCase
attribute points to the JSON file or the test case to be run as part of the test.

9. You can run the test from the IntelliJ IDE by right-clicking the green button next
to the @Test attribute. Once it passes, you can find the messages created in your
local Kafka instance by running the following commands in your terminal:

// to get inside the container
$ docker exec -it compose_kafka_1 bash

// to see the records as a consumer
$ kafka-console-consumer --bootstrap-server kafka:29092 
  --topic orders --from-beginning

Congratulations on writing your first Kafka test!
10. You can also try a consumer test to validate the message content by adding the

JSON shown in Example 5-6 to the steps array in the orderMessages.json file.

Example 5-6. A consumer test using Zerocode

{
      "name": "consume order messages",
      "url": "kafka-topic:orders",
      "operation": "consume",
      "request": {
        "consumerLocalConfigs": {
          "recordType": "JSON",
          "commitSync": true,
          "showRecordsConsumed": true,
          "maxNoOfRetryPollsOrTimeouts": 3
        }
      },
      "assertions": {
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        "size": 1,
        "records": [
          {
            "value": {
              "order_id" : "PR125",
              "item_sku" : "ABCD0006",
              "quantity" : "1"
            }
          }
        ]
      }
    }

As part of the consumer test, we are validating the number of messages received
with the topic name orders and the message content. Zerocode allows adding
validations to other parts of the message content, such as offset, partition, keys/
values, etc., in the same declarative style.

You can find more information about this style of Kafka testing in Zerocode’s official
documentation.

Additional Testing Tools
Apart from the tools discussed in the exercises, this section aims to shed light on a
few others that are commonly used in the data testing space to give a wider
perspective.

Test Containers
A prerequisite for some of the previous exercises was setting up an actual PostgreSQL
database on your local machine and creating the relevant table structures so that your
tests could connect to the database and verify the data. If you had access to the appli‐
cation database in a test environment, the tests could connect to it instead. An alter‐
native approach would be to use the Testcontainers tool, which provides
containerized throwaway database instances. It is especially useful for developers who
want to run unit and integration tests on their local machines without needing to set
up a proper database as a prerequisite. Even if they had a database to use, the proba‐
bility that it would be polluted due to active feature development is fairly high. Test‐
containers bridges this gap by bringing up a fresh database instance at the same stable
state every time, a vital necessity for tests to succeed.

In order for the application code to use a Testcontainers database, the JDBC URL has
to be tweaked slightly. Alternatively, APIs can be used to instantiate database instan‐
ces wherever necessary. For example, to bring up a containerized PostgreSQL data‐
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base before a test run, the following lines of code can be added as part of the test
setup:

PostgreSQLContainer<?> postgres = new PostgreSQLContainer<>(A_sample_image);
postgres.start();

You can operate further on the container object within the test as required.
Testcontainers provides a variety of database instances, including MySQL, Post‐
greSQL, Cassandra, MongoDB, and so on. It brings with it the advantage of working
with JUnit and the facility to launch the database with an init script, function, or file
before the test run begins.

Testcontainers allows you to spin up many other kinds of contain‐
ers apart from databases (Kafka and RabbitMQ containers, con‐
tainers that include web browsers, and more) with a single line of
code. It also provides a generic framework to import any other cus‐
tom containers you may need for test runs. See the documentation
for complete details.

Portability Testing
Portability refers to the ability of an application to switch out its internal components
without much rework. Database portability sometimes becomes an essential require‐
ment in product development. For instance, let’s say a product team develops an
order management system (OMS). The OMS as a product is expected to be pluggable
between any given ecommerce platform currently used by a business and its internal
legacy systems. In such cases, database portability—in other words, being able to
work with different types of databases, such as Oracle or PostgreSQL—can become a
key selling point for the OMS product, as it means the business’s IT team doesn’t have
to learn a new tool. In a case like this, the OMS development team could use Testcon‐
tainers to verify the applications functionalities against different databases as part of
the unit and integration testing.

Deequ
Earlier in this chapter, we spoke about vendors sending their updated catalogs to our
ecommerce application as files, and batch jobs transforming them into database
records. In my experience working on retail projects, I have seen that even leading
retailers in the US and Europe still have legacy systems that use COBOL and main‐
frames to manage their data. They send millions of records containing data about
their product catalogs as files every day to update item availability, and batch jobs run
overnight to insert them into the application’s database. The records in the files often
contain outdated or incorrect data, null values, missing keys, and many other incon‐
sistencies. It’s a nightmare scenario indeed as this data, once populated into the data‐
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base, also corrupts the application. Deequ, an open source unit testing tool, can help
in situations like this.

Deequ was originally built by Amazon, which continues to use it for testing the qual‐
ity of data produced by its internal systems. The tool is built on top of Apache Spark,
a large-scale distributed data processing platform. As mentioned earlier, Spark,
among many other things, can be used for batch processing of large-scale data. The
Deequ library fits in here to unit test the data before and after batch processing. For
example, we can add unit tests using Deequ to verify the expected data types, absence
of null values, presence of only certain allowed values, and so on. In our ecommerce
application, when the files get loaded to Spark for batch processing, these unit tests
can be run against them first. As part of the test run, any records in the file that don’t
meet the requirements will get quarantined for further analysis. Also, a set of unit
tests can be written to test the transformed data after batch processing in order to
reveal errors in the batch processing job itself.

A sample test using Deequ might look like the following:

val verificationResult = VerificationSuite()
  .onData(data)
  .addCheck(
    Check(CheckLevel.Error, "unit testing vendor files")
      .hasSize(_ > 100000) // we expect more than a million rows
      .isComplete("item_sku") // should never be NULL
      .isUnique("item_sku") // should not contain duplicates
      // should only contain the values "S", "M", "L", "XL"
      .isContainedIn("size", Array("S", "M", "L", "XL"))
      .isNonNegative("price") // should not contain negative values
    )
    .run()

Deequ generates different metrics as a result of test runs to indicate the quality of a
parameter across all the records. For example, the results may show that 90% of the
price values are acceptable but 10% aren’t, indicating that they need to be fixed.
There are other related facilities provided by the tool as well, such as anomaly detec‐
tion on data quality metrics, automatic suggestions for validations, and so on.

TensorFlow Data Validation and Great Expectations are two other
data validation tools similar to Deequ.

With that, we have completed our walkthrough of the data testing space. We covered
a lot of ground here: the different types of data storage and processing systems, the
new test cases they add to the functional testing portfolio, a crash course in SQL, and
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some hands-on exercises with a few useful tools to get you started in your own
projects. The data testing skill is a much-needed skill in the industry today.

Key Takeaways
Here are the key takeaways from this chapter:

• Data is at the core of any online application these days, and application features,
branding, marketing, and design aspects revolve around it. If data integrity is vio‐
lated, companies face damage to their reputation and unsatisfied customers,
making data integrity priceless. Therefore, data testing is one of the primary test‐
ing skills.

• The data testing skill encompasses knowledge around different data storage and
processing systems, including their unique properties, the specific test cases
imposed by them, and the testing methods and tools necessary to perform auto‐
mated and manual exploratory data testing.

• This chapter discussed four commonly used data storage and processing systems:
databases, caches, batch processing systems, and event stream processing sys‐
tems. We touched upon their distinctive properties and the new test cases
demanded by each of them.

• A typical data testing strategy should include manual exploratory testing, auto‐
mated functional testing, performance testing, and testing for data security and
privacy. As a standard, when performing data testing you should include test
cases around the data and its variations, its distributed nature, concurrency fac‐
tors, and network failures.

• A fault-finding mindset is imperative for data testing, as 90% of data testing is
about faulty test cases. This is in contrast to functional testing, where the thought
process revolves around user actions.
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CHAPTER 6

Visual Testing

Visual quality amplifies brand value!

The visual quality of an application shapes a customer’s first impression. When the
look and feel are palatable, they tend to explore the application further. Imagine a
customer has to make a payment online, and the Continue button looks like it does in
Figure 6-1. Do you think they will have the trust to proceed further? I very much
doubt it. I would choose a competitor’s website to get my job done rather than risk
losing my money!

Figure 6-1. A sample payment UI where the button text is cropped

With businesses spending a lot on strategies to acquire more customers through
advertisements, freebies, campaigns, and more, software teams forgetting to focus on
visual quality is equivalent to building a luxurious house and forgetting to paint it. An
application’s visual quality is a critical factor that takes the business closer to the cus‐
tomer and helps gain their affinity—and the customer’s affinity directly amplifies the
brand value. Visual testing is all about validating an application’s visual quality, using
both manual and automated testing methods.
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Note that validating the user experience (UX) design falls under
usability testing, not visual testing, and is discussed in Chapter 10.

Visual testing involves confirming whether the application sticks to the expected
appearance as per the design in terms of each element’s size and color, the relative
positioning of elements, and similar visual attributes across devices and browsers.
This chapter will provide a compact overview of visual testing with a focus on
mandatory project/business-specific use cases, along with practical exercises using
tools like Cypress and BackstopJS. A peek at a new AI-powered automated visual
testing tool, Applitools Eyes, is included as well. In addition, we will take a holistic
look at the frontend testing landscape and explore how the different frontend testing
types apart from visual testing cumulatively contribute to validating an application’s
visual quality.

Building Blocks
We’ll begin with an introduction to visual testing and the different methodologies,
then do a cost-benefit analysis to determine when it might become critical to a
project.

Introduction to Visual Testing
Many software development teams, even today, rely heavily on manual eyeballing and
UI-driven automated testing to verify the visual quality of an application. Though
this may be sufficient for some applications, it is essential to understand the trade-offs
associated with the approach.

First of all, we should agree that human eyes can’t notice pixel-level changes, and we
can only achieve a certain level of precision with manual eyeballing. For example, it’s
pretty easy to miss details like curved edges on buttons, or if the logo is shifted up or
down by a few pixels. In fact, a research study in 2012 found that changes in up to a
fifth of an image’s area can regularly go unnoticed by human viewers. This phenom‐
enon, termed change blindness, has nothing to do with defects in our vision—it’s
purely psychological. So, you can imagine how small changes in an application could
easily go unnoticed every day in manual testing. Also, let’s not forget the time and
effort that would be required to manually test the visual quality of the application on
a multitude of browsers, devices, and screen resolution combinations. Clearly, we
need some automation here.

But when it comes to automated UI-driven functional tests, although they partially
contribute to validating the visual quality, it may not be enough as they do not check
the “look and feel” of the elements; they simply identify an element by its locator,
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such as an ID or XPath, and check if it behaves functionally as expected. For example,
the UI-driven tests for Figure 6-1 would have passed because the Continue button
existed as per its locator with the expected label, and on clicking, it would have taken
the user to the next page successfully. You can’t blame the test in a case like this, as it
meets its purpose of validating the end-to-end functional user flow. Another caveat
with using UI-driven functional tests for visual testing is that you can’t add tests to
assert the presence of every element on every page of the entire application, as that
would make their execution much slower and add a lot of maintenance effort.

To help us overcome these challenges, we now have mature automated visual testing
tools, just like automated functional testing tools. Indeed, these tools have existed for
a while and have adopted various methodologies to perform visual testing, and they
have become more stable and easier to use over time. The following are some of the
techniques the existing tools employ to perform visual testing:

• Requiring us to write code to verify the CSS aspects of the elements (e.g., a test to
verify if border-width=10px)

• Analyzing static CSS code to find browser incompatibility issues with the UI ele‐
ments

• Using AI to recognize changes on the page, just like human eyes would
• Taking a screenshot of the page and comparing it pixel by pixel against an

expected base screenshot

The last of these methods is the one most commonly used in visual regression testing
today. For this reason, it is sometimes referred to as screenshot testing. Some open
source tools that do this kind of visual testing are PhantomJS and BackstopJS. There
are paid tools as well, such as Applitools Eyes and Functionize, which are AI-
powered. After a manual comparison of the application against the UX design, you
can use such tools to automate visual testing to help you catch visual bugs, just as
automated functional testing helps you catch functional bugs. Over the course of iter‐
ative development, visual tests will give you continuous feedback on the application’s
visual quality.

An important point to note with automated visual tests is that they can become flaky
in an iterative development process when you don’t add them at the right stage. For
example, suppose your team has decided to play the login functionality as part of two
user stories: one where the bare-bones functionality is laid out and the second to
finesse the functionality and look and feel. Although adding UI-driven functional
tests as part of these two user stories makes sense, adding visual tests as part of the
first story might not add value. So, as part of iteration planning, include visual testing
efforts clearly in only the relevant user stories.
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Project/Business-Critical Use Cases
We discussed why adding automated visual tests has become important, but it may
not be compulsory for all applications. A major consideration is cost. Testing costs
are cumulative. In any project, first there is the cost of developing and maintaining
the UI-driven functional tests, which are an absolute requirement for all applications.
In addition to this, we have the cost of developing and maintaining the visual tests,
even if the two types of tests can be combined into a single test suite. So, take the cue
from the nature of your application to decide if automated visual testing is a must-
have or a nice-to-have. For example, for an internal application that will be used only
by a few admins, it’s probably not worth spending time and effort creating automated
visual tests; manual visual testing will be quite sufficient. However, there are a few use
cases, such as the following, where automated visual testing may provide enough
value to justify the cost:

• When you are developing a business-to-customer (B2C) application, the visual
quality will be a critical quality attribute. Therefore, you will need continuous
feedback on this aspect of the application during development. For example,
while developing a global ecommerce website that has a large number of compo‐
nents on each page, you need continuous feedback on visual quality, just as you
receive feedback on the functionality using UI-driven tests. In cases like this,
unless you’re just developing a rapid prototype to assess the market needs and
plan to rework your application’s design later, automated visual tests will help you
build a stable application.

• When you have to support your application across multiple browsers, devices,
and screen resolutions, automated visual tests will help you with the massive load
of regression testing.
Figure 6-2 shows web usage statistics across devices, browsers, manufacturers,
OSs, and screen resolutions as of March 2022, according to gs.statcounter.com.
As you can see, there are more mobile than desktop users. Chrome accounts for
the largest share of the browser market, followed by Safari. Among OSs,
Android, Windows, and iOS are substantial players. Testing the visual quality of
your app across all these combinations could easily become a 24/7 job, and auto‐
mated visual testing will save significant effort for your team.
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Figure 6-2. Statcounter data on global device, browser, vendor, OS, and screen reso‐
lution usage

• Usually, enterprises that own suites of applications have a centralized team that
develops the UI components, and multiple teams reuse these components, often
referred to as design systems. For example, UI components like header navigation
panels with elements like “FAQs,” “Contact us,” and “Share to Social Media” will
be developed by a single team and reused across the whole suite of applications.
Visual testing at the component level becomes a necessity in those cases, as any
flaw in these standard components will percolate through the entire suite.

• Sometimes an application is rebuilt completely to improve scalability and other
quality aspects, but the expectation is to keep the user experience as-is because
the customers have become familiar with it. Writing visual tests can serve as a
safety net for teams working on such an application.

• Similarly, visual tests will come in handy when you do significant refactoring of
an existing application. For example, improving the frontend performance might
require considerable reorganization of UI components. Automated visual tests
will give the team great confidence in such a scenario.

• When an application is scaled to reach audiences in different countries, localiza‐
tion features such as a different look and feel per region and native-language text
get incorporated. These changes might affect the page layout. In such cases where
multiple versions must be tested, automating the visual tests can be a big help.
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In summary, you should consider factors like the impact on the customer, the type of
work that needs to be done, the team’s confidence, and the amount of effort manual
testing would require when deciding whether your application needs automated vis‐
ual testing. If it is required, try to balance your frontend testing strategy with minimal
visual tests for only the most critical flows. The next section introduces the different
types of tests that such a strategy might incorporate.

Frontend Testing Strategy
Automated visual testing can yield the right benefits only when balanced proportion‐
ally with other types of frontend tests. Knowing what the different pieces of the front‐
end testing jigsaw puzzle look like will help you fit them together as required by your
application. You’ll also notice that some of the other frontend test types contribute to
visual testing themselves. You should take this into account when planning the visual
testing strategy for your application. It is also crucial to understand where and how
automated visual tests fit in, so that teams don’t propose them as a solution to other
unrelated problems. For example, obviously you don’t have to add visual tests for
every kind of error message that appears on the page—that’s the UI unit tests’ job. So,
let’s zoom out and take a look at the overall frontend testing strategy.

A web application’s frontend code comprises three major parts: the HTML code that
defines the basic page structure, the CSS code that styles the elements on the page,
and the scripts that dictate the behavior of those elements. Another significant com‐
ponent is the browser that renders this code. Most of the newer browsers follow
standards for rendering elements. As a result, frontend development frameworks can
provide built-in support for various browsers. This means elements or features built
using these frameworks are guaranteed to render correctly in the major browsers, but
you might have to check for cross-browser compatibility issues when you use features
that the frameworks have not tested across old and new browsers.

To validate the different parts of the frontend code, as with the backend code, we can
use various types of micro- and macro-level tests. It is usual practice for the develop‐
ers and testers to own these frontend tests collectively. Figure 6-3 shows how the dif‐
ferent micro- and macro-level frontend tests can be employed throughout the
development process to get faster feedback—in other words, the figure throws light
on shift-left frontend testing implementation. Although we discussed the basics of
some of these test types in Chapter 3, in this section we’ll explore them from the
frontend code perspective and look at how they can contribute to visual testing.
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Figure 6-3. Implementation of shift-left testing in the frontend

Unit Tests
Frontend unit tests are written at the component level to assert their behavior in dif‐
ferent states. They also partially contribute to visual testing. For example, unit tests
might assert the greeting message in the title component of the page or the disabled/
enabled state of a submit button. Typically, the developers write these tests when they
begin development, using tools like Jest and the React Testing Library. They reside
inside the development code base and provide fast feedback during the development
stage.

Example 6-1 shows a sample unit test to verify a greeting message. As you can see, it
fetches the h1 heading element and asserts its text. By asserting that the element is h1,
it offers a contribution to visual testing.

Example 6-1. Sample unit test using Jest

describe("Component Unit Testing", () => {    
    it('displays greeting  message as a default value', () => {
      expect(enzymewrapper.find("h1").text()).toContain("Good Morning!")    
    })
  })

Integration/Component Tests
These tests are written to validate a component’s functionality and the integrations
between components—for example, login form behavior, as seen in Example 6-2.
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This sample test verifies the functionality of the entire form, not just a single compo‐
nent as in unit testing. Integration tests usually mock the service calls and simulate UI
component state changes. In Example 6-2, the login response is mocked, and the test
asserts that after a successful login the login form elements disappear from the screen.
Integration tests can also help verify components with multiple child components
and the integrations between them in different states.

Example 6-2. Sample integration test using Jest

test('User is able to login successfully', async () => {
  
  // mocking Login response
  jest
    .spyOn(window, 'fetch')
    .mockResolvedValue({ json: () => ({ message: 'Success' }) });

  render(<LoginForm />);

  const emailInput = screen.getByLabelText('Email');
  const passwordInput = screen.getByLabelText('Password');
  const submit = screen.getByRole('button');

  // enter login credentials and submit 
  fireEvent.change(emailInput, { target: { value: 'testUser@mail.com' } });
  fireEvent.change(passwordInput, { target: { value: 'admin123' } });
  fireEvent.click(submit);

  // submit button should be disabled immediately
  expect(submit).toBeDisabled();
  
  // wait for form elements to be hidden after successful login
  await waitFor(() => {
    expect(submit).not.toBeInTheDocument();
    expect(emailInput).not.toBeInTheDocument();
    expect(passwordInput).not.toBeInTheDocument();
    });
});

Developers write these tests at the end of component development and maintain
them inside the development code base. Like unit tests, they help in providing fast
feedback on the functional behavior during the development stage and contribute to
visual testing—for example, as in the sample test shown here, by asserting the dis‐
abled state of the relevant elements after login. The same tools used for unit testing
can be used for integration testing. It is also a good practice to add accessibility tests
at a component level.
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Snapshot Tests
Snapshot tests are intended to verify the structural aspects of individual components
and component groups, contributing directly to visual testing at a micro level. These
tests render the actual DOM structure of the components using test renderers and
compare the results against the expected structure, stored in a reference snapshot
alongside the test. Tools like Jest and react-test-renderer can be used for this purpose.

Snapshot tests compare HTML code snippets. This is different
from visual tests, discussed later, which compare images (screen‐
shots) pixel by pixel.

Example 6-3 shows a sample snapshot test for verifying a Link component’s structure
using Jest.

Example 6-3. Sample snapshot test using Jest

import React from 'react';
import renderer from 'react-test-renderer';
import Link from '../Link.react';

it('renders correctly', () => {
  const tree = renderer
    .create(<Link page="http://www.example.com">Sample Site</Link>)
    .toJSON();
  expect(tree).toMatchSnapshot();
});

For every code commit, this test will generate a new snapshot file with the DOM
structure of the Link component, as shown in Example 6-4, and verify it against the
previous snapshot of the component.

Example 6-4. Snapshot file generated by Jest

exports[`renders correctly`] = `
<a
  className="test"
  href="http://www.example.com"
  onMouseEnter={[Function]}
  onMouseLeave={[Function]}
>
  Sample Site
</a>
`;
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These tests enable fast feedback on the structural aspects of components during the
development phase. (In contrast, visual tests require the application to be fully func‐
tional on the local machine.) These tests become important when components are
reused across multiple applications, like in design systems. Like unit and integration
tests, they are written as part of the development process and stay within the develop‐
ment code base.

It’s recommended that snapshot tests maintain a narrow focus, such as testing a single
small component (like a button or header) or a slightly bigger component that won’t
undergo frequent changes. It is best to write them after the components are devel‐
oped, for regression purposes. Otherwise, additional effort will be required to main‐
tain them when there is even a slight change in the layout.

Functional End-to-End Tests
As discussed in Chapter 3, automated functional tests mimic a real user’s actions on a
website in an actual browser. These tests are written to validate complete end-to-end
functional user flows, while ensuring the integration between the frontend and back‐
end services. Unlike the tests discussed previously, automated functional tests require
the application to be fully deployed and set up with appropriate test data. Although
they use an actual browser, these tests only partially contribute to visual testing as
they check if an element is present based on its locator but do not verify the look and
feel of the element.

Visual Tests
While all of the previously discussed types of tests partially contribute to visual test‐
ing, visual tests do the heavy lifting. Like the functional tests described in the previous
section, they open the application in a browser; then they compare a screenshot of
each page against a base screenshot. Visual tests can be kept as a separate suite of tests
or integrated into the functional test suite so they’re easier to maintain. Open source
tools like Cypress, Galen, BackstopJS, and others can be used for this purpose, as can
paid tools like Applitools Eyes, CrossBrowserTesting, and Percy.

Visual Versus Snapshot Testing
Visual and snapshot tests may seem similar, but they operate on different levels, much
like high-level functional end-to-end tests and low-level API tests. The feedback cycle
of the two types of tests also differs significantly. And, as we discussed, visual tests
verify the application after it is fully rendered in a browser, whereas snapshot tests
give feedback on the HTML structure and hence are developer-friendly and aid with
shift-left testing.
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Snapshot tests work well when focused on smaller, individual components, whereas
visual tests are ideal for validating the integration of multiple components in a large
view, like a web page.

Cross-Browser Testing
Cross-browser testing has to be done to fulfill two important purposes: functional
verification and visual quality verification across browsers. Though the application’s
functional flow shouldn’t change much across browsers, there have been instances
where discrepancies have been noted. For example, in 2020 Twitter had to fix a secu‐
rity issue where users’ non-public information was stored in the Firefox browser’s
cache. Apparently, Chrome didn’t have that issue. So, testing the functional flow in
different browsers should be part of your cross-browser testing strategy.

As the first step in cross-browser testing, you need to decide on the list of browsers
you’re going to focus on. As we saw earlier, Chrome and Safari are the most widely
used browsers across the globe, and users might access your application via these
browsers using different devices like desktop PCs, tablets, and phones. The applica‐
tion’s responsiveness is therefore another criterion to consider when you are testing
across browsers. A general rule of thumb is to focus on the browsers and resolutions
that account for 80% of users. You can test the remaining 20% in bug bashes toward
the end of release, based on priority.

So, to fulfill the purpose of getting functional feedback across browsers, given the
caveats of UI-driven functional tests (which offer slower feedback and don’t include
visual testing), a good strategy might be to pick only the most critical functional flows
and run them in your selected browsers. And to fulfill the purpose of getting feedback
on visual quality, visual tests can be reused. They can provide feedback on both cross-
browser compatibility and responsiveness. Choose the browsers and screen sizes used
by 80% of your end users, and add visual tests for the most critical user flows. Over‐
all, you should have a handful of functional and visual tests (you can combine them
in the same tests using tools like Cypress and Applitools Eyes) to verify cross-browser
compatibility and the responsiveness of the application.

If you’re worried that these efforts won’t suffice for your cross-browser testing needs
for all application pages, frontend development tools/libraries like React, Vue.js,
Bootstrap, and Tailwind have built-in cross-browser support. You can rely on these
tools to ensure the visual quality of the non-critical user flows in the application. A
caveat, however, is that these frameworks support only the more recent standardized
browsers, and some of their features may not be supported by older browsers.

To verify whether a given browser supports a particular feature of a development
framework (and thus whether or not you should use it), you can check the support
tables at CanIUse. For example, if you want to use the flexbox CSS layout in your UI,
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you can first check whether your target browsers support this layout. Teams can also
include plug-ins like stylelint-no-unsupported-browser-features to automatically
check for CSS features not supported by their target browsers based on CanIUse data.
Similarly, the eslint-plugin-caniuse plug-in helps by pointing out unsupported script‐
ing features for your target browsers. There is also another way to provide backward
compatibility of JavaScript code, which is to use transpilers like Babel. They convert
code written in the latest JavaScript to a version that is compatible with older brows‐
ers. Using all the aforementioned provisions, you can ensure that, by default, all the
pages of your application meet your cross-browser compatibility requirements, espe‐
cially in terms of their visual quality.

Shifting Cross-Browser Testing to the Left
Starting from the left:

• Use development libraries such as React, Vue.js, etc., that have support for stan‐
dardized browsers.

• Use plug-ins like stylelint-no-unsupported-browser-features and tools like
CanIUse to ensure the UI features are compatible with your target browsers dur‐
ing development.

• Have a handful of UI-driven functional tests combined with visual tests to run on
a selected set of browsers and devices that cover 80% of your application’s target
usage.

• Conduct bug bashes frequently to test as much of the remaining 20% target usage
as possible.

Frontend Performance Testing
Frontend performance testing involves checking the delay in rendering the frontend
components by the browser. You can beautify your application and enhance its visual
quality by adding attractive images and fancy gestures, but when the performance is
not great, users are unlikely to return. It’s widely recognized that downloading front‐
end components accounts for about 80% of page load time. As a result, balancing
frontend performance and visual quality becomes very important. Tools and best
practices for frontend performance testing are discussed in detail in Chapter 8, but it
warrants a mention here given its relative importance.

Accessibility Testing
Web accessibility is mandated by law in many countries, and as a result, frontend
code should be designed according to WCAG 2.0 requirements. Accessibility features
significantly impact and generally enhance the visual quality of a website, as they
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emphasize having a consistent layout throughout the site, having understandable text,
adequate clicking space, and so on. You will learn all about accessibility testing tools
and best practices in Chapter 9.

That concludes our overview of the different frontend testing types. To summarize,
the team should tailor its frontend testing strategy based on the intentions of the dif‐
ferent types of tests and the needs of the application. The general recommendation is
to have more micro-level tests (like unit tests) and fewer macro-level tests (like visual
and end-to-end functional tests).

Exercises
We’re now ready to start exploring automated visual testing tools. There are tools in
this space that can be operated from the command line or driven by code, or you can
outsource the task to software-as-a-service (SaaS) providers. Here, we’ll walk through
two exercises using BackstopJS and Cypress. You can add these visual tests to your CI
pipelines and run them as part of every commit post-deployment, just like functional
tests.

BackstopJS
BackstopJS is a popular visual testing tool with an active open source community 
supporting it. It comes as a Node library that is easy to integrate with CI and adopts a
configuration style to write tests, meaning you don’t need to add higher-level pro‐
gramming code. It uses Puppeteer, a UI automation tool, for rendering and navigating
the application in Chrome and Resemble.js for screenshot comparison of web pages.
After image comparison, BackstopJS generates results as HTML reports. It has good
support for configuring image comparison sensitivity and auto-maintenance during
test failures, which we shall explore now.

This exercise will guide you through creating a visual test using BackstopJS to verify a
web application across three resolutions: tablet, mobile, and normal browser.

Setup
As a prerequisite, you might need to set up Node.js and Visual Studio Code (as in the
Cypress exercise in Chapter 3). Once that’s done, follow these steps to install the tool
and get the basic project scaffolding:

1. Create a new project folder and run the following command from your terminal
to install BackstopJS:

$ npm install -g backstopjs
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BackstopJS will be installed globally on your local machine so that you can reuse
it across different projects. You will see the command has installed chromium (for
Chrome) and puppeteer engines along with it.

2. Set up the default configurations and project scaffolding with the following com‐
mand:

$ backstop init

You should be able to see the default configuration file, backstop.json, in the project
folder now. This is the file where you will add your visual tests as configurations.

Workflow
Now, take any sample public website for visual testing and follow these steps to create
a test:

1. To verify the web page in three different screen resolutions, as dictated by our
test case, add the backstop.json configuration shown in Example 6-5.

Example 6-5. Sample test in the backstop.json config file

{
  "id": "backstop_demo",
  "viewports": [
    {
      "label": "browser",
      "width": 1366,
      "height": 784
    },
    {
      "label": "tablet",
      "width": 1024,
      "height": 768
    },
    {
      "name": "phone",
      "width": 320,
      "height": 480
    }
  ],
  "onBeforeScript": "puppet/onBefore.js",
  "onReadyScript": "puppet/onReady.js",
  "scenarios": [
    {
      "label": "Application Home page",
      "cookiePath": "backstop_data/engine_scripts/cookies.json",
      "url": "<give site URL here>",
      "referenceUrl": "<give same URL here>",
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      "readyEvent": "",
      "delay": 5000,
      "hideSelectors": [],
      "removeSelectors": [],
      "hoverSelector": "",
      "clickSelector": "",
      "readySelector": "",
      "postInteractionWait": 0,
      "selectors": [],
      "selectorExpansion": true,
      "expect": 0,
      "misMatchThreshold" : 0.1,
      "requireSameDimensions": true
    }
  ],
  "paths": {
    "bitmaps_reference": "backstop_data/bitmaps_reference",
    "bitmaps_test": "backstop_data/bitmaps_test",
    "engine_scripts": "backstop_data/engine_scripts",
    "html_report": "backstop_data/html_report",
    "ci_report": "backstop_data/ci_report"
  },
  "report": ["browser"],
  "engine": "puppeteer",
  "engineOptions": {
    "args": ["--no-sandbox"]
  },
  "asyncCaptureLimit": 5,
  "asyncCompareLimit": 50,
  "debug": false,
  "debugWindow": false
}

Here are a few important things to note in this configuration file:
• The viewports array has three different screen resolutions defined for

browser, tablet, and mobile users.
• The Puppeteer scripts to interact with the UI elements in Chrome are config‐

ured with the onBeforeScript and onReadyScript parameters. You can add
your own scripts to define new actions too.

• The test case is defined under the scenarios array with parameters like url,
referenceURL, clickSelector, hideSelectors, etc. You will understand the
need for each parameter shortly.

• The locations to store reference screenshots and test screenshots are specified
by the bitmaps_reference and bitmaps_test parameters. The location to
store reports is provided by the html_report parameter.
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• The report parameter is set to the value "browser" to enable viewing the
results in the browser. When it is set to "CI", it generates a report in the JUnit
format.

• The parameter engine is used to configure the appropriate browser. By default,
it is set to "puppeteer" and runs on headless Chrome. You can change this to
"phantomjs" to run the tests on Firefox using older versions of BackstopJS.

• The parameter asyncCaptureLimit, set to 5, will run the tests in parallel in five
threads.

2. The next step is to take reference screenshots of the web page in different screen
sizes for the tests to compare. BackstopJS gives you a hand here by doing this
automatically. It opens the URL in the referenceURL parameter to take reference
screenshots for all the screen sizes defined under the viewports array and stores
them in the folder mentioned in the bitmaps_reference parameter. The com‐
mand that does all that is:

$ backstop reference

3. The next step is to run the tests. Use the following command to do this:
$ backstop test

BackstopJS will then verify the website indicated by the url parameter against
the reference screenshots for all resolutions.

Once the test execution is complete, you can view the test results in the browser, as
seen in Figure 6-4. I’ve chosen the Amazon home page as my test site, and the results
show that one test passed and two tests failed—specifically, the browser test passed
and the other two failed. On selecting the failed tests, I get to see the reference and
actual screenshots; additionally, I can see a third image highlighting the differences
between the two. Figure 6-4 shows all three screenshots. You can see the differences
highlighted in the bottom half of the third image.
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Figure 6-4. BackstopJS report on Amazon home page

The failures are because of the dynamic content on the Amazon home page.
Although you would control the test data in your test environment, if you encounter
such cases of dynamic content in your application, BackstopJS provides facilities to
hide it during the test run. You can use the hideSelectors or removeSelectors
parameters in the backstop.json file to hide or altogether remove the dynamic content.
The selectors can be class names or ID names, as shown here:

"hideSelectors": [".feed-carousel-viewport"]

Alternatively, you could choose particular components on the screen for visual testing
and omit the dynamic content using the selectors parameter.

Sometimes, even after removing the dynamic content, you might see the tests fail due
to small pixel-level changes that do not really hamper the visual quality. In such cases,
you can configure the sensitivity of the tests by using the parameter misMatchThres
hold, which can be set to a percentage value from 0.00% to 100.00%. This can spare
you test maintenance havoc.

BackstopJS assists with test maintenance, too. Suppose your application has evolved,
and you have to update the reference screenshots. You can simply approve the new
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screenshots taken during the latest test run with the following command (of course,
after manually verifying them once):

$ backstop approve

You can also enhance the test to search for a product and verify the product page
using keyPressSelectors. Example 6-6 shows the configuration to enter search text
in Amazon’s search box and click the search button.

Example 6-6. Entering search text using keyPressSelectors in the backstop.json config
file

"keyPressSelectors": [
  {
    "selector": "#twotabsearchtextbox",
    "keyPress": "Women's Tshirt"
  }
],
"clickSelectors": ["#nav-search-submit-button"],

A common use case in many projects is to compare the pages in different environ‐
ments—for example, on the local machine and in the testing environment. You can
do this by giving the local URL as the url and the test environment URL as the refer
enceURL.

When integrating with CI, you need to change the value of the report parameter to
"CI" and save the output artifacts, including screenshots. It is also a good idea to
archive the older screenshots so you can explore the history if required.

Cypress
We discussed the prerequisites and setup of a functional test automation framework
using Cypress in Chapter 3. You can incorporate visual testing as part of the same
framework using the plug-in cypress-plugin-snapshots. Just like BackstopJS, the plug-
in compares screenshots and highlights the differences between them. It also provides
many of the same features, such as allowing you to configure test sensitivity, select
elements for comparison, and more.

Setup
To get started with the Cypress plug-in, follow these steps:

1. Run the following command to install the plug-in:
$ npm i cypress-plugin-snapshots -S

2. In the cypress/plugins/index.js and cypress/support/index.js files, add code to
import the plug-in commands, as shown in Example 6-7.
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Example 6-7. Cypress plug-in configuration

// cypress/plugins/index.js

const { initPlugin } = require('cypress-plugin-snapshots/plugin');

module.exports = (on, config) => {
  initPlugin(on, config);
  return config;
};

// cypress/support/index.js

import 'cypress-plugin-snapshots/commands';

3. Cypress’s configuration file is called cypress.json. Add the test configurations here,
as seen in Example 6-8. A few parameters to note are threshold, which defines
the test sensitivity; auto clean-up, which automatically deletes the unused
screenshots; and excludeFields, which excludes an array of components from
screenshot comparison.

Example 6-8. Sample test in the cypress.json config file

{"env": {
  "cypress-plugin-snapshots": {
    "autoCleanUp": false,            
    "autopassNewSnapshots": true,    
    "diffLines": 3,                 
    "excludeFields": [],            
    "ignoreExtraArrayItems": false, 
    "ignoreExtraFields": false,      
    "normalizeJson": true,           
    "prettier": true,              
    "imageConfig": {
      "createDiffImage": true,       
      "resizeDevicePixelRatio": true,
      "threshold": 0.01,            
      "thresholdType": "percent"   
    },
    "screenshotConfig": {           
      "blackout": [],
      "capture": "fullPage",
      "clip": null,
      "disableTimersAndAnimations": true,
      "log": false,
      "scale": false,
      "timeout": 30000
    },
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    "serverEnabled": true,          
    "serverHost": "localhost",       
    "serverPort": 2121,            
    "updateSnapshots": false,        
    "backgroundBlend": "difference"  
  }
}}

Workflow

To add visual tests, the Cypress plug-in provides the method toMatchImageSnap
shot(), which will take a screenshot of the specified component or the current page
and compare it against the base screenshot. Cypress uses the screenshots from the
first test run as the base/reference screenshots. Example 6-9 shows a test that opens
an application URL, waits for the page to be visible, and then captures a screenshot of
the entire page’s content to do an image comparison.

Example 6-9. A visual test using Cypress to validate an application’s home page

describe('Application Home page', () => {
    it('Visits the Application home page', () => {
      cy.visit('<give application URL here>')
      cy.get('#twotabsearchtextbox')
        .should('be.visible')
      cy.get('#pageContent').toMatchImageSnapshot()
    })
  })

If you run the test against the Amazon home page, it will fail because of the dynamic
content. You can see the results in the Cypress test runner with highlights of the
image differences, as seen in Figure 6-5.
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Figure 6-5. Cypress Snapshot comparison results of Amazon home page

The base, reference, and comparison screenshots with highlights are stored separately
in the screenshots folder, and can be saved as output artifacts in CI for debugging.
The advantages of clubbing in the visual tests with functional tests are easier mainte‐
nance and reuse of test data creation scripts.

Additional Testing Tools
As mentioned earlier, there are many methods for incorporating visual testing. I’ll
introduce a couple of other tools you can use to add automated visual tests to your
application to give you a broader idea of the visual testing space.
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Applitools Eyes, an AI-Powered Tool
AI has penetrated the visual testing space, using computer vision and deep learning
technologies. Computer vision is a branch of AI that enables computers to view digi‐
tal media content like images and videos and gain a higher-level understanding of
them. From an engineering perspective, the goal is to make computers understand
and perform tasks that a human’s visual system can do—for instance, viewing a web
page and assessing the changes.

Applitools Eyes is one such AI-powered visual testing tool. The computer vision tech‐
nology it’s based on, called Visual AI, has cognitive abilities that allow it to analyze the
structure and layout of a page, including the colors and shapes of the elements, and
spot the differences just like a human eye would do. It is offered as a paid SaaS solu‐
tion.

Visual AI is trained to resolve some common visual testing hurdles, such as these:

Maintenance
When tests fail due to common visual changes, it recognizes them, and on appro‐
val it autocorrects the base screenshots as needed.

Dynamic data handling
It can omit dynamic data, unlike in an exact pixel-to-pixel comparison.

Test sensitivity control
The sensitivity can be tuned to disregard minor UI changes that are of no conse‐
quence.

To set up Eyes, you need to sign up with Applitools and get a private API key to
access the Eyes server hosted in their cloud. The Eyes server does the actual compari‐
son. You will have to download the Eyes software development kit (SDK) in order to
talk to the server, and configure it with your API key. The Eyes SDK provides the
respective APIs to capture and send a screenshot to the Eyes server. You can use these
APIs inside your existing Selenium WebDriver tests to do visual testing. (The SDK
integrates many other UI development and testing tools too, such as Cypress, React
Storybook, and even Appium, a mobile automated testing tool.)

The Eyes SDK APIs that you’ll need to use in the tests are:

• eyes.open(driver) to instantiate a connection between the WebDriver instance
and the Eyes server

• eyes.checkWindow() to check the visual quality of the page on all the prescribed
devices and browsers

• eyes.closeAsync() to let the Eyes server know that the test is complete and to
generate results
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Example 6-10 shows a sample snippet of code integrating the APIs within the Sele‐
nium WebDriver tests.

Example 6-10. Applitools Eyes integration with WebDriver tests

// Visual checkpoint 1 after navigating to the application home page

driver.get("<give application URL here>");
eyes.checkWindow("Application Homepage");
    
// Visual checkpoint 2 after clicking a button

driver.findElement(By.className("searchbutton")).click(); 
eyes.checkWindow("After clicking search button on home page");

Applitools Eyes brings in a performance boost by taking the snapshot of the web
page’s DOM (instead of the screenshot) generated while running the Selenium Web‐
Driver tests and using the snapshot to compare the web page in parallel on multiple
browsers, devices, and screen resolutions hosted in the Applitools cloud. This not
only yields ultra-fast performance but saves on your project’s infrastructure costs, as
all the devices are hosted in their cloud. The product also provides a hosted dash‐
board view to manage the overall workflow.

Storybook
Storybook is an open source tool that assists in UI development that is quite popular
(~70K GitHub stars) in the frontend development world. It has integrations with var‐
ious commonly used frontend development frameworks and libraries like React,
Vue.js, and Angular. It helps you build UI components in isolation, which means
developers can build the entire UI without setting up a complex application stack,
creating test data, or navigating the application.

Storybook allows developers to create new components and manually verify their
behavior and appearance by rendering them within the tool itself. Similarly, you can
verify the different states of the component within the tool. Storybook saves the ren‐
dered components as stories. For each state of the component, a story is stored; for
example, a button component might be rendered in different states such as Large,
Small, etc., and Storybook would store each of them as separate stories. This serves as
an excellent repository for visual testing.

In fact, the tool offers visual testing out of the box through Chromatic, a hosted ser‐
vice that the Storybook maintainers have extended to enable automatic visual testing
across multiple browsers (a free tier with limits is available). You can use Chromatic
to automatically test every new story against the previous story—this is truly shifting
visual testing to the left.
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In organizations where a centralized UI development team produces shared compo‐
nents for use in design systems, without a backend to integrate, this tool is of great use.

As you’ve seen, there are multiple ways to do visual testing and integrate it into the
development workflow. It can be integrated within the development environment
with Storybook, integrated with the development process using BackstopJS, or inte‐
grated within the functional tests using Cypress and Applitools Eyes. This gives you a
range of options for getting fast feedback in a way that suits your project’s needs.

Perspectives: Visual Testing Challenges
One of the challenges with visual testing is choosing the tools to use. The ones men‐
tioned here are only a small sampling; with AI and SaaS providers in the game, the
choices are numerous indeed. Here are some features to look for when choosing an
automated visual testing tool:

• Ease in workflow, from test creation to maintenance and CI integration.
• Robust screenshot management techniques. If you have to replace hundreds of

base images for every small change, you will pay enormous costs for visual test‐
ing. Tools that lend a hand with automatic cleanup and updating of screenshots
have the upper hand.

• Test sensitivity control, so the tool can ignore minor UI changes.
• Ability to handle dynamic data.
• Ability to run across different browsers and device combinations.
• Performance while running visual tests across the different combinations of

browsers and devices.

Apart from the choice of tools, the unspoken challenge is making your teammates
fully buy into the idea of automated visual testing because additional effort is
required to create and maintain these tests. But if you do this in the right stages and
choose tools that provide easier test maintenance options, your team will soon appre‐
ciate the value. That said, also remember that not all applications need automated vis‐
ual testing; before going down this path, consider your project/business-specific use
case and do a cost-benefit analysis.
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Key Takeaways
Here are the key takeaways from this chapter:

• Visual testing is a way to ensure the application looks the way it is supposed to,
per the design. Visual quality takes the business one step closer to gaining cus‐
tomers’ trust, which in turn amplifies the company’s brand value.

• Although manual eyeballing and UI-driven functional tests can partially contrib‐
ute to visual testing, they are not enough on their own as manual testing might be
error-prone and functional tests do not verify the visual aspects of the applica‐
tion. Hence, you may need separate automated visual tests.

• Automated visual tests can provide great value, depending on the nature of the
application and scope of work. In general, think about factors like customer
impact, team confidence, manual effort, and type of work to determine whether
your application needs automated visual tests.

• Open source tools like BackstopJS, Storybook, and Cypress offer varied features
that are adequate to perform automated visual testing in projects. SaaS solutions
like Applitools Eyes and Chromatic provide additional infrastructure and work‐
flow management features for a cost.

• Apply visual tests in the right stages of the application to avoid flakiness and
choose tools that can give fast, stable feedback early in the delivery cycle.

• Visual testing is just one piece of the frontend testing ecosystem. Taking advan‐
tage of the other frontend micro- and macro-level tests and devising a good
frontend testing strategy can help you get faster feedback on visual quality.
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CHAPTER 7

Security Testing

A chain is only as strong as its weakest link.
—Thomas Reid, Essays on the Intellectual Powers of Man (1786)

Figure 7-1. Example news headlines demonstrate that security is a global concern

We live in a world where we are more susceptible to cybercrimes than ever before—
especially when we have social media accounts! Cybercrime is an umbrella term refer‐
ring to all the illegal activities that can be performed with a computer and a network,
including financial theft, theft of private assets such as sales documents and research
reports, exploitation of sensitive information such as an individual’s biological data,
and more. Cybersecurity experts estimate that by 2025 the annual global cost of
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cybercrime (including both direct and indirect costs to its victims) will reach $10.5
trillion, up from an estimated $6 trillion in 2021. Social media–enabled cybercrimes
account for the lion’s share of this, with a 2019 study estimating global annual reve‐
nues for the perpetrators of $3.25 billion. These are unquestionably huge amounts,
and sadly, the spoils may include some of our and our friends’ hard-earned money!

The numbers imply that cybercrimes are far more prevalent than one might imagine.
As Figure 7-1 shows, daily news reports also provide proof that cybercrimes are not
restricted just to banking or social media sites, but extend to all kinds of websites—
flight booking and adult dating sites get attacked too. We will discuss examples of
such real-life attacks later in the chapter to get more insights. All of this raises a cru‐
cial question for software teams: what measures can we take to protect an application
from such attacks?

To build a strong, secure system, the industry recommendation is to build your
defenses in depth—that is, build security measures into multiple layers of the applica‐
tion, rather than focusing on a single outer solid layer. This is analogous to how cas‐
tles were protected long ago: with a moat, then strong iron gates, armed guards in the
keep, and so on. Each layer has to be strong enough to provide resistance, as each
layer the intruders break through gives them access to more and more resources.

Also, remember that the security of your system is only as strong as your weakest link
—be it your internal admins or hacked passwords. Thus, exploring for weak links is a
crucial step in the effort to build strong, impenetrable systems. And security testing is
the primary activity that unveils such weak links!

Security testing is the skill of thinking like a hacker and looking for potential vulnera‐
bilities, threats, and risks in the system that might open the gates to cybercrimes. Pro‐
fessional security or penetration (pen) testers have developed this skill over many
years, and they can script different attacks on the application to expose the vulnera‐
bilities. However, you don’t have to be a pen tester to use some good automated secu‐
rity testing tools and techniques in your day-to-day team activities to prevent
significant security issues.

Security bugs, just like any functional software bug, are incredibly costly to fix when
found in the later stages of the development cycle. Hence, to reduce the likelihood of
leaving gaps in your application’s defense systems, you should practice shift-left secu‐
rity testing rather than waiting to engage pen testers until the end of the delivery
cycle. Hence, you should practice shift-left security testing.

Indeed, the recommended best practice is to start thinking about a feature’s security
aspects right from the beginning of the requirements gathering phase. For example,
in a banking application the requirement to hide all account transactions from any‐
one other than the account holder and bank administrator is an obvious and
necessary security feature. Similarly, the requirement to have a two-factor authentica‐
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tion feature provides an additional layer of security, much like having armed guards
in addition to a stone wall protecting a castle. Incorporating security best practices
throughout the analysis, development, and testing phases will help you build strong,
secure systems.

This chapter will cover the basics you need to know to upskill yourself in security
testing so that you can shift your security testing to the left in the delivery cycle. You
will learn about real-life attacks, application vulnerabilities, and the STRIDE threat
model. The chapter includes an exercise on threat modeling, a testing strategy that
implements shift-left security testing, and guided exercises on security testing tools
with instructions on how to integrate them into the CI pipelines to get continuous
feedback on your application’s security.

Becoming a professionally trained security tester is not the
expected outcome of this chapter. As mentioned earlier, it takes
years of practice. But that does not wash away a software team’s
responsibility to build secure applications. To help you meet this
goal, this chapter focuses on the recommended practices, testing
tools, and, most essentially, how to build a hacker-like mindset.

Building Blocks
To start thinking like a hacker, the first step is to observe different kinds of cyberat‐
tacks and understand the vulnerabilities that lead to them. This will trigger you to
think about potential threats to your application and help you prevent them. So, let’s
start by discussing the prevalent types of cyberattacks.

Commonly Used Security-Related Terms
The following are some terms you will encounter in this chapter and in other reading
about security issues:

• Assets are the critical entities in the application that need to be guarded by build‐
ing appropriate defense mechanisms.

• A security compromise happens when the defense mechanisms of the system fail
to protect the assets.

• Vulnerabilities are the potential gaps in a system that can be leveraged to compro‐
mise its security.

• Threats are the potential negative actions or events that can take advantage of the
underlying vulnerabilities to compromise the security of the system.

• An attack is an unauthorized malicious action that is performed on a system with
the aim of compromising its security.
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• Encryption is a technique to scramble information in such a way that only the
intended recipient who has the key to decipher the code can understand the
information.

• Hashing is a technique to map data of any length to a fixed-size output using
algorithms (sets of rules for performing calculations or other operations). The
resulting output, or hash, can be used to verify the authenticity of the data, as
even the smallest change to that data would result in a different hash being pro‐
duced. Hashes are immutable—each unique input produces the same unique
output—and it is practically infeasible to decrypt them to get back the original
content. Hashing is thus said to be a one-way technique.

Common Cyberattacks
This section presents the most common types of cyberattacks, with real-life examples.

Web scraping
The easiest way to abuse a system is to exploit the publicly available data on the web‐
site—especially the users’ personal data. A web scraping attack uses software or a
script to automatically crawl a website and gather information that can potentially be
used for malicious intent. Social media applications are prime targets as they can pro‐
vide a lot of personal data, like the users’ locations, phone numbers, and more—to an
attacker, it’s like putting your valuables on display in the window! The study men‐
tioned at the beginning of the chapter estimates that personal data scraped from
social media sites generates revenue of $630 million per year.

One prominent example of a web scraping attack was revealed in 2019, when 419 mil‐
lion Facebook user records including phone numbers were found in an unprotected
database server on the internet. Though Facebook had removed the feature to display
phone numbers on users’ profiles by then, it appeared the information had been scra‐
ped while the feature was still available. Another example of unintentional exposure
of data was reported in 2018, when Twitter found a bug in an internal tool that logged
users’ passwords in plain text without hashing (you never know where the weak link
is!). Fortunately there was no evidence of compromise, but as a precaution the com‐
pany was forced to ask its 330 million users to change their passwords.

Exposed data is always an avenue for exploitation, be it on a website or anywhere else.
When you are thinking like a hacker, you should look for such exposed data through‐
out your application.

Brute force
If you had to guess your friend’s password, how would you go about it? You might try
their date of birth, favorite color, spouse’s name, or a combination of such things, cor‐
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rect? When you extend the same trial-and-error method to include an organized list
of all possible key combinations, it’s called a brute-force attack.

In 2016, a brute-force attack on FriendFinder Networks’ databases exposed 412 mil‐
lion user records with passwords and other sensitive information, such as users’ sex‐
ual preferences. The usernames and passwords were reportedly hashed using the
SHA-1 cryptography algorithm, but with modern brute-force techniques and com‐
puting power this failed to provide a sufficient defense.

Social engineering
Social engineering is the psychological manipulation of individuals into giving away
their confidential information. You might have received phone calls from what
seemed like reputable companies, where friendly customer service representatives
requested your credit card details in exchange for some service—if you were taken in,
you’re not alone. In 2019, a UK-based energy company’s CEO was manipulated by a
phone call from someone who sounded like his boss (later discovered to be a trained
AI program) to transfer a lump sum of $243,000 to the hacker’s account!

Phishing
Phishing is a type of social engineering attack where an attacker sends a fraudulent
communication (typically an email) to the victim with the intention to steal their per‐
sonal data. The target may be tricked into downloading a malware attachment or
clicking a link that takes them to a fake website that closely resembles a real one,
where they are asked to provide login details or credit card information. It would be a
surprise if you hadn’t received at least one such email in today’s world. In 2021,
Microsoft 365 users were targeted by such a campaign: they received an email with an
attachment that supposedly contained details on a price revision, but on opening it
was scripted to capture their authentication details.

Cross-site scripting
In a cross-site scripting (XSS) attack, the attackers take advantage of an unsecured
website and inject code to manipulate the application’s behavior. For instance, they
might attempt to inject code that enables them to redirect the customers’ payment
details to their own servers. In 2018, British Airways was the victim of an XSS attack
that exposed the credit card details of 380,000 customers. The company was fined
heavily due to the lack of a proper defense system.

Ransomware
Ransomware attacks involve malware that blocks the system until a ransom is paid to
the attacker. The Weather Channel went offline for an hour in 2019 due to a mali‐
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cious ransomware attack on its network. Since the company had backup servers, it
was able to get past the episode successfully.

Cookie forging
Cookie forging is a technique to manipulate the cookies that store user information
on a website and get access to the users accounts. In 2017 Yahoo! disclosed that
around 32 million user accounts had been breached after hackers gained access to the
company’s proprietary code and learned how to forge cookies that would allow them
to gain access to accounts.

Cryptojacking
Cryptojacking has become a widespread attack these days. It is the activity of secretly
mining cryptocurrencies using other people’s devices without their authorization.
Usually, bots are set to crawl public GitHub repositories to find infrastructure (e.g.,
AWS) access keys. Once found, the instances are exploited within seconds, costing
huge losses for the infrastructure owners. In 2018, Tesla Inc. was a victim of such ille‐
gal mining.

The attacks discussed in this section are only the tip of the iceberg. As seen in
Figure 7-2, many more types of attacks can happen at different layers—application,
infrastructure, and network. And hackers continue to create new kinds of attacks
every day. It is a software team’s paramount responsibility to stay ahead of the game,
to protect the customers and the business. In fact, this is often a legal responsibility,
as governments have developed regulations like the European Union’s General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2) to
enforce security and data privacy.

Figure 7-2. Common threats to software systems
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The STRIDE Threat Model
The real-life examples we discussed in the previous section clearly illustrate the
attackers’ motives—they seek to hijack or abuse users’ or companies’ data, finances,
infrastructure, access to services, or brand reputation. These are the primary assets
that we need to protect in any application, and it is important not to underestimate
the scale of the challenge. I once worked on a project where we designed the central
security system for a bank. The number of potential security threats we brainstormed
that could lead to a compromise of any of these five assets was truly eye-opening.

Similarly, when you are considering the security of your application, you need to
think of all possible threats that could compromise the application’s assets. To help
you identify them, you can adopt a threat modeling framework called the STRIDE
model, invented by Loren Kohnfelder and Praerit Garg from Microsoft. STRIDE is an
acronym for Spoofed identity, Tampering with inputs, Repudiation of actions, Infor‐
mation disclosure, Denial of service, and Escalation of privileges. You can take these
one at a time and discuss all the possible threats under that category for your applica‐
tion.

Let’s take a closer look at each of these classifications of security threats.

Spoofed identity
Spoofed identity attacks are those where a hacker assumes someone else’s identity in
order to access assets. Recall the social engineering example from earlier where the AI
impersonated the CEO’s boss to convince them to send money. Such identity thefts
have become prevalent today, made possible by social engineering, phishing,
malware, and shoulder surfing (spying over someone’s shoulder when they’re enter‐
ing their personal information, such as a password or ATM pin), to name just a few.

Some of the defense mechanisms adopted to counter this type of threat are multifac‐
tor authentication, strong password recommendations, and strong encryption while
storing data and while transferring credentials.

Tampering with inputs
Tampering with inputs involves modifying something in the application (code, data,
memory, etc.) in a way that violates its integrity. This is commonly done by injecting
malicious code, such as a script, into the UI or other layers. For example, in the Brit‐
ish Airways example mentioned earlier, the hacker changed the behavior of the web‐
site by injecting a script to harvest the customers’ credit card details.

The defenses against this threat include adding appropriate validations (e.g., validat‐
ing input fields to prevent someone from sending SQL queries), authentication and
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1 For an excellent introduction to principles and best practices for writing secure software, see Daniel Deogun,
Dan Bergh Johnsson, and Daniel Sawano’s Secure by Design (Manning).

authorization mechanisms, and other standard security practices1 while coding to
avoid vulnerabilities that might result in a code injection.

Repudiation of actions
Repudiation occurs when the actions of a malicious user cannot be proven or tracked
back to them. For example, a customer could deny receiving an item after delivery if
there is no proof of receipt. This is a critical aspect to consider when designing a
functionality, as it can result in loss of goods, reputation, and money, and sometimes
legal action. To combat this threat, the application should have adequate logs and
auditing mechanisms to ensure non-repudiation.

Information disclosure
Information disclosure threats involve unauthorized entities gaining access to the
application’s assets. As we saw in the Twitter example earlier, the employees were able
to see exposed user passwords, which they were not supposed to have access to. In
that case the exposure was an unintended consequence of the design, and fortunately,
there were no security compromises. However, attacks to gain unauthorized access to
information are common. One popular approach is setting up malware to listen in
the background and relay the information from a legitimate site to the hacker. This is
referred to as a man-in-the-middle attack. To provide a proper defense against this
kind of threat, you should build a strong authorization mechanism into your applica‐
tion, encrypt all secrets, and have secure transmission protocols.

Denial of service
A denial of service (DoS) attack aims to bring down the application’s services, causing
loss of revenue and reputational harm for the company. One way this threat could
manifest is through a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack, where the system is
intentionally overloaded with millions of requests from multiple devices so that it
becomes slow and finally fails.

The defenses against this kind of threat include adding load balancers, throttling
requests per IP address, allowing only certain IP addresses, creating system backups,
automatically spinning up new machines when load increases, and setting up moni‐
toring systems to alert on sudden surges in request volumes, to list a few.

Escalation of privileges
An escalation of privileges attack happens when a malicious user is able to gain unau‐
thorized privileges giving them elevated access. Imagine a hacker getting super admin
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privileges to a system! In my opinion, this is the worst kind of threat to deal with, as it
can open up all kinds of risks: theft of private data, denial of service, financial loss,
and so on. A best practice is to follow the principle of least privilege, granting the sys‐
tem’s users only the minimum privileges they need to accomplish their tasks and
nothing more. We can apply this principle in our individual teams too, for example
by granting code-committing privileges only to developers and extending it to others
only when necessary. Some useful defense techniques to counter this threat are fre‐
quent access token refreshes, multi-signature features for authorizing transactions,
storing secrets in vaults, and so on.

So, use this STRIDE model to brainstorm all the possible security threats to your
application. Obviously you need to think of solutions to prevent the various types of
attacks, but also think about how to contain the impact of an attack if one should
happen.

Application Vulnerabilities
In learning to think like a hacker, we have discussed some of the common types of
attacks, potential assets that hackers might try to abduct, and a framework to use to
identify all the possible threats to your application. The next step is to get closer to the
application code to learn about the different security vulnerabilities that the threats
can exploit. Understanding these vulnerabilities will help you to add defensive code
and test for them.

Code or SQL injection
An attacker could inject malicious commands or SQL queries to alter the behavior of
a website if it is unprotected. Example 7-1 shows a query to retrieve a student’s record
by name.

Example 7-1. A SQL query in code that takes an input variable

// SQL query in the code to fetch student's record by name

SELECT * FROM Students WHERE name = '$name'

As you can see, the query takes an input variable, $name, from the user. The query is
written in such a way that if a malicious user enters a SQL query to drop the entire
table in place of a student’s name, it will work perfectly fine, as seen in Example 7-2.

Example 7-2. The injected SQL query will drop the entire table

// If a malicious user inputs this as the student name in the UI:
Name: Alice'; DROP TABLE Students; --
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// The application will execute this command:
SELECT * FROM Students WHERE name = 'Alice'; DROP TABLE Students; --'

Therefore, testing for proper input validation is necessary.

Cross-site scripting
As discussed earlier, cross-site scripting involves executing a script in the victim’s
browser that allows the attacker to take over the user’s session, redirect the user to a
malicious site, or even alter the code to deface the website. This type of attack is prev‐
alent when there is no validation or proper sanitization of user input.

For example, a Twitter user posted the simple JavaScript script shown in Figure 7-3 to
reveal an XSS vulnerability in the TweetDeck application. The code causes the tweet
to auto-retweet itself whenever it appears on someone’s timeline, popping up an alert
dialog after. This could have been prevented if the app had properly validated the
post’s text for the presence of scripts, but since it didn’t, the viewers’ browsers inno‐
cently executed the script.

Figure 7-3. Tweet with XSS

Unhandled known vulnerabilities
If an application is dependent on third-party software (e.g., OSs, libraries, frame‐
works, tools), a vulnerability in any of these could be exploited to gain access to the
system. Such vulnerabilities are often found and fixed, and patches are sent out as
updates by the maintainers. However, teams might not regularly update all of their
applications’ vulnerable components, causing them to remain exposed. Tools can pro‐
vide some assistance here. For example, GitHub’s Dependabot offers to auto-update
any dependencies with known vulnerabilities in the application code. Similarly, vul‐
nerability scanning tools like Snyk and OWASP Dependency-Check help highlight
vulnerable components.

Authentication and session mismanagement
Sometimes the authentication mechanisms in a website are not foolproof, leaving
space for attackers to steal session tokens and exploit the privileges they gain. If you
store session IDs and sensitive user data in session cookies, you need to refresh them
very often and invalidate the older cookies. Also, you need to watch out for vulnera‐
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2 For more on this topic see Wade Trappe and Lawrence C. Washington’s Introduction to Cryptography with
Coding Theory, 3rd Edition (Pearson).

bilities like exposing session IDs in URLs, using unencrypted connections to send
sensitive authentication data, and so on.

Unencrypted private data
Users often fall prey to the common vulnerability of unencrypted private data, like in
the case described earlier where Facebook users’ phone numbers were captured and
stored in a database. You must ensure private data is not laid open without encryp‐
tion in logs, databases, code repositories, project documentation, publicly hosted
services, etc. Also, choose high-end cryptographic algorithms like AES, HMAC, or
SHA-256, with dynamic salt and pepper techniques, to help protect data in transit
and rest.2

Application misconfigurations
It is a frequent mistake to give blanket admin permissions to everyone using the
application, for no better reason than to save on maintenance effort. Misconfiguring
the relevant permissions to users, folders, systems, etc. can result in unauthorized
access and escalation of privileges to application content such as the database and
admin endpoints, which can be easily abused. Teams should strictly adhere to the
principle of least privilege, as discussed earlier.

Application secrets exposure
A common practice that leads to compromise is hardcoding the application secrets,
such as environment credentials, superuser credentials, etc., in code and configura‐
tion files as plain text. An appropriate measure is to use secret management services
such as vaults and access secrets only from there. This applies to application code,
CI/CD pipelines, configuration files, and all the places you might have to access
secrets.

The list in this section has highlighted a set of vulnerabilities that have to be carefully
dealt with during development and testing. The Open Web Application Security
Project (OWASP), a community-led non-profit organization, has identified the top
10 common vulnerabilities on the web, which you might be interested in reading as
well.

Threat Modeling
Having come this far, you might be thinking about the security threats and vulnera‐
bilities your application might be exposed to right now. In this section we will discuss
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a methodical approach to threat modeling—a structured way to aggregate all the
potential security threats—that you can apply to your own application.

A general best practice is to perform this threat modeling exercise for each small
scope of the application—for example, you might do 15 minutes of threat modeling
per user story. Once you model your security threats, you can prioritize them based
on impact and probability of risk, then incorporate the solutions as part of the story
or as a new feature. When you prioritize the threats, use the following general rule of
thumb: the cost of building security measures to handle a potential threat should not be
higher than the value of the asset that you are trying to protect.

For example, let’s say your team is developing a blogging platform. Before building
the home page, you do a 15-minute threat modeling exercise and discover a potential
threat that a ransomware attack could bring down the page. The team proposes to
implement a security monitoring system as a solution. They estimate that the moni‐
toring system will cost $400K per year. Is it worth implementing this solution to pro‐
tect against the ransomware threat? Maybe not, as the cost might be higher than the
profit per year for the company. Also, how often does a ransomware attack happen on
a blogging platform? The probability is very low. On the other hand, a threat like a
code injection attack on an ecommerce website that could lead to loss of credit card
details can be considered a high-impact and high-probability threat.

Once you have identified and prioritized the threats, address the solutions in the
same user story or, if needed, create new “abuser” or “evil user” stories for this pur‐
pose. For example:

As an abusive user, I cannot inject code to redirect the content of the website.

You can also derive security-related test cases from the threat modeling exercise and
the abuser stories’ acceptance criteria for development and testing purposes.

Threat modeling steps
Let’s take a closer look at the framework for completing a threat modeling exercise. It
is recommended to do this exercise as a team with all roles represented. Whiteboard‐
ing with colored stickies works well as you can capture your team’s thoughts and cate‐
gorize them quickly. In a remote world, choose tools like MURAL to conduct the
exercise. Once your team is assembled, navigate through the following milestones:

Define the feature
The first step is to define the scope of the feature for threat modeling. Then, draw
the user flows and the different types of users or actors in the system. Once this is
clear, map the flow of data from one component to another. This way, you will
cover user flows, actors, data flow, and the integration between components in
the system.
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Define the assets
The second step is to identify the assets in the feature that need to be protected.
Discuss the impact of losing each asset and capture the severity of the risk.

Black hat thinking
Next, open the floor for black hat thinking, where you start thinking like a hacker
and come up with ways to attack the application’s assets. Here, the mindset of the
team should be “Let’s break the system!” Use the STRIDE model to structure this
discussion. Allow imaginations to flow freely without debating if something is
really a threat or not for now, and capture all the ideas as stickies.

Prioritize the threats and capture stories
Analyze the probability and the potential impact of the threats you’ve identified,
and prioritize them. Capture these as abuser stories so the team can act on them
after the threat modeling brainstorming session.

Now that you know the basics, you’re ready to get some firsthand experience by
actually doing a sample threat modeling exercise.

Threat modeling exercise
For this exercise, suppose we have an application to manage (create/view/update/
delete) orders in a retail store. The application has a web UI and backend REST serv‐
ices to perform business operations on the order data stored in the database. Let’s get
to the first step of defining the actors, data flow, and integrations between different
components.

This exercise is intended only to get you familiar with the threat
modeling steps, not to provide an accurate threat model for an
order management system.

The users of the system are:

• The store assistant who places, edits, and cancels orders
• The system administrator who manages the infrastructure, configurations, and

deployments
• The customer service executive who uses the application to answer queries

related to order statuses over the phone

The user flow is simple: the store assistant and the customer service executive have to
log in to the application to view the latest orders list, and they are provided with
options to manage the orders. Figure 7-4 shows the integration of components and
data flow between the components to aid that user flow.
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Figure 7-4. User flows and data flows for the sample order management system

Similarly, as shown in Figure 7-5, the system admin has to log in to the virtual
machines (VMs) to run any scripts or configure the infrastructure.

Figure 7-5. User flow of the system administrator
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Let’s discuss the assets that we need to protect next. Here are a few:

1. Order information is a critical asset to the business. Customers will be dissatis‐
fied if their orders are tampered with, resulting in a loss of reputation.

2. Orders include customers’ private data, such as names, phone numbers, payment
details, and home addresses. Any exposure of confidential information will result
in a lawsuit and cause harm to the customers, so customer details are another
essential asset.

3. The database has the complete sales information of the business. A breach there
will be hazardous to customers and the business, as the data could be sold on the
black market or to competitors.

4. The infrastructure that hosts the application is crucial to protect as well, as any
downtime will lead to failures in order transactions and lost sales.

We’ve finished the first two steps of threat modeling. Next is black hat thinking! Take a
moment to ideate. Recall the user and data flows and think about how the hackers
could gain control of the assets. Use the STRIDE model to structure your thinking.

When you’re done, compare what you’ve come up with to possible threats identified
in Figure 7-6.

Figure 7-6. A map of the identified threats
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Let’s take a look at each of these:

Spoofed identity
1. Social engineering tricks could be played on the system admin to get their login

credentials, or just shoulder surfing or malware might do the trick. Since the sys‐
tem admin role has superpowers, a malicious actor could use it to bring the
infrastructure down.

2. The store assistant could forget to log out, and anyone in the store could use the
logged-in session to change the delivery addresses of existing orders (e.g., to their
own address).

Tampering with inputs
3. The attacker could get hold of the order service endpoints from any open

browser session and tamper with orders later, since the endpoints may not be
protected.

4. Code injection could be used while placing an order to hijack customer payment
details.

Repudiation of actions
5. The system admin, when they find out there are no logs for their actions, could

create bulk orders for their family and friends by directly inserting records in the
database and triggering other relevant processes.

Information disclosure
6. If the database is attacked via a back door, all the information it holds will be

exposed, as the data is stored in plain text.
7. Stealing passwords from unencrypted logs or other storage would enable the

attacker to tamper with order data.
8. The customer service executive doesn’t have any restrictions on their operations

—all they’re supposed to do is relay the current order status information to cus‐
tomers, but they could edit orders as well. They could work with an accomplice
to abuse their permissions.

9. The /viewOrders endpoint allows any number of records to be returned. Once
compromised, this endpoint could be used to view all orders. We should at least
think of reducing the blast radius.

Denial of service
10. The attacker could perform a DDoS attack and bring down the order service,

leading to loss of sales.

Escalation of privileges
11. If an attacker manages to get hold of the admin credentials, they could add new

users or escalate the privileges of existing users to maintain an elevated level of
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access to the system in the future. They could also create, modify, or delete order
records without anyone noticing, as there are no logs for system admin actions.

As you can see, even in a small system with just a handful of components and users,
there are many attack points. Imagine how many there will be in a real system with
thousands of components and users!

The next step is to prioritize the threats and capture stories. Based on likelihood and
impact of the threats identified here, we might add new security-related user and
abuser stories like the following:

1. “As an abusive user, I should not be able to see customer details even if I gain
access to the database.”

2. “As an abusive user, I should not be able to take advantage of open browser ses‐
sions.”

3. “As an abusive user, if I get access to the system administrator’s or customer ser‐
vice executive’s login credentials, I should not be able to edit orders.”

4. “As a store assistant, I should be the only person authorized to make edit requests
to the order service.”

5. “As a store assistant, I should be frequently prompted to change my password to a
strong password.”

As mentioned earlier, to discover all the potential threats to your application, you
should perform these threat modeling exercises iteratively throughout your develop‐
ment cycle, keeping the scope small. You will likely uncover new threats to older fea‐
tures as you incrementally brainstorm threats to new features.

Security test cases from the threat model
From the threat model, you can get insights into the many ways an attack might be
made on your application. And along with the abuser stories, you will get a vivid idea
about the security-related test cases. After threat modeling, apply the exploratory test‐
ing mindset described in Chapter 2 to capture the security test cases for each applica‐
tion layer.

Zero trust is a principle that suggests not to place your trust in any
entity, be it a person or a component, even within your secure
perimeter. Zero-trust architectures verify the authenticity of every
request before executing the request, using an authentication and
authorization protocol such as OAuth 2.0, which uses bearer tokens
for verifying authenticity. You will see the test cases referring to
these tokens.
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Assuming a zero-trust architecture is implemented using OAuth 2.0 as a solution to
address the threats discussed earlier, here are some security test cases at different
application layers for the order management system example:

1. In the UI layer:
• Verify that after the session times out, the user is prompted to log in again.
• Verify that the user credentials are locked after a set number of failed login

attempts.
• Verify that the input fields have validation for illegitimate inputs (e.g., Java‐

Script code, SQL queries, etc.).
• Verify that access tokens are expired after a short period. However, a refresh

token call should be made from the UI to keep the user logged in until the ses‐
sion times out.

• Verify that when logged in as the system admin or customer service executive
there is no option to edit an order in the UI.

2. In the API layer:
• Verify that reusing an expired access token causes the order service to return a

401 Unauthorized response (though 400 is preferred to avoid revealing further
information to the attacker).

• Verify that appropriate validation is performed on API parameters’ values
(similar to the UI input fields) and that the APIs return a 404 error if the vali‐
dation checks do not pass.

• Verify that the /editOrder endpoint returns a 401 Unauthorized response if a
system admin’s or customer service executive’s access token is used.

3. In the DB layer:
• Verify that passwords are stored as hashes (with a dynamic salt) in the DB, per

NIST guidelines.
• Verify that sensitive customer details are encrypted in the DB.

4. In the application logs:
• Verify that passwords are not logged as plain text in application logs.
• Verify that user-sensitive information is not logged as plain text in application

logs.
• Verify that there are appropriate application logs for all actions performed on

the system, including by the system admin, with timestamps.

These are just a handful of security-related test cases. You may be able to think of
more! I hope this exercise has helped you understand how teams can bring security
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into the software development lifecycle, from threat modeling during analysis to
devising solutions for potential threats and testing security aspects.

Security Testing Strategy
The practices we’ve discussed so far—conducting a 15-minute threat modeling exercise
per user story, writing abuser stories, building security measures in layers, deriving
security-related test cases, and so on—will help strengthen your defense systems signifi‐
cantly. One more critical step is to add mechanisms to give continuous feedback on
potential vulnerabilities in the code being developed so that they can be fixed as soon as
possible. This is where you need to think of shifting security testing to the left. We will
discuss a security testing strategy that implements this approach here.

Figure 7-7 shows a shift-left security testing strategy across the different stages of the
path to production, starting with development.

Figure 7-7. A shift-left security testing strategy

Let’s take a look at some of the tools and techniques you can use in the different
stages:

Static Application Security Testing (SAST) tools
SAST is a technique for analyzing the static application source code, byte code,
and assembled code for known vulnerabilities. For example, it scans the applica‐
tion code for unencrypted secrets. SAST tools come in various forms, including
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plug-ins, libraries, and SaaS solutions (e.g., Snyk IDE plug-ins, Checkmarx SAST,
Security Code Scan), and can be integrated with CI pipelines to run against every
commit. SAST is a big part of shifting left, as it helps you discover issues during
development.

Talisman, though not exactly a SAST tool, is specifically designed to scan the
application code for secrets such as private keys, environment credentials, and so
on, and it can be integrated as a pre-commit hook. This prevents secrets from
even being pushed to the repository. We will take a brief look at the Snyk Jet‐
Brains IDE plug-in and Talisman later in the chapter.

Software Composition Analysis (SCA) tools
SCA is a technique that identifies vulnerabilities in the application’s third-party
dependencies. Especially when you are using a lot of open source libraries, these
tools (e.g., OWASP Dependency-Check and Snyk) will add a lot of value. They
also give feedback during development and can be integrated with CI for every
commit. SCA combined with SAST will help uncover the static application code’s
vulnerabilities during the development phase itself. A guided exercise using
OWASP Dependency-Check is included in the next section.

Functional security test automation
You can add automated tests using functional automation tools, as discussed in
Chapter 3, to cover the functional security test cases. For instance, in the OMS
threat modeling example from earlier, the security test case verifying that only
the store assistant is authorized to edit orders can be added as a service test in the
order service.

Image scanning
Containers have become a widely adopted way to package and deploy applica‐
tions. Testing for vulnerabilities in the container images, if you are using them, is
critical. Tools like Snyk Container, Anchore, and others can be used to do image
scanning and can be integrated with CI. Docker has a built-in command, docker
scan, to perform vulnerability scanning on Docker images. Similarly, Amazon
Elastic Container Registry (ECR) offers image scanning capabilities for the
images pushed to the registry. When writing infrastructure as code (e.g., with
Terraform or Kubernetes), tools like Snyk IaC and terraform-compliance can be
used to enforce security best practices as well.

Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST)
DAST is a black-box testing technique. It finds security issues by analyzing how
the application responds to specially crafted requests that mimic actual attacks.
For example, DAST tools like OWASP ZAP and Burp Suite try to inject malicious
scripts into the application to check for code injection vulnerabilities. They can
be integrated with CI pipelines too, but depending on the application they might
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take a while to run, so choose the appropriate CI stage to run them in (as dis‐
cussed in Chapter 4). A detailed exercise that walks through performing DAST
with OWASP ZAP is provided in the following section.

Interactive Application Security Testing (IAST) is a new tech‐
nique that aims to combine SAST and DAST to analyze the
application behavior during runtime. It works through soft‐
ware instrumentation and scans for security vulnerabilities in
real time. This space is evolving; some example IAST tools are
Contrast Security and Acunetix.

Manual exploratory testing
During manual exploratory testing you can derive security-related test cases
from threat modeling exercises across all layers (UI, services, DB). Chrome Dev‐
Tools and Postman both provide a variety of options for executing security test
cases, as you’ll see later in this chapter.

Penetration (pen) testing
Depending on the criticality of the application and the development team’s com‐
petency with respect to security, you may choose to involve a professional secu‐
rity tester near the end of the delivery cycle to ensure that the application doesn’t
suffer from security issues later.

Runtime Application Self Protection (RASP)
Techniques like SAST and DAST, discussed earlier, help in finding vulnerabilities
in the application code. But when attacks actually happen in the production envi‐
ronment, you need a layer of defense to prevent them from being successful.
RASP is a security technique that involves monitoring the application for poten‐
tial attacks in the production environment and preventing them from happening.
RASP tools (e.g., Twistlock, Aqua Security) extend the traditional firewall con‐
cept further by working within the application runtime and building up knowl‐
edge of what is and is not expected application behavior. They then listen to the
application processes at runtime and automatically take protective measures,
such as automatically terminating cryptomining processes, examining incoming
request payloads and denying them if they are malicious, and helping prevent
malware attacks. RASP tools are currently available only as paid products.

We’ll see how some of these tools can be applied in practice in the coming sections.

Exercises
The exercises here will guide you through performing automated SCA using OWASP
Dependency-Check and DAST using OWASP ZAP, and integrating them with CI to
get continuous feedback.
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OWASP Dependency-Check
As you saw earlier, a common threat is to have dependencies with vulnerabilities.
OWASP Dependency-Check is an open source SCA tool that scans for known vulner‐
abilities in the project’s libraries and external dependencies. It can be used via the
command line or as a Jenkins or Maven plug-in, among other options.

Setup and Workflow
Follow these steps to set up the command-line Dependency-Check tool and run a
scan on the Selenium WebDriver automation test project you created in Chapter 3:

1. To install Dependency-Check on macOS, use the following command:
$ brew install dependency-check

You can download the dependency-check ZIP file for other OSs from the official
website.

2. Once installed, run the scan on the Selenium WebDriver automation project
using the command shown here:

// On macOS

$ dependency-check --project project_name -s project_path --prettyPrint

// On Windows (the dependency-check.bat file is inside the bin folder 
// when you unzip the folder you downloaded in the previous step)

> dependency-check.bat --project "project_name" --scan "project_path"

This command can be integrated into your CI pipeline to make it fail if vulnera‐
bilities are detected.

3. The command will generate an HTML scan results report in the same folder list‐
ing all the vulnerabilities found. The Selenium WebDriver project may or may
not have vulnerabilities. A sample report with vulnerabilities is presented in
Figure 7-8 for the purposes of illustration.

Figure 7-8. OWASP Dependency-Check scan results
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As you can see, the tool has reported a vulnerability in the jquery-1.8.2 library. It
refers to the published vulnerability with ID CVE-2012-6708 and explains that
“jQuery before 1.9.0 is vulnerable to Cross-site Scripting (XSS) attacks,” educating us
to update the library appropriately.

OWASP ZAP
OWASP Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP) is an open source tool that does DAST on a
deployed application. It uses preconfigured automated scripts as attacks on the appli‐
cation to expose a known set of vulnerabilities. ZAP essentially operates as a man-in-
the-middle tool between the browser and the application; it sniffs the messages
exchanged between them to detect known vulnerabilities and modifies them in order
to perform various attacks. This makes it easier for teams new to security fundamen‐
tals to find security issues easily. In addition, ZAP has an exhaustive list of configura‐
tions and add-ons to support multiple functionalities, enabling security professionals
to add advanced scripts. There is good documentation to explore these options. ZAP
can be integrated with other tools like Selenium, making it easier to run in CI as well.

Let’s get hands-on with ZAP now.

Setup
To install ZAP on macOS, use the following command:

$ brew install cask owasp-zap

Use the installation binaries from the official website for other OSs.

Workflow
Once the installation is done, you should be able to open the ZAP desktop UI, as seen
in Figure 7-9. (On a Mac, you may have to give permission to open the app since it’s
not from the App Store.)
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Figure 7-9. The ZAP Desktop UI

The first step is to educate ZAP about the internal application URLs and the UI com‐
ponents so that it can attack them later. You can do this in two ways: by using the
Manual Explore option that can be seen in Figure 7-9, or by using the ZAP Spider.

Manual Explore.    To manually explore an application, click the Manual Explore button
in the ZAP Desktop UI. A new screen will open, as seen in Figure 7-10, asking you to
enter the application URL.

Do not use this tool on a public website. It is illegal to conduct
security testing on a website without authorization.
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Figure 7-10. ZAP Manual Explore option

OWASP gives us a guinea pig website, the OWASP Juice Shop, that we can use to
learn about security testing. I’ve used this URL. ZAP allows us to explore using both
Firefox and Chrome; choose one. Once the browser opens the application, manually
walk through the user flow once. ZAP will scan the application in the background
and record the relevant details.

Notice the Enable HUD checkbox in Figure 7-10. A Heads Up Display (HUD) is a
browser overlay that is displayed on top of your application. This is a provision given
by ZAP to avoid the need to toggle between the desktop ZAP UI and the browser
during attacks. If you have enabled it, you will see the HUD on top of the Juice Shop
website, as in Figure 7-11 (the panels on the left and right).
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Figure 7-11. The HUD on the Juice Shop website

As you explore the site manually, you’ll see that the Sites icon in the right panel gath‐
ers the site tree, and the History tab at the bottom lists the URLs visited. ZAP will use
these details later when it actively attacks the application.

ZAP Spider.    The ZAP Spider removes the burden of manually exploring the website.
It automatically crawls the site using Selenium WebDriver and gathers all the applica‐
tion URLs and UI components. The simple Spider (the gray icon under Sites on the
right) might not be able to navigate JavaScript components, but the AJAX Spider (the
red icon) can. You can use both to completely explore the application.
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Scanning.    As the ZAP Spider navigates through the application gathering informa‐
tion, it does passive scanning in the background. ZAP also does another type of scan‐
ning called an active scan, where it attacks the application! Try them now:

• Passive scanning involves reading the messages exchanged between the browser
and the web application and inspecting them for vulnerabilities—the messages
are not modified (i.e., attacked). This scanning is done automatically, so you will
see alerts being shown in the right and left panels when the ZAP Spider is crawl‐
ing. The alerts are prioritized based on severity (high, medium, and low) and
grouped under red, orange, and yellow flags, as seen in Figure 7-11. On clicking
those flags, you can see the details of the respective vulnerabilities. Also, the ZAP
Desktop UI will have detailed logs. For example, a passive scan found a private IP
address exposed in the Juice Shop website, as seen in Figure 7-12.

Figure 7-12. Passive scanning results in the ZAP Desktop UI

• During active scanning ZAP attacks the application by intercepting the requests,
modifying them, and bouncing them back and forth, checking for known vulner‐
abilities like SQL injection and many more. Click on the fourth icon from the top
in the right-side panel of the HUD (below the red spider) to trigger an active
scan. You will immediately see ZAP navigating through the website page by page,
mimicking different attacks. The scan takes a while; once it’s complete, you can
see the vulnerabilities found under the colored flags. Figure 7-13 shows a SQL
injection vulnerability found on the Juice Shop website.
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Figure 7-13. A SQL injection vulnerability found in during an active scan

That’s how simple ZAP makes DAST for all software teams: just open the application
in the ZAP UI, use the spiders to perform a passive scan, and trigger an active scan!

Integrating ZAP with CI.    Now that ZAP has provided you with a list of all the vulnera‐
bilities in the application, you need to analyze them and decide which ones to fix.
This takes a lot of time and expertise. It’s advisable to do this exercise continuously
instead of leaving this work to pile up at the end—what better option than integrating
with CI to get continuous feedback?

As mentioned previously, the active scan can take a long time to
complete, depending on your application (sometimes even hours).
In that case, you can choose to integrate it with CI as a nightly
regression stage or include a manual trigger that you can use for
every user story.
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To integrate with CI, ZAP provides APIs such as the following:

• zap.urlopen(target) to open the application
• zap.spider.scan(target) to trigger the ZAP Spider and do passive scanning
• zap.ascan.scan(target) to trigger an active scan
• zap.core.alerts() to print the results found

You can use these APIs in a simple JavaScript or Python script to perform the scans
and integrate with CI using the ZAP CLI.

Alternatively, you can embed the ZAP APIs within your Selenium WebDriver func‐
tional tests and run them like typical functional tests in the CI pipeline. WebDriver
can also help ZAP to log in to the website, which it might not be able to do on its
own. Example 7-3 shows a sample test that scans the application and fails if there are
vulnerabilities. Note that you should add appropriate waits, depending on your appli‐
cation’s scan time.

Example 7-3. ZAP scan as part of Selenium tests

@Test
public void testSecurityVulnerabilities() throws Exception {

    zapScanner = new ZAProxyScanner(ZAP_PROXYHOST, ZAP_PROXYPORT, ZAP_APIKEY);
    login.loginAsUser();

    // Step 1- Spider the app using ZAP API 
    zapSpider.spider(BASE_URL)

    // Step 2 - Enable passive scanning
    zapScanner.setEnablePassiveScan(true);

    // Step 3 -Start Active scan. Add wait methods.
    zapScanner.scan(BASE_URL);

    // Step 4 - Log the alerts and assert the count of alerts
    List<Alert> alerts = filterAlerts(zapScanner.getAlerts());
    logAlerts(alerts);
    assertThat(alerts.size(), equalTo(0));
}

ZAP produces HTML reports of the vulnerabilities, as seen in Figure 7-14, that can
be saved as output artifacts in CI.
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Figure 7-14. ZAP HTML report

Lastly, if you’re using GitHub Actions for your CI/CD, you have an easy option to
integrate ZAP using the predefined OWASP ZAP Baseline Scan and OWASP ZAP
Full Scan Actions. As their names suggest, they perform the ZAP scan and also add
the issues to GitHub.

Beyond those discussed here, ZAP has many other helpful features that enable vari‐
ous kinds of exploratory security testing on the application. A few are listed here:

• ZAP can use OpenAPI specifications to do security testing on APIs.
• It has a feature called Breaks that will help you insert specific test data into a

request and observe the behavior. For example, to test if the API validates the
input parameters for SQL injection, you can use the Break feature.

• It allows replaying a request in the browser.
• There is on option to highlight specific hidden keywords in the HTML.
• It has a feature to disclose all hidden input fields in the application.
• There are add-ons with prewritten scripts crafted by experts which can be used to

play specific types of attacks if needed.

Overall, ZAP is an excellent tool to try and can teach you many things about security.

Additional Testing Tools
A few more tools that aid in SAST and manual exploratory security testing are dis‐
cussed here to give a broader perspective on security-related tools that can be adop‐
ted during the software delivery cycle.
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Snyk IDE Plug-in
The Snyk JetBrains IDE plug-in combines both SCA and SAST capabilities. It is
entirely free and can be used with any of the JetBrains IDEs (e.g., IntelliJ IDEA, Web‐
Storm, PyCharm). The biggest advantage is that it is so close to development and a
prominent shift left. You can trigger scans to check for vulnerabilities in both applica‐
tion code and their dependencies while the code is being developed. Figure 7-15
shows the results of such a scan displayed in the bottom panel of the IntelliJ IDE. You
can see that Snyk has highlighted an “Information disclosure” vulnerability in the
application code. It also shows remediation options to fix the vulnerabilities it finds,
making it easier for developers to build security in.

Figure 7-15. Snyk IDE plug-in example scan results

Snyk also comes as a CLI option, but only with SCA capabilities to be integrated with
CI. The company also provides a suite of other security-related services as paid
options.

Talisman Pre-Commit Hook
Talisman, an open source tool, scans your application code for secrets and sensitive
information (such as passwords, SSH keys, tokens, etc.) when you commit to the ver‐
sion control system and raises alerts when it finds them. This is very helpful in pre‐
venting development teams from committing secrets by accident. You can configure
it either as a pre-commit hook or a pre-push hook. Example 7-4 shows a sample scan
result when trying to commit code using Git.
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Example 7-4. Talisman sample scan results

$ git commit
Talisman Report:
+----------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+
|     FILE       |                              ERRORS                              |
+----------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+
| sampleCode.pem | The filename "sampleCode.pem"                                    |
|                | failed checks against the                                        |
|                | pattern ^.+\.pem$                                                |
+----------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+
| sampleCode.pem | Expected file not to contain hex-encoded texts such as:          |
|                | awsSecretKey=                                                    |
|                | c99e0c79ddcf5ddb02f1274db2d973f363f4f553ab1692d8d203b4cc09692f79 |
+----------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+

Talisman has identified the presence of awsSecretKey in the application code. With
bots crawling GitHub repositories looking for secrets, as discussed earlier, this is an
important tool that you should add to your repertoire.

Chrome DevTools and Postman
For performing manual exploratory security testing around functional use cases, such
as the different test cases that result from a threat modeling exercise, Chrome Dev‐
Tools and Postman are pretty handy. We discussed Postman’s features at length in
Chapter 2. Postman also enables you to do security-related exploratory testing such
as configuring auth tokens as part of API requests, as seen in Figure 7-16. You can use
this feature to test scenarios like tampered-with and expired access tokens.

Figure 7-16. Postman access token setup

Similarly, the Security tab in Chrome DevTools, as seen in Figure 7-17, tells you
whether the page is properly served over HTTPS or not. It also highlights when
resources from third-party sites are not served securely, as this can potentially lead to
man-in-the-middle attacks.
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Figure 7-17. The Security tab in Chrome DevTools

With the security testing tools we’ve explored here, it should be clear now that secu‐
rity testing can be embedded within the software development cycle and needn’t be
the sole responsibility of expert pen testers. Shift-left security testing will help prevent
your team from facing major security issues later.

Perspectives: Security Is a Habit
One of my observations from experience is that no matter how much effort we pour
into the various activities discussed in this chapter trying to create secure software,
unless we make security a habit, we might still leave unexpected weak links in our
applications that could be exploited. In fact, several common practices in software
teams could easily lead to a security compromise. For example, have you thought
about the security aspects of the tools that you use to assist in development and test‐
ing? Do any of them store project data in the vendor’s private cloud? Are you leaving
the architecture diagram of the project with environment details in an online portal?
Did you share the production system credentials with all your team members? If so,
did you share them in Slack in plain text? Many such simple acts could easily result in
a compromise.

Therefore, making security a habit is the only way forward. It’s the same as how we
look at food before eating it or notice when someone is following us. We do those
checks unconsciously and naturally. Similarly, we, as software teams, should train
ourselves to make security an unconscious and natural habit. We can start by ques‐
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tioning ourselves on a daily basis about whether any of the simple, unintentional,
harmless acts we are performing could result in a security breach!

Key Takeaways
Here are the key takeaways from this chapter:

• Cybercrimes in the digital era are more prevalent than you might think, with
annual revenues expected to surpass $10 trillion in just a few years.

• Real-life examples of attacks show that all sorts of digital platforms are hacked
with the intention to steal money, private data, infrastructure, and so on. So,
clearly, security is no longer just a “nice-to-have” feature.

• Security measures must be built into the application throughout the software
development lifecycle, from analysis to testing, in order to achieve the goal of
building strong, impenetrable systems.

• The STRIDE model gives a structured lens through which explore security
threats for an application, which can be applied to perform threat modeling.

• Threat modeling exercises should be done frequently with the entire team for
small portions of application functionality, such as a user story or a feature.
Threat modeling should result in creating abuser stories and security-related test
cases.

• Deploy shift-left security testing strategies using various types of automated secu‐
rity testing tools (SAST, SCA, DAST, etc.) , as well as manual exploratory and
functional automated testing.

• With the availability of accessible automated security testing tools, software
teams don’t have to wait for penetration testing as the only way to get feedback
on security issues.

• Most importantly, make security a habit.
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CHAPTER 8

Performance Testing

Time is money!
—Benjamin Franklin

We’ve all experienced it: sometimes our favorite websites suddenly become as slow as
sloths, leaving us wondering, “Is there a problem with my internet?” Remember wait‐
ing an eternity during the Cyber Monday sales for a website to load? Or staring at the
loading icon waiting for train tickets to show up when you are dying to book your
Christmas vacation? Or being left hanging on the booking page for a blockbuster
movie? Poor website performance in cases like these can cause us as customers to feel
intense frustration.

If you want to save your application’s end users from such frustrations, you have to
continuously measure and work to improve its performance. This chapter aims to
equip you with the essentials you need for measuring or testing web performance—
specifically, we’ll cover topics like performance KPIs, API performance testing, front‐
end performance testing, and shift-left performance testing. You will also get a chance
to try both frontend and API performance testing hands-on as part of this chapter’s
exercises.

Because performance testing is such a large topic and must be done both on the back‐
end and the frontend, this chapter is structured a little differently from the previous
ones. You’ll find all the familiar sections here, but split into two halves. We’ll start by
covering everything you need to know to get up to speed with backend performance
testing, including exercises and additional tools. Once that’s done, we’ll shift our
attention to frontend performance testing. A global strategy for shift-left performance
testing is presented toward the end of the chapter.
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Backend Performance Testing Building Blocks
Let’s first take a look at why performance is so critical to a business’s success. Here,
we’ll explore factors that affect an application’s performance, key indicators of a web
application’s performance, and ways to measure them.

Performance, Sales, and Weekends Off Are Correlated!
We spoke about customers becoming frustrated because of application performance
at the beginning of the chapter. We need to understand what that might lead to. How
much can a few seconds’ delay really matter? In fact, there is a quantitative indicator
that provides a measure of the effect of page load times on customer behavior. The
bounce rate is a measure of the percentage of customers that leave a website after
viewing just one page.

Among all the potential factors that might increase the bounce rate, website perfor‐
mance has been shown to be the major contributor. Statistics published by Google
(see Table 8-1) show the correlation between page load time and user bounce rates.
The data confirms that with every additional second’s delay, businesses lose custom‐
ers to their competitors.

Table 8-1. Google statistics correlating page load time and bounce rates

Page load time Increases the probability of bounce by
1–3 seconds 32%
1–5 seconds 90%
1–6 seconds 106%
1–10 seconds 123%

And there’s more—Google’s search engine optimization (SEO) algorithms rank
slower websites lower, which means if your website is not performing enough, it will
get pushed further down into the abyss! For its own website, Google aims for a load
time of under a half-second, and it recommends 2 seconds as the maximum for
acceptable website performance.

Losing customers translates to losing sales, and businesses can pay a very heavy price
for performance failures. For example, in 2018, Amazon faced an estimated loss of
$72–99 million when its website failed to handle the traffic for its Prime Day event.
Lousy performance can also lead to a loss of reputation for the brand, especially in a
world where, thanks to social media, bad reviews can spread so rapidly.

On the flip side, a slight increase in performance can result in significant improve‐
ments in sales. For instance, in 2016, the Trainline, a train operating company in the
UK, reduced its average page load time by 0.3 s, and revenue increased by £8 million
($11 million) a year. Similarly, frontend-as-a-service provider Mobify observed that
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every 100 ms decrease in load time for its home page increased conversions at a rate
that translated to an annual revenue boost of $380,000. The correlation between sales
and performance makes it clear that the first step to improving sales for an online
business is to look at its application’s performance. This means we, as software teams,
need to build and test for performance early and frequently—i.e., shift our perfor‐
mance testing to the left.

One of my primary motivations to focus on website performance early is straightfor‐
ward: I love my weekends and want to spend them relaxing. Since performance issues
can be very costly, as you’ll have observed from the earlier examples, and directly
affect the brand reputation, when they occur in production software development
teams usually are placed under high pressure to fix them ASAP. So, if you do not
incorporate performance testing early and often during the software development
lifecycle, you can expect to pay for it later by working on weekends (and long hours)
to fix the performance issues that arise!

Simple Performance Goals
Performance, in simple terms, can be thought of as the ability of an application to
serve large numbers of concurrent users without significant degradation in its behav‐
ior compared to when it is serving only a single user. That is, the performance must
not degrade beyond a point that is acceptable to the end users. So, to test for perfor‐
mance, first you need to determine the expected number of peak-time users for your
application, then you need to verify that the application’s performance under that
level of load remains acceptable.

What constitutes acceptable performance is largely dependent on the limits of human
perception. According to web usability and human–computer interaction researcher
Jakob Nielsen, when the response time of the site is less than about 0.1 second, the
user feels the behavior is instantaneous. With response times of 0.2 to 1 second, they
perceive the delay but still feel that they are in control of the navigation on the web‐
site. Beyond this, they feel the UI is sluggish and lose the sense of flow in performing
their desired task. As we saw earlier, Google’s research shows that with delays beyond
3 seconds you are at risk of losing the majority of your customers, and they recom‐
mend keeping the page load time at less than 2 seconds.

These are your performance goals. To achieve such good results, a lot of infrastruc‐
ture tuning and code optimization needs to happen in many iterations before your
application goes live—yet another reason to adopt a shift-left performance testing
strategy!

Factors Affecting Application Performance
Achieving the performance goals laid out in the previous section is not that straight‐
forward—if it were, businesses wouldn’t have lost so much money due to perfor‐
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mance issues. There are many factors in an application that affect performance,
including those listed here:

Architecture design
Architecture design plays a vital role in the performance of a website. For
instance, when the responsibilities of the web services are not properly compart‐
mented, numerous calls will have to be made to different services from the UI,
delaying the response time. Similarly, when appropriate caching mechanisms are
not implemented at the right levels, website performance will be affected.

Choice of tech stack
Different layers of the application need different sets of tools. These tools may fail
to work together coherently, affecting the overall performance. To give just one
example of the kinds of interactions you need to consider, the choice of language
(e.g., Java, Ruby, Go, Python) can have a perceptible impact on AWS Lambda
cold startup time.

Code complexity
Complex or poorly written code (think complicated algorithms, long operations,
missing or duplicate validations, etc.) often leads to performance issues. Consider
the case where a search is done with an empty string. What would be optimal is
for the search endpoint to do some simple input data validation and fail the
request quickly. Failing this, the service will search the database and then return
an error, delaying the response time unnecessarily.

Database choice and design
Databases play a key role in application performance. There are various types of
databases, as discussed in Chapter 5. If your application requires very high per‐
formance, choosing a suitable database type and properly organizing the data
inside it will be critical. For instance, storing the details of a single purchase order
across multiple tables will require consolidation and delay the retrieval of the
final order. Structuring the data properly with performance in mind is essential.

Network latency
The central nervous system for any application is the network. All the compo‐
nents in an application communicate internally via some kind of network. So,
ensuring good connectivity between components is crucial, be it within the same
datacenter or across multiple datacenters. Further, end users around the globe
will interact with the application using their own networks (2G, 3G, 4G, WiFi).
The quality of those networks is outside the control of software teams, but
designing the application to cater to users with weak network connectivity is
within their purview. A good UX design avoiding heavy images and substantial
data transfers is important for boosting application performance for all users.
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Geolocation of the application and users
If the users of your website are only from a particular region, then having the
website hosted physically close to that region will reduce the number of network
hops and hence the latency. For example, if the website is for European custom‐
ers but is hosted in Singapore, connecting to the system will require multiple to-
and-fro network hops; hosting it somewhere in Europe will improve
performance for end users. Conversely, if the website intends to serve customers
around the world, there should be a strategy to replicate it in different hosting
locations (or use content delivery networks [CDNs]). If you use cloud infrastruc‐
ture, you should remember to request machines that are physically closer to your
intended customers—a common mistake is using infrastructure that is closer to
the development team’s location.

Infrastructure
Infrastructure is the skeleton that supports all the muscles of a system. The power
of your infrastructure, in terms of CPU, memory, etc., will directly impact the
system’s ability to take the load. Designing infrastructure to deliver a high-
performing system is an art in itself. Infrastructure engineers continuously col‐
lect the results of the performance tests as one of the parameters to plan the
infrastructure needs of the application.

Third-party integrations
When there are integrations with third-party components, the application is
dependent on those components’ performance. Any latency in a third-party com‐
ponent will eventually add to the latency of the application itself. For example, as
discussed in Chapter 3, a typical retail application integrates with many external
services, such as vendors’ product information management systems, warehouse
management systems, etc., and in such cases, choosing high-performing compo‐
nents is vital.

During performance testing, you should consider all of these factors in order to simu‐
late real-world test cases. For instance, you need to set up a performance testing envi‐
ronment that is very similar to the production environment in terms of network,
infrastructure, geolocation, etc. Otherwise, you may not have an accurate measure of
performance!

Key Performance Indicators
Measuring or testing an application’s performance involves capturing a set of quanti‐
tative key performance indicators (KPIs). Measuring these continuously throughout
the development cycle will help the team to course-correct earlier and with less effort.
As a general rule, the KPIs you should monitor are:
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Response time
Response time refers to the time taken by the application to answer a query by
the user—for example, the exact time taken to show the results of a product
search query to the customer. As we saw earlier, the expected response time for
web applications is at most 3 seconds; beyond this, they risk losing the majority
of customers. Note that 3 s is the delay experienced by the end user, and thus
includes both the API response time and the time taken by the frontend to load
the page fully.

Concurrency/throughput
Websites may be accessed by numerous users from across the globe at any given
point in time. Indeed, some high-speed applications such as stock exchange sites
cater to millions of transactions per second. Establishing that the application can
support a given volume of users within the acceptable limits at a given point in
time is referred to as measuring concurrency. For example, you might want to val‐
idate that the application can respond within 3 seconds to 500 concurrent users.

Although “concurrent users” is a term commonly used by businesses and soft‐
ware teams, when we think from the system’s perspective, it receives various
requests from end users and other components, which are queued and selected
for processing one after the other by parallel threads. Hence, from its perspective
using the number of concurrent users as an indicator doesn’t sit well. Instead, a
better indicator to measure is the throughput. Throughput measures the number
of requests the system can support during an interval of time.

To understand this better, consider the analogy of cars crossing a very short
bridge over a river. Let’s say there are four car lanes. Assuming traffic is flowing
smoothly, each car may be able to cross the bridge in a few hundred milliseconds.
So, in a second, the total number of cars crossing the bridge will be 30 to 40. This
value of 30–40 cars per second is the throughput.

Concurrency and throughput are both helpful in server capacity planning and
are often used in different contexts to make impactful decisions.

Availability
Availability is a measure of the system’s ability to respond to the end users within
the same acceptable limits over a given continuous period. Typically, websites are
expected to be available 24/7 except for planned maintenance. Availability is an
essential criterion to test because an application might perform well for the first
half-hour, but responses could degrade over time due to memory leakage, over‐
consumption of the infrastructure’s capacity by parallel batch jobs, and many
other unpredictable reasons.

Now that we’ve discussed the KPIs, let’s take a look at how to measure them.
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Types of Performance Tests
To measure KPIs, you need to specifically design your performance tests in a certain
fashion. The following list describes three common types of performance tests:

Load/volume tests
As discussed earlier, concurrency or throughput is measured to validate that the
application can serve the expected volume of users in an acceptable time. For
instance, suppose you want the search functionality to respond within 2 seconds
for a volume of 300 users. A performance test to simulate this volume of users
and validate whether the application meets the expected target response time is
called a volume test or load test. You may have to repeat such tests multiple times
to observe consistency and measure the average to benchmark the application.

Stress tests
A commonly observed behavior is that an application’s performance starts
degrading as more users are stressing it. For example, it may perform within
acceptable limits for X users, but beyond X users it starts to respond with delays,
and finally, at X+n users, it responds with errors. You need the exact measure of
these figures. This measure will be used in planning the infrastructure when scal‐
ing the application to new regions, or during events such as sales. The perfor‐
mance test will be designed to slowly increase the load on the application in small
steps beyond the volume test limits, to determine precisely the point at which it
responds with errors. This process of stressing the system to find the breaking
point is called stress testing.

Soak tests
When the application runs with the expected volume of users for a while, there
may be a degradation in response time due to infrastructure issues, memory
leakage, or other issues. Performance tests designed to keep the application under
a constant volume of load for an extended period and observe the behavior are
called soak tests.

While designing all of these tests, an important point is to keep them realistic and
avoid overloading the application with extreme situations that may never occur. For
instance, not all users will log in to the application at the exact same instant. A more
realistic use case will be users logging in gradually, with gaps of a few milliseconds in
between. This delay between the start of the test and the time when all the virtual
users are considered to be connected is called the ramp-up time. Your test cases
should include such a practical design; for example, you might plan to ramp up 100
users in 1 minute.

Furthermore, users aren’t robots capable of logging in, searching for a product, and
completing a purchase within milliseconds—but performance test cases might be
designed that way unintentionally. In reality, users take at least a few seconds to think
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between actions and typically take minutes to complete a transaction like buying a
product after logging in. This is called the think time in performance testing terms.
You need to include appropriate think time in your test cases and spread the user
actions apart by a few seconds or minutes. Related to think time is another concept
called pacing, which defines the time between transactions (not user actions). In real
life, users could initiate transactions again after some time. So, if you’re expecting
1,000 transactions per hour during peak-hour sales, you can spread the transactions
over the hour by configuring the pacing time. These three attributes must be tuned
wisely to measure an application’s performance realistically.

Types of Load Patterns
We spoke about the different types of performance tests used to measure KPIs in the
previous section. These performance tests translate to generating different load pat‐
terns on the application, using the attributes we just discussed: the ramp-up time,
think time, number of concurrent users, and pacing. We’ll discuss some commonly
tested load patterns in this section:

Steady ramp-up pattern
In the steady ramp-up pattern (illustrated in Figure 8-1), the users are steadily
ramped up within a given period, and then the load is maintained constantly for
a sustained period to measure performance. This is a very common pattern in
real-world scenarios—for example, the Black Friday sales—where the users grad‐
ually but steadily come to the application and stay there for a while before drop‐
ping out steadily.

Figure 8-1. Steady ramp-up of users

Step ramp-up pattern
With the step ramp-up pattern (Figure 8-2), users are ramped up in batches peri‐
odically—for example, 100 users every 2 minutes. Observing and measuring the
application’s performance for each step count of users will help benchmark the
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application for different loads. The step ramp-up pattern is useful in performance
tuning and infrastructure capacity planning.

Benchmarking is measuring the average response time from
repeated runs.

Figure 8-2. Step ramp-up of users

Peak-rest pattern
The peak-rest pattern (Figure 8-3) is when the system is ramped up to reach peak
load and then ramped down to complete rest in repeated cycles. This scenario
can be observed in some applications like social networking sites, where the peak
comes and goes in cycles over the course of a day.

Figure 8-3. Peak-rest load pattern

Performance testing tools lend a hand in generating these patterns easily, as we shall
see later in the chapter.
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1 For more on this idea, see Scott Barber’s white paper “Get Performance Requirements Right—Think Like a
User”.

Performance Testing Steps
Now that we’ve discussed the KPIs, performance test types, and load patterns, the
next step is to walk through the steps of a performance testing exercise. This will help
you plan the time and capacity needed for performance testing in your project.

Step1: Define the target KPIs
The first step is defining the target KPIs based on business needs. The best way to
start thinking about the target numbers is to consider them qualitatively, and then
translate them into numbers.1 For instance, qualitative thinking about performance
could lead to goals such as:

• The application should be able to scale to one more new country.
• The application should perform better than its competitor X.
• The new version of the application should perform better than the previous ver‐

sion.

These qualitative goals naturally lead toward the next steps. If the goal is to do better
than the last version of the application, you need to measure the performance of the
earlier version and see if your current numbers are better. Similarly, if you know the
competitor’s performance numbers, you need to validate that your numbers are better
than theirs.

Business folks tend to call out performance numbers that may not
reflect the actual usage pattern. Always derive the target KPIs from
data:

• If there is an existing application, analyze the production data
to arrive at KPIs and load patterns.

• If you are building a new application, ask for competitors’
data.

• If the application is completely new with no reference data, use
data around country-wide internet usage, probable peak dura‐
tion, etc., to work out your target KPIs.

Step 2: Define the test cases
The second step is to describe the test cases using the load patterns and the perfor‐
mance test type semantics. Your test cases should mandatorily cover measuring the
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availability, throughput, and response time of all the critical endpoints in the applica‐
tion. The performance test cases will subsequently reveal the test data setup needed to
run the test cases. At the end of the day, you may only need a handful of performance
test cases, unlike with the functional test cases.

Step 3: Prepare the performance testing environment
As mentioned earlier, the performance testing environment should be as close to the
production environment as possible so that you can get realistic results. This will also
help you identify any performance bottlenecks in the environment configurations.

Here is a sample checklist for achieving this goal, which you can adapt to your cir‐
cumstances:

• The respective tiers/components should be deployed in a similar fashion.
• The machine configurations (number of CPUs, memory capacity, OS version,

etc.) should be similar.
• The machines should be hosted in the same geolocation in the cloud.
• Network bandwidth between machines should be similar.
• Application configurations like rate limiting should be precisely the same.
• If there will be batch jobs running in the background, those should be in place. If

there are emails to be sent, those systems should be in place too.
• Load balancers, if any, should be in place.
• Third-party software should be available at least in a mocked capacity.

Setting up a production-like environment for testing is often challenging due to the
additional costs involved, although cloud provisions are cheaper. You may need to
have a cost vs. value conversation with the business stakeholders. If you don’t win that
battle, prepare to make meaningful trade-offs on certain parts of the performance
environment setup and make it clear to the respective stakeholders that because of
those concessions the performance numbers measured might not be foolproof.

A best practice is to request that the performance testing environ‐
ment be set up alongside the QA environment right at the begin‐
ning of the project so it’s available when you need it.

Apart from the performance testing environment, you also need a separate machine
to be the test runner—i.e., to run the performance tests. Plan to have individual test
runners hosted in different geolocations (this is possible with cloud providers) to
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observe the respective performance behaviors with network latencies from multiple
countries, if your application is intended to serve a global audience.

Step 4: Prepare the test data
Just as the performance testing environment should be as similar as possible to the
production environment, the test data should be as reflective as possible of the pro‐
duction data. The performance numbers that you will measure will greatly depend on
the test data quality, and hence this is a critical step. An ideal situation would be to
use actual production data after anonymizing any sensitive user information, as it will
reflect the actual database size and data complexity. However, this may not be possi‐
ble due to security concerns in certain situations. In such cases, prepare test data that
closely mimics the production data.

A few pointers when creating production-like data are:

• Estimate the size of the production database (e.g., 1 GB or 1 TB) and set up
scripts to populate the test data. It may be necessary to clean and repopulate the
test data for every test run, so having the test data creation and cleanup scripts
will be crucial.

• Create a variety of test data similar to what is observed in production. Instead of
“Shirt1,” “Shirt2,” etc., use actual production-like values such as “Van Heusen
Olive Green V-Neck Tshirt.”

• Populate a fair share of erroneous values, like addresses with spelling mistakes,
blank spaces, etc., that might represent actual user inputs.

• Have a similar distribution of data across factors like age, country, etc.
• Depending on the test cases, you may have to create a lot of unique data like

unique credit card numbers, login credentials, etc., to run volume tests with con‐
current users.

Yes, preparing the test data can be a tedious job! These activities need to be planned
well ahead of time in the release cycle. It’s impossible to squeeze this in later as an
afterthought, and if you try to do so the test data might not be of good quality, result‐
ing in inaccurate performance numbers.

Step 5: Integrate APM tools
The next step is to integrate application performance monitoring (APM) tools (e.g.,
New Relic, Dynatrace, Datadog) so that you can see how the system behaved during
the performance tests. These tools greatly help in debugging any performance issues.
For instance, requests may fail during performance test runs due to insufficient mem‐
ory in the machine, and the APM tools will expose such issues easily.
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Step 6: Script and run the performance tests using tools
The last step is to script the performance test cases using tools and run them against the
performance testing environment. There are many tools you can use to script and run
your performance test cases with a single click and also integrate them with CI to help
you shift left. JMeter, Gatling, k6, and Apache Benchmark (ab) are some of the popular
kids in this playground. In addition to these open source tools, there are also commer‐
cial cloud-hosted tools like BlazeMeter, NeoLoad, and others. Some of these tools pro‐
vide simple user interfaces to configure the performance tests and don’t require coding.
You can get test run reports with graphs, while commercial tools even offer a dash‐
board view. An exercise to create test scripts using JMeter and integrate them with CI is
included in the following section.

Performance test runs may take anywhere from a few minutes to a
few hours, depending on the test. To get an idea of how long yours
will take, you may want to do a dry run of the scripts with a smaller
user count before starting the full-fledged test run.

Those are the six steps in performance testing—we’ll apply them as part of an exercise
in the next section. The key to successfully executing all the steps in your project is to
plan capacity for them adequately, as mentioned earlier. While planning, also include
time and capacity to collect test run reports, debug and fix performance issues, and
do server capacity tuning. That will complete the entire performance testing cycle!

Exercises
Now, we’ll take the example of an online library management application and navi‐
gate through the performance testing steps. For convenience, we’ll keep the features
of the library management application simple. It has two types of users: the admins,
who can add and delete books, and customers, who can view all the books and search
for a book by its ID. The respective REST APIs are /addBook, /deleteBooks, /books,
and /viewBookByID.

Step 1: Define the Target KPIs
To arrive at the target KPIs for the library application, assume we got the following
data from the business and the in-house marketing team:

• They are campaigning aggressively for launch in two European cities and expect
100,000 unique users to join in the first year.

• They have a study that says users spend 10 minutes on average searching for
books, viewing similar books, etc., in a single session.
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• The study also said that a typical user might borrow a book twice every month on
average. Hence, they expect users to access the site twice a month.

• In Europe, the users are active on the internet between 10 a.m. and 10 p.m. (12
hours) daily.

With that data, we can calculate the following:

• Total users accessing the site monthly = 100,000 users * 2 accesses per month =
200,000 monthly users

• Average users per day = 200,000 monthly users ÷ 30 days per month = 6,667
daily users. (Note that there could be more users on weekends than weekdays,
but we are calculating average daily users.)

• Average users per hour = 6,667 average daily users ÷ 12 hours per day = 555
hourly users. (Similarly, there could be more hourly users at some times of the
day than others, such as at midday or in the evening.)

• To allow for peaks, we can be generous and round up to 1,000 hourly users.
• Each user uses the website for a session time of 10 minutes, which is 0.166667

hours.
• Number of concurrent users = 1,000 peak hourly users * 0.166 = 166 concurrent

users.
• Assuming each user makes at least 5 requests (searching for books and viewing

the book list) in a 10-minute session, the system will have to support 5 * 1,000
hourly users = 5,000 requests per hour.

Based on the calculations, these are our target KPIs:

• For 166 concurrent users, the system should respond within 3 seconds.
• System throughput has to support 5,000 requests per hour.

We should get consensus with the client management team on these numbers before
we proceed. We can also probe the business to think beyond the first year and check
again for target numbers.

This is only a sample calculation to give an idea of how to work out
target KPIs. As mentioned earlier, the first place to dig is the exist‐
ing application’s production data or a competitor’s data, which will
give a more accurate picture of KPIs and load patterns.
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Step 2: Define the Test Cases
Now that we know the target KPIs, we can define appropriate performance test cases
based on the library application’s features. Recalling the factors we discussed earlier,
the test cases for our application could include:

• Benchmark the response times for all four endpoints: /addBook, /delete
Books, /viewBookById, and /books.

• Volume test the customer-facing endpoints with 166–200 concurrent users—i.e.,
the /viewBookById and /books endpoints should respond in less than 3 seconds
with 166 concurrent users. (Note that 3 seconds is inclusive of frontend perfor‐
mance, so you will have to assert with a lower boundary value specific to your
application for the endpoints.) Only the admins access the other two endpoints;
hence, volume testing may not be necessary for them.

• Stress test the customer-facing endpoints with ramp-up steps of 100 users and
find the breaking points.

• Validate the throughput of 5,000 requests per hour. The user flow for this test
case could be to view the book list, select a book and skim its description, then go
back to the book list page, select another book and read its description, and
return again to the book list page—in total, making five requests per user flow.
Include a think time of, say, 30 seconds between each of these actions, and
assume 45 users can continue doing this user flow for an hour. Ramp up the
users slowly over the first 10 minutes.

• Soak test for a continuous 12 hours to validate that the system is available to
users continuously. We could reuse the above throughput test design to run for
12 hours, too, if it is successful.

Steps 3–5: Prepare the Data, Environment, and Tools
For the sake of this exercise, I have developed a sample library application and hosted
it on Heroku. To complete the exercise yourself, you can create a stub (refer to “Wire‐
Mock” on page 37 for details on this) on your local machine for the /books endpoint,
as shown in Example 8-1, and configure it to return 50 books. Test it once after you
set it up.

Conducting high-volume load tests on public APIs can be consid‐
ered a DDoS attack; hence the need to create stubs for the exercise.
Alternatively, the various performance testing tools (such as JMeter
and Gatling) provide test sites that you can use to practice with
performance testing. Refer to their respective official sites to get the
test site URLs and hit the test sites only with the minimum prescri‐
bed load.
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Example 8-1. /books endpoint

GET: /books

Response:

Status Code: 200
Body:
[
{ "id": 1,
  "name": "Man's  search for meaning",
  "author": "Victor Frankl",
  "Language": "English",
  "isbn": "ABCD1234"
},
{ "id": 2,
  "name": "Thinking Fast and Slow",
  "author": "Daniel Kahneman",
  "Language": "English",
  "isbn": "UFGH1234"
}]

Step 6: Script the Test Cases and Run Them Using JMeter
JMeter is a popular performance testing tool. It is entirely open source and can inte‐
grate with CI and generate beautiful graph reports. It integrates with BlazeMeter, a
cloud-hosted performance analytics tool, if you want to be free from infrastructure
management tasks. JMeter is based on Java, and there is a community of active devel‐
opers who contribute to different valuable plug-ins. The figures in “Types of Load
Patterns” on page 222 were created using one of these plug-ins. There is good docu‐
mentation and tutorials on many use cases for beginners too. Let’s install the tool and
write some test scripts for our library application.

Setup
Follow these steps to set up JMeter:

1. Download the ZIP file from the official site and install it. Make sure your local
Java version is compatible. Also ensure the JAVA_HOME variable is set in your envi‐
ronment’s bash_profile.

2. To open the JMeter GUI, run the shell script jmeter.sh inside the folder /apache-
JMeter-version/bin from your terminal.

3. We will be using JMeter plug-ins as well. You can download the Plugins Manager
from the official site and place the JAR under /apache-JMeter-version/lib/ext.

4. Restart JMeter. You should then see Plugins Manager on the Options menu.
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Workflow
Use the steps described here to set up a basic JMeter test skeleton and add a simple
test to benchmark the response time of the /books endpoint:

1. Create a thread group from the JMeter GUI by right-clicking Test Plan in the left‐
hand pane and selecting Add → Threads (Users) → Thread Group. Name the
thread group ViewBooks. Configure the parameters as shown in Figure 8-4
(Number of Threads = 1, Ramp-up period = 0, Loop Count = 10) to record the
response times of the endpoint 10 different times and average them.

Figure 8-4. Thread group configuration to run one request 10 times

2. Add the HTTP Request sampler to configure the API’s parameters. Right-click
the thread group you just added in the left pane and select Add → Sampler →
HTTP Request. Enter the web server name, HTTP request type, and path (see
Figure 8-5). Name the sampler viewBooksRequest.

Figure 8-5. viewBooksRequest HTTP request configuration
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3. Add listeners, which will record every request and response during the test run.
Right-click the viewBooksRequest sampler and select Add → Listeners → View
Results Tree, then repeat the process but this time select the Aggregate Report 
listener.

4. Save the basic test skeleton. Then, to measure the response time, click the Run
button. The results will be available in the two listeners’ sections.

Click View Results Tree in the lefthand panel to view the output from this listener.
You will see the list of individual requests made by JMeter, with a success or failure
indication for each. JMeter takes the response status code 200 to mean success; other‐
wise, it considers the request a failed request. One point to note is that there can be
situations in your application where the service will return a 200 status code to indi‐
cate that the operation has been executed, but it may not have produced the intended
results. For example, the /addBook endpoint could return a 200 status code for dupli‐
cate books with a message indicating it is a duplicate. In such cases, you need to add
explicit assertions on the results (assertions, like listeners, are components of JMeter
too). The View Results Tree view will also show request and response data on clicking
each request for further debugging, as shown in Figure 8-6.

Figure 8-6. View Results Tree listener output

Similarly, when you click Aggregate Report, you will see a table with metrics like
average, median, throughput, etc. For the /books endpoint, the average response time
for 10 samples is 379 ms (see Figure 8-7), which suggests that the best-case response
time is 379 ms when the application is not under load.
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Figure 8-7. Aggregate Report view for the response time of the /books endpoint

The next step is to perform load testing on the /books endpoint with 166 concurrent
users and check the response time. JMeter offers many ways to configure different
load patterns. Here we’ll look at three simple options for configuring load on
the /books endpoint.

As we saw earlier, the thread group is a basic JMeter element under which you can
place different listeners and controllers. It can also be used to configure load parame‐
ters, such as the number of parallel threads, the length of the ramp-up period, and the
number of times the test should repeat. Earlier, you configured the ViewBooks thread
group to run the /books request in a loop 10 times in order to benchmark its
response time. Now, to conduct a volume test, you can change the parameters to Num
ber of Threads = 166, Ramp-up period = 0, Loop Count = 5. JMeter will spin
up 166 concurrent threads with no ramp-up time and loop 5 times to get the average
response time.

There’s also a handy plug-in that gives you access to additional types of thread groups
that are useful for configuring different load patterns, such as the step ramp-up pat‐
tern. Here, I’ll show you how to use the Concurrency Thread Group and Ultimate
Thread Group. We’ll start with the Concurrency Thread Group, which gives you a
concurrency controller for volume testing:

1. Select Options → Plugins Manager. Search for “Custom Thread Groups” on the
Available Plugins tab and install it.

2. Restart JMeter so the new thread group types are available.
3. Right-click Test Plan in the lefthand panel and select Add → Threads (Users) →

bzm → Concurrency Thread Group.
4. Configure the load parameters as shown in Figure 8-8 (Target Concurrency =

166, Ramp Up Time = 0.5, Hold Target Rate Time = 2). This tells JMeter to
ramp up 166 users in 30 seconds and hold each of them for 2 minutes in the sys‐
tem.

5. Add the HTTP Request sampler like before under this thread group, run the test,
and view the results in the listeners.
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Figure 8-8. Concurrency Thread Group to volume-test the /books endpoint

The Custom Thread Groups plug-in also provides an Ultimate Thread Group type
with additional features. For example, it allows you to tailor your load pattern by con‐
figuring the initial delay before the test run, the shutdown time after test run, and
more. To use an Ultimate Thread Group for volume testing:

1. Right-click Test Plan and select Add → Threads (Users) → jp@gc Ultimate
Thread Group.

2. Configure the load parameters as seen in Figure 8-9 (Start Threads Count =
166, Initial Delay = 0, Startup Time = 10, Hold Load For = 60, Shut

down Time = 10). This instructs JMeter to spin up 166 concurrent requests
within 10 seconds and hold the load for 1 minute, after which it will ramp down
the users within 10 seconds. You can add more rows as appropriate to generate
the peak-rest pattern here, too.

3. Add the HTTP Request sampler like before, run the test, and view the results.

Figure 8-9. Ultimate Thread Group to volume test the /books endpoint
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Figure 8-10 shows the results using the simple thread group option (the first option)
with 166 concurrent users and 0 ramp-up time, averaged over 5 loop counts: Average
= 801 ms, 90% Line = 1499 ms. In other words, 90% of 166 concurrent users get
their response back in ~1.5 s, and on average, all 166 concurrent users get their
response within 0.8 s. The average is lower because, as we can see from the table, the 
minimum time for some users to get a response was just 216 ms.

Figure 8-10. Volume test results for the /books endpoint

Designing other performance test cases
In the previous section, you explored different ways to distribute load using JMeter.
This experience of using the tool for volume testing is a great start and should allow
you to simulate other performance test cases like stress tests, soak tests, throughput
validation, and so on. To do stress testing, you can use a Concurrency Thread Group
to introduce load in steps of x users up to a maximum limit, running each step for a
given time. The objective here is to find the load at which the response time slows
down and ultimately results in errors.

To do soak testing, you can simulate constant load for an extended time using an
Ultimate Thread Group. To validate hourly throughput, use the Parallel Controller
plug-in to run multiple HTTP requests in parallel while pausing between requests
using Timer components, e.g., for setting the think time. There is also a Constant
Throughput timer, which can be used to fix the throughput at a constant value and
validate whether the application performs as expected; it automatically slows down
the number of requests made to the server by JMeter if it crosses the set throughput
value.

There are many more components in JMeter to help model application-specific use
cases. The If, Loop, and Random controllers enable you to include conditions in tests.
There are also provisions to feed in user credentials, if the application requires a
login, from an external source like a CSV file to perform volume testing. This is called
data-driven performance testing. You can also use this feature of JMeter to set up test 
data at the beginning of the test. We’ll look at an example next.
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Data-driven performance testing

Let’s say the /addBook endpoint in the library application takes a request body with
the book’s name, author, language, and ISBN. To create load on this endpoint, you
need to add unique books with every request. You can utilize the data-driven perfor‐
mance testing capabilities of JMeter to do this, as follows:

1. Create a CSV file with name, author, language, and isbn as keys. JMeter refers to
these keys while defining variable inputs. Add rows for 50 books. (You can do
this in Google Sheets and download it as a CSV file.)

2. In JMeter, add a thread group with an HTTP Request sampler for the /addBook
endpoint and set the Loop Count to 50.

3. To wire the CSV file to the HTTP Request sampler, right-click Thread Group and
select Add → Config Element → CSV Data Set Config. In the CSV Data Set Con‐
fig window (see Figure 8-11), specify the CSV file path and the variables to read
from the file.

Figure 8-11. Configuring CSV dataset input for data-driven testing

4. In the HTTP request body of the /addBook endpoint, use the variables as $
{variable_name} as seen in Figure 8-12. These variables can be referred to using
the same ${variable_name} notation wherever needed across JMeter tests.
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Figure 8-12. Referencing variables from the CSV file

This test can be run to create the test data before starting the performance tests.

Integrating into CI
The final step is to integrate the JMeter tests into your CI pipeline as a separate job
and shift performance testing to the left. It’s important to ensure that the performance
tests are run in complete isolation to get the right metrics. To integrate the tests with
CI, save them, locate the saved .jmx files, and run the following command:

$ jmeter -n -t <library.jmx> -l <log file> -e -o <Path to output folder>

You can also configure JMeter to provide exhaustive dashboard reports as needed
with further extensions.

As you can see, JMeter makes performance testing easier with a simple GUI to con‐
figure and run performance test cases.

Additional Testing Tools
There are several other performance testing tools that can help you script your per‐
formance test cases. These tools essentially provide varied handles to configure the
four key parameters to design load patterns (ramp-up time, think time, number of
concurrent users, and pacing). For instance, as we saw, JMeter offers a GUI, while
Gatling provides a domain-specific language and Apache Benchmark (ab) uses sim‐
ple command-line arguments. Let’s briefly get to know Gatling and ab as well.

Gatling
Gatling provides a Scala-based DSL to configure the load pattern. It’s an open source
tool with the option to record user flows. The tests can be integrated with CI pipe‐
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lines. If you’re game to explore Scala, this is a robust tool for simulating nuanced load
patterns. You can see a sample Scala script demonstrating how to induce load with
think time on our library management application’s /books API in Example 8-2.

Example 8-2. Sample Scala script for load testing

package perfTest

import scala.concurrent.duration._

import io.gatling.core.Predef._ 
import io.gatling.http.Predef._

class BasicSimulation extends Simulation { 

// Defining the HTTP request
  val httpProtocol = http
    .baseUrl("https://library.herokuapp.com/")
    .acceptHeader("text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8")
    .doNotTrackHeader("1")
    .acceptLanguageHeader("en-US,en;q=0.5")
    .acceptEncodingHeader("gzip, deflate")
    .userAgentHeader("Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:31.0) Gecko/20100101 
        Firefox/31.0")

// Defining a single user flow with think time
  val scn = scenario("BasicSimulation")
    .exec(http("request_1")
    .get("/books")) 
    .pause(5) // Think time

// Configuring load of 166 concurrent users to do the above user flow
  setUp( 
    scn.inject(atOnceUsers(166))
  ).protocols(httpProtocol)
}

Apache Benchmark
If you just want to quickly get some numbers on your application’s performance, ab is
a great choice. It’s a simple open source command-line tool. If you’re on a Mac, ab
comes as part of the OS, so you don’t even have to worry about installation. To get
performance numbers for load testing the /books endpoint with 200 concurrent
users, you can run the following command from your terminal:

$ ab -n 200 -c 200 https://library.herokuapp.com/books
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The results will be as follows:

Concurrency Level:      200
Time taken for tests:   5.218 seconds
Complete requests:      200
Failed requests:        0
Total transferred:      1389400 bytes
HTML transferred:       1340800 bytes
Requests per second:    38.33 [#/sec] (mean)
Time per request:       5217.609 [ms] (mean)
Time per request:       26.088 [ms] (mean, across all concurrent requests)
Transfer rate:          260.05 [Kbytes/sec] received

Connection Times (ms)
              min  mean[+/-sd] median   max
Connect:      869 2074  97.6   2064    2289
Processing:   249 1324 299.4   1303    1783
Waiting:      249 1324 299.5   1303    1781
Total:       1192 3398 354.3   3370    4027

Percentage of the requests served within a certain time (ms)
  50%   3370
  66%   3483
  75%   3711
  80%   3776
  90%   3863
  95%   3889
  98%   4016
  99%   4022
 100%   4027 (longest request)

You now have an idea of how different tools can assist in scripting performance test
cases and measuring the server KPIs. Remember, though, that this is not the end of
the performance testing cycle. If you find performance issues, you will have to debug,
tune, and test again!

We have dealt with backend performance testing at some depth here, but we’re not
done yet. Next, we’ll turn our focus to frontend performance testing!

Frontend Performance Testing Building Blocks
Though performance testing tools allow you to mimic application behavior during
peak times, there is a gap between the measured performance numbers and the actual
user-experienced performance. This is because the tools are not actual browsers, and
they don’t do all the tasks a typical browser does!

To understand this gap, let’s explore a bit about browser behavior. As we saw in Chap‐
ter 6, there are three parts to the frontend code that gets rendered in the browser:

• HTML code, which is the barebones structure of the website
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• CSS code, which styles the page
• Scripts to create logic on the page

A typical browser first downloads all the HTML code from the server, then downloads
the stylesheet, images, etc. and begins executing the scripts, as per the sequence in the
HTML. There is parallelization to an extent, such as when it is downloading images
from different hosts. But the browser stops parallel processing completely when execut‐
ing a script, as it is possible for the script to completely change the way the page is made
visible. Since there could be scripts at the end of the HTML, the page becomes visible
for the user only when the entire document has been fully executed.

Performance testing tools don’t do most of these jobs. They hit the page directly and
get the HTML code, but they don’t render the page while executing the performance
tests. So even if you have measured the services’ response time to be within milli‐
seconds, the end user will see the page appear only after a further delay because of the
additional rendering tasks that the browser does. This frontend rendering is estima‐
ted to account for 80–90% of the entire page load time—shocking, isn’t it?

For example, if you navigate to the CNN home page, the browser will carry out 90
tasks before the page appears to you. Figure 8-13 shows the first 33 of these tasks. If
you had been thinking optimizing the web service’s response time alone would have a
significant impact on website performance, here is a piece of evidence that may
change that view!

Figure 8-13. CNN frontend browser tasks during page load
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However, the KPIs described and measured as part of the exercises performed earlier
are still relevant and critical. They are vital for planning the system’s capacity and
troubleshooting performance issues. In other words, they help you to answer ques‐
tions like “Will the application support a peak load of 5,000 transactions during the
Black Friday sales?” But if the KPIs indicate that the peak response time for your
application is ~1.5 seconds, that may not reflect the actual experience of an end user.
To understand that, you must also evaluate the frontend performance metrics. That is
what we will discuss in this section.

To begin with, let’s understand the factors specifically affecting frontend performance
and the metrics that need to be measured to quantify it. Later, you’ll get hands-on
with actually measuring them.

Factors Affecting Frontend Performance
There are several factors that contribute to frontend performance:

Frontend code complexity
Failing to implement best practices such as minifying the JavaScript, reducing the
number of HTTP requests made per page, and implementing proper caching
techniques will lead to lower performance. For instance, it takes at least a few
milliseconds for the server to respond to each HTTP request, and if the page has
to make many such requests, the delays will accumulate.

Content delivery networks (CDNs)
A CDN is a collection of servers hosted in multiple locations that aims to deliver
web content, such as images, to users more efficiently. As we discussed earlier, the
geolocation of the server and the user have an impact on application perfor‐
mance, due to network latency. To reduce the network latency, the content is
stored in CDNs and served from the server that is physically closest to the user.
This is much simpler than replicating the application in different geolocations;
however, the performance of the CDN itself will affect the page load time.

DNS lookups
It typically takes 20–120 ms for a browser to look up the IP address for a given
hostname. This is known as Domain Name Service (DNS) resolution. Once this
has been done the first time, the browser and the OS cache the IP address, reduc‐
ing the page load time for subsequent visits. Internet service providers (ISPs) also
cache the IP addresses for a while, contributing to performance improvements.
However, the first-time user experience is affected by the DNS lookup time.

Network latency
The user’s network bandwidth has a huge impact on the overall page load time.
As we saw in Chapter 6, global usage data indicates that mobile usage trumps
desktop usage today, and mobile network bandwidth can be very low at times, in
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both urban and rural areas. Some sites overcome this by serving a “lite” version
of their website when they identify the bandwidth to be low. However, users who
generally operate with low bandwidth (like 3G) tend to be used to the slowness
and not to complain unless the performance is jarringly bad.

Browser caching
As well as IP addresses, the browser caches a lot of other content (images, cook‐
ies, etc.) after the first visit. Consequently, the page load time often significantly
varies between the first time it’s rendered and subsequent viewings. Browser
caching can be made intentional via code to improve page load times.

Data transfers
If large volumes of data get transferred to and fro between the user and the appli‐
cation, obviously this will affect the overall frontend performance because of net‐
work latency.

Looking at all these factors, you might think it’s beyond the team’s control to even
think about optimizing them, leaving you wondering where to start. Many folks in
the software industry have also felt the pain of dealing with this challenge. That’s
where the RAIL model comes in.

RAIL Model
The RAIL model is a way to structure the thought process around frontend perfor‐
mance. It is designed with the guiding principle of keeping the end user’s experience
at the core of frontend performance, and it quantifies goals for frontend performance.
It can be helpful to view frontend performance through this lens and to integrate the
goals as part of your testing efforts.

The RAIL model breaks down a user’s experience on a website into four key areas:

Response
Have you ever had the experience of clicking a button but not seeing any imme‐
diate visual indication that you’ve done so, making you wonder if you imagined
clicking it in the first place? This delay is known as the input latency. The
“response” aspect of RAIL defines the goals for input latency. When a user per‐
forms an action on a website such as clicking a button, toggling an element,
selecting a checkbox, etc., RAIL prescribes that the response time for that action
should be less than 100 ms; failing that, the user will sense the lag!

Animation
Similarly, the user will perceive a lag in animation effects (e.g., loading indicators,
scrolling, drag and drop, etc.) when each frame is not completed within 16 ms
(the minimum to achieve a frame rate of 60 FPS).
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Idle
A general frontend design pattern is to group noncritical tasks like beaconing
back analytics data, bootstrapping a comments box, and so on and perform them
later, when the browser is idle. These tasks should ideally be bundled into blocks
that take about 50 ms to complete, so that when the user comes back to interact,
you can respond within the 100 ms window.

Load
A high-performing website should aim to begin rendering the page within 1 sec‐
ond as only then will users feel they are in complete control of the navigation (as
per the research mentioned earlier).

As you can see, the RAIL model guides us to think about what to test for from a
frontend performance perspective. It also provides a concrete language for communi‐
cation within teams, instead of expressing vague feelings like “the page seems slow”!

Frontend Performance Metrics
In practice, the high-level goals set by the RAIL model are broken down into smaller
metrics in order to fine-tune debugging of performance issues. A set of standard
frontend performance metrics adopted in the industry are as follows:

First contentful paint
This refers to the time taken by the browser to render the first element from the
DOM (images, non-white elements, SVGs, etc.). This helps us understand how
long the user has to wait to see some action on the website after opening it.

Time to interactive
This is the time taken for the page to become interactive. In the rush to make the
page performant, the elements could be made visible quickly but could fail to
respond to the user’s actions, leading to frustration. Hence, in parallel to measur‐
ing the time taken to see the first content on the website, this metric helps us
understand whether the information presented is helpful or just noise.

Largest contentful paint
This is the time it takes for the most prominent element on the web page, like a
big blob of text or image, to become visible.

Cumulative layout shift
Have you ever come across sites where you started reading an article and then
the page automatically shifted down as additional content loaded, making you
lose track of what you were reading? It’s frustrating, isn’t it? This metric aims to
measure the visual stability of the page and quantifies how often the user faces an
unexpected change in page layout. The lower the number, the better the
performance.
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First input delay
Between the first contentful paint and time to interactive, when the user clicks on
a link or performs any interaction with the web page, there will be a delay which
is longer than the usual delay because the page is still loading. This metric gives
that time delay for the first interaction.

Max potential first input delay
This represents the worst-case scenario of the first input delay. It measures the
time taken by the most prolonged task that occurs between the first contentful
paint and the time to interactive to complete.

Google classifies the largest contentful paint, first input delay, and cumulative layout
shift as the core web vitals to help the business folks understand a site’s performance
in simple terms. Most frontend performance testing tools capture these three metrics
specifically. We can use such tools to continuously measure these metrics as part of CI
and hence shift frontend performance testing to the left. We’ll discuss how to do that
next.

Exercises
As elicited by the RAIL model, frontend performance is all about the end user’s expe‐
rience. So, in order to measure frontend performance metrics for your application,
you need to first define a set of test cases that will encompass all your target end users’
experiences across different demographics. For example:

• Consider users with different types of devices (desktop, mobile, tablet). Also
gather information on device manufacturers that are significant players in the
region your application wishes to serve. This is important because each device
will have its own CPU, battery, and memory capacity, which affects the end user
experience.

• Consider users with varying network bandwidths: WiFi, 3G, 4G, etc. Also, be
aware that average mobile and broadband speeds are different in different coun‐
tries. According to World Population Review data, for example, as of 2021 Mon‐
aco had the fastest average broadband speed at 261.8 Mbps, compared to 203.8
Mbps in the US, 102.2 Mbps in the UK, and 13.8 Mbps in Pakistan.

• Consider your target users’ distribution. As the previous point suggests (though
there are other factors that contribute as well), the frontend performance experi‐
enced in different geolocations will have to be tested specifically.

Plenty of research on this kind of usage data is available on the internet. Alternatively,
if you have an existing live application, Google Analytics will give you the site’s real-
time usage information. Once you have the test cases, you can use the tools described
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here to measure the frontend performance metrics and also add those tests to your CI
pipeline.

Let’s define a sample test case to do the hands-on exercises here: “A user from Milan,
who has a Samsung Galaxy S5, is accessing the Amazon home page using a 4G net‐
work connection.” Now, let’s see how tools like WebPageTest and Lighthouse can help
with measuring frontend performance.

WebPageTest
WebPageTest is a free online tool for assessing a website’s frontend performance. It’s a
powerful tool, as it includes provisions to choose the geolocation from which the
website is being accessed and gathers the frontend performance metrics by rendering
the website on real web and mobile browsers. A tool can’t get much closer than this to
replicating a real end user’s behavior!

Workflow
Using the tool is simple, as the steps here show:

1. Enter the Amazon URL in the input field, as seen in Figure 8-14.
2. Choose the end user’s location, browser type, mobile device type, and network

bandwidth, as per the example test case. Refer to Figure 8-14.
3. Set the Number of Tests to Run parameter to 3. The results from just one round

of evaluation may be faulty due to glitches in network bandwidth, so it’s a good
idea to run the test case a few times to observe the average.

4. Set the Repeat View parameter to “First View and Repeat View.” This will capture
the performance metrics separately for the first visit and subsequent visits. As
you may recall, the metrics could vary for the subsequent visits due to caching.

5. Run the test, and view the reports with metrics.
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Figure 8-14. WebPageTest configuration

Since WebPageTest is a free and publicly available tool, you may have to wait in the
queue for a few minutes to view the report. To avoid the wait, you can choose to set it
up privately in a local test environment for a fee.

The report has many valuable sections that enable detailed debugging. Each report
can be retrieved using a unique ID for 30 days. Let’s discuss a couple of important
sections from the report generated by WebPageTest for our example test case.

The performance metrics table (see Figure 8-15) has the core web vitals for the first
view and repeat view for all three test runs. To benchmark the page load time for this
test case, you can take the median of the document complete time from all the runs.
Notice that the first-time view’s document complete time is 3.134 s and the largest
contentful paint is 2.105 s, which tells us that the user experience is within acceptable
limits. The fully loaded time in the table includes the time taken to load all the secon‐
dary content, i.e., tasks deferred by the load event. Although it is substantial (~14 s
with 230 requests), it’s unlikely to affect the end user’s experience.
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Figure 8-15. Performance metrics table from WebPageTest report

The waterfall view, shown in Figure 8-16, shows a colorful timeline view of how long
each task—like DNS resolution, connection initiation, downloading HTML and
images, runtime for scripts, etc.—takes, giving us a clue about avenues for further
optimization.

Figure 8-16. Waterfall view from WebPageTest report

WebPageTest has facilities to pass authentication details too, but note that the test cre‐
dentials you provide will be visible to whomever has access to the test run report as it
is publicly hosted.

WebPageTest also exposes APIs to get these reports programmatically, and there is a
Node.js module variant to run the tests directly from the command line as well. These
two options enable integration with CI pipelines. Both of them require an API key
which is available for a fee. If you decide to purchase one, refer to Examples 8-3 and
8-4 for details on the CLI commands and API usage, respectively.
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Example 8-3. WebPageTest CLI commands to install, run test cases, and view results

// Step 1: Install using npm

npm install webpagetest -g

// Step 2: Run a sample test case via the command line

webpagetest test http://www.example.com --key API_KEY --location
ec2-eu-south-1:Chrome --connectivity 4G --device Samsung Galaxy S5 --runs 3 --first --video --label 
"Using WebPageTest" --timeline

// Step 3: Read test results from the report ID generated by the above command

webpagetest results 2345678

Example 8-4. APIs to run WebPageTest test cases and view results

// Step 1: Run a sample test case using WebPageTest's API

http://www.webpagetest.org/runtest.php?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.example.com&k=API_KEY&location=ec2-eu-south-1%3AChrome&connectivity=4G&runs=3&fvonly=1&video=1&label=Using%20WebPagetest&timeline=1&f=json

// Step 2: Read test results from the report ID returned as the response 
// by the above API

http://www.webpagetest.org/jsonResult.php?test=2345678

Lighthouse
Lighthouse comes as part of Google Chrome, and it is also available as a Firefox
extension. It audits your website along multiple dimensions, including security, acces‐
sibility, and frontend performance. The performance audit report generated by Light‐
house includes an overall score and all the detailed frontend performance metrics.

One of the advantages of Lighthouse is that it is not publicly hosted, and hence there’s
no queuing or wait time. Since it runs in your local browser there are no security con‐
cerns either, although that also means you can’t configure the geolocation of the end
user (you will be accessing the website from your actual location). You can still throt‐
tle your network and CPU and resize to different mobile browser resolutions in
Chrome to simulate different test cases and obtain respective metrics, however.
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Lighthouse is also available as a CLI tool, making it easier to integrate with CI and get
continuous feedback. Zalando, a leading European retail chain, has stated that it
reduced its frontend performance feedback time from 1 day to 15 minutes with Light‐
house CI. The tool is entirely free and open source.

Workflow
You can follow these simple steps to explore Lighthouse:

1. Open the Amazon website in Chrome.
2. Open Chrome DevTools using the shortcut Cmd-Option-J on macOS or Shift-

Ctrl-J on Windows/Linux, or choose the Inspect option from Chrome’s right-
click menu.

3. Choose the network throttling preferences on the Network tab. Select “Slow 3G”
for the example test case.

4. Choose the CPU throttling preferences on the Performance tab. The default
options are 4x slowdown and 6x slowdown for middle- and low-tier mobile devi‐
ces. Choose 4x slowdown for the example test case.

5. Choose the window size from the responsive drop-down. The Galaxy S5 option
for the example test case is available too, as seen in Figure 8-17.

6. On the Lighthouse tab (Figure 8-17), select the Performance category and then
click “Generate report.”

Figure 8-17. Lighthouse window with network, CPU, and resolution configurations

As seen in Figure 8-18, the results tell us that Amazon does a pretty good job. The
time to interactive metric even in such skewed conditions is 3.8 s!
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Figure 8-18. Lighthouse performance report

You can use Lighthouse to test various frontend performance test cases as early as
during development itself. To integrate with CI, you can use the Lighthouse Node.js
module. To install it, run the following command from your terminal:

$ npm install -g lighthouse

To run a performance audit, run the following command:

$ lighthouse https://www.example.com/ --only-categories=performance

You can send optional parameters along with this command to set network and CPU
throttling values and select device screen sizes. The audit report will be available in
the current directory. You can write a wrapper to fail the pipeline if the performance
score is less than a threshold; for instance, you might want to fail the build if the score
is less than 90. You can also define performance budgets (upper threshold values) for
each of the web vitals using the LightWallet feature. This will assert Lighthouse’s per‐
formance results against the defined threshold values for each metric and raise alerts
when they are exceeded.

Another way to integrate with CI is via the cypress-audit tool. It integrates Lighthouse
with Cypress, using which you can run the performance audits as part of your func‐
tional tests in the CI.
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Additional Testing Tools
There are a couple of other tools that assist in different ways in measuring and debug‐
ging frontend performance. In this section we’ll explore some of the features of Page‐
Speed Insights and Chrome DevTools.

PageSpeed Insights
The tools we used in the preceding exercises allow us to simulate test cases like in a lab,
where we set preconditions and observe results. But there could be many nuanced varia‐
tions in real life due to minor differences in users’ network bandwidth, device configura‐
tions, etc., which can’t be predicted and measured. The only way to know how different
users truly experience the website’s performance is through real user monitoring (RUM)
after the application has gone live. Google provides free monitoring services that record
the core web vitals along with other metrics as and when users from across the globe
access the live application. This data is called field data or RUM data.

The PageSpeed Insights tool attempts to give a holistic view of frontend performance
by presenting the RUM data along with the lab data produced by Lighthouse, as seen
in Figure 8-19. Try this tool by entering your live application URL on the PageSpeed
Insights home page.
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Figure 8-19. A PageSpeed Insights field data and lab data report

PageSpeed Insights also exposes APIs to monitor and alert constantly.

Chrome DevTools
Another handy tool for frontend performance debugging is the performance profiler
available on the Performance tab in Chrome DevTools. It gives detailed analysis
reports around the network stack, animation frame rates, GPU consumption, mem‐
ory, script run time, and more to enable the developers to save precious milliseconds.
The profiler also allows you to throttle the network and CPU while debugging. And
since it is embedded within the browser itself, it is developer-friendly.

Here’s how it works. Suppose you want to find out how the auto-populated drop-
down in your application’s UI performs. You can record the action of entering text in
the drop-down using the provision on the Performance tab; once the recording is
stopped, the performance analysis reports will be shown in the same tab, as seen in
Figure 8-20.
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Figure 8-20. A sample report from the Chrome DevTools performance profiler

With that, you should be ready to get started with end-to-end performance testing of
your application. The last part is putting all of this together to form a performance
testing strategy so that you can plan the required time and capacity well in advance.

Performance Testing Strategy
As mentioned a few times throughout the chapter, shifting left should be the guiding
principle behind your performance testing strategy. Shifting left should start from
designing the architecture in a way that befits the expected performance numbers and
extend to integrating performance tests into your CI pipelines for frequent and con‐
tinuous feedback, recalling how this will be profitable for the business, congenial to
the end users, and favorable for your weekend plans. Figure 8-21 shows an overview
of a shift-left performance testing strategy that applies the fundamentals discussed in
this chapter.
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Figure 8-21. A shift-left performance testing strategy

Let’s walk through the different phases in shift-left performance testing. In the plan‐
ning phase:

• Arrive at a consensus on performance KPIs with all the application stakeholders,
including business, marketing, and technical folks, before the project starts.
Design the architecture and choose the tech stack and other details based on
these numbers.

• Get a performance testing environment set up at the beginning of the project. If
it can’t be similar to the production environment, at least make sure you have an
environment to begin testing in.

• Include various frontend performance test cases (like network conditions, geo‐
location, etc.) as part of every user story’s acceptance criteria.

• Include the expected KPIs (response time, concurrency, and availability) of the
APIs as part of every user story’s acceptance criteria.

During development:

• Validate the respective server KPIs (through response time and load testing of the
endpoints) for every user story.

• Validate the frontend performance test cases for every user story.
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In CI:

• Run all the response time validation tests for every commit. Depending on the
time taken to run the load tests, run them for every commit or as nightly regres‐
sions to catch performance issues early. This will also help you see how the per‐
formance degrades gradually as you add more features and will help in
debugging later.

• Include frontend performance tests for the frequently visited pages as part of
your CI pipeline.

During user story testing:

• Watch for visible performance bottlenecks during exploratory testing of different
test cases.

• Ensure the performance-related acceptance criteria are met, automated, and inte‐
grated with CI before marking a user story as complete.

And finally, during the release testing phase:

• Complete the end-to-end application performance testing, including stress test‐
ing and soak testing as well as debugging activities. Before this stage, strive to get
a production-like performance testing environment set up.

As you will have figured out by now, performance testing takes significant effort and
can’t be abruptly introduced in your release cycle as an afterthought without disrupt‐
ing the timelines!

Key Takeaways
Here are the key takeaways from this chapter:

• Poor web performance can have a serious financial impact on a business. Con‐
versely, improving performance can boost conversions and revenue significantly.

• Diverse factors, such as architecture, the performance of third-party services,
network bandwidth, the user’s geolocation, and more, influence an application’s
performance. These factors keep changing throughout the software delivery cycle
and sometimes optimizing one can only be done at the expense of another, pos‐
ing a tough challenge to software teams.

• Measuring the KPIs (availability, concurrency/throughput, and response time)
continuously from the beginning of the software delivery cycle will help in pre‐
venting major performance issues in production.
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• Several tools, such as JMeter, Gatling, and Apache Benchmark, are available to
perform shift-left performance testing.

• Focusing separately on frontend performance is essential, as the frontend code is
responsible for 80% or more of that average application’s load time.

• Google’s RAIL model provides a useful framework for defining your frontend
performance metrics.

• Design your frontend performance test cases with the end user’s experience in
mind. Include different end user variables like network bandwidth, geolocation,
and device capabilities.

• Include both API and frontend performance tests in your CI pipeline, and save
your team from big-bang performance surprises!
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CHAPTER 9

Accessibility Testing

Accessibility—essential for some, useful for all.
—W3C WAI

The web is an essential aspect of our lives in so many ways—we use it to purchase
everyday commodities and have them delivered to our doorsteps, to communicate
with friends and family, to learn new skills and keep up with world news. I can’t imag‐
ine how much more difficult it would have been to get through the Covid-19 pan‐
demic without the connectivity, productivity, and information the web provides.
Making such a vital commodity available to all users with permanent, temporary, or
situational disabilities is termed web accessibility. This includes people who are visu‐
ally impaired, elderly, have literary gaps, are driving cars, or face other challenges in
accessing the web. Accessibility is a subset of usability, in web development terms. It
is a subset of inclusivity in humanitarian terms.

Although the main goal is allowing people with accessibility challenges to avail them‐
selves of the services of the web, it in fact enhances everyone’s lives. I love the tagline
“Essential for some, useful for all,” coined by the W3C’s Web Accessibility Initiative
(WAI); it emphasizes how web accessibility features are useful for all users, irrespec‐
tive of disabilities or other obstacles. For example, all of us prefer a clear, structured
layout where the different parts of the page are easy to locate and identify and the site
is easy to navigate. Similarly, having simple, understandable error messages and
instructions is a fundamental need for all users, and voice-enabled applications are
witnessing rapid adoption across user segments because of the ease they provide in
this fast-moving world.
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W3C stands for World Wide Web Consortium. It is an international
community led by Tim Berners-Lee, inventor of the World Wide
Web, that works with member organizations and public users to
establish standards for the web. The W3C WAI has set global stand‐
ards for web accessibility, which we will discuss in this chapter.

Shifting the focus to a business’s point of view, the disabled community can be said to
form the third-largest economy globally in terms of purchasing power, as 1 in 5 of the
world’s population is challenged in some way. This results in a concrete business case
to invest in web accessibility features.

Furthermore, an accessible web is often a legal requirement. According to the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UN CRPD), access to
information and communications technologies, including the web, is a fundamental
human right. Many countries now have legal policies for web accessibility based on
that, and in recent years there has been a surge in lawsuits against companies for vio‐
lation of those policies. The first case was won in 2017, when a person with visual
impairments sued Winn-Dixie, a supermarket chain in the US, because the company’s
website did not support screen readers (although that decision has since been over‐
turned). So, for all of these reasons and more, if you aren’t already, it is time for the
software development teams and businesses to start paying closer attention to web
accessibility features.

This chapter will give you a broad introduction to web accessibility testing and tools.
You will get an overview of accessibility personas, the ecosystem of tools and technol‐
ogies, the inner workings of screen readers, and the web accessibility guidelines that
are mandated by many governments around the globe. You will also learn about web
development frameworks that support accessibility, and a shift-left accessibility test‐
ing strategy. Finally, there are exercises presenting automated accessibility auditing
tools that you can incorporate into your continuous testing strategy to empower your
team to continuously deliver an accessible website!

Mobile accessibility testing tools are covered in Chapter 11.

Building Blocks
Let’s begin with getting to know accessibility user personas and their specific needs.
The user persona discussion will be followed by an overview of the accessibility eco‐
system and the web accessibility guidelines.
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Accessibility User Personas
To recall, a user persona is a character that represents a subset of the larger audience
with similar attributes. We create user personas in software projects to understand
their specific needs and assimilate them throughout the software development stages,
starting from design. Figure 9-1 shows a set of accessibility-specific user personas.

Figure 9-1. Accessibility user personas

These personas might be defined as follows:

• Matt, a 30-year-old business professional, has recently broken his arm. As he
struggles to operate the mouse, he needs keyboard-only access to the website.

• Helen is an 80-year-old retired teacher whose color sensitivity has become poor.
To access the web, she needs color contrast in the UI—i.e., distinguishable back‐
ground and foreground elements like images, links, buttons, etc. This require‐
ment also applies to users with color blindness.

• Abbie is a teenager who has cognitive disabilities. Since she takes time to learn
new things, she needs a clean web layout with proper headings, navigation bars,
and consistent navigation structures to access the web. Fred (not pictured), who
wants to find a nearby gas station while driving, also needs a clear layout of infor‐
mation to make a decision quickly.

• Connie is blind and an independent store manager. He needs text to speech and
voice recognition support for accessing the web.

• Laxmi has an infant whom she carries around most of the day. She also needs
speech to text in order to send texts.

• Maya is a software professional who has reduced dexterity, and she needs large
text, buttons, and controls to access the web. Users with dyslexia and low vision
also have this requirement.
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• Philip is deaf and a cooking enthusiast. He needs captions to understand the
recipe videos he enjoys watching.

• Xiao is a Chinese-speaking retail shop owner. He has been learning English for
only a couple of months now. Xiao needs simple instructions and understandable
content that doesn’t include jargon or complex words and sentences to access the
web. Users with cognitive and learning challenges will also benefit from this
feature.

Collectively, our user personas display visual (complete or partial), hearing, cognitive,
and muscular challenges, as well as temporary accessibility restrictions. The goal is to
enable all of them to perceive, understand, navigate, and interact equally, like any
other user.

Accessibility Ecosystem
To build accessible web features, we have to understand the entire accessibility eco‐
system. This encompasses the various tools and technologies (beyond just web tech‐
nology) that interact and combine to deliver content to users with temporary and
permanent disabilities. For example, a user persona like Connie, who is blind, uses
text to speech and voice commands to interact with the web. To enable that, text
reader and voice command technology cooperate. Some of our other personas need
assistive devices to be integrated into the computer. So, in order for us to think of dif‐
ferent accessibility use cases to build, we need to understand these various compo‐
nents and integrations, at least at a high level. Elements of the accessibility ecosystem
that we should consider include:

Web development tools and practices
Quite obviously, web development tools such as HTML, CSS, etc. should have the
necessary facilities to make the web accessible. For instance, to pass on informa‐
tion about the elements on a page to the screen reader, there should be provisions
in the web development frameworks to mention them explicitly.

User agents
These are the tools that render the web content, such as browsers and media
players. These user agents should understand that the web content is enabled
with accessibility-related features and integrate with other tools, such as screen
readers, to deliver the content.

Assistive technologies
Assistive technologies are the additional devices and technologies that talk to the
browser and relay information to and from the user—for example, screen read‐
ers, alternative keyboards, switches, and more.
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As you can see, the accessibility ecosystem comprises a vast set of tools and technolo‐
gies. Having accessibility provisions in all these components enables all of our per‐
sonas to interact with the web. Some may provide more advanced features than
others, which might lead to more roundabout work being required in one area or a
lack of some features for our user personas.

To ensure all these components have standardized accessibility features, the W3C
WAI has established international standards for each of them, as listed here:

• Authoring Tool Accessibility Guidelines (ATAG) establishes the standards for con‐
tent authoring tools such as HTML editors.

• Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) defines web content standards and
is the one we should pay attention to during development.

• User Agent Accessibility Guidelines (UAAG) addresses standards for web browsers
and media players, including some aspects of assistive technologies.

All of these standards are detailed on the WAI site. As web development teams, we
will take a deep dive into WCAG in the next section—specifically WCAG 2.0, which
lists specifications for various aspects of the web content (text, images, colors, media,
etc.) to make it accessible. Many countries have crafted policies for government, pub‐
lic, and private sectors to mandate WCAG 2.0 standards, as mentioned earlier.

Example: Screen Readers
To make sense of why WCAG 2.0 prescribes specific guidelines, we need to under‐
stand how assistive technologies work. Let’s consider the example of screen readers,
used by our visually challenged user personas—this is a common assistive technology
whose support we should be sure to test.

As the name suggests, screen readers read aloud the content on the page for the user,
who interacts with the website via a keyboard. So, as they hear the content, the user
presses keyboard shortcuts such as Tab, Tab+Shift, Enter, etc., to interact with the site.

The screen reader recites the content on the page in the order of the page’s accessibil‐
ity tree. This is a DOM-like structure with the page elements, together with attributes
like roles, IDs, etc., explicitly defined in a sequence representing a meaningful flow.
For example, consider a booking site with To and From text input fields and a Search
button on the home page. The accessibility tree will be structured to represent the
“search tickets” user flow, i.e., to enter the From location first, then the To location,
and then click the Search button. We can code certain elements on the web page to be
hidden in the accessibility tree if needed.

To better relate to the accessibility features, it’s a good idea to experience using a
screen reader yourself. Google Chrome provides a browser-based screen reader as an
extension. Try it out! There are also demo websites like the example booking site in
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Figure 9-2 that give a sense of how the visually impaired might experience the web;
the content is intentionally blurred, and you can walk through making a booking 
using a screen reader and your keyboard.

Figure 9-2. Screenshot from a demo website, intentionally blurred, to simulate screen
reader experience

WCAG 2.0: Guiding Principles and Levels
If you’ve had a chance to try the screen reader, great! Otherwise, I hope you got an
idea of how things work from the previous section. Let’s explore WCAG 2.0 in detail
now.

WCAG 2.0 sets four guiding principles to remember while designing web content: the
content should be perceivable, operable, understandable, and robust. The standard also
defines three levels of conformance based on the extent to which the content meets
the success criteria defined for each of the defined guidelines:

Level A
This is the minimum level of conformance, providing essential support without
which the site is inaccessible. For example, audio or video content should have
captions, all functionality should be accessible via the keyboard, and color must
not be used as the only means of conveying information. Level A conformance
will enable all our user personas to navigate the web.
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Level AA
This encompasses all the Level A requirements plus additional stricter require‐
ments, such as constrained color contrast ratios across the site. Some legal poli‐
cies recommend that sites achieve this level of conformance.

Level AAA
This level subsumes all the requirements from the previous two levels and calls
for additional enhanced requirements to make the web truly accessible for all
users. An example requirement from this level would be to have sign language
interpretations for video content. When you seek to achieve this level of con‐
formance, it shows the users you really care about them!

Organizations should determine the level they need to conform to based on legal
requirements, but can choose to implement a higher level of conformance to serve
additional users.

Level A Conformance Standards
Let’s take a look at the WCAG 2.0 Level A requirements, the minimum level websites
need to adhere to. We can translate these requirements directly into our accessibility
test cases.

The details provided here are only intended to give an overview, to
help the reader understand the requirements of accessibility test‐
ing. The official documentation is available on the W3C WAI site.

Perceivable
The first principle is to make the web content available conveniently for all our user
personas. Only when they can perceive the content will they be able to operate on it
further. So, we should think of all the possible scenarios that could hamper this essen‐
tial requirement right from the web design phase, and avoid them.

WCAG 2.0 elaborates this principle with detailed requirements for us to begin with,
as follows:

• All non-text content, like images, should have alternate text that describes it to
enable visually challenged users to understand the content using screen readers.

• Audio or video content should have text transcripts and captions (synchronized
with the media) as alternatives, with provisions to pause, stop, and control the
volume.

• Any audio that starts playing automatically on page load should have audio con‐
trol mechanisms like pause, replay, and volume controls.
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• The web page’s information and structure should be designed to have a hierarchy,
such as a page title above all headings, appropriate page title and heading tags,
and so on. This helps users with screen readers to have a meaningful flow.

• Instructions to navigate the website should not solely rely on sensory characteris‐
tics of components such as shape, color, size, visual location, orientation, or
sound. For example, avoid an instruction that says “wait until the button turns
green” or “wait until you hear a beep.”

• Colors should not be the only way to indicate an action, prompt for a response,
or distinguish elements on the screen. Make it intuitive via text for color-blind
users.

• The page should have color contrast between background and foreground ele‐
ments to support users with less color sensitivity. There is a fixed ratio prescribed
for this.

Operable
Once the web content is made perceivable, we must consider ways to let users operate
the website comfortably, such as clicking a button using keyboard shortcuts. WCAG
2.0 includes specific requirements along these lines, as follows:

• Provide keyboard-only navigation support allowing users to operate the entire
website. While using keyboard navigation, the focus on the elements should be
clear and have appropriate color contrast.

• Add provisions to move forward, backward, and exit an area via keyboard short‐
cuts—for example, keys to exit a modal window.

• Provide enough time for users to read the content entirely.
• Avoid content that flashes on the screen and has many animations, as it could

cause physical reactions like seizures.
• Provide the ability to skip repetitive content.
• Hide the offscreen content for screen readers. For example, if a link appears only

in a particular selection, hide it in the screen reader flow.
• Provide elaborate, meaningful text for links.

Understandable
A website may require many elements and user flows to complete an action. For
example, to book an airline ticket, there may be several steps and instructions to fol‐
low. Such content and user flows should be carefully crafted to be simple and straight‐
forward for all user personas. WCAG 2.0 once again calls out solid requirements
here:
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• Avoid jargon and technical terms; present simple, meaningful content instead.
For example, avoid technical error messages like “034506451988 is invalid” and
provide understandable text like “Incorrect date format.”

• Provide expansions and abbreviations where necessary.
• Avoid sudden changes in context (e.g., opening multiple windows), as it will

affect the keyboard navigation.
• Avoid changes of context when the user has different settings, like a larger font.
• Provide clear, actionable label text for elements to help users take the right action.

For example, an email address input field should have the label Email and a sam‐
ple value like example@xyz.com.

Robust
Finally, we should make the web content robust, supporting different types of user
agents and assistive technologies. Screen readers are not the only assistive technolo‐
gies; many others will require proper integration! WCAG 2.0 calls out the following
requirements for this principle:

• The markup language content should follow standards like having opening and
closing tags, no duplicates, unique IDs, etc., so that it is easily parsable by multi‐
ple assistive technologies.

• The name, role, and state of each element, including those generated by scripts,
should be available for assistive technologies (for example, role="checkbox" and
aria-checked="true|false"). Provide the updated state of elements like check‐
boxes to the screen reader after selection.

WAI’s Accessible Rich Internet Applications (WAI-ARIA)
We saw earlier how a screen reader reads the elements on the page and describes the
actions to perform on them based on the web page’s accessibility tree. Sometimes,
when custom elements are developed for enriched user interaction, assistive technol‐
ogies will not be able to identify the elements. Such elements must carry additional
attributes indicating their type, states, and behaviors for assistive technologies to
understand them. For example, a standard HTML element definition, say <input
type="checkbox">, will be automatically translated as a checkbox, and the end user
will be rightly instructed to perform a click action (click) on it. However, when a list
(<li>) element is made to look like a checkbox using CSS, it has to be augmented
with new attributes for the assistive technologies to understand it properly.
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WAI-ARIA provides specifications for these attributes (e.g., roles, aria-checked,
etc.) that must be adhered to during web development. These ARIA attributes are
added to the accessibility tree, making it friendly for all assistive technologies.

Those are the essential Level A requirements. There is also an updated version of the
standard, WCAG 2.1, which includes a few more requirements in order to better
cater to a certain set of user personas; you can explore these in the official documen‐
tation if your organization chooses to comply with this version.

Accessibility Enabled Development Frameworks
To build the previously mentioned features, many development frameworks provide
elaborate accessibility support. For example, React fully supports building accessible
websites, often by using standard HTML techniques. Similarly, the Angular team
maintains an Angular Material library that provides a suite of reusable UI compo‐
nents that aim to be fully accessible. Vue.js has support to create accessible compo‐
nents as well. There are also automated accessibility auditing tools, as you will see in
the following section, that alert if standard accessibility-related tags are missing in the
HTML. So, don’t worry, you have support! Your team can achieve this without much
additional effort too.

Accessibility Testing Strategy
It should be evident from the preceding sections that most of the accessibility require‐
ments have to be thought through right from the start of the project and continuously
supported throughout the development process rather than retrofitted after the test‐
ing phase. For example, to conform to Level A, you should incorporate simple, con‐
sistent navigation across the site, captions for videos, meaningful error messages,
color-contrasted images, etc., during product design rather than during development
or testing. So, as a first step to support accessibility, teams should define the applica‐
tion’s accessibility user personas, similar to what we discussed at the beginning of the
chapter, and tailor user stories catering to each of those user personas. Then, when
your team discusses the product’s features, collectively validate whether the accessibil‐
ity flows are included in the scope. That will be the primary step in shifting accessibil‐
ity testing to the left!

Figure 9-3 shows the shift-left implementation of accessibility testing throughout the
software development lifecycle. We’ll dive into a few of these items in the remainder
of this section and in the exercises that follow.
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Figure 9-3. A shift-left accessibility testing strategy

Accessibility Checklist in User Stories
The WCAG 2.0 guidelines include several universal requirements that span across all
the pages of the website, such as adding alternate text, support for keyboard naviga‐
tion, page titles, etc.. Hence, appending an accessibility checklist to all the user stories
will help developers and testers go through these requirements meticulously. The fol‐
lowing is a generic checklist you can use in your team, after appending any
application-specific items.

Accessibility Checklist
☐ Check for the page title in the browser. When you hover over the browser tab,

you can see the page title as a small widget in Chrome. This text should clearly
define the context of the page within the website.

☐ Check the basic structure of the web page to ensure it has proper element
attributes and hierarchy. Turn off the CSS and verify that the elements are listed
in an order that is screen reader–friendly. Chrome has an accessibility tree view
in the DevTools to show the order of elements.

☐ Check for keyboard-only navigation, including proper element highlighting and
keyboard operations for backward, forward, and exit.

☐ Check that error messages, labels, links, and in general, any text on the page
communicates the right intent.
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☐ Check the page’s readability upon resizing the text, either using the system pref‐
erences or browser zoom options.

☐ Check for readability in grayscale. For example, Mac users can enable this setting
via System Preferences → Accessibility → Display → Use grayscale.

☐ Check the captions for video and audio content, ensuring they are meaningful
and synchronized.

☐ Check for meaningful alternate text descriptions of images. You can verify this by
turning off the image download option in your browser settings (for example, in
Chrome, select Settings → Site Settings → Images → Block); the browser will
then show the alt text in place of images.

☐ Check that the screen reader flow is meaningful and the end user is able to com‐
plete the user flow.

Automated Accessibility Auditing Tools
The accessibility checklist includes some aspects that it is only possible to verify with
human intervention, such as viewing the site in grayscale, zooming in and out, check‐
ing the meaning of the alternate text, and so on. You can complement it with automa‐
ted auditing tools that will scan the basic HTML structure and alert if the accessibility
tags for any elements are missing. These tools can save you a lot of time and effort by
giving instantaneous feedback on missing tags during the development phase itself.

They come in the form of static code analyzers and runtime accessibility checkers.
eslint-plugin-jsx-a11y is a linting tool for React; it’s an ESLint plug-in that enforces sev‐
eral accessibility standards directly in your JSX. Similarly, Codelyzer has linting rules
for accessibility standards in TypeScript, HTML, CSS, and Angular source code. These
tools will give feedback as you’re developing, while the runtime checkers (such as axe-
core, Pa11y CI, and Lighthouse CI, which are discussed later in the chapter) will give
feedback on the actual web page post-development. They can be run in the local devel‐
opment machine to get faster feedback on the pages developed as part of every user
story and also as part of CI for continuous testing.

In addition to using tools such as these, you can add functional flows that cater to
accessibility needs, such as having a separate transcript section below any video/audio
or a set of meaningful error messages and instructions, as automated micro- and
macro-level functional tests.

Manual Testing
Manual testing is critical in validating website accessibility. As mentioned previously,
the automated tools only check the HTML structure, and the checklist only includes
the mandatory items that are common across all the pages. There will be many items
left to handle apart from these as part of manual testing—for example, verifying the
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functional flow with a screen reader and a keyboard. So, as part of manual testing,
you can focus on different scopes in different stages, such as the following:

User story testing
As part of user story testing, ensure the checklist works appropriately on all the
pages to which the user story extends. You can couple this with the web accessibil‐
ity evaluation tool WAVE, a free online service by WebAIM. It helps find accessi‐
bility issues on the web page, as per WCAG 2.0 guidelines. Although the checks do
not verify all of the WCAG 2.0 standard’s requirements, it highlights issues visually
on the web page in a browser, which can help you notice some accessibility issues
that you may not have been aware of. Alternatively, you can use Lighthouse, which
(as we saw in the last chapter) is part of Chrome DevTools, to get accessibility
audits on the web page. Both of these tools are discussed later in this chapter.

Feature testing
With user story–level testing, you will cover the bulk of the accessibility testing
effort. But when a feature is complete, you need to do another round of manual
testing to ensure that end users can complete the user flow with only keyboard
access and that screen readers can navigate the functionality as expected. This
level of feature testing will help identify any lack of coherence in the application’s
end-to-end navigation.

To test keyboard-only navigation, use the Tab and Tab+Shift keys to move for‐
ward and backward through the website, the Enter key to select, and the up and
down arrow keys for drop-down selections. While doing this, make sure the
focus is on the right element and that element is clearly highlighted. For testing
the screen reader flow, you can use the Chrome extension mentioned earlier.

With these checks, you will finish the end-to-end accessibility testing of features.

Release testing
Finally, when all the release features are completed, it is recommended to do test‐
ing with actual end users, including people with disabilities. Since different users
may have various assistive devices, this will give you real-time feedback before
the product goes for a final evaluation for conformance certification. UserTest‐
ing.com is a remote testing service where you can request people with disabilities
as testers for your site.

Conformance certification
Once the website is ready, experts in WCAG standards do the conformance eval‐
uation before it goes live. This is not a centralized unit; organizations may have
in-house experts or hire consultants to do the final assessment once the product
is ready for certification.
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Since every single element on the page requires changes to make it accessible, shifting
left is the only way to rescue your team from the uphill task of fixing all the accessibil‐
ity issues at the end of the development cycle.

Exercises
I mentioned some automated accessibility auditing tools in the previous discussion.
You can try some of these tools as part of the following exercises.

Accessibility auditing tools help confirm that the HTML structure
is intact and alert if it isn’t. For example, they check that all HTML
tags are closed, that all images have an alt text attribute, that all
form elements have labels, that all element IDs are unique, and so
on. They’re handy for performing a preliminary scan and provid‐
ing fast feedback; however, they don’t eliminate the need for man‐
ual testing.

WAVE
WAVE is an online accessibility evaluation tool that you can use to check a web page
for compliance with accessibility standards. It has provisions to ascertain the struc‐
ture of the page without CSS, and it flags issues to do with things like the color con‐
trast of elements, lang attributes, and so on. WAVE is simple and free to use.

Workflow
To run an audit using the WAVE tool:

1. Open the WAVE website.
2. Enter your application URL in the “Web page address” box. Alternatively, you

can use the WAI’s inaccessible demo website, which has intentionally been made
inaccessible for learning purposes.

3. Click the arrow to run the audit.
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Figure 9-4 shows the summary of the audit results for the WAI’s demo site. The tool
has identified 3 structural elements and 6 features, and has flagged 37 errors and
alerts and 2 contrast errors. You can see failure, success, and alert icons next to the
respective web page elements on the right.

Figure 9-4. WAVE audit report on the WAI’s inaccessible demo website

Clicking the Details tab next to Summary will show the error details, as seen in
Figure 9-5.
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Figure 9-5. WAVE error details display

The demo page has 19 images without alternative text, 7 images that are links without
alternative text, 10 spacer images without alternative text, and 1 missing or invalid
language attribute. The different icon styles on the Details tab can be matched to the
icons on the web page for easier identification and debugging.
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Next, to see the page’s structure, you can turn off CSS styles using the control present
above the summary section. The Structure tab will then show the analysis of the page
structure. As you can see in Figure 9-6, when the styles are off, the text overlaps on
the page and is clumsy. The web page is also missing proper hierarchies and Header,
Navigation, and Main sections, qualifying it as inaccessible.

Figure 9-6. WAVE page structure analysis with styles off

Now try the WAI’s accessible demo site, which is an accessible version of the same
website. You can see the page structure is properly designed with a hierarchy, as
shown in Figure 9-7.
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Figure 9-7. WAVE page structure analysis for the WAI’s accessible demo website

In an accessibility-enabled site such as this, you can easily verify the sequence of ele‐
ments and content and check that the navigation is as expected given the hierarchy
displayed.

Lighthouse
If your application is not publicly accessible, you may not be able to use WAVE. An
alternative is to use the Lighthouse tool from Google, which enables you to audit the
accessibility of a website using your local Chrome browser.
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Workflow
Try these simple steps to see how Lighthouse works:

1. Open the WAI’s inaccessible demo website in Chrome.
2. Open Chrome DevTools using the shortcut Cmd-Option-I on macOS or Shift-

Ctrl-J on Windows/Linux.
3. On the Lighthouse tab, select the Accessibility category, as shown in Figure 9-8,

and click “Generate report.”

Figure 9-8. Using Lighthouse in Chrome DevTools to generate an accessibility report

Lighthouse’s accessibility audit report will shortly be available in the same panel, as
seen in Figure 9-9.
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Figure 9-9. Lighthouse accessibility audit report for the WAI’s inaccessible demo website

As you can see, it reports similar issues to those identified by WAVE (two contrast
issues, a missing lang attribute, etc.). Also, to help with debugging, the actual lines of
code containing the errors are presented, and there are educational links to support
the developers in fixing them. Lighthouse provides an overall score at the top of the
report to give a sense of how good or bad the page is, and there is a checklist at the
bottom of the report (“Additional items to manually check”) to convey what the audit
did not cover. This list also has educational links to guide in performing manual veri‐
fication.

Lighthouse Node Module
The Lighthouse Node module does similar auditing to the version that is part of
Chrome DevTools, but can be executed from the command line. It can therefore be
used to integrate with CI and offers more flexibility in how the runs are configured
and reported.
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Workflow
To run Lighthouse’s accessibility audits from the command line, follow these steps:

1. Assuming you have Node.js installed already, use the following command to
install Lighthouse:

$ npm i -g lighthouse

2. Run the audit using this command:
$ lighthouse --chrome-flags="--headless" URL

The report is generated as an HTML file by default, as seen in Figure 9-10, in the
same working directory.

Figure 9-10. Lighthouse CLI report for the WAI’s inaccessible demo website

You can add this HTML file as an output artifact in the CI pipeline for easy verifica‐
tion. Also, you can make the build fail if the scores are below a threshold with a wrap‐
per build task.

Additional Testing Tools
A couple of other auditing tools that are frequently used for accessibility testing are
Pa11y CI and axe-core. Let’s look at what they offer.
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Pa11y CI Node Module
Pa11y CI is a command-line tool that comes as a Node module. It runs accessibility
audits against one or more URLs and reports issues, similar to what we saw with the
WAVE and Lighthouse tools. To test multiple web pages using this tool, include the
URLs in the urls section of the config file, as seen in Example 9-1. Alternatively, you
can pass in an XML sitemap on the command line with the --sitemap option. You
can add Pa11y CI to the project build stage in CI, or even as a separate stage in the
pipeline.

Accessibility is sometimes abbreviated to a11y, which stands for
“a–[11 letters in between]–y.”

Example 9-1. Pa11y CI’s config file with before and after WAI demo sites

{
    "defaults": {
        "timeout": 1000,
        "viewport": {
            "width": 320,
            "height": 480
        }
    },
    "urls": [
        "https://www.w3.org/WAI/demos/bad/after/home.html",
        "https://www.w3.org/WAI/demos/bad/before/home.html"
    ]
}

The tool comes with options to set a threshold for errors and warnings up to which
the CI build can pass, define viewport sizes to perform audits, and define the time to
wait for the page to load.

Axe-core
The GitHub documentation for axe-core states that it can find, on average, 57% of
WCAG issues automatically. It works with many browsers, including Microsoft Edge,
Google Chrome, Firefox, Safari, and IE. The tool has many extensions built on top of
it. For example, for Java Selenium WebDriver integration, you can add axe-core as a
Maven dependency. Similarly, for Cypress, you have the cypress-axe Node module.
There are also vue-axe and react-axe libraries to add tests in the frontend.

Basically, axe-core provides APIs to perform accessibility auditing on web pages,
which can be added as part of functional tests. For instance, the run() API runs the
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accessibility audit on the current page and throws assertion errors on failures. So, just
like other element assertions on the page, you can add this additional line to assess
the accessibility of the page inside the functional tests.

To summarize, we have seen standalone tools that can be run as part of project build
scripts or as a separate stage in CI and tools that can be integrated as part of a func‐
tional test suite. Whichever option you choose, it is best to strategize the continuous
testing process such that your team gets feedback early in the development cycle.

All the effort you put in will pay off as you’ll be able to ensure that you provide com‐
fortable access to the application to Matt, Fred, Helen, Laxmi, Connie, Xiao, Abbie,
Maya, Philip, and also yourself!

Perspectives: Accessibility as a Culture
Although we have discussed accessibility in the context of web applications through‐
out this chapter, these concepts don’t only apply to websites. Accessibility is a culture
and requires a shift in mindset. When we adopt this mindset, we start asking our‐
selves questions like: If I send an email with only images and no alternative text sum‐
mary, will it be accessible for everyone? If I use a small font size in my presentation
slides, will everyone be able to read them? Can I choose simple, clear messages over
erudite vernacular so that everyone can understand? I am sure all of us know the
answers to these questions!

Key Takeaways
Here are the key takeaways from this chapter:

• Web accessibility features are essential for some, but useful for all.
• The disabled community represents the third-largest economy globally in terms

of purchasing power, which makes accessibility a strong business case.
• Many governments have policies to mandate accessibility, so it is also a legal

requirement.
• The W3C WAI has come up with a set of Web Content Accessibility Guidelines

that software development teams must follow. Check for the latest version of the
guidelines at the time of your project development.

• The accessibility ecosystem is comprehensive, encompassing tools and technolo‐
gies beyond just those of the web. It’s a good idea to try out at least one assistive
technology, such as a screen reader, to help you think of good accessibility-
enabled features for your application.

• We should integrate accessibility within the software development lifecycle from
the beginning stages, as retrofitting it at the end will be a nightmare.
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• Many web development frameworks have built-in support for accessibility fea‐
tures.

• Accessibility testing can be shifted to the left with accessibility checklists and
automated static and runtime auditing tools such as Codelyzer, Pa11y CI, Light‐
house, WAVE, and axe-core.

• You can reach out to organizations that provide user testing services, including
users with disabilities, to get real-time feedback on your application.
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CHAPTER 10

Cross-Functional Requirements Testing

When we understand CFRs is when we truly understand quality!

Businesses often think of hundreds of functional requirements, looking to add value
for customers and gain revenue. These functional requirements constitute the core
business services offered to the customers—for instance, the feature to book a ride
with a ride-hailing app or make a payment with an internet banking facility. However,
just implementing these functional requirements is not enough to guarantee success.
Imagine you want to book a ride, and you have to wait five minutes to see the list of
available options. You could probably hail a taxi in that time, so why bother to use the
app? Or maybe the app does its job functionally well, but it takes several steps to book
a ride. The complexity would be frustrating, and you would likely look for a more
user-friendly alternative sooner or later. Likewise, if you found out the app was
exposing your personal details, you would certainly get rid of it. These are just a few
examples of why businesses and software teams need to focus on cross-functional
requirements (CFRs). They make the application complete and, most importantly,
imbue high quality.

CFRs are features of the application that have to be built into every functional feature.
For example, a couple of CFRs for the ride-hailing app could be that the app should
respond to users within x seconds, users should be able to perform any action within
n steps, and the app should transmit and store the users’ details securely. Only when
CFRs are built and tested thoroughly across all features will any app have a chance of
becoming a strong competitor in the market.
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Cross-Functional Versus Non-Functional Requirements
You will often hear CFRs referred to as non-functional requirements (NFRs). I, along
with many others in the software industry, prefer the term cross-functional, as it
emphasizes that the requirements are spread across the application and need to be
built and tested as part of every user story and feature. Also, calling them “non-
functional” may cause the false impression that they are nonessential, which goes
totally against the goal we want to achieve—building a high-quality application!

If you are used to thinking of software requirements as functional or non-functional,
you will see some “functional” features like authentication and authorization being
referred to as cross-functional features in this chapter. This is because they are spread
across the application. For instance, we have to verify the authenticity of every service
request and respond with only the relevant information as per the requestor’s access
levels/permissions every time.

Although we have been discussing CFRs in the previous chapters (while considering
topics such as performance, security, accessibility, and visual and data testing), this
chapter is specifically focused on bringing attention to the full range of these require‐
ments. In the process, we shall take a broader view of CFRs, and discuss an overall
CFR testing strategy that can cater to providing continuous feedback for the team. We
will also discuss some essential testing methodologies and tools to assist in imple‐
menting the testing strategy.

Building Blocks
In Chapter 1, we discussed how software quality is envisioned differently by the busi‐
ness and customers and how both parties demand a long list of quality attributes.
These attributes essentially translate into the standard CFRs for any given application.
Table 10-1 lists 30 common CFRs, with definitions and examples of each.

Table 10-1. Simple definitions of a long list of CFRs

CFR Simple definition
Accessibility Ability of the system to enable user personas with disabilities to access the application seamlessly, as

discussed in Chapter 9, such as through support for screen reader integration.
Archivability Ability of the system to store and retrieve the history of application events and transactions as

needed, such as storing a user’s online purchase order history.
Auditability Ability of the system to track the business events and states of an application through logs, database

entries, etc. As explained in Chapter 7, this feature helps defend against the threat of repudiation.
Authentication Ability of the system to allow only authenticated users to access the application’s services in all layers.

For example, a simple login feature.
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CFR Simple definition
Authorization Ability of the system to restrict access to the application’s services based on permissions, such as

restricting access to view account details to only certain bank employees.
Availability Ability of the system to provide the application’s services for a defined period or threshold, as

discussed in Chapter 8.
Compatibility Ability of two or more systems to work in tandem without disrupting one another. For instance, the

ability of the application to work with an earlier version of the same service (known as backward
compatibility).

Compliance Adherence of the system to legal requirements and industry standards, such as WCAG 2.0.
Configurability Ability of the system to configure the behavior of the application with variables, such as the ability to

configure the types of multifactor authentication.
Consistency Ability of the system to produce consistent results in distributed environments without loss of

information, such as being able to show comments in a social media post in the right order
irrespective of the end user’s geolocation.

Extensibility Ability of the system to plug in new features, such as being able to add a new type of payment
method to the application.

Installability Ability of the system to be installed on supported platforms, such as OSs and browsers.
Interoperability Ability of the system to interact with applications that operate on multiple technologies and

platforms. For example, an employee management system that integrates with insurance systems,
payroll management products, performance assessment systems, and so on.

Localization/
internationalization

Ability to scale the application to different regions with a different user experience, if necessary, and
language translations. For example, amazon.de is localized for German-speaking users. This CFR is also
commonly referred to as l10n/ i18n for the same reasons as a11y (see the note in Chapter 9).

Maintainability Ability of the application to be easily maintained in the long run, with readable code, tests, etc. An
example is creating meaningful method names.

Monitoring Ability of the system to collect data about its activities and alert when predefined errors are
encountered or when acceptable metrics go out of bounds. For instance, alerting when the server is
down.

Observability Ability of the system to analyze the information gathered by monitoring systems in order to debug
and gain insights on application behavior, for example to understand how each feature is utilized
during peak days, weeks, and so on.

Performance Ability of the system to respond on time to the user’s requests even at times of peak load. For
example, ride availability should be presented to the users in x seconds, even under peak load.

Portability Ability of the application to be shipped to new environments, such as integrating with new database
types and cloud providers.

Privacy Ability of the system to protect private and sensitive user data, such as encrypting credit card details
while storing them in the database.

Recoverability Ability of the system to recover from system outages, for example by having automatic data backup
mechanisms.

Reliability Ability of the system to tolerate errors and continuously maintain the services and data with precision.
For example, applications usually incorporate retry mechanisms to handle network and other transient
failures.

Reporting Ability of the system to present meaningful reports to the business and end users based on the events
collected. For example, Amazon lets users create order history reports.
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1 Developed at Hewlett-Packard and originally described by Robert Grady in his book Practical Software Met‐
rics for Project Management and Process Improvement (Prentice-Hall).

CFR Simple definition
Resilience Ability of the system to handle errors and downtime. For example, load-balancing solutions may be

put in place so that requests are sent only to servers that are online.
Reusability Ability of the system to reuse application code and services as needed to implement new features; for

example, reusing design components across multiple suites of enterprise applications.
Scalability Ability of the system to handle expansion to new regions, more users, etc. For example, most cloud

providers have options to enable an auto-scaling feature, which ensures that additional computational
resources are added when there is a heavy load.

Security Ability of the system to curb vulnerabilities and defend against potential attacks, using the tools and
methods discussed in Chapter 7.

Supportability Ability of the system to support new developers onboarding to teams and new users onboarding to
the application code. An example is automating the code base and test suite setup steps.

Testability Ability of the system to simulate different test cases and experiment with the application. For
example, creating mocks for third-party services in order to simulate different test cases and test the
integrations.

Usability Ability of the system to provide a user experience that is intuitive, meaningful, and easy. For example,
having a consistent navigation layout with a header panel.

This is not meant to be an exhaustive list; there may be others. Collectively, the CFRs,
or -ilities, as they are sometimes called, define the executional and evolutionary quali‐
ties of the application. Executional qualities refer to the behavior of the application
during runtime, such as availability, authentication, monitoring, and others. Evolu‐
tionary qualities, like maintainability, scalability, extensibility, etc., refer to the quality
of the static application code. When executional qualities are not embedded in the
application, the end users and the business will witness the impact firsthand. When
evolutionary qualities are not addressed, software teams take the blow first, and this
soon becomes an issue for the business. For instance, end users get frustrated when
the system is unavailable, and when the code is unmaintainable team members get
frustrated, leading to productivity loss. In order to avoid such frustrations, teams
should establish a set of CFRs for the application right at the beginning of develop‐
ment and continuously test for these throughout the delivery cycle, just like func‐
tional requirements.

To lend a hand there, we’ll discuss an overall CFR testing strategy now.

CFR Testing Strategy
Let’s discuss the FURPS model, a model used for classifying all software require‐
ments,1 to begin with. We will be using this model to establish a high-level CFR test‐
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ing strategy. FURPS stands for functionality, usability, reliability, performance, and
supportability. The themes can be elaborated as follows:

Functionality
This category of software requirements can be experienced as user flows in the
application, such as the login flow, ride availability flow, and booking flow.

Usability
This category represents the set of requirements that affect the user experience,
such as the visual quality, browser compatibility, accessibility, ease of use, and so
on.

Reliability
These requirements contribute to making the application consistent, fault toler‐
ant, and recoverable.

Performance
These requirements relate to the backend KPIs and frontend performance met‐
rics, as discussed in Chapter 8.

Supportability
This category includes all the evolutionary code qualities, such as maintainability,
testability, secure code, and so on.

The CFRs in Table 10-1 can be visualized along the same lines. For example, accessi‐
bility, as discussed in Chapter 9, is manifested through functional features, such as
adding transcripts for videos, and also via the application design. So, the testing
approach for accessibility will comprise methods and tools used for testing the func‐
tionality as well as usability. Similarly, one way to incorporate security is to add
authentication-related functional features such as user login and to imbue security-
related practices into the static code.

This section presents testing strategies for each of these five themes, as depicted in
Figure 10-1. To formulate your project-specific CFR testing strategy, decompose the
different aspects of the CFRs and adopt the appropriate methods and tools based on
your project’s priorities.
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Figure 10-1. A CFR testing strategy, decomposed across the five themes

Functionality
To test the functional aspects of the CFRs, the manual exploratory and automated
functional testing tools and methods discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 can be employed
at different application layers. To reiterate, tools like Postman, Selenium WebDriver,
REST Assured, and JUnit can be used to automate these functional aspects and get
continuous feedback. Additionally, the data testing tools and methods discussed in
Chapter 5 will be essential for testing them.

A special callout for testing compliance-related functional features, such as the strong
customer authentication feature that is part of PSD2 or GDPR-related functional fea‐
tures, is that it is crucial to gather the right information on those regulations and to
involve the legal team in both the testing and the requirements gathering phase. For
quick reference, a section on regulatory requirements is included as part of the next
section of the chapter (see “Compliance Testing” on page 298).
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Usability
In order to approach usability testing methodically, we can deconstruct usability into
a few aspects, such as visual quality, cross-browser compatibility, localization/interna‐
tionalization, user experience design, and accessibility. We discussed tools and
approaches for testing visual quality and cross-browser compatibility in Chapter 6,
and accessibility testing in Chapter 9. Let’s discuss the testing approaches for the
remaining aspects here:

Localization/internationalization testing
Localization testing can be addressed in a few ways. If the UI skin varies for dif‐
ferent locales, you should perform visual testing. If the skin doesn’t vary but only
the language and features like date and money formats change, you can rely on
unit testing and manual testing. For instance, you can add unit tests to compare
the locales’ string files for missing keys other than date and money format valida‐
tions. However, when the language changes, sometimes the length of the text is
affected, which can result in changes to the UI layout. In those cases, you can
again adopt visual testing practices.

The manual testing of language-specific text needs to follow a certain sequence of
steps to avoid duplication of efforts. The first step is to get meaningful text for all
the elements, messages, etc., from a person who knows the language, followed by
approval from the product owner or any business-approved representative. Next
is to document the right text in each user story to enable development and man‐
ual story testing. Most often, when these steps are omitted the developers are left
with no other option than to fill in the text using an online translation service,
which results in double testing efforts before and after getting the approved
strings.

It is important to bear in mind that putting off such localization testing until just
before the release poses the risk of encountering a broken UI layout late in the
delivery cycle as there is a possibility of the translated text not fitting the ele‐
ments’ layout, as mentioned previously.

UI-driven functional tests should not be used to verify all the
text in the application, as that would make them very slow. Use
these tests only to verify the functional flows in the different
locales, if they are different. In such cases, you can reuse the
UI-driven functional tests by parameterizing the strings used
in assertions and element identifiers, provided your overall
test strategy adheres to the test pyramid.
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User experience
The user experience encompasses all the design-related aspects of the application,
such as how intuitive the user flows are, how many clicks it takes the user to get
the information they need, whether the icons convey the right meaning, whether
the application’s color palette is to the end users’ liking, and so on. Such aspects
are researched during the beginning of the project and incorporated into the
design. For instance, in a retail mobile project I worked on, we found that people
from Italy preferred to see bright colors, like vibrant red, and designed the appli‐
cation with such a color palette.

As a general practice, you should include user experience aspects in manual
exploratory testing for every user story. The Nielson and Norman group has
done extensive research on user experience design and collated a list of 10 usabil‐
ity heuristics to follow, which can be incorporated into testing. Most often, the
product owners and UX designers pair on such testing. There are also tools like
UserZoom and Optimal Workshop that can be used to conduct UX tests on the
design prototypes with real end users. I have seen such tests, when conducted
periodically during the delivery cycle with different end user groups, result in
significantly enhancing the design.

A/B testing is another way to get real-time feedback on the user experience in
production. Though it’s called testing, this is really more experimentation: it
involves presenting different UX designs of the same feature as prototypes to two
different end user groups in production and collecting data on the users’ behav‐
iors to enable the product team to decide on the final design. For example, a sim‐
ple experiment would be to understand if a Sale button has the highest likelihood
of being clicked if it’s red or blue. In such an experiment, the red and blue but‐
tons are presented to different user groups in production, and usage data is col‐
lected and analyzed over a set period. This kind of experiment may require data
science capabilities, and usually a team of product owners, data scientists, devel‐
opers, and user experience designers work together on such experiments.

Reliability
From Table 10-1, the CFRs that contribute to the application’s reliability are recovera‐
bility, resilience, auditability, archivability, reporting, monitoring, observability, and
consistency. Many aspects of reliability, such as error handling, retry mechanisms,
fallback mechanisms for single points of failure, measures to ensure consistency of
data, and integrations with third-party tools for monitoring, observability, and
reporting services, can be experienced as user flows. Functional testing approaches, as
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, can be deployed here. Apart from these, the other test‐
ing methods that contribute to reliability testing are the following:
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Chaos Engineering
Chaos Engineering is a way to unearth inherent flaws in the application that
might lead to system outages, failures, and other disasters, making the applica‐
tion unreliable. Usually, this method uncovers the unknown unknowns and is
immensely helpful in large-scale systems. Chaos Engineering is discussed in
detail in the next section of the chapter.

Infrastructure testing
Infrastructure is one of the many important parts of an application that contrib‐
ute to reliability and recoverability. If it goes down, everything goes down. Addi‐
tionally, the infrastructure layer has to be wired appropriately in order to support
auto-scaling, alerting/monitoring, load balancing, and archiving capabilities.
Although focused testing at the infrastructure layer hasn’t become prevalent yet,
it is gaining traction due to the increased need for businesses to scale widely. We
will discuss this topic in detail in the next section of the chapter as well.

Performance
We discussed the importance of performance and a selection of tools and metrics for
both frontend and backend performance testing in Chapter 8. To reiterate, some of
the key metrics are availability, response time, and concurrency, and tools that can
help with performance testing include JMeter, WebPageTest, and Lighthouse. An
additional point to note is that performance testing caters to fulfilling the scalability
requirements by identifying the system breakdown threshold, and thereby contrib‐
utes to enhancing the reliability of the application too.

Supportability
Supportability refers to all the evolutionary code qualities, such as compatibility, con‐
figurability, extensibility, installability, interoperability, portability, maintainability,
reusability, security, and testability. Some of their functional manifestations, such as
the configurability of functional features, compatibility with required protocols,
installability in appropriate operating systems, interoperability features, etc., can be
tested using the functional testing approaches discussed earlier in the book, with
proper environment setup and stubs. Other approaches to test supportability include:

Architecture tests
Architecture tests are added to assert a set of architectural characteristics, such as
verifying that the right classes are under the right packages (thereby ensuring
reusability). These automated tests provide feedback to the team in the event of
deviations from the essential architectural characteristics that were designed to
cater to CFRs such as reusability, portability, maintainability, and so on. We’ll dis‐
cuss some tools that can be used to write such tests in “Architecture Testing” on
page 294.
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Static code analyzers
Many tools do static code analysis and provide useful feedback that serves to
enhance maintainability. For example, Checkstyle ensures that the team sticks to
a common coding style. PMD is a tool that reports issues such as unused vari‐
ables, empty catch blocks, duplicate code, etc. It also allows the team to add cus‐
tom rules specific to the project’s standards. ESLint is a similar tool for checking
JavaScript code for possible style and code errors, and SonarQube is a widely
adopted tool that helps in assessing code coverage and scanning for vulnerabili‐
ties. In earlier chapters, we also discussed other static code analyzers that exam‐
ine the code to ensure it is secure and accessible.

Using these methods and tools, you can shift your CFR testing to the left. As dis‐
cussed in Chapter 4, these CFRs can be continuously tested along with functional
tests as part of CI, enabling the team to get continuous feedback on all quality dimen‐
sions and thereby continuously deliver high-quality software to their customers!

Other CFR Testing Methods
To help you meet the goal of shifting CFR testing to the left and being able to do con‐
tinuous delivery, several of the CFR testing methods introduced in the previous sec‐
tion, such as Chaos Engineering, architecture testing, and infrastructure testing, are
discussed at greater length here. You can also read about a set of commonly imple‐
mented regulatory requirements toward the end of the section, which will support
your compliance testing efforts.

The title of this section emphasizes the fact that we have already
discussed various CFR testing methods and tools, in Chapter 5
through Chapter 9.

Chaos Engineering
Application reliability is one of the critical CFRs, as any service outage results directly
in a loss for the business. A Gartner study in 2014 estimated that the cost of down‐
time ranges from $140k–$540k per hour for some businesses, and I wouldn’t be sur‐
prised if the cost is even higher in 2022. In recognition of the importance of
reliability, established products in the market such as the Amazon Web Services strive
to achieve an uptime of 99.999%, i.e., a cumulative downtime of just 5 minutes and 15
seconds per year.

Some of the factors that can lead to downtime are bugs in the application, single
points of failure in the architecture, network issues, hardware failures, unexpected
high loads of traffic, and issues with third-party services on which the application is
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dependent. Most of these factors are considered while designing the architecture, and
teams do take relevant preventive measures during development too. For example,
the exponential back-off method is widely adopted to handle service downtime: it
prescribes that the request frequency to a down service be exponentially decreased so
that it gets breathing time to recover quickly. Likewise, the blue/green deployment
model is frequently implemented in order to avoid downtime during system updates;
it works by having two identical production instances, where one is live and the other
is used for upgrading, then switched to be the live instance. Apart from methods like
these, teams handle downtime preemptively in several ways, such as having replicas
to share high load, auto-scaling infrastructure, proper error handling of inputs, and
so on. Yet despite all these efforts, large-scale distributed systems pose discrete chal‐
lenges to the reliability of the application in the form of convoluted workflows,
multiple-layer dependencies, third-party failures, downstream systems errors, and so
on, which cannot be easily foreseen and eventually lead to downtime.

Let’s consider a hypothetical example. A 50-member team worked on a large-scale
distributed application and set up two instances separately to cater to customers in
the US and UK. They configured each instance to redirect to the other when one
went down and built functional capabilities into the application to handle requests
from both regions. The team tested the functionality and the redirection flow. They
also checked the performance of their application under load. However, when the UK
instance went down due to technical issues at the same time as a peak sale was hap‐
pening in the US and all the UK requests were redirected to the US instance, the
application ended up throwing errors to all the users. The root cause was later spotted
in one of the third-party downstream systems with a constraint on requests per hour,
which started throwing errors when the rate limit was exceeded. Practically speaking,
this is one of those edge cases that is hard to pinpoint. The team had done their due
diligence, but in reality it’s hard for anyone to know all the nitty-gritty details in such
large-scale distributed systems!

That hypothetical team was not alone in having this experience. Netflix, too, had
troubling experiences when its service became cloud-native: the cloud instances faced
unplanned outages due to various issues, resulting in losses and extended working
hours for the engineers. They took that up as a challenge, deliberately mimicking the
failures and solving the issues in their application one by one until it became entirely
resilient to such unplanned outages. To achieve this goal they designed a tool called
Chaos Monkey, which brought down one random instance of a cluster every day dur‐
ing working hours, with the engineers implementing safety measures appropriately.
This approach ensured every one of their system’s inherent unpredicted flaws were
addressed, ultimately making it both resilient and reliable. Based on this success, they
further evolved and crystallized the practice, calling it Chaos Engineering.

A formal definition from the book Chaos Engineering by Nora Jones and Casey
Rosenthal (O’Reilly) is as follows:
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Chaos Engineering is the discipline of experimenting on a distributed system in order
to build confidence in the system’s capability to withstand turbulent conditions in
production.

In other words, it involves conducting experiments on the application, simulating
errors, outages, and other unexpected scenarios, and observing the application’s
behavior. This practice is becoming widely adopted in the software industry, and
many companies have evolved it further to suit their needs. From the collective learn‐
ings of the industry, the fundamental characteristics of Chaos Engineering can be
described as follows:

• It’s more about experimentation than testing—i.e., it doesn’t involve verifying the
expected behaviors of the system when faced with unknown issues, but rather
observing the behavior of the system in unexpected situations and gaining
insights.

• The purpose of experimenting is to gain confidence in the system’s reliability and
resilience. You can choose not to experiment when you have enough confidence
in your system’s ability to handle unknown turbulence.

• It’s particularly beneficial when you are developing a large-scale distributed
system.

• Chaos Engineering is not the responsibility of one particular role, such as the
DevOps engineers or testers. It is a team activity where all stakeholders work
together to design the experiment, conduct it, and debug the behavior.

Perhaps if they had conducted such chaos experiments, that 50-member team would
have spotted the rate limiting issue earlier and avoided the disastrous outage!

Chaos experiment
If you’re planning to orchestrate chaos experiments, the Netflix team recommends
conducting them directly in production, as the real-life variables are extremely tough
to simulate in a test environment. They also recommend designing capabilities to
pause the experiments and revert the system back to normal. There are several tools
today that assist in scripting chaos experiments, such as the Chaos Toolkit and
ChaosBlade, so you don’t have to manually bring things down and up in production.

To perform a chaos experiment, first develop a hypothesis that might challenge the
reliability of the application, along with a cross-functional team. Next, define a
steady-state hypothesis, which is the predicted application behavior during the
experiment. Script the experiment using your tool of choice, and run it in production.
If the tool alerts you that the experiment has failed—i.e., the steady-state hypothesis
has not been met—your cross-functional team can jump into action.
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To give you a glimpse of how one of the chaos experiment tools work, Example 10-1
shows a simple experiment setup using the Chaos Toolkit, an open source tool writ‐
ten in Python. The experiment is scripted to simulate a technical issue (here, by delet‐
ing a configuration file in the current instance of the application) and to check
whether an alternative instance of the application is still up and running.

Example 10-1. Chaos experiment to simulate a technical issue and observe the
application behavior

{
    "version": "1.0.0",
    "title": "Application should still be up if there are technical issues",
    "description": "When a particular config file is missing, application should 
                    still be up from another instance",
    "contributions": {
        "reliability": "high",
        "availability": "high"
    },
    "steady-state-hypothesis": {
        "title": "Application is up and running",
        "probes": [
            {
                "type": "probe",
                "name": "homepage-must-respond-ok",
                "tolerance": 200,
                "provider": {
                    "type": "http",
                    "timeout": 2,
                    "url":"https://www.example.com/"
                }
            }
        ]
    },
    "method": [
        {
            "type": "action",
            "name": "file-be-gone",
            "provider": {
                "type": "python",
                "module": "os",
                "func": "remove",
                "arguments": {
                    "path": "/path/config-file"
                }
            },
            "pauses": {
                "after": 1
            }
        }
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    ]
}

The script begins by describing the intent of the experiment and tagging it as a test
case contributing to high reliability and availability. It then elaborates the steady-state
hypothesis and the method to trigger the technical issue. The method uses the tool’s
capability to delete a file from a given path and pauses for 1 second before the tool
attempts to verify the steady-state hypothesis, using one of the tool’s probes to hit the
application URL and checking whether it returns a 200 status code within 2 seconds.
This experiment can be run from the command line and observed.

Suppose we run the experiment and it fails. On further investigation, we find that the
application takes 4 seconds to respond instead of the expected 2 seconds, due to hur‐
dles in rerouting to the alternative instance. That will be a valuable insight gained
from this simple chaos experiment.

The Chaos Toolkit provides many other APIs to conduct varied types of experiments,
and it’s easy to configure them as JSON files like the one shown here. It can generate
HTML reports at the end of the experiments too.

Architecture Testing
At the beginning of any project, a list of functional and cross-functional requirements
is mulled over and drawn up, and a conducive architecture design is laid out. For
example, let’s say that in order to ensure maintainability and reusability, the architec‐
ture design proposes that the application have separate layers. Also, since perfor‐
mance is a priority, caching mechanisms are placed in the right layers. But there’s a
universal law that may disrupt these well-thought-through design decisions, known
as Conway’s law. In his paper “How Do Committees Invent?” Melvin Conway states
that the team structures, particularly the communication paths between people, inevi‐
tably influence the final product design. The individual teams working on smaller
portions of a large system will inadvertently optimize their respective portions
without factoring in the big-picture needs. For example, a team may choose to priori‐
tize performance over reusability and bypass layers, resulting in a need for reworking
later. This is where architecture tests, when rightly placed to guard the essential archi‐
tectural characteristics, come in useful: they provide feedback to teams as and when
they deviate from the big picture.

Tools like ArchUnit for Java and NetArchTest for .NET, among others, can be used to
write such tests. For example, you can introduce architecture tests to check for cyclic
dependencies so that maintainability is continuously preserved, or to make sure the
packages are independent so that they are reusable. ArchUnit tests are similar to
JUnit tests and can be run as part of a CI pipeline. Example 10-2 shows an ArchUnit
test to assert that all the classes in the order management service reside in the oms
package, to ensure reusability. So, whenever there is a need to include a class outside
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the responsibilities of the order management service, the team will be pushed to dis‐
cuss the big picture and decide where it fits in appropriately.

Example 10-2. An ArchUnit test to assert reusability

@Test 
public void order_classes_must_reside_in_oms_package() {

classes().that().haveNameMatching("*order*").should().resideInAPackage("..oms..")
                .as("order classes should reside in the package '..oms..'")
                .check(classes);
}

Similarly, JDepend is a tool that produces metrics on design quality in terms of exten‐
sibility, maintainability, and reusability. It does a static code analysis on all the Java
classes and gives different design scores for a given Java package. (NDepend is a par‐
allel tool in the .NET world.) JDepend uses the number of abstract classes and inter‐
faces in a package as a measure of its extensibility, checks for dependencies on
external packages and raises alerts when there are unwanted dependencies, and
checks for package cyclic dependencies. JDepend tests can be written as JUnit tests
and integrated with CI for continuous feedback on architecture quality.

Example 10-3 shows a JDepend test that checks if packages A and B depend on each
other, introducing cyclic dependencies and thereby hampering reusability.

Example 10-3. A JDepend test to assert on package cyclic dependencies

import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;
import junit.framework.*;

public class PackageDependencyCycleTest extends TestCase {
    private JDepend jdepend;

    protected void setUp() throws IOException {
        jdepend = new JDepend();
        jdepend.addDirectory("/path/to/project/A/classes");
        jdepend.addDirectory("/path/to/project/B/classes");
    }

    public void testAllPackages() {
        Collection packages = jdepend.analyze();
        assertEquals("Cycles exist",
                     false, jdepend.containsCycles());
    }
}
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Along the same lines, tests can be written to verify that a package has only the
expected dependencies or has no dependencies at all. This way, the teams can get
feedback continuously whenever there is an undesired change to the critical architec‐
ture characteristics.

Infrastructure Testing
The term infrastructure at a high level refers to the computational resources (e.g.,
machines, VMs, containers), network structures (e.g., VPNs, DNS entries, proxies,
gateways), and storage resources (AWS S3, SQL Server, secrets management systems,
etc.) necessary to support the smooth functioning of the application. Infrastructure
testing involves testing the setup and configuration of these resources. This is an
emerging area in testing.

The need for infrastructure testing mainly arises from the growing demand to scale
applications. This demand is mainly because businesses, once successful, want to
quickly expand their online services to newer regions and start serving larger num‐
bers of customers. To enable such quick scaling, they should have the ability to repli‐
cate the existing end-to-end application stack, including the infrastructure setup,
within a short time—if possible automatically, with a single click. Although most soft‐
ware teams have an established automated process to test, bundle, and deploy the
application to any environment with one single click, they don’t always have the same
capability on the infrastructure side, which introduces a gap in their ability to scale
rapidly. This is where the practice of Infrastructure as Code (IaC) becomes very useful.

The term IaC refers to the practice of designing the infrastructure setup and configu‐
ration as reusable code, just like application code, to power continuous delivery and
scalability. For instance, code is written to spin up a cloud instance with 3 GB of
memory using the cloud provider’s APIs, set up application-specific load balancer
rules, and set up a firewall. These features need to be tested so that the same code can
be used to spin up new infrastructure instances whenever there is high load or to
enable expansion to new regions.

Terraform by HashiCorp is a widely adopted open source tool for scripting infra‐
structure code using a declarative coding style. It enables the code to work across
multiple cloud providers. Here are some things to keep in mind when testing infra‐
structure code written using Terraform in various stages of the path to production:

• Terraform provides the terraform validate command to check for syntax
errors in the Terraform code, which can be applied as early as in the development
stage.

• TFLint, a linting plug-in for Terraform, can help in analyzing the static infra‐
structure code for deprecated syntax, deviation from best practices such as nam‐
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ing conventions, etc. TFLint can also check if the specified image types are
offered by popular cloud providers such as AWS, Azure, etc.

• During the incremental development process, Terraform can compare the latest
code changes against the existing environment state and present a preview of the
changes as a safety measure before execution. For example, if the code changes
result in the unintentional deletion of the database, the preview feature will save
the day! The command for this is terraform plan. You can also write automated
tests against the output of this command to verify certain aspects, like security
policy compliance.

• The next step is to deploy the infrastructure code to create actual cloud instances
and verify whether the instances have the intended infrastructure resources—for
example, if the instance is running within the private subnet and has the required
disk space. These test cases can be automated using tools like Terratest, AWSSpec,
Inspec, and Kitchen-Terraform, and added to CI.

• Then comes the end-to-end testing of the infrastructure components. We need to
check if the components can interact with each other in the expected way—for
instance, if the web server can make a call to the application services. This test‐
ing, in a way, gets covered when the deployment of the application code is suc‐
cessful and the functional tests run smoothly. But it’s also possible to catch such
issues before deploying the application by writing infrastructure tests using a
combination of the tools mentioned earlier.

Kief Morris, author of the book Infrastructure as Code (O’Reilly), suggests that the
distribution of the infrastructure tests in the various layers may form a diamond pat‐
tern instead of a pyramid. This is because unit tests for low-level declarative code,
such as that in Terraform, may not be of much use and are recommended to be kept
to a minimum. So, depending on the nature of the infrastructure code, we should
choose to add relevant tests in the appropriate layers.

Apart from the functional end-to-end testing, the other aspects to be tested when it
comes to infrastructure are:

Scalability
We should test that instances auto-scale based on load and verify that the applica‐
tion features work smoothly after scaling.

Security
Infrastructure security is a critical aspect to test. Tools like Snyk IaC check for
potential vulnerabilities in infrastructure code during development. Some of the
security test cases, like checking for unexpected open ports, appropriate public-
and private-facing instances, and so on, can be tested manually and by writing
automated infrastructure tests.
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Compliance
Sometimes, the infrastructure code needs to adhere to policies and compliance
features. For instance, to be PCI DSS–compliant (PCI DSS is discussed as part of
the next section), appropriate firewalls should be set up. To check for compliance
rules, HashiCorp offers Sentinel for enterprises.

An open source tool to check compliance features in Terraform is terraform-
compliance. The tool is based on Python and provides a behavior-driven devel‐
opment layer just like Cucumber to write tests. The tool runs the tests against the
output of the terraform plan command instead of the actual instance.

Operability
All other operational features, such as log archiving for auditability, monitoring
tool integration, automated maintenance features, and so on, need to be tested as
well.

Depending on the complexity and nature of the infrastructure code, you can choose
to write automated tests for these cases and integrate them with CI. Many of the tools
for automated infrastructure testing are still evolving and require coding skills
beyond just one language. For instance, Terratest uses GoLang, terraform-

compliance uses Python, and AWSSpec uses Ruby. Additionally, many automated
testing tools may require real infrastructure to be up and running, incurring costs.
Given these constraints, you can craft an infrastructure testing strategy specific to
your application’s needs.

Compliance Testing
Two commonly implemented regulations on the web are the GDPR and WCAG 2.0.
We discussed WCAG 2.0 at length in Chapter 9. Here, we will briefly explore the
GDPR, then take a quick look at some payment-related regulations that you should
be aware of.

This section intends only to serve as a brief introduction to these
regulatory requirements. Software teams are recommended to
engage with legal advisors to get the details specific to their applica‐
tion and domain.

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
The GDPR primarily aims to protect the private data of EU citizens. If you aim to sell
goods to EU citizens, then your website will be subject to GDPR compliance. Simi‐
larly, if a school in the US allows admissions to EU citizens via its website, then it has
to abide by GDPR requirements. Noncompliance may result in heavy penalties, as
high as 4% of the company’s annual revenue.
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Different countries also have their own data protection and privacy
laws. As of April 2022, 71% of countries across the globe reportedly
had proper legislation in place for data protection and privacy. For
example, Canada has the Consumer Privacy Protection Act (CPPA)
and the UK has its own version of the GDPR (post-Brexit).

According to the GDPR, private data is any information that, on its own or combined
with other information, can be used to identify a living individual. The individual’s
racial or ethnic origin, religious or philosophical beliefs, political opinions, sexual ori‐
entation, genetic data, biometric data, past or present criminal convictions, etc., are
classified as sensitive personal data, which needs to be carefully protected. Even many
online identifiers like IP addresses, MAC addresses, mobile device IDs, cookies, user
account IDs, and other system-generated data that can be used to identify a living
individual come under GDPR protection. In order to protect the data, GDPR recom‐
mends that development teams implement Privacy by Design principles (the Privacy
by Design framework, developed by Dr. Ann Cavoukian, lays out seven foundational
principles that focus on preventing any privacy-invasive events).

Some of the technical measures that you can implement are the protection of data at
rest using dynamic salts and hashing techniques, encryption of data in transit, adher‐
ing to the principle of least privilege, pseudonymization, anonymization of data, and
other general data security measures discussed as part of Chapter 7.

The GDPR also protects users’ rights to control their data in various ways, like the
following:

Right to be informed
You need to let the application’s users know how their personal data is used. This
is typically handled through the site’s privacy policy.

Right of access
Users have the right to request their stored personal records.

Right to be forgotten
Users can request that the site owners delete their personal data when there is no
compelling reason for its continued processing.

Right to restrict processing
Users can prohibit the processing of their personal data. The website can still
store the data but no longer process it.

Right to rectification
Users can correct incomplete or inaccurate information on the website.

Right to portability
Users can obtain and reuse their personal data.
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Right to object
Users can object to their personal information being used for marketing,
research, and statistics.

Rights related to automatic decision making
Users must be asked for their consent to use their profiles for automated decision
making, like profiling.

Most of these requirements can be tested using functional testing approaches. For
instance, you can add automated micro- and macro-level tests to assert that there is
no implicit opt-in, verify that personal data is stored only after obtaining the user’s
consent, and check that personal information is not stored in application logs. The
security testing concepts and mindset discussed in Chapter 7 will fit right in here.

PCI DSS and PSD2
If your application deals with credit card payments (which most retail websites do) or
provides payment services to the EU region, there are two regulations that will come
into play:

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)
PCI DSS is a global standard defined by the PCI Security Standards Council to
protect online card transactions. It applies to any entity that stores, processes, or
transmits cardholder data. This means, in general, that it applies to all sites that
take credit card details—even donation sites. PCI DSS is not a legal requirement,
but a mandatory standard expected by banks and merchants for card transac‐
tions. There are fines for noncompliance, as per the respective contracts between
the company and the payment processor. Companies can usually validate their
compliance through a self-assessment questionnaire.

PCI DSS provides 12 guidelines to make credit card transactions secure in an
application, such as encrypting the transmission, having a firewall, updating anti-
virus software, etc. So, when you are testing, you should think of scenarios to
protect the card details, such as masking the card details in the UI and in all stor‐
age locations, implementing restrictions on accessing the card data, avoiding
storing card details in logs, and so on. A threat modeling exercise, as discussed in
Chapter 7, will come in handy here.

Payment Services Directive (PSD2)
PSD was the first implemented payment services directive in the EU region,
which aimed to prevent online payment crimes. It also intended to increase com‐
petition in the payment industry, to prevent banks from monopolizing payment
services. PSD2 is an overhaul of the original PSD standard. Compliance is man‐
dated by law in the EU region for all payment services providers. If you are build‐
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ing an application that provides payment services to customers in the EU region,
you should pay attention to PSD2 regulations.

PSD2 mainly focuses on strong customer authentication (SCA) features and on
extending the reach of PSD2 within and beyond the EU region—for example, it
calls for compliance if even one leg of the transaction involves an EU member
state. To be PSD2-compliant, options for businesses are to choose an already
compliant payment services provider like Stripe or PayPal, or to build the SCA
features for payment services into their applications. In simple terms, SCA can be
equated to multifactor authentication. The European Commission defines SCA
as an authentication mechanism that uses at least two of the following three veri‐
fication elements:

• The user’s unique knowledge of something, like a password
• The user’s unique possession of something, like a debit or credit card or

mobile device
• The user’s unique biometric identifiers, such as their face, voice, or finger‐

prints
Such features have to be tested thoroughly to ensure they are PSD2-compliant.

To summarize, the first step in compliance testing is to develop a thorough under‐
standing of the legislation. Then, the respective CFR testing approaches as discussed
in the strategy section (covering the five themes) can be employed appropriately to
holistically test them. Once the application is tested and ready, the legal team or an
authorized entity will get involved for compliance certification. Only on successful
certification can the cycle of compliance testing be considered complete.

And with that, you are equipped to test the long list of CFRs that your application
might require to thrive and to enable your team to do continuous delivery by shifting
CFR testing to the left.

Perspectives: Evolvability and the Test of Time!
We have discussed how to harness quality by testing the application’s functional and
cross-functional requirements. However, it is important at this juncture to under‐
stand that software requirements are not set in stone at the beginning of the project.
As established previously, software requirements change continuously along with
market needs; such change is inevitable. Also inevitable is that the new requirements
almost always threaten the existing implementation when not shepherded wisely. For
instance, a team member may hastily override encryption in order to improve perfor‐
mance and thereby entirely compromise the security of the application.

This is the core premise of the book Building Evolutionary Architectures by Neal Ford,
Rebecca Parsons, and Patrick Kua (O’Reilly), in which the authors prescribe a new
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CFR: evolvability, which is the ability of the system to preserve the existing architec‐
ture characteristics (e.g., layered architecture, data persistence methods, encryption at
rest and transit) that facilitate a given set of functional and cross-functional require‐
ments, while incorporating new changes. In order to achieve evolvability, they recom‐
mend the implantation of appropriate guard rails for the essential architectural
characteristics that may be non-tradeable, which will provide the teams with instanta‐
neous feedback whenever they deviate. These guard rails can be in the form of auto‐
mated tests around each of the functional and cross-functional requirements (such as
performance tests, security scans, accessibility audit results, architecture tests, and
micro- and macro-level functional tests) as well as code coverage metrics, static code
analyzer metrics and so on. This ensemble of tests and metrics, collectively referred
to as fitness functions, will guide the teams in making incremental changes without
compromising the existing implementation, and in the process create an evolutionary
architecture.

To consolidate the views presented here, all the functional and cross-functional test‐
ing methods and tools that we have been learning all throughout the book, including
what is bundled in this chapter, collectively aid in building an evolutionary architec‐
ture that stands the test of time, in addition to imbuing high quality today!

Key Takeaways
Here are the key takeaways from this chapter:

• Cross-functional requirements, commonly called non-functional requirements,
are as essential as functional requirements for the application’s success. Func‐
tional and cross-functional requirements together make the application a high-
quality product.

• CFRs mainly define the executional and evolutionary qualities of the application.
• CFRs apply to a wide breadth of the application’s features and hence have to be

developed and tested as part of each user story. Having a CFRs checklist as part
of every user story can be a way to ensure the completion of CFR testing.

• The FURPS model abstracts themes out of all the software requirements. The
CFRs can be seen to manifest themselves along those themes.

• The chapter provides a testing strategy for each of the five themes in the FURPS
model, which can be used to put together a project-specific CFR testing strategy.
This testing strategy should pay attention to every CFR individually, based on the
project’s needs.

• Shift your CFR testing to the left by automating these tests and integrating them
with CI.
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• Chaos Engineering is an experimentation method to unveil the inherent flaws in
the application that might make it unreliable. The experiments should be itera‐
tively conducted together as a team.

• Tools like ArchUnit and JDepend help to assert the architectural characteristics
of the application in order to sustain some of the evolutionary code qualities.

• Infrastructure testing is an emerging area in testing. It is necessary in cases where
you need to scale the application quickly. Automated infrastructure testing tools
are still evolving and can incur additional costs in terms of knowledge ramp-up
and actual infrastructure test deployments.

• The GDPR and WCAG 2.0 are commonly implemented regulations in web appli‐
cations. In order to test for compliance, we may be required to know these regu‐
lations thoroughly, essentially by learning from a legal team.

• The functional and cross-functional tests become fitness functions and not only
help teams in delivering high-quality software today, but also assist in creating
evolutionary architectures that will stand the test of time.
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CHAPTER 11

Mobile Testing

Imagine a day without your mobile!

Ever since the advent of smartphones, mobile devices have become like an additional
limb to many of us. They have brought sophistication to our lives by delivering every‐
day services to our doorsteps with a touch and a swipe. I can’t think of a single other
object that serves the multitude of purposes that a smartphone does. We use them to
shop for groceries, outfits, home appliances, and other basic necessities. We use them
to read books, watch movies, and play games to entertain ourselves. Smartphones
facilitate banking, paying bills, and organizing our calendars. Even more, they bring
us a sense of psychological safety as we know that help is only a call away!

With all of these benefits and uses, it’s no wonder there are 6.6 billion smartphone
users across the globe. What may be surprising, though, is that there are well over 8
billion mobile subscriptions—significantly more than there are people on the planet!
The scale of adoption is staggering, but studies correlate these numbers with exten‐
sive usage too. For example, one recent study found that Americans, on average,
check their phones 344 times a day, or every 4 minutes. Similarly, an average smart‐
phone user across the globe reportedly accesses 10 apps per day and 30 apps every
month. And this extensive smartphone usage is not confined to any specific age
group: 18- to 24-year-olds are estimated to spend 93.5 hours each month on smart‐
phones versus 62.7 hours for 45- to 54-year-olds and 42.1 hours for people in the 65+
age bracket (or roughly 3 hours, 2 hours, and 1.5 hours a day, respectively). Such is
the impact of smartphones on all of us.
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With all of this usage, it should come as no surprise that as of 2021 there were 5.7
million apps available in the leading app stores, Google Play and Apple’s App Store—
and the number of mobile apps is only going to continue to grow in the years to
come, as they are proving to be lucrative for businesses. In 2020 alone, mobile apps
generated revenue of over $318 billion worldwide, and that is projected to rise to
more than $613 billion by 2025.

Why are all of these numbers important? Because we, as software developers and test‐
ers, are going to be developing and testing these mobile apps, and it is a clear call for
action to hone our mobile skills. The aim of this chapter is to give insights into the
mobile testing mindset and tools. If you’re wondering how mobile testing is different
from web testing, this chapter will answer that question. It introduces the overall
mobile landscape and the specifics of mobile versus web testing. You will learn a strat‐
egy to fully test the mobile layer, including automated functional testing as well as
performance, security, accessibility, visual, and CFR testing. Additionally, this chapter
has guided exercises to get you up to speed so that you’re mobile project–ready!

Building Blocks
To begin with, let’s take a look at the overall mobile landscape, the challenges it
throws at us, and the specifics that require our attention while testing mobile apps.

Introduction to the Mobile Landscape
As visualized in Figure 11-1, there are three main areas to consider when approach‐
ing the mobile landscape: the devices, the apps themselves, and the network. Let’s take
a look at each in turn.
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Figure 11-1. The mobile landscape

Devices
As part of their evolution, mobile devices have come to vary in several dimensions
from one another. It is critical to understand these dimensions in order to decide
which devices to use for testing. As a general rule, you should aim to provide testing
coverage for at least 85% of the target devices. Here is a list of distinct device dimen‐
sions you should factor in when deciding on your testing strategy:

Screen size
Mobile devices include tablets as well as smartphones. There are well over a bil‐
lion tablet users worldwide, and that is not a tiny number to discard! With all the
different form factors and device models, it should come as no surprise that the
screen sizes of tablets and smartphones vary significantly. What’s more, the
screen size differs within the same device depending on its orientation (that is,
whether it is held in landscape or portrait viewing mode), and modern handsets
enable viewing multiple apps in a split-screen fashion, further subdividing the
available screen space.

Screen size has a major impact on the overall end user experience, which makes
designing, developing, and testing for different screen sizes critical in the mobile
landscape. For example, on smaller screens the user might have to scroll to view
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1 may also see the designations LDPI, MDPI, HDPI, XHDPI, XXHDPI, and XXXHDPI, where DPI refers to
dots per inch, one way of measuring pixel density.

the entire page, whereas on larger screens there may be a lot of empty space—
neither of which may be a welcoming user experience.

Pixel density
A pixel is a small square area on the screen carrying a piece of the information
that is displayed, and pixel density is the number of distinct pixels that can fit
into a square inch of the screen. The greater the density, the better the viewing
experience. Not only do mobile devices differ in their screen sizes, but devices
with the same screen size can have different pixel densities. Based on their pixel
densities, the devices are categorized as low, medium, high, extra high, extra-
extra high, or extra-extra-extra high density. You1 This dimension of mobile devi‐
ces particularly affects image rendering, as images automatically get resized on
certain devices to accommodate the screen size, resulting in blurring or distor‐
tion. Hence, images must be specifically designed and programmed for respective
pixel densities, and this must be included in testing.

A screen’s resolution is an indication of the number of pixels
that it can display horizontally and vertically. For example, a
screen with a resolution of 1,024 x 768 can display 1,024 pixels
horizontally and 768 vertically when the device is in landscape
orientation.

Operating system
Just as the desktop world has Windows, macOS, Linux, and other operating sys‐
tems, the mobile world has Android, iOS, Windows Mobile, Symbian, KaiOS,
and so on. As you can guess, Android and iOS take the top two places, account‐
ing for ~99% of mobile OS usage across the globe. But it doesn’t stop there! There
are many versions of each OS that are still officially supported and used by many
with older phones. This is referred to as fragmentation. For example, as of 2020,
Android 6.0 was still the second most widely used Android version, despite being
released in 2015, while Android 9.0 took first place. So, your testing scope should
include different OS versions, too, as some versions may not support certain fea‐
tures or might handle them differently.

Hardware
The hardware configurations of mobile devices—RAM, CPU, battery capacity,
local storage capacity, etc.—are another dimension that varies from model to
model. Hardware impacts app performance in terms of parallel processing, swift‐
ness in rendering the app, and the overall user experience of the app. Especially
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when your app depends upon built-in device capabilities such as the GPS, cam‐
era, microphone, touchscreen, and other hardware sensors, the end user’s experi‐
ence will vary based on the hardware’s inherent capabilities.

This dimension is significant as it may even impact the core functionality pro‐
vided by the app. For instance, a mobile app designed to gather survivor informa‐
tion during disasters such as tsunamis or cyclones cannot rely on volunteers
possessing a high-end camera and must take care not to draw too much battery
power. Depending on its intended usage, your app may need to be designed,
developed, and tested with stringent hardware conditions in mind.

Device manufacturer
There are several device manufacturers in the market these days, such as Oppo,
Samsung, Xiaomi, LG, Motorola, Google, Apple, and so on. Some of these manu‐
facturers have their own custom Android versions, such as the Cyanogen OS,
Oxygen OS, and Hydrogen OS. Also, each device manufacturer follows their own
hardware design, such as providing a central hardware home button or back but‐
ton. These nuances must be accounted for while developing and testing mobile
apps.

Clearly, as you can see, considerations related to the devices themselves pose a heap of
challenges for software teams to manage. Next, let’s look at the problem through the
app lens.

App
A key specialty of mobile applications is the varied suite of interactions they enable.
In addition to the standard click and type supported by web applications, you can
swipe, touch, long press, zoom in and out, pinch and zoom, press and drag, rotate,
and more in a mobile app! These gestures and interactions are a large part of what
makes mobile usage more attractive and personalized. A subset of these interactions
may be made commonly available across the app, such as swiping left to right on any
page to display the menu, or swiping upwards from the bottom of the screen to bring
up additional features of the current functionality. Such common interactions
become cross-functional requirements across the app, which need to be designed,
built, and tested as part of every user story. The possibility of enhanced interactions,
however, gets constrained based on the app type. While as end users we might have
never considered these distinctions between mobile apps, as software teams we need
to know the different app types so that we can approach testing accordingly. Cur‐
rently, the following four types of mobile apps get adopted frequently:

Native
Native apps are developed mainly to work on a single mobile OS, such as
Android or iOS. The benefits of choosing to develop native apps are that they can
provide excellent performance, offer access to the device hardware and all the OS
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features and APIs (including gestures), can work offline, and have a consistent
and harmonious look and feel. Android native apps are typically written in Java
or Kotlin, and iOS apps are developed with Objective C or Swift. They are dis‐
tributed via Google Play and the Apple App Store, respectively. Each of these dis‐
tribution platforms has compliance guidelines and approval processes after app
submission, so there may be a delay before the app is made available to the pub‐
lic. While that may not be problematic, even urgent bug fixes go through the
approval process, delaying their release! Another significant downside is the
development cost, as a separate native app has to be developed for each of the
target operating systems.

Mobile web
Mobile web apps are websites that are accessed using mobile web browsers. They
have the advantages of being OS-independent, free of installation procedures,
and not requiring local storage space for installation. They also are not depen‐
dent on app stores for approval or distribution. Furthermore, these apps can be
developed with the usual web development technologies (such as HTML5 and
CSS), so there’s no need to learn mobile OS–specific languages. The disadvan‐
tages are that they don’t have access to OS features such as the phone book, cam‐
era, etc., and they can’t work offline. As a result, the user experience is very
limited.

Hybrid
Hybrid apps bring the best from both the native and web worlds. A hybrid app is
developed using standard web development technologies such as HTML, Java‐
Script, or CSS and is then wrapped in a native container that provides access to
OS-related APIs. React Native, Ionic, Apache Cordova, and Flutter are some pop‐
ular hybrid app development frameworks that enable this, even allowing the
same app to work across multiple OSs. Hybrid apps need to be submitted to an
app store for distribution, but the web elements of the app can be hosted on a
server and fetched over the network. As a result, updating these parts of the app
can be done easily without going through the store’s approval process. However,
this will constrain offline viewing of the app, so teams usually store a minimum
set of selected content locally on the device to enable offline viewing. Overall, the
hybrid approach eases development and reduces development costs. The trade-
off, though, is performance, where native apps fare better. Also, since these apps
are commonly built to work across different OSs, there may be an unintended
side effect of alienating some end users, who are accustomed to using their apps
in a certain way in their preferred OS.

Progressive web
Progressive web apps (PWAs) are advanced versions of mobile web apps. Users
can install them on their devices via a URL, and they take up very little storage
space. Even though they are web apps, they can provide push notifications, can
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work offline, and have access to OS features, making the experience similar to a
native app. The performance provided by PWAs is also on par with native apps,
and since they are web apps they can work across OSs and browsers. What’s
more, all these capabilities can be achieved with cheaper development costs com‐
pared to native and hybrid apps. Given these benefits, PWAs have become the go-
to choice for businesses these days. Twitter replaced its mobile web app with a
progressive web app in 2017 and has seen a 20% decrease in bounce rate, 75%
increase in tweets sent, and 65% increase in pages viewed per session!

As you will have gathered, the type of app you choose to build will dictate the testing
scope in terms of testing for offline versus online behavior, OS-specific feature sup‐
port, app update behavior, interactions, and so on. With that, let’s get to the last major
consideration: the network.

Network
People across the planet do not have equal access to high-speed networks. While low
bandwidth is often a problem in remote locations, even within urban areas network
connectivity is not consistent. So, when your app depends on network connectivity,
you need to support different mobile network types (such as 2G, 3G, and 4G), apart
from WiFi and being completely offline. You will have to test how your app handles
scenarios such as network timeouts, error displays on network oscillations (e.g.,
switching between 4G and 3G), offline activity, launch performance with various net‐
work types, and so on. You might even have to design the app with such constraints
in mind to begin with. For example, Facebook released the Facebook Lite app mainly
to address network bandwidth issues. It can work with 2G and generally provide
seamless operation in unstable network connections.

Looking at the mobile landscape through these three lenses should have given you
some idea of the additional complexities that need to be dealt with in mobile testing.
To give you a better understanding of the mobile testing scope, next we’ll dig a bit
deeper into the architecture of a mobile app.

Mobile App Architecture
We discussed the architecture of a typical web application in Chapter 2. As you’ll
recall, it has a web UI that receives the user requests and services that process the
requests by collaborating with the DB layer. A mobile app’s architecture is not very
different. As shown in Figure 11-2, the mobile UI replaces the web UI layer, and the
rest tends to be more or less the same.
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Figure 11-2. Mobile application architecture

Note the extra component, the local DB, in the mobile layer. This is where native and
hybrid apps store selected data, such as the username, profile picture, last fetched
content, etc., to support offline behavior and accelerate app rendering time. The rest
of the flow is similar to that of a web app, where the mobile app calls services over the
network and completes users’ requests. So, the testing approach to the services and
the database layer remain the same: you do micro- and macro-level testing and write
unit, integration, and API tests. You’ll also test for services’ performance, security,
legal compliance, and other CFRs. Added to this, you should perform mobile UI–spe‐
cific testing, paying attention to its inherent complexities. These specific focus areas
in mobile UI testing are what we will discuss next.

To get a deeper understanding of the interior components of a
mobile UI layer, explore the Android architecture guide by Google.

Mobile Testing Strategy
The very first item to consider in your mobile testing strategy is the list of devices you
will be testing against. The goal is to provide testing coverage for 85% of the target
customer segment for every user story, as testing on all permutations of the devices
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(screen sizes, OSs, hardware, etc.), as mentioned earlier, is unlikely to be a viable
option. For example, testing on all Android versions and devices from every manu‐
facturer would be time-consuming and expensive. Especially in an iterative develop‐
ment process such as Agile or Scrum, having to test on tens of devices to validate one
user story would adversely impact your team’s delivery tempo. So, narrowing down
the list of test devices is crucial. Here is a set of questions you should find answers to
in order to filter the devices to meet the goal of 85% coverage, as illustrated in
Figure 11-3:

• What are the target customer segments for the business? For example, a high-end
apparel business may target the affluent, and therefore lower-end handsets can be
set aside.

• Which specific markets/countries the business is trying to expand to, and what
are the top OSs and vendors in those markets? For example, the apparel business
might want to focus on European cities, and Samsung and Apple are the top two
vendors in Europe. This narrows down the device list a bit further, as you can
assume there is a high possibility that well-off users will be using flagship devices
from each of these brands.

• If the business already has an online presence, what does the device-specific
usage look like? For example, their existing web app could be accessed most from
iPhones and Samsung tablets.

• What is the network bandwidth range available in the target markets? For exam‐
ple, the average mobile network speed in Europe is estimated to be about 54
Mbps, which demands inclusion of 4G-enabled devices. The network criteria
become especially important when dealing with lower-end phones.
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Figure 11-3. Mobile devices filtering strategy

Once you get the answers to these questions from the business or from a product rep‐
resentative, you can select three or four handsets that have the appropriate character‐
istics, and perhaps a few more nice-to-have devices to check out during your regular
team bug bashes.

Selecting the devices for testing is an activity that needs to be done
at the beginning of the project itself. Once you choose your devices,
you should do a cost analysis on whether to buy them or subscribe
to a cloud-hosted device provider such as the AWS Device Farm,
Firebase Test Lab, Xamarin Test Cloud, Perfecto, or Sauce Labs.
Such providers enable you to run automated tests on their hosted
real devices, but you might find the interactions to be slower in
such cases.

Figure 11-4 shows a testing strategy for the mobile UI layer. As you can see, the test‐
ing methods are similar to those that we have discussed throughout the book up to
this point. Next, we’ll discuss how the different methods lend a hand to navigate
through the complexities posed by the mobile landscape.
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Figure 11-4. A mobile testing strategy

Manual Exploratory Testing
Exploratory testing becomes even more important in the mobile landscape due to the
myriad of device, app, and network combinations for test cases. The exploratory test‐
ing techniques and strategy elaborated in Chapter 2 will be of assistance here as well,
and applying them through these three lenses will enable comprehensive inspection
of the app behavior. The Chrome DevTools option to view websites in any given reso‐
lution, as we saw in Chapter 8, can be used to facilitate exploration of mobile web
apps. To explore other app types, you can either purchase the devices that you’ve
decided to use for testing or use emulators/simulators.

Emulators and simulators are programs that create a virtual device environment on a
computer. For example, Android Studio provides Android emulators that mimic the
exact hardware and software configurations of real devices such as the Google Nexus
4, Samsung Galaxy 5, Moto G, and many others. Similarly, iOS provides simulators
for iPhones and iPads. We will look at the setup of an Android emulator in the exerci‐
ses section later in this chapter. Although they may be sufficient to do sanity testing of
the app, emulators and simulators have limitations in mimicking some hardware fea‐
tures, including certain touch gestures, sensor integrations, and more. Personally, I
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find testing with these tools insufficient to call an app version ready for release, and
the industry agrees—both Apple and Google recommend testing on real devices
before release. You may find them useful during test development to swiftly check the
code, but in general you should use emulators and simulators only in the absence of
real devices or for quick sanity checking .

In an Agile testing environment, you can easily shift the device test‐
ing to the left. For example, the developer can use the most challeng‐
ing resolution (LDPI or MDPI) during development. During dev-
box testing, the business analyst, QA engineer, and developer can
each test on one device version. And for regression purposes, the
automated tests can run on a set of chosen devices in CI.

Functional Automated Testing
Testing of the functional behavior of the app and the interactions can be automated
using unit and UI-driven functional end-to-end tests. Just like functional tests for
web apps, they need to be plugged into the CI pipeline to get continuous feedback.
The end-to-end tests can also be used to ensure that the app features work reliably
across a set of target devices by running them either as smoke tests or nightly regres‐
sions. Appium and Espresso are a couple of widely used tools for writing UI-driven
end-to-end tests for Android, while Appium and XCUITest are widely used when
developing for iOS. Espresso and XCUITest can be used only for native apps, but
Appium can actually be used to automate all three app types (native, hybrid, and
mobile web apps). You’ll learn how to use this tool to create UI-driven end-to-end
tests later in this chapter.

Data Testing
When it comes to mobile apps, data can be stored in various layers for different pur‐
poses. As shown previously in Figure 11-2, there is a local mobile DB, a common
database, and the local device storage to store and retrieve data. It is essential to
understand the data flow to all of these storages and include them in your testing, as
discussed in Chapter 5. To give a few examples of data flow in mobile apps, a social
networking app like Facebook could store the most recent posts in the local mobile
DB so that when the network conditions are unstable, it can be used to quickly render
the app. In such use cases, you may need to think of the user experience with respect
to showing stale information, the volume of data that can be stored in the local DB,
keeping the local DB in sync, and so on. Also, users may access the app from multiple
devices, such as a phone, a tablet, and a desktop web browser. So, data syncing to all
the devices’ DBs needs to be tested.

When it comes to the common database, there needs to be a trace of the different
transactions made from different devices and a mechanism to update the appropriate
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data without conflicts. For example, a user could save calendar events from different
mobile devices and sync them when the network is available. This has to be tracked
and updated in the common database. Such scenarios can be automated as micro-
and macro-level functional tests too. In summary, the two-way data sync between the
common database and the local mobile DB across devices, bound by the network
conditions, may be an essential aspect to test when it comes to data testing in mobile
apps.

In addition, when there are functionalities that require storing files in and retrieving
them from local device storage, these need to be tested as well. You’ll need to consider
boundary conditions for both internal and external device storage (when the storage
is full or unavailable) and the limitations of the OS in processing different file for‐
mats. Overall, when thinking about data testing it’s a good idea to view your mobile
app through all three lenses!

Visual Testing
Visual testing will be covered when you do device testing manually. As mentioned
earlier, you can shift your device testing to the left as well. You can also automate vis‐
ual testing for different screen sizes (which you’ll have picked during device selec‐
tion) using Appium and Applitools Eyes for regression purposes. Applitools Eyes, as
discussed in Chapter 6, is a paid service that employs AI to automate the visual test‐
ing of mobile apps, while Appium is open source. An exercise to automate visual tests
using Appium is included later in this chapter. You can choose between the two tools
based on the factors mentioned in Chapter 6.

Security Testing
In Chapter 7, we discussed the security testing mindset and the essentials to look for
from a security perspective while testing a functionality. This can be carried forward
to mobile testing as well. For example, considerations during testing should include
encryption and secure storage of users’ sensitive data, strong authentication mecha‐
nisms, appropriate permissions to access other apps on the phone, etc.

We also discussed security testing tools in Chapter 7 that automatically scan the static
application code for security vulnerabilities and inject known attacks to detect vul‐
nerabilities in the application. As mentioned, those tools also work at the services
layer and can be utilized in that layer in mobile applications. An automated static and
dynamic security scanning tool specifically for the mobile UI layer (Android/iOS/
Windows) is provided by an open source tool called the Mobile Security Framework
(MobSF). GitLab, a popular DevOps platform, provides SAST for mobile apps pow‐
ered by MobSF too. We’ll walk through using MobSF and another automated security
scanning tool later in this chapter.
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Beyond relying on automated security scanning tools, it is essential for software
teams to know the OWASP top 10 risks for mobile apps and address those risks dur‐
ing development. Depending on the skill level of the team, engaging pen testers post-
development may also be necessary.

Finally, as mobile app security testing is a fairly niche area at the time of writing, I
recommend keeping tabs on the collective wisdom of the OWASP community
through its Mobile Security Testing Guide.

Performance Testing
From Chapter 8, you know how to set up automated load/stress/soak tests for your
services. Continue to measure and monitor them.

When it comes to the mobile UI layer, performance can mean a few different things
than in a web UI, since mobile apps typically operate in a resource-constrained envi‐
ronment with limited and shared CPU, memory, battery power, and network condi‐
tions. To consolidate the mobile performance testing approach, ensure two aspects:

1. The app should not monopolize or deplete any of the device’s critical resources,
such as the CPU, memory, and battery power.

2. The app should respond quickly to end user actions.

To test point 1, you can use profiler tools in the respective OSs—for example, the
Android Profiler in Android Studio and XCode Instruments for iOS. Validations on
resource consumption can be added as automated unit tests using the respective tools
and integrated with CI pipelines for continuous performance testing. Appium, too,
provides an API to get similar performance data for Android apps, as you’ll see later
in this chapter.

While testing for point 2, pay particular attention to elements such as the app launch
time, or the time taken from clicking the app icon to the time it opens. This should be
less than 5 seconds. Similarly, the response to any kind of action inside the app
should be under 3 s, or the bounce rate increases. Delays, however, are impacted sig‐
nificantly by network bandwidth where there are calls to services. You can simulate
different network conditions in your emulator or simulator to measure the app’s
response time. Another part of in-app performance testing is stress testing. To stress
the app, you can trigger multiple actions rapidly, such as touching several buttons,
zooming in and out, sending requests, navigating across pages, etc., to see if the app
crashes. Android comes with an automated tool called Monkey that conducts auto‐
mated stress testing; we will explore that tool later in this chapter.

In summary, as with many of the other types of testing, when thinking about perfor‐
mance testing of mobile apps you should consider them through all three lenses.
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Accessibility Testing
The W3C WAI provides detailed guidelines on how to apply WCAG 2.0 to mobile
applications. The mobile accessibility guidelines follow the same four key principles:
the app should be perceivable, operable, understandable, and robust. Some of the fea‐
tures to test for include being able to zoom in and out, readability on small screen
sizes, color contrast between elements, reasonable click space for the buttons, consis‐
tent layout throughout the app, placing the right elements within the view area
without the user needing to scroll, and so on. Both iOS and Android provide quite a
few tools to test accessibility, as listed in the following subsections, although automa‐
ted accessibility testing tools are currently limited.

iOS
iOS provides the following tools for accessibility testing:

• The VoiceOver screen reader is available both on physical devices and in iOS
simulators. This can be used for end-to-end testing of user flows.

• The XCode Accessibility Inspector is available in iOS simulators to inspect ele‐
ments to check if they have accessibility-related attributes appropriately set. This
can be used for debugging purposes.

Android
Android has more elaborate support for shift-left accessibility testing. Starting from
the left, the tools are:

• Android Studio, a development environment, can be configured to show lint
warnings for various accessibility issues during development.

• Espresso (and Robolectric, prior to version 4.5) is a native Android app Ul test
automation tool with the facility to scan each view of the application for accessi‐
bility provisions. These tests can be integrated with an existing Espresso test suite
and run in CI.

• TalkBack is the built-in screen reader in Android. It can be used for end-to-end
testing of user flows.

• Accessibility Scanner is a tool that audits mobile apps for accessibility issues. It
can be used during the user story manual testing phase.

Additionally, Android has a Switch Access feature that enables the use of external
assistive devices for interacting with apps (known as switches), and it supports Braille‐
Back for connecting a braille display to the device and Voice Access to control an
Android device with spoken commands. During app submission, the Google Play
store even provides pre-launch accessibility audit reports to teams.
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CFR Testing
The CFRs discussed in Chapter 10 remain relevant in mobile testing—for example,
auditability, portability, reliability, compatibility, etc. In addition to security and 
accessibility, CFRs that you should explicitly focus on while testing the mobile UI
include:

Usability
If you think about it, a mobile device is a very personal object. As mentioned ear‐
lier, most adults spend two to three hours a day on their phones, and these devi‐
ces have become like extra limbs to many of us. Consequently, usability is a major
concern. End users might be convinced to download an app based on fanfare, but
they’re only likely to use it continuously if they are able to personalize it to their
liking. For example, the end user could be left- or right-handed, have a habit of
multitasking with multiple apps open, use apps while driving, be multilingual,
prefer one type of interaction over another, and so on. All of these factors have to
be thought through while testing from a usability perspective. Of course, it may
not be possible to cater to all 7.7+ billion unique individuals’ needs; rather, the
point is to tune our mindset to specifically consider these usability aspects while
testing mobile apps. The usability testing approach from Chapter 10 can be
applied here as well. On top of it, an important recommendation is to do a pre‐
liminary study on end user behaviors in your target market/regions. Google pro‐
vides assistance there: the Think with Google site provides detailed infographics
on mobile user behavior for several countries in addition to other key mobile-
related reports.

Interruptions
This is a mobile-specific flavor of the reliability CFR. Since mobile devices are
used for diverse purposes, including messaging and phone calls, it is a given that
any app flow could be interrupted by external distractions. Typical user behavior
is to keep the current app in the background while attending to such distractions,
such as incoming phone calls or important chat notifications. Once they’ve been
dealt with, the app flow is resumed.

So, while performing mobile testing, it’s important to account for interrupting
behaviors. What happens to the current request when the app is suddenly parked
in the background? What happens with authentication when the app is paused,
then resumed from the background? What happens with an ongoing request
when the app is killed/closed abruptly? What happens if the device runs out of
battery power during the app workflow? Remember that this is a CFR and needs
to be tested across the app.
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Installability and upgradability
App installation on different devices and OSs from the respective app stores is an
essential aspect of mobile testing. Installation requires a certain amount of local
storage space on the device. Also, during installation, the app may ask the users
for relevant permissions to access device hardware or other apps (camera, micro‐
phone, contacts, photo gallery, location services, etc.). These installation scenar‐
ios need to be tested, including failure cases such as lack of sufficient storage
space, denial of app permissions, and incompatibility with the device’s OS ver‐
sion. Also, app upgrade testing should ensure existing flows are not broken. For
example, changes to local database structures, if any, shouldn’t affect existing fea‐
tures. Additionally, the user should not be logged out of the app after the
upgrade. Remember to test the case of upgrading from older versions of the app
and not just from the latest app version. If upgrades require newer app permis‐
sions, then those need to be tested as well.

As installation and upgrades depend on network conditions, include various
network-related scenarios as well. Similarly, ensure uninstallation of the app
works perfectly.

Monitoring
Unlike with web applications, app crashes are pretty common in the mobile
world, and therefore monitoring is a critical CFR when it comes to mobile apps.
Sometimes the conditions that cause an app to crash are hard to reproduce, and
monitoring tools (Firebase Crashlytics, Dynatrace, New Relic, etc.) can be key to
understanding the issue. Thus, even during the development phase, you should
integrate these tools into the test environment so that it is easier to debug app
crashes.

Note that testing of some of these CFRs, such as successful installation and upgrades
on your target devices and OSs or behavior upon interruption, can be automated
using functional micro- and macro-level tests to get continuous feedback—recall the
continuous testing strategy from Chapter 4 here.

That brings us to the tail end of the mobile testing strategy. Next, we’ll get hands-on
with building test suites using some of the tools mentioned in this section.

Exercises
The exercises here will guide you through setting up a Java–Appium framework for
creating UI functional and visual tests. I’ve chosen Appium because, as mentioned
previously, it can support all three types of mobile apps (native, web, and hybrid) and
can work across multiple OSs.
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Appium
Appium is an open source tool supported by a vibrant community. As a cross-
platform automation tool, Appium bundles OS-specific automation frameworks such
as XCUITest (provided by Apple for iOS) and UiAutomator (provided by Google for
Android) under a common set of wrapper APIs—the WebDriver APIs we met in
Chapter 3. For example, Appium uses the DesiredCapabilities object to instantiate
the driver object to interact with the app. Also, the findElements(By.id), click(),
isElementPresent(), and other APIs remain the same. As a result, the learning
curve is very light if you are comfortable with automated testing using Selenium
WebDriver. Also, just like WebDriver, Appium is language-independent. This means
that you can write tests in the programming language of your choice, such as Ruby,
Python, Java, JavaScript, etc., with the respective client libraries.

Appium has announced its next major release, 2.0, which redefines how the Appium
server, automation drivers, and plug-ins need to be installed. For example, the OS-
specific automation drivers were bundled within Appium 1.x, whereas in 2.x they
must be installed separately. It is in the beta stage at the time of writing and is
expected to be released in 2022. Since it’s the way forward for Appium, we will be
using the 2.x beta version for this exercise. We’ll be using Android, but since
Appium’s APIs are the same across OSs you should be able to apply similar steps to
write tests for iOS apps too.

Appium, an RPA Tool!
Robotic process automation (RPA) is a hot topic in the industry these days. It’s seen as 
a way to reduce the burden of mundane process-related manual tasks and accelerate
operational efficiency by automating the business processes end-to-end. In other
words, it refers to the automation of typical business processes such as capturing data
in a spreadsheet, entering it in an internal tool, triggering a job to process the data,
verifying that it appears online, and so on.

Appium 1.x, although primarily used for mobile app automation, supports Windows
and Mac desktop app automation with the relevant drivers. Also, it doesn’t require the
application under test to be developed by the team creating the tests in order to inter‐
act with it (i.e., it doesn’t need the source code). So, along with its Selenium Web‐
Driver capabilities, Appium 1.x can be used as an RPA tool! Hopefully this support
will be maintained in Appium 2.x.

Let’s get started!
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Prerequisites
The prerequisites are similar to those of the other automation tools we discussed in
Chapter 3, so check if you have them before installing them. You will need:

• Node.js, to set up the Appium server
• The latest version of Java (we’ll be using Appium’s Java client library for this exer‐

cise)
• An IDE such as IntelliJ
• Maven

Android emulator
Once you have successfully set up all the prerequisites, create an Android emulator to
run your Appium test on by following these steps:

1. Download and set up Android Studio. This brings with it the required Android
SDK and tools.

2. In Android Studio, select More Actions → AVD Manager. (AVD stands for
Android Virtual Device.)

3. Click Create Virtual Device to see a list of existing hardware profiles for tablets,
phones, Wear OS devices, and more. Choose the Phone category and select a
profile—say, Pixel 2, 5.0 inches—then click Next.

4. Select an Android OS version, such as Android 8.0. You’ll be given the option to
download it if you don’t have the requested version.

5. Provide a name for the emulator on the next screen—say, “Oreo”—and click Fin‐
ish. Your Android 8.0 Pixel 2 emulator should now appear in the list of available
virtual devices.

6. Click the play/run button to start the emulator.

For this exercise, you can download the demo Android app ApiDemos-debug.apk
from Appium’s GitHub repository. Install the app by dragging and dropping it inside
the emulator, then open it up and take a look around to get familiar with it.

Appium 2.0 setup
To set up Appium, follow these steps:

1. Run the following command to install Appium v2.0:
$ npm install -g appium@next
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Note that this step is subject to change after the official release.

2. Set up the UiAutomator2 driver by running the following command:
$ appium driver install uiautomator2

For iOS you’ll need the XCUITest driver, which can be
installed using the command appium driver install

xcuitest.

3. Start the Appium server using the following command:
$ appium server -ka 800 -pa /wd/hub

4. Download Appium Inspector, a GUI tool that allows us to find the element loca‐
tors in a mobile app.

Workflow

As mentioned earlier, Appium uses the DesiredCapabilities object to instantiate a
connection with the mobile app. In Appium Inspector, you can configure this object
via the GUI and connect with the app to inspect the elements. Try inspecting the
demo Android app by following these steps:

1. Open the inspector and provide the Desired Capabilities values shown in
Figure 11-5. Save them so that you can reuse them later.
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Figure 11-5. Desired Capabilities to connect to the demo app

2. Click Start Session. This should open the demo app within the inspector window.
3. Click the Select Elements icon (the third icon in the top bar), and hover over the

app to inspect the elements. You will see the elements getting highlighted as you
hover over them. Select one, and the element’s properties will be displayed in the
righthand panel, as seen in Figure 11-6.
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Figure 11-6. Inspecting elements in Appium Inspector

The panel on the right has the element’s attributes, such as resource-id, class, text,
etc., that can be used as element locators. Note the package value,
io.appium.android.apis. You will need that to write tests. You can also send com‐
mands such as Tap, Send Keys, and Clear to selected elements by pressing the buttons
in the righthand panel. This is useful for debugging, for example to check if a Tap on
an element takes you to the next page as intended.

Sounds easy, right? The UI test framework setup is simple as well.

The Java–Appium framework setup is similar to the Java–Selenium framework setup
discussed in Chapter 3. You can use Maven and TestNG along with the Appium client
library. You can also adopt the Page Object Model for mobile UI tests.

Let’s take a simple test case to automate: open the demo app and verify the second
element’s text, which is “Accessibility,” on the home page. Follow these steps:

1. Open IntelliJ and create a new Maven project called AppiumExample.
2. Add an Appium Java dependency and a TestNG dependency to your pom.xml

file. (Refer to Chapter 3 if you need a refresher on these two steps.)
3. Create a new folder called apps under /src/main/resources and copy-paste the

demo app file, ApiDemos-debug.apk, here.
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4. Create a pages package under /src/main/java. Create tests and base packages
under /src/test/java. Your page classes go under the pages package, and test
classes go under the tests package. The setup classes go under the base package.

5. The Base class contains the Appium setup and teardown methods with Desired
Capabilities configured with the app package name, app path, emulator name,
device name, platform name, and automation framework name, as seen in
Example 11-1.

Example 11-1. The Base class with Appium setup

// src/test/java/base/Base.java

package base;

import io.appium.java_client.MobileElement;
import io.appium.java_client.android.AndroidDriver;
import io.appium.java_client.remote.MobileCapabilityType;
import org.openqa.selenium.remote.DesiredCapabilities;
import org.testng.annotations.*;
import java.io.File;

public class Base {
    protected AndroidDriver<MobileElement> driver;

    @BeforeMethod
    public void setUp(){
        File appDir = new File("src/main/resources/apps");
        File app = new File(appDir, "ApiDemos-debug.apk");

        DesiredCapabilities capabilities = new DesiredCapabilities();
        capabilities.setCapability(MobileCapabilityType.DEVICE_NAME, 
   "Android Emulator");
        capabilities.setCapability(MobileCapabilityType.PLATFORM_NAME, 
   "android");
        capabilities.setCapability(MobileCapabilityType.AUTOMATION_NAME, 
   "UiAutomator2");
        capabilities.setCapability(MobileCapabilityType.APP, 
   app.getAbsolutePath());
        capabilities.setCapability("avd", "Oreo");
        capabilities.setCapability("appPackage", "io.appium.android.apis");
        driver = new AndroidDriver<MobileElement>(capabilities);
    }

    @AfterMethod
    public void tearDown(){
        driver.quit();
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    }
}

6. Example 11-2 shows the HomePage class, with a method that gets the text of the
second element on the home page identified by its id. The id provided here is the
value of the resource-id attribute.

Example 11-2. The HomePage class with element locator and actions

// src/main/java/pages/HomePage.java

package pages;

import io.appium.java_client.MobileElement;
import io.appium.java_client.android.AndroidDriver;
import org.openqa.selenium.By;

public class HomePage{

    private AndroidDriver<MobileElement> driver;
    private By textItem = By.id("android:id/text1");

    public HomePage(AndroidDriver<MobileElement> driver) {
        this.driver = driver;
    }

    public String getFirstTextItem(){
       return driver.findElements(textItem).get(1).getText();
    }
}

7. Example 11-3 shows the HomePageTest class, with a test that opens the app and
asserts the text of the second element on the home page using TestNG.

Example 11-3. The HomePageTest class with the first test

// src/test/java/tests/HomePageTest.java

package tests;

import base.Base;
import org.testng.Assert;
import org.testng.annotations.Test;
import pages.HomePage;

public class HomePageTest extends Base {

    @Test
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    public void verifyFirstTextItemOnHomePage() throws Exception {
        HomePage homePage = new HomePage(driver);
        Assert.assertEquals(homePage.getFirstTextItem(), "Accessibility");
    }
}

8. You can run the test from the IDE or by running the command mvn clean test
in your terminal. You’ll see the test executing in the emulator (if the emulator is
not open, Appium will open it and then run the test). When you run tests from
the command line, you can also get HTML reports under /target/surefire-
reports/.

You can add the tests to your CI pipelines to do continuous testing of your mobile
app. If you are in need of additional APIs to automate your app’s test cases, such as
tapping, scrolling, or swiping, refer to Appium’s official documentation.

Appium Visual Testing Plug-in
The Appium 2.0 visual testing plug-in uses OpenCV, an open source image process‐
ing tool, to perform image comparison. Compared to Applitools Eyes, which we
looked at in Chapter 6, this plug-in has limited capabilities. For example, Applitools
Eyes can scroll down the entire page and do a visual comparison without additional
programming, whereas with Appium we need to write code to take multiple screen‐
shots and stitch them together before passing the result for image comparison. How‐
ever, the Appium plug-in is open source and therefore allows us to add at least a
minimal set of visual tests alongside the Appium functional test suite without addi‐
tional cost.

Let’s add some visual tests to the same UI test we created earlier.

Setup
To set up the plug-in, follow these steps:

1. Install OpenCV by running the following command:
$ npm install -g opencv4nodejs

2. Install the Appium visual testing plug-in using the following command:
$ appium plugin install images

3. Start the Appium server with this command:
$ appium server -ka 800 --use-plugins=images -pa /wd/hub
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Workflow

The Appium plug-in, images, provides two APIs for visual testing. One is to do image
comparison between the baseline image and the actual image, as seen here:

SimilarityMatchingResult result = 
    driver.getImagesSimilarity(baselineImg, actualScreen, options);

And the other is to get a comparison score from the result object, which can be used
to fail the test if it is less than a threshold value, as seen here:

result.getScore() < 0.99

The comparison score ranges from 0–1. The ideal expected value is 1, but due to sub‐
tle variations you might not always get the ideal score; you can use the threshold
value as a way to control the test sensitivity as appropriate to your project’s needs.

With these two APIs, the visual testing workflow is simple: you create a set of base
screenshots of the app’s screens, compare them against the current versions of the
app’s screenshots, and fail the test if the score is less than the threshold. Example 11-4
shows the previously created Appium UI test with additional visual assertions. The
example code also creates base screenshots on the first run of the test by default. Note
that you’ll need to create a BasePage class and add the respective setup code there.

Example 11-4. Automated visual testing with the Appium 2.0 plug-in

// src/main/java/pages/BasePage.java

package pages;

import io.appium.java_client.MobileElement;
import io.appium.java_client.imagecomparison.SimilarityMatchingOptions;
import io.appium.java_client.imagecomparison.SimilarityMatchingResult;
import org.openqa.selenium.OutputType;
import io.appium.java_client.android.AndroidDriver;
import java.io.File;
import org.apache.commons.io.FileUtils;

public class BasePage {
    private File baselineDir = new File("src/main/resources/baseline_screenshots");

    public void checkVisualQuality(String screen_name, 
        AndroidDriver<MobileElement> driver) throws Exception {
        File baselineImg = new File(baselineDir, screen_name + ".png");
        File actualScreen = driver.getScreenshotAs(OutputType.FILE);

        if (baselineImg.exists()) {
            SimilarityMatchingOptions options = new SimilarityMatchingOptions();
            options.withEnabledVisualization();
            SimilarityMatchingResult result = 
    driver.getImagesSimilarity(baselineImg, actualScreen, options);
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            if (result.getScore() < 0.99) {
                File imageDiff = new File("src/main/resources/baseline_screenshots"
     + "FAIL_" + screen_name + ".png");
                result.storeVisualization(imageDiff);
                throw new Exception("Visual quality hampered");
            }
        } else {
            FileUtils.copyFile(actualScreen, baselineImg);
        }
    }
}

// src/test/java/tests/HomePageTest.java

public class HomePageTest extends Base {

    @Test
    public void verifyFirstTextItemOnHomePage() throws Exception {
        HomePage homePage = new HomePage(driver);
        Assert.assertEquals(homePage.getFirstTextItem(), "Accessibility");
        BasePage basePage = new BasePage();
        basePage.checkVisualQuality("home_page", driver);
    }
}

The plug-in provides an API, result.storeVisualization(), to view the differences
between the two images when a test fails. To see how the tests work, first, run mvn
clean test from the command line. This will create a baseline screenshot of the
home page under /src/main/resources/baseline_screenshots. Now, when you rerun the
test, it should pass as there were no changes to the app. To make the test fail, you can
give a different .png file as the baseline and run it again. You will see a new image, as
shown in Figure 11-7, generated under the same baseline_screenshots folder, high‐
lighting the images’ differences.
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Figure 11-7. Visual test failure results

So far, we’ve discussed a step-by-step approach to add automated UI tests to validate a
mobile app’s functional behavior and visual quality using Appium. These are the two
most commonly practiced types of mobile testing. Next, we’ll explore some additional
tools that assist in other types of mobile testing.

Additional Testing Tools
In this section, you will get to know some tools that can be used to conduct perfor‐
mance, security, accessibility, and data testing. Although some of these testing types
are not currently widely practiced in the mobile space, it is advisable to start applying
them wherever appropriate, for the same reasons for which they should be adopted in
a web context.
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The illustrations in this section mostly show the tools’ workflow
with Android. However, the same workflow can be applied for iOS
as well. In cases where there are parallel tools for iOS, they are
highlighted in the relevant section of the earlier mobile testing
strategy discussion.

Android Studio’s Database Inspector
If you want to explore the local database of the mobile app, Android Studio provides
a Database Inspector tool that provides easy GUI access. Like any other database cli‐
ent, you can use the tool’s interface to add/edit/delete data and verify the app’s behav‐
ior.

To use the Database Inspector:

1. Select More Actions → Profile or Debug APK from Android Studio, and choose
the app’s .apk file. Note that this file must have the debug option enabled in order
for you to use this tool.

2. Select View → Tools Window → App Inspection. This will open the App Inspec‐
tion panel at the bottom of the screen.

3. Run your app in an emulator from Android Studio using the green run button.
4. The Database Inspector will now be open inside the App Inspection panel. Note

that the demo app doesn’t have a local DB; Figure 11-8 shows a different app’s
local database, just as an example.

Figure 11-8. Android Studio’s Database Inspector tool view
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In general, you can use it to ensure that the expected data is stored to enable offline
access to the app and to verify that sensitive information is not stored without
encryption.

Performance Testing Tools
In “Performance Testing” on page 318, we discussed different aspects of performance
that need to be tested with mobile apps. Here we will explore three tools that can help
you with that.

Monkey
Monkey can be considered a Chaos Engineering equivalent for Android apps. It per‐
forms random sequences of actions such as touches, keypresses, clicks, and other ges‐
tures in the app UI and reports app crashes, if any. Monkey comes as a simple
command-line tool. If you have Android Studio installed already, you can stress test
the demo Android app either on an emulator or a physical device with the following
command:

$ adb shell monkey -p "io.appium.android.apis" -v 2000

This command sends 2,000 different events to the app. You can watch the execution
on the emulator/device as well. When there are unhandled exceptions or the app fails
to respond, Monkey pauses execution and reports those issues. You can customize the
stress test to perform specific events by passing appropriate optional parameters in
the command, as listed in the documentation.

Extended controls: Network throttler
Another aspect of performance testing we discussed earlier was testing the app’s per‐
formance under various network conditions. Android emulators enable simulation of
different network types, such as GSM, GPRS, Edge, LTE, etc. You can also throttle
bandwidth further by setting the signal strength to Good, Moderate, Poor, Great, etc.
To try this, click the ”More options” button in the emulator’s side panel and select
Cellular from the settings panel. You will see the throttling options shown in
Figure 11-9. Note the additional controls apart from network type and signal
strength, such as data status, voice status, etc. You can use these to customize the net‐
work further, as required by your test case.
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Figure 11-9. Network throttling options in Android Emulator

Appium’s performance API
Appium provides an API to gauge an Android app’s performance in terms of mem‐
ory, CPU, battery, and network consumption. You can add automated performance
tests alongside the UI tests using this API, as shown here:

driver.getPerformanceData("package_name", "perf_type", timeout);

where package_name is the app’s package name, which you used for automation ear‐
lier; perf_type refers to the system state that you want to monitor, such as CPU, net‐
work, etc.; and timeout is the number of seconds that the API will poll for
performance data before throwing an error. The exact value for the perf_type
parameter can be obtained from another Appium API, getSupportedPerformance
Data Types(). Currently, there are four supported values: cpuinfo, memoryinfo,
batteryinfo, and networkinfo.

Internally, this API is built on top of Android’s dumpsys command-
line tool, which outputs diagnostics of the system’s services. Hence,
it can be used only with Android apps.

Using this API, we can add a performance test, get the performance numbers at dif‐
ferent points in the user flow being executed by the UI test, and assert that the num‐
bers are within a certain threshold. For example, we can assert the memory
consumption against a threshold after a complex operation in the app. Example 11-5
shows the memory consumption data just after opening the demo Android app.
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Example 11-5. Demo app’s memory consumption output using Appium’s performance
API

driver.getPerformanceData("io.appium.android.apis","memoryinfo", 10);

// Output
[[totalPrivateDirty, nativePrivateDirty, dalvikPrivateDirty, eglPrivateDirty, glPrivateDirty, totalPss, nativePss, dalvikPss, eglPss, glPss, nativeHeapAllocatedSize, nativeHeapSize], [11432, 4708, 1692, null, null, 20807, 4926, 1717, null, null, 12648, 14336]]

For details on interpreting these output values and adding appropriate app-specific
assertions, refer to the dumpsys documentation.

Security Testing Tools
We will look at two tools for automated security testing in this section: MobSF and
Qark.

MobSF
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the Mobile Security Framework is an open
source tool that does automated static and dynamic analysis of Android, iOS, and
Windows apps. It also helps with malware analysis. To try MobSF, follow these steps:

1. Download and install Docker Desktop, if you haven’t done this yet, and open the
application. (You don’t need to know much about using Docker to try this. A
word of caution, however: check your company’s policies on Docker installation
on your work laptop, as it is free only for personal use.)

2. Get the MobSF Docker container by running the following command:
$ docker run -it -p 8000:8000 
  opensecurity/mobile-security-framework-mobsf:latest

3. This will set up MobSF on your local machine. Open http://0.0.0.0:8000 to view
the MobSF web page.

4. Upload the demo Android app’s APK to this web page. Alternatively, you can use
the InsecureBankv2 APK, intentionally created with vulnerabilities for learning
purposes.

5. MobSF will scan the app and display the results on the same local web page, as
seen in Figure 11-10, highlighting the vulnerabilities with their severity.
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Figure 11-10. MobSF scan results

You can also integrate the tool with CI pipelines as per the documentation to auto‐
matically scan the code on check-in.

Qark
Qark is another open source security scanning tool for Android apps. It can scan the
source code or the APKs. Qark is a Python-based tool. You can install it with the pip
package manager using this command:

$ pip install qark

and run the security scan against your APK using this command:

$ qark --apk ~/path/to/apk --report-type html

This will generate an HTML report file highlighting the vulnerabilities.

As mentioned in Chapter 7, automated security scanning tools such as these help
software development teams to shift security testing to the left. However, depending
on the security testing skill of the team and the context of the app, you might still
need to engage professional security testers toward the end of development.

Accessibility Scanner
Accessibility Scanner is an accessibility scanning tool for Android apps available from
Google Play. Once you’ve installed it on your device and granted it the necessary per‐
missions, you can launch the app you want to test and tap the blue checkmark button
to start the accessibility scan. It will then show the option to record the app’s flow, as
seen in Figure 11-11.
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Figure 11-11. Accessibility Scanner app results

Try it now—open any app on the Android device and start recording. Navigate
through the app, and once you’re done, stop recording by clicking on the blue check‐
mark again. The Accessibility Scanner app will then show the accessibility results for
each screen you navigated through by highlighting the elements whose accessibility
provisions can be improved, as seen in Figure 11-11. Clicking the highlighted text
shows a description of the issues. This app can be used as early as in the development
phase to check for missing accessibility features.

And with that, you deserve a big congratulations, as you have successfully navigated
through a wide breadth of tools for testing various functional and cross-functional
mobile app requirements!

Perspectives: The Mobile Test Pyramid
Having explored various automated mobile testing tools throughout this chapter, we
need to see how they come together and if they can conform to the usual test pyra‐
mid. Let’s quickly discuss.
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As mentioned earlier, a mobile app’s basic architecture is similar to a web app’s: the app
calls services, which in turn talk to the DB. So, the tests in the bottom layers will con‐
tinue to adhere to the test pyramid. As you’ll recall, the test pyramid recommends hav‐
ing a fat layer of micro-level tests and a thin layer of macro-level tests. However, there
have been debates on whether it is possible to achieve the pyramid shape when it comes
to the mobile layer. Some say that in their experience the mobile test pyramid instead
takes an inverted form, with a fat layer of UI tests with extensive manual testing and a
thin layer of unit tests. Their experiences mainly vary because of two factors: the restric‐
ted scope of unit and UI tests in the mobile layer and the app’s context.

To elaborate further, when it comes to unit tests in the mobile layer, as usual, they
validate small pieces of functionality delivered by a class or method. However, for
functionalities that depend on the OS’s APIs, unit tests may not be written to validate
the API behavior, as it is understood that the OS provider will have tested the API.
This imposes a need for end-to-end testing, be it manual or automated, to ensure that
the OS’s APIs work as expected within the app’s context across different device types.
Additionally, hardware-specific features such as integrations with the camera, sen‐
sors, and so on and usability-related features such as ease of scrolling, advanced ges‐
tures, etc. cannot be thoroughly tested either as part of unit or UI tests. These aspects
mandate manual testing efforts.

Given this restricted scope of unit and UI tests, the shape of the mobile app’s test pyr‐
amid is dictated by the characteristics of the app. For apps that contain extensive
functional logic and have few dependencies on external factors such as the device’s
hardware and the OS’s APIs, the mobile test pyramid will continue to look similar to
the traditional test pyramid as there will be more lower-level tests that cover the func‐
tional logic. On the other hand, for apps that have limited functional logic but heavy
dependencies on external factors, you might have an inverted test pyramid. In such
cases, you will have to plan for additional testing capacity and strive to achieve a bal‐
ance between writing more automated UI tests and performing exhaustive manual
regression testing.

Key Takeaways
Here are the key takeaways from this chapter:

• With individuals’ growing dependency on the mobile sphere and the profit it
brings to businesses, we can expect to witness a continuing uptrend in mobile
app development in the years to come. So, as software developers and testers, we
should prepare ourselves by acquiring relevant mobile testing skills.

• Mobile testing differs from web testing in many regards. This chapter introduced
the nuances of the mobile landscape by viewing it through three different lenses,
focusing on considerations to do with the devices, the apps, and the network. The
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diversity in each of these areas poses a significant challenge to software develop‐
ment teams in all phases of the development lifecycle, including design, develop‐
ment, and testing.

• Your mobile app testing strategy should incorporate the fundamentals of full
stack testing, such as a heavy focus on micro- and macro-level testing, shift-left
testing practices, and testing for various quality dimensions such as security, per‐
formance, and accessibility.

• The exercises and discussion of additional testing tools provided a detailed over‐
view of a variety of functional and cross-functional manual and automated tools
that can be put to use for mobile testing.

• The shape of the mobile test pyramid is sometimes inverted, depending on the
app’s characteristics and features. This is an important aspect of mobile testing that
should be considered early so that appropriate testing capacity can be planned.
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CHAPTER 12

Moving Beyond in Testing

Practitioners follow directions; experts understand principles!

So far, we’ve discussed all the testing skills a software professional should possess in
order to successfully deliver high-quality web and mobile applications. We’ve estab‐
lished that testing is a broad and growing space that has evolved over decades to
include new processes, tools, and methodologies. While there are 10 different lenses
that testing skills can be viewed through today (the 10 full stack testing skills outlined
in the previous chapters), tomorrow there could be more. However, even in such a
dynamic environment, the foundational principles in testing will remain unchanged,
irrespective of the technology or the domain. Understanding these first principles in
testing will provide you with the framework and knowledge you need to succeed,
regardless of how the testing space continues to grow in the future.

In this chapter, I will provide a brief overview of these first principles in testing and
their critical benefits, and take a look at how the existing tools and team practices
have evolved based on these principles. We will also explore how an individual’s soft
skills add to their technical skills in contributing to their team’s overall success in
delivering high-quality software.

First Principles in Testing
Figure 12-1 shows the seven first principles in testing. In the following subsections,
we’ll dive into each one in turn.
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Figure 12-1. First principles in testing

Defect Prevention over Defect Detection
Even though testing mainly aims to find issues in the application, defect prevention
should be considered the core of testing. An obvious reason why we should avoid
defects is the cost of fixing them. We can compare such fixes to plastering over a
crack and touching up the paint on an otherwise seamlessly painted wall—sometimes
the newly painted patch doesn’t blend in well, and we have to paint the whole wall all
over again! Similarly, software defects could lead to significant architectural changes,
requiring a huge amount of rework and cost. Hence, this core principle suggests
adopting practices, tools, and methods that will allow defects to be prevented from
occurring in the first place, rather than detected and repaired.

Some practices in today’s software world that aim to fulfill this principle are:

• Iteration planning meetings (IPMs), which are conducted at the beginning of an
iteration or sprint to discuss the user stories in detail. An IPM is an open space
for teams to brainstorm about missing integrations and edge cases in user stories.

• The three amigos process, where the business representatives, developers, and
testers mull over each feature thoroughly during the analysis phase. The process
aims to collect all three roles’ perspectives so that integrations, edge cases, and
other business requirements don’t get overlooked.

• Similarly, the user story kickoff aims to repeat the three amigos process just
before the user story’s development begins. It is also a common practice in
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shift-left testing for the testers to capture and discuss the test cases during story
kickoffs, for the same reasons.

• Architecture decision records (ADRs) and test strategies are discussed and docu‐
mented to steer the team toward the project’s collective quality goals.

• During development, test-driven development (TDD) triggers the thought pro‐
cesses around edge cases for even small pieces of code.

• Pair programming is another development practice aimed to prevent bad code
leading to defects and to avoid missing edge cases.

• Similarly, linting software catches coding smells even while developers are creat‐
ing them.

As you can see, there are many practices that focus on defect prevention. This
approach can be applied to any new domain, like data, even when the roles in the
team are different.

Empathetic Testing
Testing is all about placing oneself in the role of the end user, at the end of the day.
When we are wearing the testing hat, we should operate with the end user’s interests
at heart, overcoming the day-to-day distractions of critical business needs and techni‐
cal implementation details. We cannot restrict ourselves to just verifying the user
story’s acceptance criteria and moving on; we have to explore the application in the
way that a typical end user will consume it. Consequently, understanding and
empathizing with the different end user personas that an application is targeted to is
vital before starting to test. Often, teams make trade-offs on end user needs based on
factors like the complexity of development and timelines. However, when playing the
role of a tester, we should bring the end user’s perspective to the forefront and negoti‐
ate the trade-offs with their best interests in mind. Even though we work with our
teams day in and day out, while testing we should put our end users first.

Micro- and Macro-Level Testing
As discussed in Chapter 1, testing must be done at both the micro and macro levels to
deliver high-quality software. To recall, micro-level testing involves drilling down to a
small piece of functionality and testing that in detail—for example, testing order total
calculation with various boundary conditions (negative prices, long decimals, etc.).
Macro-level testing uses a broader lens to cover the functional flows, data propaga‐
tion between modules, integrations between components, and so on. For example,
macro-level tests might focus on testing the order creation flow, third-party integra‐
tions, UI flows, failures in order creation, and so on.

We saw an elaborate automated functional testing strategy with various types of
micro- and macro-level tests in Chapter 3. In summary, unit, integration, and con‐
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tract tests focus on micro-level testing, while API tests, UI functional tests, visual
tests, and so on focus on macro-level testing. We also discussed how an imbalance in
the distribution of micro- and macro-level testing can delay feedback, leading to a
compromise in quality.

Another critical consequence of such an imbalance will be the detection of unantici‐
pated issues in production. This is because, in general, teams that focus only on
macro-level testing overlook details. For example, they will have tested macro-level
scenarios such as the order getting created successfully and a failure in order creation
due to item unavailability. But when the item prices in production are negative or
have an unexpected number of decimals, order creation might fail, leading to defects.
So, zooming in and out constantly to ensure you get both the big picture and the
details while testing is essential.

Fast Feedback
This principle is about finding defects early so that the defect fixing cycle and, as a
result, the release cycle can be faster. There is a notable correlation between the time
it takes to fix a defect and how late it is found. When a feature is in development, the
developer has all the required context on the code and can easily understand bugs’
root causes and quickly fix them. But when the developer moves on to other features
and the code base continues to grow every day with refactoring, that context is lost,
and debugging the root cause becomes a longer and costlier process.

Furthermore, the defect tracking cycle contributes significantly to the delay in the
defect fixing cycle. For instance, imagine a high-priority bug found two weeks after
feature development. Time and effort will have to be expended on creating bug cards,
triaging them, tracking them in iterations, and finding the right developer with time
to fix them. These tasks can take days, if not weeks! And after all these delays, in cer‐
tain worst-case scenarios you may find that it is impossible to fix the defect without a
major refactoring due to the development that happened in the interim period,
thereby delaying the release timeline. This is the ultimate cost to pay for a defect, and
also the main reason why you should focus on creating faster feedback cycles in your
teams.

So, how early should a piece of code be tested to give fast feedback? Shift-left testing
is all about faster feedback, and we have seen how to implement this in each of the
earlier chapters. To recollect some of the team practices that yield faster feedback dis‐
cussed in Chapter 2 through Chapter 4, you can implement dev-box testing (running
automated tests as early as on the developer’s machine) and the test pyramid. Also,
user story sign-offs by product owners (POs) or business representatives and
showcases to all stakeholders upon completion of every sprint will get the team faster
feedback on missing business cases.
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In a nutshell, testing to give faster feedback is equivalent to harvesting at the right
time. When the timing is delayed, you have to settle for a lower-quality harvest.

Continuous Feedback
Fast feedback should be backed by continuous feedback. It is not enough to just test a
feature once and then leave it idle until release. You have to continue regression test‐
ing to get feedback on whether the current features and their integrations are still
intact as the team continues development of new features and refactoring of existing
code. Such continuous feedback mechanisms help in catching issues when they are
still relatively small, which prevents disruption of release timelines. Continuous feed‐
back also places the team in the sweet spot of being able to do continuous delivery!

As discussed in Chapter 4, the predominant way to get continuous feedback is by
implementing continuous testing practices. To highlight a couple of key pointers on
continuous testing, run all the micro- and macro-level functional tests and the CFR
tests for every commit as part of your CI pipeline. This will provide continuous feed‐
back on all quality dimensions and thereby equip the team to do continuous delivery.

Measuring Quality Metrics
Anything that is measured tends to improve! The purpose of having KPIs in any field
is to track these indicators and iteratively improve them by taking the right steps. So,
when we are trying to achieve high-quality results, we should measure quality as well.
That said, when disproportionate emphasis is placed on metrics, team members tend
to find ways to fool the metrics and forget that ultimate purpose. Thus, the metrics
should be deployed wisely to steer the team toward common quality goals.

Here are some quality metrics that will benefit the team when tracked regularly:

Defects caught by automated tests in all layers
Automated tests create a safety net for the team, and when a majority of defects
are found in the early stages, teams feel more confident in making new changes.
This metric also reflects the strength of the safety net.

Time from commit to deployment
As we saw earlier, faster feedback is critical to making progress. When the devel‐
oper commits, the new changes should immediately be tested by the automated
tests in the CI pipeline and deployed to the QA environment to kick-start explor‐
atory testing. I have seen teams where the CI pipelines take a long time to gener‐
ate a green build due to unstable tests and environment issues, delaying feedback
and resulting in productivity loss.
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Number of automated deployments to testing environments
This and the previous metric will show how quickly and successfully the team is
able to make new changes. Ideally, you want the team to be set up with a good
safety net that will enable fast and stable deployments. If you find that the num‐
ber of automated deployments to the testing environments is low, due to infra‐
structure, test, or other failures, this is a sign that your feedback cycle needs
improvement.

Regression defects caught during user story testing
Regression defects caught during the user story testing phase indicate missing
business use cases or missing automated tests. For example, automated tests in CI
will miss a refactoring of a SQL query to use equals instead of like if the input
data to the test was designed to match both. As we discussed in Chapter 3, when
regression defects are found during user story testing it can be a symptom of
teams following antipatterns in automated testing. Hence, they should immedi‐
ately reflect on the root causes of such defects and improve their processes
regularly.

Automation coverage based on the severity of test cases
Keep a detailed record of your automation coverage with the goal of having no
backlog. Tracking this will help you plan your iterations in advance to cover the
backlog, if any.

Production defects and their severity
Tracking production defects shows you the bigger picture of missing business use
cases, missing configuration, data mismatches, and any other issues that the team
may have overlooked. Identify their root causes and automate tests around them.
Also, build a living test strategy and keep evolving it as the application and team
venture into new ground.

Usability scores with end users
Collect feedback from end users on the overall user experience during the devel‐
opment phase itself. This will help you enhance UX design–related metrics (e.g.,
maximum number of clicks to obtain information, text versus icons, and more).

Failures due to infrastructure issues
Track infrastructure issues like services being down intermittently in testing
environments, problems in the CI pipelines, mismatches in the testing and devel‐
opment environments’ configurations, etc. Sometimes the infrastructure code
may need technical debt to be paid down to make it scalable and stable.

Metrics around cross-functional aspects
Measure the performance KPIs consistently and show the results to your teams.
Include statistics around automated security test cases and vulnerabilities found
during the automated scans as part of your iteration showcases. Similarly, include
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automation coverage of your project-specific CFR test cases and present relevant
metrics (cross-browser testing coverage, chaos engineering results, localization
testing coverage, etc.).

Many of the metrics mentioned here tie back into the four key metrics discussed in
Chapter 4, which measure quality in terms of the stability of the code and delivery
tempo of the team. For instance, recall that one of the four key metrics, lead time (the
time from code being committed to it being ready for production deployment), is
expected to be less than a day for an elite team. When there is a good safety net of
automation coverage, the team can make such rapid changes confidently.

Similarly, the deployment frequency metric needs to be “on demand” for an elite team.
When we measure the time taken from commit to deployment and the number of
deployments in a day to testing environments, we get a sense of the team’s delivery
tempo. Production defects will tell us about the change fail percentage (percentage of
changes released to production that fail), which should be 0–15% for a high per‐
former. When these metrics are tracked and discussed consistently, the team inher‐
ently chases the goal of high-quality software.

Communication and Collaboration Are Key to Quality
Testing cannot be done as a siloed activity. For testing to add value, there must be
proper communication about business requirements, domain knowledge, technical
implementation, environment details, and so on. This requires consistent collabora‐
tion and interaction between all roles within a project team. Communication could
be via Agile ceremonies like stand-ups, story kickoffs, IPMs, dev-box testing, and
proper documentation like story cards, ADRs, test strategies, test coverage reports,
and the like. While we cannot expect the communication to be synchronous in
today’s world, with distributed teams working in different time zones, we should
work to ensure handovers go smoothly through proper documentation and asyn‐
chronous mediums like video recordings and emails.

To summarize, following these seven first principles will guide software teams in
developing effective testing strategies even as they venture into new areas of the tech‐
nology space. I have applied these principles myself in projects with new technology
stacks and in unfamiliar domains and have seen them consistently produce high-
quality results.

Soft Skills Aid in Building a Quality-First Mindset
At this point, it is essential to highlight once again that several aspects of software
development—design, analysis, development, infrastructure, etc.—contribute to pro‐
ducing high-quality software. Testing for quality is one of these aspects, and a critical
one at that. It is therefore necessary for all team members to work together toward
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the goal of achieving high quality. No one person can completely own quality, and
neither can any single person not own quality—it’s not dissimilar to how a relay team
cannot win a race even if one runner slows. And soft skills play a crucial role in build‐
ing a quality-first mindset in the team. If you are a tester by profession or are respon‐
sible for testing at work, here is a list of soft skills I would like to throw light on that
will help in building a collaborative quality-first mindset within your team:

Ability to drive outcomes
With every role in the team focused on driving quality outcomes, it’s collectively
set up to produce high-quality results. For example, designing an intuitive user
journey is owned by the UX role, envisioning a customer-friendly product is
owned by the PO/business representative, and guaranteeing a good architecture
and robust code is the responsibility of the developers. Along the same lines, the
testers primarily should own the testing-related activities and drive the team to
incorporate them into their day-to-day practices. For example, they are responsi‐
ble for ensuring the team adopts defect prevention practices and tools, corrobo‐
rating that the continuous testing practices are followed through on, tracking the
automation coverage and getting it completed as part of every user story, and
other practices described throughout the book.

Collaboration
Inculcating the mindset that quality is the team’s responsibility can only happen
through strong collaboration with all team members and clients or business
stakeholders. If we are rigid in our ideas and apathetic about reaching out to
other team members, we will not achieve high-quality results. For example, own‐
ing the test strategy collaboratively with the developers will go a long way toward
meeting this goal, just as collaborating with the business representatives to dis‐
cover missing test cases will help significantly with defect prevention.

Effective communication
Sometimes, the way we communicate makes all the difference between a task
being successfully completed or not. Effective communication also means choos‐
ing a suitable medium and the right time to communicate. In particular, there
should be regular and clear communication from the testers to the team regard‐
ing the overall product quality and what is required to achieve the desired level of
quality.

Prioritization
Testing can become a never-ending activity if it is not prioritized efficiently.
Sometimes, what seems like a small task from a development point of view calls
for a disproportionate unplanned testing effort, throwing schedules into disarray.
To avoid such situations, testers should prioritize the list of testing activities per
user story well ahead of time and ensure the efforts they will require are
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accommodated within the iteration’s capacity. This will pave the way for the team
to successfully deliver features without sacrificing quality.

Stakeholder management
A project’s stakeholders include clients, managers, teammates, tech leads, and
anyone else who can change the required course of action. We have to manage
the stakeholders’ expectations about quality consistently. Clients could be expect‐
ing the automation coverage to be 100%, which may not be a realistic goal, and
managers might be more interested in meeting release timelines than in quality.
Managing and helping to shape these expectations up front through collabora‐
tion, effective communication, and prioritization will lead to collective success.

Coaching/mentoring
Onboarding new members is common in teams, and we can’t expect the new‐
comers to know all the team’s practices and tools at the outset. However, in keep‐
ing with the idea that quality is the team’s responsibility, every single team
member should be on the same page regarding the testing practices and tools.
Therefore, in our capacity as testers we (along with all the other roles) should
pair up with new team members to share our knowledge on these subjects and
help them ramp up quickly.

Also, bear in mind that mentoring or coaching is an activity that goes beyond the
initial project onboarding. It should result in continuous learning and improve‐
ment for the mentee/coachee, especially in improving their soft skills, so that they
can operate as quality champions themselves in the team.

Influence
Influence is important, especially when working with large teams and new cli‐
ents. Without it, even if we lay out a wise testing strategy, it may not be imple‐
mented across the board in the way we would like. Influence is key in gaining
support for the testing strategy, and for convincing business stakeholders to
invest in new testing tools and practices. Of course, there is no set recipe for
building influence, but being able to produce high-quality outcomes consistently,
along with showcasing the previously discussed six soft skills, should go a long
way toward this goal!

Soft skills can be harder to master than technical skills, and they require diligent
practice day in and day out. But as you work toward proficiency in these skills, you
may discover to your surprise that you are already quite good at some of them, and if
you utilize them appropriately you will find that they are highly beneficial for your
and your team’s collective success.
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Conclusion
We have come to the end of an extensive exploration of the testing skills needed to
deliver high-quality web and mobile applications. At this juncture, it is my responsi‐
bility to point out that testing is a continuous learning journey. As you actively prac‐
tice all that we have discussed here, you will continue to gain more insights. Also, as I
pointed out at the outset, testing is a rapidly evolving field with new tools, processes,
and best practices appearing all the time. This rapid growth may seem overwhelming
at times. If so, take a step back and remember that all of these new developments fun‐
damentally cater to one of the first principles, and learning how and where they fit in
is only a small step away. In the end, a simple blend of the full stack testing skills with
your soft skills will place you well on your way to efficiently delivering high-quality
software!

With that, we have also reached the tail end of the book. There is a bonus chapter
after this, which discusses four emerging technologies and some of the testing aspects
specific to them. It is meant to be a quick and breezy read with the intention to get the
reader thinking beyond the realm of web and mobile applications.

While you decide on whether to venture there, I would like to thank you for treading
this long trail with me. It shows your commitment to delivering high-quality soft‐
ware, which is truly commendable! I hope the book has given you effective guidance
on learning new testing skills and thrown light on contemporary testing practices that
you can put to good use at work. Until we meet again in our testing journey, all the
very best, and thank you for giving me the opportunity to travel with you through
this book! :)
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CHAPTER 13

Introduction to Testing in
Emerging Technologies

Technology’s rapid changes can be exhilarating and dizzying at the same time!

Technology has taken giant leaps forward in the last decade. Many of the things we
saw as kids in sci-fi movies are in front of us today—surveillance drones, fingerprint
logins, smart assistants, fully immersive video games, and the list goes on. We hear so
many buzzwords: AI, ML, human-centered AI, blockchain, AR, VR, MR, bots, and
more! It is a challenge even to absorb them all at once. One way to assimilate this vast
spread of technologies is to group them into themes, such as the following:

Human-like interactions
For a long time, all we had to interact with computers was a mouse and a key‐
board. In today’s world, these interactions have expanded to include touch, voice,
gestures, and more. Fitbit and Alexa are here, interacting with us—and more pre‐
cisely, talking with us!

Augmented intelligence
Technology is used to augment human intelligence, making our lives much eas‐
ier. Smart assistants, personalized recommendations, and chatbots are a few
examples of how technology has changed our lives irrevocably.

Platforms as standards
The current trend in technology is for data, services, infrastructure, and more to
be abstracted to form technology platforms for reusability and scalability pur‐
poses. This enables continuous innovation of new products in alignment with
market needs. So-called super apps like Uber, WeChat, Grab, and Gojek use plat‐
forms as their foundation.
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Connected things
Let’s stop thinking about humans for a moment. Things are now connected over
the internet too! We live in a world where our phones, watches, and coffee
machines all talk to each other.

Thoughtworks’ Seismic Shifts podcast and Looking Glass report present detailed over‐
views of technological advancements if you want to explore further.

Though many of these technologies haven’t become mainstream yet and hence skills
for testing them are not must-haves, it is wise to be prepared before the wave hits.
This chapter aims to give a brief introduction to four emerging technologies—
AI/ML, AR/VR, blockchain, and IoT—and discuss the testing aspects involved with
each of them. As may be obvious, each of these topics deserves a book in itself, and
this chapter only aims to provide a preliminary look at what these technologies are
and where they are headed.

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a subfield in computer science that aims to use machines
to perform tasks that are typically performed by humans, simulating human intelli‐
gence. Strong AI, in particular, is a theoretical construct that can do anything a
human can. AI is exercised through machine learning (ML), another subfield in com‐
puter science based around the idea that computers can be programmed to learn
from experience rather than being explicitly programmed to perform a task in a set
way.

The terms AI and ML are often used interchangeably. To draw a distinction, any pro‐
gram that shows human-like behavior can be called AI, but unless its behaviors are
automatically learned from experience—i.e., from historical data—it’s not machine
learning. This will become much clearer shortly, when we talk about the machine
learning programming approach.

Introduction to Machine Learning
Typically, when we develop an application, we code a sequence of instructions for the
computer to execute—at least, this is how we have known computers to work so far.
But to hear that computers can learn from their experience without being explicitly
programmed is extremely intriguing. To demystify what this means, let’s consider an
example: a social media app’s abusive content filter. This will help us to understand
more precisely the difference between traditional programming and machine learn‐
ing approaches.

To build an abusive content filter the conventional programming way, we would start
by listing the criteria that identify content as abusive, code them as rules, and remove
posts that trigger them. For example, we might write code to check for a list of key‐
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words such as suicide, sex, trigger warning, etc. Similarly, we might check for known
exploiters’ user IDs, mark the content as abusive, and skip the feeds automatically.

But is that enough? When we code a rule to mark a list of words as abusive, abusers
quickly introduce new words to bypass it. Similarly, when existing accounts are
restricted, the abusive users set up new accounts to send content from. In such a
problem space, where rules themselves are nondeterministic, writing a foolproof sol‐
ution using the traditional programming approach is quite challenging. This is where
machine learning extends a helping hand.

With the ML programming approach, as seen in Figure 13-1, we feed a huge amount
of historic data labeled as either abusive or nonabusive into a machine learning
model. This is called training the model. The model is fundamentally a mathematical
algorithm, and it learns the differences between the two content types from the data.
This, in a way, is similar to how the human brain learns. We get to see many apples of
different sizes, shapes, and colors from different angles over the years, and we become
adept at spotting an apple. Similarly, we also learn to spot the difference between an
apple and an orange.

Figure 13-1. The ML way of programming an abusive content filter

Once the model is trained, it can tell us if a new post is abusive or not. It may not get
all the answers right at the beginning, just like a human child wouldn’t. We have to
continuously train it with a more diverse set of data and keep evaluating the model’s
accuracy by testing with unlabeled data. The unlabeled data used for testing the mod‐
el’s accuracy is called the test set, and the data used for training it is called the training
set. Once the accuracy of the model is high enough, it is deployed to production. The
model is also continuously trained with new content from production to ensure it can
catch new words and variations.

Machine learning with labeled data is called supervised learning.
ML algorithms can also be trained with unlabeled data, in which
case they try to learn patterns automatically from the data presen‐
ted to them. This type of learning is referred to as unsupervised
learning.
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To summarize, the ML programming workflow starts with collecting a lot of data,
tagging it appropriately, splitting it into a training set and a test set, using the training
set to train the ML model, evaluating the model’s efficiency with the test set, deploy‐
ing, and continuing the training. Some popular machine learning frameworks that
help with these tasks are scikit-learn, PyTorch, and TensorFlow. Machine learning has
found applications in areas like medicine, banking, social media, and more, and is
being continuously explored in newer domains as well. We’ll touch upon the testing
aspects next.

Testing ML Applications
Most ML applications adopt a typical service-based architecture with the ML compo‐
nent integrated into the services. In the content filter example, a service-based flow
could be as follows: when a user creates a new post, the UI sends it to a content ser‐
vice to check with the model whether it’s abusive or not. If the model identifies the
content to be abusive, the content service instructs the UI to hide the content. So,
along with the usual approach to testing a typical service-oriented architecture, we
should include the following aspects to cover testing of the entire application:

Validating training data
The data that is fed to the model largely dictates the quality of the model. If the
data quality is poor, the model quality will be poor. So, focusing on input data
quality is critical for ML applications. Because we need a huge amount of data to
train the model, it may be procured from various sources, such as public data‐
bases, scraping from public websites, user inputs from different websites, and
even system logs. This usually leaves us with data in various forms and shapes—
basically, a cluttered and chaotic mess. In our example, our data source was his‐
torical posts on social media. As well as text, these posts could contain images,
videos, GIFs, comments, tags, and so on. Some of these could in turn be of differ‐
ent sizes, file formats, color gradients, and more. If we feed such inconsistent data
to the model, it is hard for the model to focus on the features of the content that
make it abusive, such as the keywords, and to learn the distinctions accurately.

So, the usual practice is to clean the input data, eliminate the noise, transform it
into a standardized format, and then feed it to the model for training. This
cleansing and transformation logic has to be tested thoroughly. A couple of basic
test cases to give an idea of how this could work might be:

• When input data comes with different scales—for instance, numerical data
could range from decimal values to exponentially large numbers—logic to
clean the data and transform it to a uniform scale should be tested.

• When input data can contain null or empty values, they must be either
replaced with default values or eliminated during the cleaning stage.
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In general, data has a lot of domain-specific aspects that must be explicitly tested.
For instance, social media posts might have a set character limit, which has to be
validated while checking the input data quality. Typically, teams also write unit
tests for cleansing and transformation logic to automate some of these test cases.

Validating model quality
The model’s quality is measured in terms of various metrics, such as error rates,
accuracy, confusion matrices, precision, and recall. There are methods to calcu‐
late each of these. In our example we might use precision and recall, as described
here:

• Precision, as the name suggests, refers to the model’s ability to correctly pre‐
dict a result (that is, the number of true positives out of the total number of
true and false positives). For example, if the model identifies 100 posts as
abusive and 99 are actually abusive, its precision index is 0.99.

• Recall, on the other hand, is the metric that tells us how many of the actual
abusive posts were identified correctly by the model (that is, the number of
true positives out of the total number of true positives and false negatives). If
the model correctly identified 99 posts as abusive out of a total of 110 total
abusive posts, its recall index is 0.90.

The ML frameworks mentioned earlier have built-in features to calculate these
types of metrics, and we can write tests to fail the CI pipeline based on these met‐
rics whenever a new model is checked in. MLflow is an open source tool that you
can use to view the model performance for every version of the model.

Validating model bias
Poor-quality data is one thing to deal with, but bias in the model makes it worse.
Recently, Twitter’s image cropping ML algorithm faced public criticism as it pre‐
ferred white individuals’ faces over black individuals while cropping, leading to
the company abandoning the automatic cropping approach. Such biases perco‐
late to the model from the input data. If the input data has a large sample set rep‐
resenting a particular demography, the model will be biased toward that
demography. It is therefore critical to test both the input data and the ML model
for biases. Facets is an open source tool that can help with this, by allowing us to
visualize patterns in the input data.

Validating integrations
Integrations between the three layers—specifically the data and model layers and
the model and API layers—have to be tested using the regular contract and inte‐
gration testing approaches.

Focusing on these aspects should enable us to do continuous delivery as well. The
discipline of Continuous Delivery for Machine learning (CD4ML) is discussed in
detail by some of my colleagues in their article on Martin Fowler’s website.
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Blockchain
Sir John Hargrave and Evan Karnoupakis give a simple one-line definition of block‐
chain in their report What Is Blockchain: “Blockchain is the Internet of Money.” If we 
consider money to be anything of value, such as stocks, bonds, reward points, etc.,
and the internet to be a platform for sharing information freely with our peers, then
blockchain can be understood as a platform for sharing anything of value.

The name is derived from the way it works. Whenever a transaction (exchange of
value) is made, a block is created with that transaction’s data, chained to the previous
transaction. By “chained,” I mean that every block has a hash of the previous block’s
content, creating a chain of blocks, as seen in Figure 13-2.

Figure 13-2. A chain of blocks with transaction data

This is how blockchain brings security in. If someone alters the content of a block,
the next block’s hash will not match, and hence the chain will be broken. We can
therefore say that the transactions are immutable: new blocks can be added to the
chain, but the existing blocks can never be altered. Typically, high-end cryptography
algorithms like SHA-256 are used for hashing, making blockchain impenetrable to
hackers.

What was the philosophy behind creating such an impenetrable system? In 2008, an
anonymous author writing under the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto released a white‐
paper, “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System”, that talked about a new con‐
cept called digital money, or e-cash, that could be transferred between parties without
the involvement of a centralized agent, like a bank, in the middle. The thinking was
simple: people work hard to earn money, and they should have control over it:
money, for the people, and by the people! The thrilled dev community quickly set to
work implementing the whitepaper, which evolved into the blockchain technology of
today. To draw your attention to a couple of key points here, blockchain evolved to
aid decentralization and promote peer-to-peer transactions. Security was required to
be a part of it, as the technology intended to deal with money.

Introduction to Blockchain Concepts
Now, we will discuss the building blocks of blockchain to get an idea of how testing
can be implemented:
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Decentralized ledgers
A ledger is a repository holding all the accounting data (the inflow and outflow of
a transaction). Blockchain uses decentralized ledgers; i.e., the ledger is not owned
by one person but by all participants. Any party intending to make a transaction
will get a copy of the ledger. The advantage is that it is trustworthy, since no one
person can manipulate the records. However, this incurs an additional cost of
keeping all the ledgers in sync at all times.

Nodes
A node is any computer or server that participates in the blockchain network.
Nodes can belong to a single individual or a group of individuals. Each node
stores a copy of the decentralized ledger. When there is a new transaction, they
each update their copy of the blockchain. As seen in Figure 13-3, the nodes com‐
municate with each other to keep the ledgers in sync. This process relies on
something called distributed ledger technology (DLT).

Figure 13-3. Distributed ledger technology with nodes each holding a separate copy
of the blockchain

Consensus
In blockchain, we have decentralized ledgers with the accounting data and nodes
providing the needed infrastructure to hold them. A bank is a centralized author‐
ity that can add or delete customers’ transactions after verifying their integrity,
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but in blockchain all the nodes are equal participants—so who can add new
transactions to the chain? This is where consensus comes into play.

Consensus is the process by which nodes collectively agree to add a transaction.
To get this done programmatically, we have consensus algorithms like Proof of
Work and Proof of Stake. In the Proof of Work algorithm, an extremely complex
mathematical problem is given to the nodes to solve. The first node that gets the
correct answer is given the authority to add the new block. The other nodes in
the network verify the integrity of the new block before adding it. When a node
adds a new block, it is rewarded with digital currency (a process referred to as
mining). The downside of this algorithm is the need for large amounts of compu‐
tational power to solve the complex mathematical problems. With the Proof of
Stake algorithm, nodes have mining power proportional to the amount of digital
currency they control. The downside here is that the nodes with the largest stakes
continue to get the privilege and get richer.

Smart contracts
A banking system has a set of established rules and conditions to execute a trans‐
action successfully. For example, before approving a housing loan, the bank first
verifies your salary, account balance, the housing documents, etc. In blockchain,
the logic required to complete a transaction is written as a smart contract. Every
node gets a copy of the smart contract as well. The advantages of this approach
are that it enables paperless transactions, eliminates commissions for go-
betweens, and makes it easy for the respective parties to complete a transaction
independently.

Those are the building blocks of the blockchain. To bring it all together and get an
idea of the overall workflow, let’s take a look at an example. Suppose Alice wants to
buy some tomatoes from Bob for 10 Ethereum (a popular cryptocurrency). Alice ini‐
tiates a transaction and transfers the money. The smart contract holds the money
from Alice until Bob delivers the tomatoes. As proof of delivery, Bob might produce a
QR code to be scanned. When Alice scans the QR code, the transaction completes,
and the smart contract transfers the money to Bob. If Bob fails to deliver the toma‐
toes, the smart contract returns the money to Alice after a set period. In the mean‐
time, the nodes on the network compete to solve the mathematical problem and gain
the right to add a new block for this transaction. The winning node also gathers the
transaction records from the smart contract to be added to the block. Once the block
is added, it is synced with all the other nodes.

The blockchain development frameworks that enable all of this include Ethereum,
HyperLedger Fabric, and Stellar. OpenZeppelin and Solidity are used to write smart
contracts. MetaMask is a wallet to hold digital currency (specifically, Ethereum).
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Testing Blockchain Applications
Having discussed the overall workflow in blockchain technology, here are a few focus
areas for testing:

Functional testing
The first step when testing any application is validating the end-to-end functional
flows, like in the tomato purchasing example. The functional logic is written in
the smart contracts, so we need to look for loopholes in that. The test cases to
validate the smart contracts can be added as unit tests too.

API testing
Most often, there are APIs on top of the blockchain, connected to the frontend.
We should focus on the standard API layer testing: functionalities, integrations
between modules, contract versioning, error handling, retries, etc.

Security testing
There are a lot of security aspects involved here that need to be tested, from
account creation and authorization mechanisms for the individuals involved in a
transaction to exchange of currencies, account balance maintenance, checking
for illegitimate transactions, and the cryptography aspects like hashing the
blocks.

Performance testing
Given that the transactions rely on the availability of nodes and consensus algo‐
rithms, the time it takes to complete a transaction can be longer than with a stan‐
dard web technology. Hence, transaction performance and the functional
behavior to handle the delays must be tested.

Blockchain-Specific Testing
Most applications use existing blockchain networks such as Ethereum to deploy their
smart contracts, and hence you may not need to test the blockchain’s features in par‐
ticular. However, if this does become necessary, some aspects to look out for are:

Addition of transactions
Every transaction should be recorded without loss of information. This is the
most critical requirement in the blockchain. The blocks should be correctly
chained and synced with all the other nodes.

Block size
The transactions are clubbed into the same block until the block size reaches an
upper limit (in the Bitcoin network, for example, the original block size was 1
MB). We need to test if a new block is created when the block size reaches its
limits.
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Chain size
As the number of transactions grows, the chain becomes very large. We need to
check the application performance with such large chain sizes.

Node testing
Nodes are foundational blocks in the blockchain. Nodes should be able to partici‐
pate in consensus and be synced with the latest data all the time. New nodes
should be able to join the network seamlessly.

Resiliency
When nodes become available after a short outage, they should be able to
smoothly integrate back into the network without disrupting the application’s
functionality. If no nodes are available for a while, the application needs to han‐
dle the outage gracefully.

Collisions
There could be situations where more than one node has solved the mathemati‐
cal problem and they are fighting for the right to add a new transaction. We need
to test for such collision scenarios.

Data corruption
A Byzantine node is a node that misbehaves in a decentralized system. When that
happens, the data across the nodes could get corrupted. There are proven ways to
handle such scenarios, and that behavior needs to be tested.

Tools like Ethereum Tester and Populus are useful for testing Ethereum-based block‐
chain applications, and bitcoinj and testnet help to test Bitcoin transactions.

As you can see, blockchain technology has significant advantages in terms of strong
security, fully digitalized transactions, elimination of middlemen, and combating
monopoly. However, there are also some disadvantages that make it harder to adopt
this technology. For example, blockchain requires large amounts of computational
and electrical power to solve the complex mathematical problems and synchronize all
the ledger data, and because of the consensus algorithms and intermittent availability
of nodes, it may take a long time to complete a transaction. Visa reportedly handles
about 1,700 transactions per second, whereas it may take 10 minutes for a single
blockchain transaction to be confirmed. Accordingly, performance is a major bottle‐
neck.

Internet of Things
The Internet of Things (IoT) is the technology that connects the physical world to the
digital world. It enables devices (“things”) around us to gain intelligence and start
communicating with each other and with us over the internet. This intelligence also
enables devices to react autonomously to changes in their surroundings without
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human intervention. For example, smart thermostats adapt to atmospheric condi‐
tions such as humidity and set the right temperature based on the user’s preferences.
The IoT has proven itself as a solution to both small and large-scale needs. A famous
example in the domestic sector is the smart home solution; the global value of the
smart home market is expected to surpass $53 billion in 2022. At the other end of the
spectrum are smart city IoT solutions that strive to enhance residents’ overall quality
of life by improving infrastructure, air quality, transportation, energy consumption,
and more.

IoT devices are commonly provisioned with three features: a sensor, an actuator, and
a communication medium. Sensors detect physical states, like temperature, pulse rate,
motion, etc. The actuator triggers changes to the current environment, like raising an
alarm when smoke is detected or opening and shutting valves to control temperature.
Communication mediums, such as digital displays and voice, help the IoT devices
present information to the user.

Building an end-to-end IoT solution requires both hardware and software skills. A
software component is embedded inside the hardware to control its functionalities
and to relay information to the users. Another software component resides outside
the hardware, and aggregates and analyzes the data sent from multiple devices to take
collective actions. For example, to read the user’s pulse rate using a fitness device, the
software inside the device triggers the hardware sensor to measure the count and
relay it to the digital display. The software also sends this information to the cloud,
where a service performs pattern analysis on the pulse rate information, sleep cycles,
etc., and instructs the embedded software to raise an alarm when anomalies are
detected.

For all of these technologies to work together cohesively—sensors, networks, com‐
munication and routing protocols, data processors, end user applications, the cloud,
and more—a lot of end-to-end integration is required. A closer look at the IoT’s five-
layer architecture will help you understand these integrations more clearly.

Introduction to the IoT’s Five-Layer Architecture
There are varying views on defining the number of layers in an IoT architecture—
three, four, or five. The five-layer architecture, as seen in Figure 13-4, gives a broader
and deeper view of the technologies involved in building an end-to-end IoT applica‐
tion. We will take a look at each of these layers briefly in order to understand the test‐
ing aspects in them.
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Figure 13-4. IoT five-layer architecture

Let’s briefly take a look at each of these layers in order to understand the testing
aspects involved in each of them:

Perception layer
This is the bottommost layer, where the hardware reads information from the
physical world and transfers it to the following layers. Hardware can be catego‐
rized as passive, semi-passive, or active, depending on its support for unidirec‐
tional or bidirectional communication. For example, QR code scanners fall under
the passive category as they can only communicate one way, and the range of
communication is limited. This is sufficient for scenarios like shipment tracking.
Also, note that passive components don’t come with the power capacity to per‐
form computations. Active components can receive and transmit data, and they
are equipped with the requisite power capacity. Some examples are smart actua‐
tors that do mechanical tasks, wearables with embedded sensors, GPS radios, etc.
They can communicate over longer ranges too.

Network layer
The physical devices have to be identified on the internet for other devices to
communicate with them. IPv4 and IPv6 are popular networking protocols that
provide unique IP addresses to devices (IPv6 is preferred). To efficiently transfer
data to the destination address, the devices use routing protocols like the Routing
Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL). They use standard commu‐
nication technologies like WiFi, Zigbee, near-field communication (NFC), and
Bluetooth to transmit and receive information.
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Middleware layer
IoT applications should be able to access the physical devices using their names
or addresses to request their services (such as reading the room temperature, the
user’s heart rate, etc.) without knowing the underlying infrastructure details. The
middleware layer helps with such service discovery. It also handles extracting
data from the physical devices and communicating information back to the users.
This is the core of the IoT solution. Service discovery protocols like Avahi and
Bonjour and data exchange mechanisms like the Constrained Application Proto‐
col (CoAP) and Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) are widely used.

Application layer
This layer enables end users to access the desired services via a simple interface
like a web or mobile app without knowing how service requests are processed in
the underlying layers. The application layer includes the logic to aggregate, pro‐
cess, and store information from multiple devices.

Business layer
This layer analyzes the information gathered from the hardware, services, etc. to
improve the application’s services. Big data technologies like Apache Spark and
Apache Kafka are used to analyze the vast amounts of data received from differ‐
ent IoT devices. This layer is mainly for the internal administrative folks and not
the end users.

IoT platforms like AWS IoT and IBM Watson combine many of these capabilities to
ease IoT development.

Testing IoT Applications
Some specifics to focus on while testing IoT solutions are as follows:

Hardware/software integration
The end-to-end functionality of any IoT application mainly relies on proper
hardware and software integration, and that needs to be tested with various edge
cases. For instance, the heartbeat monitoring app in a smartwatch needs to dis‐
play the correct heartbeat count as recorded by the sensor, and when there are
issues in recording the heartbeat, the software should handle errors appropri‐
ately. These integration test cases should be tested after new installations and
hardware or software upgrades. Furthermore, the usual hardware constraints in
terms of memory and battery must be accounted for while testing functional fea‐
tures.

Network
Network connectivity between devices and with the cloud is an important aspect
of IoT solutions that should be tested properly. Some devices can support
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multiple communication protocols, such as WiFi and Bluetooth, and those capa‐
bilities must be tested independently.

Interoperability
Interoperability in an IoT solution refers to the ability of different devices to
exchange information with one another, even though they may follow different
standards and protocols. For example, in a smart transportation IoT solution,
traffic sensory devices, accident detection services, and automatic routing sys‐
tems must be able to exchange information seamlessly, even though each could
operate individually with different sets of technologies and protocols. Interoper‐
ability truly unlocks the potential of IoT, but the integrations must be carefully
tested.

Security and privacy
Some communication protocols, like Z-Wave, may not always be secure, so there
is a need to employ additional lightweight security mechanisms such as IPsec to
prevent attacks. Furthermore, the data collected and stored in the cloud must be
private by design. Not only is it unethical to store individuals’ biometric and
other private data without their consent, but (as we saw in Chapter 10) there are
legal requirements relating to the storage of personal information, and we have to
test for compliance.

Performance
Performance is an important quality aspect in IoT solutions, as there could be
many devices talking to each other and relaying information back to the aggrega‐
tor services. So, we need answers to questions like how quickly the hardware
responds to the software commands, what the overall response time for a service
is (like getting the pulse rate), and what the data collection performance is like
when there are many devices in the network (like in a smart city).

Usability
Usability is critical, especially in the domestic sector—for example, with devices
like smartwatches and smart TVs. With such devices, there may be many aspects
to test. Smartwatches respond to wrist movements, have displays of different
sizes, may be operated with different buttons and gestures, have alert systems
consisting of vibrations and sound notifications, can be worn on the right or the
left wrist, and more. Onboarding the users to a device’s capabilities is also an
essential part of the product. Testing the ensemble of usability aspects is critical
to the product’s success.

From my own experience of working on a smart coffee machine, I can testify that
testing IoT solutions is incredibly complex due to the varied combinations of devices
and their internal states. To help manage the multitude of states and device combina‐
tions and derive test cases, I formulated a testing framework called the IoT Testing
Atlas, which you may be interested in exploring further!
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Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality
Augmented reality (AR) is a technology that superimposes graphics, texts, images, and
other sensory information onto the real-world environment and presents it to users
to enhance their overall experience. It was initially invented to assist jet plane fighters;
the pilots had to attack targets with precision while flying, and AR presented the nec‐
essary details on their frontal displays to help them focus on both tasks simultane‐
ously. One of the latest examples of AR is the heads-up display (HUD) developed by
Mercedes, which casts information like maps and acceptable speed limits onto the
vehicle’s windshield.

These days, we have games that use smart glasses, HUDs, and various mobile and
handheld AR devices to give us the AR experience. You may have heard of or tried
wearable smart displays from makers like Google, Vuzix, Epson, and Nreal. However,
AR-enabled smartphones are the closest to us. Both Android and iOS are equipped
with the needed tools and frameworks, like ARCore, ARKit, and Unity’s AR Founda‐
tion, to enable this technology, and there are many phones with AR-compatible hard‐
ware (such as the Pixel 5, Nokia 8, Moto G, etc.).

Whereas AR augments your real-world surroundings, virtual reality (VR) transports
the user to a simulated virtual world. In addition to popular applications like gaming,
this technology is beneficial for simulating hazardous environments such as fires or
air attacks and training the fighters to deal with them. VR has also gained popularity
in the commercial space, where customers are offered product customization features
like designing the interiors of their new house and real-time product experiences like
virtual dressing rooms.

VR experiences require head-mounted display (HMD) devices for a fully immersive
experience. Some popular ones in the market include the Oculus Quest, Oculus Go,
HTC VIVE, and Sony PlayStation VR. Once again, smartphones with solutions like
Google Cardboard offer a more accessible and economical option.

In addition to AR and VR we also have mixed reality (MR), which is a combination of
AR and VR that allows users to interact with digital content in 3D. The Pokémon Go
game is an example of MR. Similarly, eXtended Reality (XR) is where AR, VR, and
MR devices integrate with other devices, like home appliances, sensors, etc. The AR,
VR, MR, and XR space is expanding, and is definitely one to watch out for.

Testing AR/VR Applications
AR and VR tech is fascinating and gives the users an exhilarating experience—but it’s
also incredibly complex. Developing and testing these products requires expertise in
a wide range of areas, from biology (human perception of images, mechanics of
image formation by the eye, depth perception, etc.) to spatial mathematics, head-
mounted display technologies, and so much more. There are development platforms
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1 For a much more complete introduction, see Casey Hardman’s Game Programming with Unity and C#: A
Complete Beginner’s Guide (Apress).

like Unity that have abstracted these complexities to a certain extent for our ease.
Also, there have been many improvements in the quality and performance of HMDs
over the years.

That said, there are still not enough testing tools or an established testing approach in
this area. Testing is customized contextually. A recent development by Thoughtworks
is the functional test automation tool for Unity called Arium. Arium is open source
and is available as a Unity package. Let’s briefly look at a few concepts from Unity to
understand how to test them using this tool.1

A scene in Unity represents a game environment. Typically, each level in a game is
called a scene. Each scene has its own collection of objects. A GameObject is an ele‐
ment in the scene. It could be a prop, like a ball, or a player. These objects’ abilities
can be programmed by attaching components to them (a component is any feature or
functionality that is linked to a GameObject). Unity provides many built-in compo‐
nents for fundamental needs like casting light, collisions, and so on. For instance, we
could attach a light component to a GameObject to define the lighting on that object.
Every GameObject also has a default Transform component which represents its posi‐
tion, size, and rotation.

Arium provides the following functions to enable functional test automation of Unity
apps:

• _arium.FindGameObject("Ball") to find a gameObject by name
• _arium.GetComponent<name_of_component>(<name_of_gameObject>) to

retrieve components from the gameObject, which can then be validated
• _arium.PerformAction(new UnityPointerClick(), "<name_of_gameObject>")

to perform actions on gameObjects to navigate

Arium can also be extended to perform usability testing, experiential and immersive
testing, performance testing, and compatibility testing of XR applications.

That’s a short and crisp read on emerging technologies and some of the testing
aspects to consider. These trends will keep evolving, and may become mainstream
sooner than we expect. So, let’s continue to watch this space!
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